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PREFACE

In this study no attempt will be made to present an exhaustive

analysis of the theologies of Professors Rudolf Bultmann, Gunther

Bornkamm and Ernst Kasemann. Nor will an attempt be made to trace

the developments of their theologies nor show the relationships of

their thoughts to other historians, theologians or philosophers,

except where a limited observation might especially serve the point

under discussion. All of these goals would be quite valuable to

pursue but here they would serve to take the present writer afield

from his intended task.

This study will concentrate on certain aspects of the thorny

problem of history and faith with regard to the question of "the

historical Jesus" as it emerges in the writings of these three

scholars. More precisely, a special focus will be placed upon the

historical method employed by each scholar in his attempt to es¬

tablish s historical reconstruction and understanding of Jesus.

Thus a major concern of this study will be the question of how "the

Jesus of history" is related to "the Christ of faith".

By procedure, the present writer will undertake a three-part

presentation. The first section will deal with the question of what

historical authenticity means for each scholar and what, in fact,

constitutes canons of such for each. The second section will be an

examination of their critical, and interpretative historical canons

as they are actually employed by each scholar on representative sec¬

tions of the synoptic gospels. Finally, in the concluding section

the present writer will offer a general methodological evaluation of

the consistency and validity of the critical and hermeneutical his¬

torical canons of Professors Bultmann, Bornkamm and Kasemann.
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When one sets out to render a description and an evaluation of

the canons of historical authenticity in the writings of Rudolf

Bultmann, Gunther Bornkanmi and Ernst Kasemann, with especial regard

to the historical Jesus, one is immediately faced with several mat¬

ters of definition. What do Professors Bultmann, Bomkamm and Kase¬

mann each mean by historical authenticity in this context? What

precisely would constitute canons of such historical authenticity

for each scholar? For only when these basic questions have been

answered with clarity will it be possible to examine the canons as

they are actually employed by each scholar in New Testament criticism

and interpretation. The final goal of the present writer will be an

evaluation of the consistency of these scholars in the use of their

own canons and an evaluation of the validity of their canons for the

ongoing work of biblical criticism and theology. In the present sec¬

tion, however, discussion will be focused upon the questions of what

Bultraann, Bornkamm and Kasemann each mean by historical authenticity,

what exactly constitute canons of such for each and what their canons

allow the® to say in general terms about the kerygraa and the histor¬

ical Jesus.

It must be noted at the outset that it is no simple matter to

sort out neatly what Professors Bultmann, Bornkamm and Kasemann would

mean by such terminology as historical authenticity. This is due,

in part, to the much discussed difference of linguistic formulation

available in the German language on matters pertaining to history

and, in part, due to the specific academic context out of which these

scholars have come. Nevertheless, the present writer believes that

by examining the issue from an Anglo-American perspective, no final

injustice need be done to the intentions of Bultmann, Bornkamm and

Kasemann. In fact, an examination from a perspective outside the
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immediate context of these scholars should provide for useful ques¬

tioning and clarification, if care is taken to understand that other

context properly.

(A)

First, it must be asked what Professor Bultmann means by his¬

torical authenticity. It is quite apparent that Bultmann means more

than one thing. His writings show that he has been a pioneer in mak¬

ing theology keenly aware of the many ways in which the noun history

and adjective historical are constantly used by laymen and profes¬

sional historians, philosophers and theologians alike. As we shall

see, ir his manner of expression and actual use of certain German

words, he distinguishes between three general levels of history.

Each level thereby has its own peculiar type of historical authen¬

ticity.

I. One sense in which he commonly speaks of history and historical

authenticity is when he uses the German noun Historie or adjective

historisch to refer to the external events of the past that are ac¬

cessible to the objective judgment of the historian in his scien¬

tific evaluation of evidence and reconstruction of past events.*
Sometimes, however, he refers to this same aspect of historical re-

2
ality using other terminology. In any case, history referred to in

1. Rudolf Bultmann, "Krisis des Glaubens, Krisis der Kirche, Krisis
der Religion", Glauben und Verstehen II (Tubingen! J.C.B. Hohr, 1952),
p. 6; Rudolf Bultraann, "Die. liberal® Theologie und die jungste theo-
logiache Bewegung", Glauben und Verstehen I (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr,
1954), p. 3; Rudolf Bultmann, "Die Bedeutung der dialektishchen Theo¬
logie fur die neuteatamentllche Wisaensehaft"» Glauben und Verstehen I
(Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1954), pp. 117, 129.

2. Rudolf Bultmann, Die Geschichte der Synoptischen Tradition (Got-
tingen: Vandanhoeck und Ruprecht, 1931), p. 6, p. 260 footnote 1;
Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus (Berlin: Deutsche Bi^liothek, 1929), p. 8-9.
These are examples of how Bultraann uses the nouns Geschichte and
Geschlchtlichkelt and the adjective geschichtllch to describe that
aspect of history which he often refers to elsewhere by means of the
noun Historie and adjective historisch. In English he frequently



this way has the character of pastness, externality and distance from

3
the personal life of the historian and his readers today. Yet the

historian must maintain his scientific distance (or neutrality) in

reconstructing the past in order to remain impartial and honest in
4his various critical judgments.

It follows, for Bultmann, that the historian must employ a meth¬

od that will best enable him honestly to reconstruct past events as

fully as possible. Nevertheless, every historian must use those

kinds of critical canons in his work which are common to the whole

community of historians. Therefore, the Christian historian must be

especially careful not to employ any "special canons" in his attempt

to establish past events, which could not equally be employed by the

non-Christian historian. Nor should the Christian historian fail to

use the most stringent criteria. Specifically, he must not deal with

the history of Christian origins by means of a method which would be

unacceptable to other ancient historians working in their respective

fields of study.Indeed, Bultmann's own form-critical examination

refers to this same aspect of history as objective knowledge. That
Is, he speaks of historical knowledge gained in an objectifying man¬
ner such as is appropriate to the natural sciences. Examples of
this way of speaking can be seen in: Rudolf Bultmann, History and
Eschatology (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1957), p. 116;
Rudolf Bultmann, "On The Problem of Demythologizing", New Testament
Issues, ed. by Richard Batey (London: S.C.M., 1970), p. 36.
3. Rudolf Bultmann, "New Testament and Mythology", Kerygma and Myth,
ed. by H. W. Bartsch (New York: Harper and Row, 1961), pp. 38-39.
4. Rudolf Bultmann, "Is Exegesis Without Presuppositions Possible?",
Existence and Paith, ed. by Schubert M. Ogden (London: Collins, 1968)
pp. 342-343. Even when Bultmann is expounding the importance of sub¬
jectivity in historical interpretation he takes pains to show that
in his reconstructive work the historian must maintain a scientific
neutrality. Cf. Rudolf Bultmann, History and Eschatology, pp. 121-
122.

5. Rudolf Bultmann, Existence and Faith, pp. 343-346; Rudolf Bultmann
"The Problem of Hermeneutics", Essays Philosophical and Theological,
-est. by J. C. G. Greig (London: S.C.M., 1955), p. 256.

~brtwJy-
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of the gospel materials stands as his best example of hie under¬

standing of the nature of scientific historiography. In his form-

critical work, as we shall see, he demonstrates precisely the sort

of thorough-going criticism which he maintains is required of any

sound historian. Hare he shows a concerted effort to be free from

any "special canons" which would allow him to accept material as

critically reliable that would be unacceptable to any secular his¬

torian, and he thereby avoids any form of the special pleading that

he believes becomes necessary to support such "special canons" as

are sometimes employed by theologically conservative theologians

who are anxious to find a maximum amount of the gospel material

historically reliable. It should be noted that this intense loy¬

alty to the scientific historical method is a direct heritage from

his early training in the tradition of liberal German biblical cri¬

ticism (especially in the History of Religions School) and it is

not simply a result of his existentialist theology as some have ra-

6
ther one-sidedly suggested.

Shortly we shall enumerate Bultraann's mo3t important canons,

but first we must ask what, then, are the nature and purpose of

Bultmann's canons of objective history? His critical canon3 con¬

sist of working rules which he believes enable him to weigh and sift

the New Testament evidence for a particular past event in such a

fashion that ha may accurately and honestly judge what actually took

place in that event and what did not (insofar as the evidence at

hand is adequate). Of course, Bultmann recognises that all histori¬

cal judgments are in theory open to reconsideration and are, there¬

fore, never final. Yet he strives for the greatest degree of honest

6. Walter Schmithals, An Introduction to the Theology of Rudolf
Bultmann, (London: S.C.M., 1968), p. 198.
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certainty he can achieve.7 Still it should he noted that in his

actual form-critical analysis of the synoptic gospels, he only claims

to reach the earliest strand of the church tradition with certainty,

and thus speaks of the historical figure Jesus with some caution

(although Bultmann personally believes that the earliest strand of

the tradition, in a high degree of probability, represents Jesus as

8
he really was).

No historian, of course, has just one or two critical canons,but

many. Yet a chief characteristic of these several canons is that

they are generally based upon the results of academic research in

many disciplines. Since the historian must deal with the phenomenon

of man in all his aspects, he must in part rely upon his own grasp

of the underlying assumptions, guiding axioms and results of numer¬

ous human disciplines for the components of his working methodology.

He must also frequently depend upon the results of other historians

who have become specialists in their own areas. In using their work

he is, of course, not blindly accepting mere external authorities,

for he will accept only those results that have been arrived at by

methods and judgments in harmony with his own tested and accepted

procedures. Consequently, the individual historian's own judgment

always remains sovereign in the formation and use of historical canons.

A few brief illustrations of how the historian undergirds his

own work with criteria drawn from other historians and disciplines

will illuminate this significant point. Awareness of this point,

then, will illumina our understanding of Bultmann's particular criti¬

cal canons.

7. Rudolf Bultmann, History and Eschatology, n. 116.

8. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition (New York:
Harper and Row, 1963); Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 195R), pp. 13-14.
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For example, where the historian must make judgments about events

of nature that may have affected past human events, he will be guided

by axioms that represent the consensus of the scientific community

on those matters which pertain to his own study. Or if he must make

judgments concerning individual human behaviour, he will be aided by

the consensus of the academic community engaged in psychological re¬

search in order that his judgments may reflect the best current think¬

ing about normal and abnormal tendencies in man. Likewise, if he

must make judgments regarding group behaviour, he will find guidance

from the sociologists, economists and political scientists. Fur¬

thermore, certain canons deal with linguistic considerations as these

might serve as clues to the history of given materials. Here the

historian's judgments must find backing not only from the work of

linguistic experts (and his own knowledge of specific languages), but

also from the consensus of those scholars who have specialised in

studying the "laws" which appear to govern oral and written tradi¬

tions in various cultures and institutions. Still other canons are

based on a broad grasp of the overall historical situation of a par¬

ticular period, such as first century Palestinian Judaism or the

Hellenistic world at the time of the emergence of the early Christian

communities. Yet other canons are based on the results of expert

archaeologists and other specialists. Hence, it is clear in each

case that the working historian dare not ignore the particular rules

of sound reasoning that are relevant to a specific field of study

which affect his historical judgments. Therefore, in all of these

ways (and more) the historian is dependent on the best work of others

for the working standards which are most significant in carrying

out his own task.^
9. Cf. Van A. Harvey, The Historian and the Believer,(London:
S.C.M., 1967), pp. 43-64, 74-89; F. Gerald Downing, The Church and
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As we shall see now, Professor Bultmann's canons of objective

history share in this general characteristic of critical historical

canons, for the form-critical criteria which he regularly employs are

quite dependent upon specific standards and conclusions drawn from

other fields of history and numerous other related academic disci¬

plines. However, the way in which this can now beat be shown is by

isolating Bultmann's chief critical canons in a concrete but summary

fashion. These canons, of necessity, must be abstracted from his sev¬

eral writings, and especially from the text of his form-critical

analyses, because like roost historians he does not attempt system¬

atically to state all of his criteria in advance of his practical work.

Thus, the focus of attention will be placed upon the most signifi¬

cant working rules which guide Bultmann as he makes his judgments of

historical facticity. Moreover, these canons will be set forth now

in their approximate order of importance, as one would judge by

noting throughout this study the frequency and manner of their em¬

ployment by Bultmann. In the following, it should also be noted that

the more important canons generally receive a longer explication than

those of lesser importance.

1. The primary canon of importance for Bultmann is his "canon of

dissimilarity". This canon was initially put forward by Bultmann In

his treatment of the synoptic parables of Jesus. He says that, "We

can only count on possessing a genuine similitude of Jesus where,

on the one hand, expression is given to the contrast between Jewish

morality and piety and the distinctive eschatological temper which

characterised the preaching of Jesus, and whe.re on the other we find

no specifically Christian features."^
Jesus (London: S.C.M., 1968), pp. 138ff.; E. H. Carr, What is History?
(London: Pelican, 1964), p. 11.

10. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 205.
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In stating his canon thus Bultmann is not suggesting that the

form of Jesus* message or its allusions to contemporary life (eco¬

nomic, political, sociological, geographical etc.) should be unlike

what one would find in other Jewish writings of the same period (and,

therefore, even in some Palestinian church writings of the first

century). Obviously, if certain aspects of the gospel presentation

of Jesus' message are to be found historically reliable, they should

reflect genuine traces of life, and common forms of speech, which

were typical in Jesus' time and homeland.** What Bultmann is actu¬

ally maintaining with this canon is, that in spite of those expected

common features, we can only trust material as authentic Jesus'mater¬

ial where its content also shows distinctiveness over against the

writings of contemporary Judaism or the early church.

It can be argued that this canon is too strict and, therefore,

can produce no more than minimal results because it cannot account

for those aspects of Jesus' life or teaching which actually may have

overlapped with Judaism or the church. More attention will be given

to this objection later in the course of this study but here it is

sufficient to point out that Bultmann's use of it is due to his

caution as a historian and his desire to claim no more for the his¬

torical Jesus than can honestly be established with a very high degree

of probability. Moreover, its value for unearthing any distinctive

aspect of Jesus' life and teaching is surely a positive feature.

It should be realised that this canon is one that is dependent

upon the content research of other ancient and biblical historians.

In addition, it is quite similar methodologically to criteria used

by historians engaged in non-biblical fields of study. In the first

place, it depends upon the consensus of what is already historically
11. cf. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p.132;
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known about the early church (In its various manifestations) and

about first century Judaism. Here, of course, where there are sig¬

nificant differences between recognised authorities, each historian

must decide for what he considers the most adequate position. In

the case of Bultraann the conclusions of the History of Religions

School, in which he was trained as a student, have remained as a

strong influence. This should not be surprising since it is from

this tradition that Bultmann has learned so much about the scien¬

tific historical method. (Hence, it seems to the present writer

that it is not simply a blind respect for the pre-eminence of

German scholarship or a rigid loyalty to his old teachers [for

Bultmann has been quite willing to break with his early training

where he has found it faulty] but because the results of these

scholars regarding the objective aspects of the past are themselves

based on the kinds of canons that he has personally tested and thus

believes to be most scientifically sound.) He more readily accepts

the general conclusions, then, of other specialists whose methodology

he judges critically proper. Secondly, it should be noted that his

''canon of dissimilarity" is not unlike those used by non-biblical

historians when they must distinguish between propaganda and fac-
12

tual elements, or an original document and a copy. So here it can

be seen that Bultmann takes great care to use standards of judgment

which he believes will not compromise his credibility in the commun¬

ity of scientific historians.

2. A second canon of criticism which is constantly employed by Bult¬

mann is the "canon of cne forms and the Sitz im Leben". He maintains

that the historian must detect the creative and reshaping Influences
where Bultmann uses the evidence of the apparently still existing
sacrificial system in Jerusalem as an argument for primitiveness.
12. Cf. Marc Bloch, The Historians1 Craft (Manchester: University
of Manchester Press, 1954), pp. 110-116, especially pp. 114-116.
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of the early church not only at the editorial stage of gospel pro¬

duction but in all the individual pericopae as well. Bultmann's pro¬

cedure of examining the synoptic texts for traces of church influ¬

ence is analytical. That is, he begins with the various forms of

the text (i.e. apophthegraata, prophetic words, wisdom sayings, mir¬

acles, parables etc.) and seeks to discern therefrom what the several

shaping influences in the life of the early Christian communities
13

were. However, he admits that he cannot "dispense with a provi¬

sional picture of the primitive community and its history, which

has to be turned into a clear and articulated picture in the course

14
of my inquiries." For working purposes, he divides that provi¬

sional picture of the early church into the broad categories of

Palestinian Christianity and Hellenistic Christianity (but he does

also allow for the strong possibility of an intermediate, Hellenis-

tically influenced stage of Palestinian-Jewish Christianity as well).

As has been noted above, Bultraann's basic picture of the early church

is in large measure dependent upon the essential conclusions of the

History of Religions School (especially Bou9set and Heitmuller)

Thus, in tracing the Sltz ira Leben of pericopae, Bultmann already

has a fundamental criterion of historicity. As he says, "The dis¬

tinction provides us with a criterion which frequently enables us to

determine whether this or that feature belongs to the older tradition

or was composed later.Beyond this, Bultraann seeks to distinguish

13. Rudolf Bultraann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 4f.,
cf. pp. 39-41.
14. Ibid., p. 5,

15. Ibid., Rudolf Bultmann, Form Criticism, ed. by F. C. Grant (New
York: Harper Torchbooks, 1962), pp. 17-18.

16. Ibid., p. 18.
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from the forms, the more particular aspects of the Palestinian-Jew¬

ish or Hellenistic church life which may in turn have shaped the in¬

dividual pericopae.

This canon is dependent upon the tools and categories provided

by sociology, for it is that academic discipline which has studied

the practical needs, interests and problems of institutions and how

these factors influence the developments of institutions and their

traditions. Sociological study enables Bultmann to grasp why the

early Christian communities should have altered the original words

and stories about Jesus, and why the church may sometimes have appro¬

priated material from other sources consistent with what was remem¬

bered of Jesus, and why church prophets may even have created entir¬

ely new sayings and ascribed them to the risen Christ in order for

the church to adapt herself constantly to ever new situations in her
17

ongoing development. This canon, therefore, especially reinforces

the "canon of dissimilarity" and is used in conjunction with it fre¬

quently. For when borrowing is suspected, the "canon of the forms

and Sit? im Leben" enables the historian to see why certain aspects

of the synoptic tradition were, in fact, borrowed, created or re¬

shaped, in the form of models at hand in Palestine or in the Hellen¬

istic world in order to meet some specific situational need in the

life of an early Christian community.

It should be noted, however, that in Bultmann's view sometimes

the only evidence for the apparent situational need in the life of

an early Christian community must be discerned from the form of the

text itself. This procedure has sometimes led Bultmann to maintain

17. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 4,
pp. 61ff., 81ff., 125ff., 145ff., 179ff.» 218ff., 302ff.; Rudolf
Bultmann, Form Criticism, pp. 64-70.



that a given idea was surely characteristic of church theology (in

one of its manifestations) because an ostensible sociological need

(suggested by the very form of the text) required such. (For exam¬

ple, the form of a miracle story might suggest to Bultmann the needs

[and thus beliefs and practices] of the healers within the early

church.) Consequently, Bultmann goes on to maintain that since such

a given idea was characteristic of early church theology, it must not

be characteristic of Jesus himself. The grounds for 3uch reasoning

are to be found, then, in a given formal aspect of the gospel text

itself and probable sociological considerations based upon the for¬

mal aspect of the text, rather than in any other direct, additional

evidence. The conclusions drawn from these grounds are in turn used

to judge the historical authenticity of that same text (i.e. that it

did or did not thus have its origin with Jesus himself). Bultmann

believes that this is often a necessary procedure. For as he says,

"It is essential to realize that form-criticism is fundamentally in¬

distinguishable from all historical work in this, that it has to move

in a circle. The forms of the literary tradition must be used to es¬

tablish the Influences operating in the life of the community, and

the life of the community must be used to render the forms intelli¬

gible."^®
It is significant to note that the primary function of the

"canon of the forms and the Sits im Leben" is to inform the histor¬

ical critic concerning the history of the early church rather than

about the history of Jesus. Nevertheless, in this very process this

canon becomes one of Bultmann*s most valuable and frequently used

tools for then secondarily making judgments about whether or not a

18. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 5.
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pericope (or part thereof) can fairly be said to have its roots in

the actual history of Jesus himself.

Later in the course of this study we shall examine the validity

of Bultmann's use of this canon in more detail, but at this point it

cannot be denied that often an historian must make a judgment concern¬

ing facticity on indirect evidence and general sociological and/or

psychological considerations (as to what is normative human behav¬

iour in given circumstances). In that feature Bultmann's canon sure¬

ly shares a common procedural element with the methods employed by

the whole community of scientific historians.

3. A third canon which is also of fundamental importance for Bult-

mann can be deemed his "canon of the forms and the growth of the

oral tradition". This canon is based on two foundations. First,

the form of a unit of tradition is studied in its relationship to

similar forms from other traditions (in Judaism, Hellenistic sources,

various folk tales, Old Testament traditions etc.). This study is

carried out in order to discover what the most primitive or pure

form of a pericope was likely to have been. Once this typical,

fundamental form is known, there is then a basis from which to judge

later developments. Secondly, the Christian tradition itself is

studied in its literary form in order to uncover tendencies of growth

from the early literary sources to the later. When these literary

tendencies of growth are discovered, they provide criteria for under¬

standing the probable process of development in the oral stage as

well. These criteria gained from the examination of the Christian

tradition are reinforced and supplemented by observations of similar

tendencies in the developments of other oral traditions.

Bultmann believes that the thirty-to-fiftj year period in which

the gospel tradition existed in an oral form in the early Christian
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communities was a period in which the tradition expanded and

changed considerably. During that time the original gospel narratives

and sayings were retold, reshaped and added to (by preachers, teach¬

ers, miracle workers etc.) in the churches of Palestine and the Hel¬

lenistic world. Sometimes these additions simply took the form of

interesting imaginative details which were included in order to

"improve" the story. There was also a strong tendency to inter-

work contemporary church theology with the original gospel tradition.

Likewise, the various accretions from non-Christian sources and the

words of Christian prophets got attached to the tradition at this

stage.

Each form must be studied in relation to parallel forms in other

traditions in order to discover what the earliest or pure form of a

given unit of the tradition must have been. Therefore, the formal

characteristics of the most primitive pericopae vary somewhat from

form to form. Generally speaking, however, Bultmann holds that the

simple form represents the most primitive stage of the tradition.

In the simple narrative form, for example, there are relatively few

details, only two chief actors present, a single sequence is presen¬

ted and the entire encounter involves only a brief period of time.

In a like manner concise sayings pre-date fuller expositions. In

the synoptic tradition, however, even the earliest form of a pericope

does not necessarily go back to Jesus. It may be authentic Jesus'

material or it may have been created by the earliest Palestinian com¬

munity. A "pure pericope", therefore, is only relatively authentic

with regard to Jesus himself.

As has been noted above, the fundamental aspects of the expan¬

sion process are to be gained from observing several factors of

growth in the literary stage of the tradition. This expansion can



be observed in detail by noting how Matthew and Luke develop the

Markan and Q materials to suit their interests. Likewise, it can be

seen that the apocryphal gospels developed and changed the synoptic

materials in specific ways. Moreover, the process of the transmis¬

sion of the text Itself is instructive for understanding in what

ways the early Christians felt free to adjust the received tradition.

These specific tendencies of the Christian literary tradition lake

on the character of "laws" of the tradition in its oral stage as

well, in Bultmann's work. He then reinforces these discovered "laws"

by noting cases of apparent parallel expansion in other oral tradi¬

tions. Thus, Bultmann believes that the gospel tradition can only

be properly understood if it is studied in the light of general
19"laws" of growth in literary and oral traditions.

Finally, it should be noted that this canon is used mo3t close¬

ly with the "canon of the forms and the Sitz in Leben". Indeed,

their relationship is so close that some scholars have treated them

as a single canon. However, in this study they have been treated

separately in order to show that the "canon of the forma and the

Sitz im Leben" really is Bultmann's working standard by which he at¬

tempts to demonstrate what the needs of the community were which

called for addition and adaptation in the gospel tradition, and the

"canon of the forms and the growth of the oral tradition" shows how

those changes were actually made by the community. Both canons serve

a specific function in judging the relative age of perlcoae.

4. A fourth canon that is also of fundamental importance for Bult¬

mann, and is a clear example of his desire to avoid "special canons",

is one that is drawn from his understanding of the consensus of scien-

19. Rudolf Bultmann, Form Criticism, pp. 29-35; Rudolf Bultmann,
The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 61ff., 81ff., 125ff.,
145ff., 179ff., 218ff., 302ff.
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tific scholarship. Here he maintains that he is merely using an

axiom of scientific thought which guides the daily theoretical and

actual experimental work of the whole scientific community. This

axiom, he holds, must guide the historian as well when he is dealing

with all reported miraculous events recorded in documents from the

past. Indeed this canon is constantly and normatively used by his¬

torians who work with non-biblical materials and has been consist¬

ently employed by liberal biblical critics for two centuries.

The canon itself is best presented in Bultmann's own words.

The historical siethod Includes the presupposition that
history is a unity in the sense of a closed continuum of
effects in which individual events are connected by a succes¬
sion of cause and effect. This does not mean that the process
of history is determined by the causal lav/ and that there are
no free decisions of men whose actions determine the course

of historical happenings. But even a free decision does not
happen without a cause, without a motive; and the task of the
historian is to come to know the motives of actions. All
decisions and deeds have their causes and consequences; and the
historical method presupposes that it is possible in principle
to exhibit these and their connection and thus to understand
the whole historical process as a closed unity.

This closedness means that the continuum of historical
happenings cannot be rent by the interference of supernatural,
transcendent powers and that therefore there is no "miracle"
in this sense of the word. Such a miracle would be an event
whose cause did not lie within history. While, for example,
the Old Testament narrative speaks of an Interference by God
in history, historical science cannot demonstrate such an
act of God, but merely perceives that there are those who be¬
lieve in it. To be sure, as historical science, it may not
assert that such a faith is an illusion and that God has not
acted in history. But it itself as science cannot perceive
such an act and reckon on the basis of it; it can only leave
every man free to determine whether he wants to 3ee an act of
God in a historical event that it itself understands in terms
of that event's immanent historical causes. 20

This canon is of especial significance in understanding Bult-

mann's category of myth in the New Testament. This is so because

those passages which speak as if God has interrupted the closed cau¬

sal unity of history by some supernatural means, in order to act as

20. Rudolf Bultmann, Existence and Faith, p. 345.



a cause between events, can never be interpreted in a literal sense

by the scientific historian. The historian is compelled to deal with

such passages as mythological expressions. Thus, if an act of God

is to be perceived in connection with a historical event, that action

must be understood as God's immanent action hidden within the closed

unity of history. However, that history itself must be understood

by the historian in a quite natural way without the "God hypothesis"

as a part of the historical explanation. Only the "eye of faith"

can see such immanent action as God's own action. The scientific eye

of the historian can never perceive more than the inherent natural

or human cause and effect. This critical canon has vital theological

importance for Bultmann as well; for if the historian as historian

could detect acts of God, then revelation would be an objectively

observable and demonstrable phenomenon and the human freedom neces¬

sary to faith in God would be destroyed. But in all of this Bultmann

certainly does not deny that there have been miraculous acts of God

in history, which have been revelatory to faith. Rather, he defines

the meaning of an act of God (or the miraculous) in a fashion

whereby there is no necessary conflict between science and faith.

The historian is free to do his work on a purely scientific basis

without excluding the real possibility of acts of God being present

(but hidden) within given events, which he must nevertheless explain

on a purely secular basis. This standard holds true equally for

the scientific Christian historian and the scientific non-Christian

historian with regard to all historical documents, including the
21

Bible.

5. A fifth canon which is closely related to the "canon of dissimi¬

larity" and also has frequent application to the gospel miracle

21. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus Christ and Mythology (London: S.C.M.,
1960), pp. 60-66.



tradition is one which can be termed "the elimination of analogous

material," Even where a particular strand of the gospel tradition

might not otherwise be directly suspected of having originated in

the early church theology or first century Judaism, it might well

show certain strong similarities to other materials known to his¬

torians of ancient near eastern antiquity. Where close parallels

can be shown to Hellenistic sources, for example, Bultmann maintains

that a borrowing process must be suspected. This does not mean that

each gospel saying or story must be closely paralleled by a single

known Hellenistic source to be suspected. Rather, where the several

stylistic features of given types of gospel sayings or narratives

are paralleled by Hellenistic sources in general, the careful his¬

torian must be sceptical of these gospel sayings or narratives having

originated with Jesus. Since it is quite possible that this material

could have been added to the tradition during the Hellenistic period

of the church, and there falsely attributed to Jesus, it must be

treated as unreliable qua historical information concerning Jesus

himself. For in such circumstances this material could achieve at

22
best a very slight probability of having originiated with Jesus.

It is clear with this canon as well that the historian is dependent

upon the results and methods of other historical specialists.

6. A sixth canon which is also basic to many of Bultmann's critical

judgments can be called the "canon of the Isolated pericopae". Bult-

mann wholeheartedly accepts the pioneer work of W. Wrede and K. L.

Schmidt who argued that the framework of the gospel of Mark is not

to be understood as historically authentic. It is a theological

formulation of the evangelist and not a true account of the chrono¬

logical course of Jesus* ministry. Thus, the source critics were

22. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 218-
244.



wrong to think that the earliest gospel provides the historian with

a historically accurate outline for reconstructing the outer and in¬

ner development of the life of the historical Jesus. All that existed

prior to the gospel of Mark and Q (and perhaps M and L) were separate

oral pericopae (although perhaps several units of similar content may

have already circulated together). The only material that surely

achieved a continuous form in the oral stage was the passion narra¬

tive, for its several parts would naturally have had little meaning

in isolation from one another. Hence, no real organisation of the

isolated units of tradition was undertaken in the early church until

the theological redactions of the synoptic evangelists were accom¬

plished. By implication, what holds for the framework of Mark holds

for Matthew and Luke as well, for they are structurally dependent

upon Mark and where they do differ their special theological interests

can be traced.

Once again Bultraann's canon is dependent upon the historical

work of others. But this canon also shows an acceptance of another

type of historical reasoning which is quite common to historical

science generally. Here Bultmann has been impressed by the careful

literary analyses of scholars like Wrede and Schmidt. Their work

showed that if the transitional statements that hold the individual

units of the tradition together are examined with exactness, it is

discovered that these links are often quite vague and general in

nature. Sometimes they are perspicuously summary statements. At

other times a specific theological bias is evident in such a trans¬

itional statement. Therefore, if the framework be removed from the

units of the tradition, two things become evident. One is how unre¬

lated the individual units really are. The second is how artifi-
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23
cially continuous and theological the abstracted framework is. '

7. Another canon that is less important but is sometimes employed

by Bultraann is the "canon of the argument from silence." That is,

when there is an absence of concrete evidence for a particular say¬

ing or event (or aspect of an event) in a given text, Bultmann will

frequently argue that this fact demonstrates that the author (or

community) knew nothing of that particular saying or event. This

canon is used especially when a more primitive unit of the synoptic

tradition omits an aspect of a saying or event which is included in

a later, apparently parallel passage. In such a case, it is main¬

tained that since the most primitive strand of the tradition knows

nothing of the point in question, it probably has no basis in the
24

original historical event at all.

This canon Is actually based on the premise that any item of

vital historical importance will be reported in the most original

form of the tradition concerning an event and not in a secondary form

thereof. Whatever one's judgment may be of the validity of this can¬

on, Bultmann is by no means alone in using such a canon; for vari-
25

ous forms of it are common among working historians.

8. Bultmann sometimes uses still another canon which serves a posi¬

tive function in identifying the probable words of Jesus. As has

been noted in setting forth the "canon of dissimilarity", Bultmann

holds that any authentic saying of Jesus must reflect the newness

of his especial aachatological and ethical message (especially in

23. Ibid., pp. 337-367; Rudolf Bultmann, Form Criticism, pp. 22, 25-31.
24. Cf. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 286.
Here the canon is employed, for example, in order to show how Matthew
has added legendary features to the more primitive Markan empty tomb
story.

25. Cf. F. Gerald Downing, The Church and Jesus, p. 96.
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contrast to the eschatological and ethical teachings of contemporary

Judaism and the early church). Therefore, once the essential charac¬

teristics of that distinctive message have been established by the

strict employment of the 'canon of dissimilarity", these various

recurring characteristics themselves become a norm by which Bultmann

will accept certain other sayings which have not definitely been

ruled out as reliable Jesus' material by his several other canons;

26
but which were questionable enough not to be accepted straight away.

For the purposes of this study, this positive canon will be deemed

Bultmann's "canon of consistency", since by it he accepts material

that is apparently consistent with the otherwise known content of

Jesus' teaching.

This canon of Bultmann's is also common among historians work¬

ing in non-biblical fields, for there too it enables historians to

enlarge their knowledge of any past figure or event where their docu¬

ments must at first be treated with such rigorous scrutiny (in order

to separate fact and propaganda) that certain portions of those docu-
27

ments are initially questionable.

9. A further canon which is employed on occasion by Bultmann is one

which can best be termed his "canon of internal coherence". In deal-

26. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 125-
130, especially pp. 126, 128; Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word,
pp. 12-15, especially p. 12; Cf. Norman Perrin, Rediscovering the
Teachings of Jesus (New York: Harper and Row, 1967), pp. 43-44, wherein
he describes this canon using the terminology of the "criterion of
coherence". The present writer has not elected to use this termin¬
ology, however, because he believes that Bultmann also uses a "canon
of internal coherence", in order to judge which parts of a given peri-
cope are original and which are secondary. (A more detailed ex¬
planation of this canon will follow.) Therefore, since it would be
rather confusing to rerer to two different canons of coherence in
this study, for the sake of clarity, then, the canon under present
discussion will be termed the "canon of consistency."
27. Marc Sloch, The Historian's Craft, pp. 96-97, 100, 113.
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ing with a primitive pericope Bultmann holds that in the original

words or acts of Jesus, there must have been a logical coherence suit¬

able to the apparent subject or primitive setting. Therefore, where

the critical historian can detect elements (phrases or behaviour)

which seem out of character with the main thrust of the pericope,

Bultmann maintains that it is most likely that these elements rep¬

resent some later, minor insertion. It is also necessary, then,

for the historian to make judgments as to why, when and how these

glosses were added to the original tradition.

While this canon may sometimes supplement Bultmann's "canon of

the forms and growth," it is not really the same canon. The "canon

of the forms and growth" is used to judge the overall primitiveness

and normal growth of a given pericope, whereas the "canon of inter¬

nal coherence" is used specifically to detect minor and apparently

irrelevant or illogical, secondary accretions to an otherwise primi¬

tive unit of tradition.

Here again it is clear that Bultmann is using a type of canon

2d
which is otherwise common among the community of historians.

10. Bultmann also sometimes uses a form of the "canon of multiple

attestation" as a supporting argument for the essential authenticity

of a given saying or block of material. Yet in his use of this

canon Bultmann does not argue as a number of British and American

scholars have; that one can virtually trust a pericope as reliable

Jesus' material if it appears in all, or most, of the literary sources

30
which stand behind our completed gospels (i.e. Mark, Q, L and M).

28. Pudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 134.
29. Marc Bloch, The Historian's Craft, pp. 116f.: where Bloch is
critical of a naive use of this canon by some historians.

30. Cf. Norman Perrin, Rediscovering the Teachings of Jesus, pp. 45-46.
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He is more sceptical than most British and American scholars (at

least of his generation) concerning the value of these literary

sources as direct historical reminiscences. He thinks rather in

terms of a multiple attestation of the general content of a saying

or of a chief characteristic of Jesus, which is testified to in

several forms within the oldest strand of the tradition, or testi¬

fied to in the oldest strand of the tradition as well as in the later

strands perspicuously produced by the church and the various gospel

editors. This he believes is a multiple attestation which at least

takes us to an earlier stage of the tradition than literary (or

source) criticism alone is capable of doing and thereby produces a

31
stronger claim to historical reliability.

11. Bultmann, however, realises that the objective establishing of

particular past occurrences by means of his several critical canons

is not the real goal of the historian. He has no interest in merely

reconstructing isolated events but wants to penetrate to the meanings

of those events. The historian's first step in discovering meaning

in events is to ask questions about the movement of history. In

doing so, the historian is searching for causes and effects that not

only link individual occurrences together but at least partially re-

32
veal the nature of events in the ongoing process of history." For

example, by asking the right questions the historian may discover un¬

derlying economic meanings, political meanings or psychological mean-
33

ings within given events and historical contexts. The various

causes and effects which he discovers, however, can only be understood

31. Cf. Rudolf Bultroann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p.132;
Rudolf Bultmann, The Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I (New York?
Scribners, 1951), p. 3.
32. Rudolf Bultmann, History and Eschatology, pp. 116-117.
33. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus Christ and Mythology, p. 50; Rudolf
Bultmann, Essays, pp. 252-253.



if they are categorised by means of already known general laws of

nature and human behaviour. These laws and tendencies ascribed to

events in historical explanation are to be reckoned as canons of ob¬

jective history as well. Yet it is impossible to enumerate these in

any comprehensive way, since they involve so many possibilities and

arise from the peculiar nature of the questions any given historian

may be predisposed to ask concerning a given past event. Thus, here

it is sufficient to note the place which these various causal ex¬

planations occupy in the structure of liultraann's thought. So in

asking the questions which lead to these discovered meanings, and

in clarifying the meanings which he has found by categorisation,

the historian has not yet probed any deeper than the objective level

of history (Historic) because be is still merely ordering his iso-
34

lated bits of reconstruction by means of external general laws.

IX. Consequently, when Bultmann has clarified his understanding of

objective history he has only just begun, for he well recognises

that the true goal of the historian should be to interpret histori¬

cal events in a vray that will enable man to come to a fuller self-

understanding as he probes the past of mankind in the light of the

haunting questions of his own personal existence in the present.

Indeed, what is necessary is to comprehend a historical event as

being composed of an d conveying a particular self-understanding

(Exiatenzverstandnis) to contemporary man; for history properly under¬

stood is really the study of man's existence. History in its more

profound form deals with man as from moment to moment he grapples

with his perplexing past in the light of his own uncertain future.

Therefore, when the historian has critically evaluated and recon-

34. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 5-6.
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structed his evidence on the hlstorlsch level he ha3 not completed

his task. Rather he mu3t also engage in an encounter with his evi¬

dence so as to grasp, and be grasped by, its meaning for his personal

existence. The historian must allow a specific self-understanding

conveyed through a past event to challenge his existence as he also

is one struggling with the meaning of his own personal historicity.

Moreover, the historian has the responsibility of conveying a dis¬

covered past self-understanding as a challenge to those who will

read his work in the present, for each of his readers too must

wrestle with his personal historicity in the light of his own on¬

coming future. When Bultmann speaks in this way he is talking of a

35
second level of history and of the historian's task. He generally

speaks of this personal dimension of history by means of the German

noun Geschichte or adjective geschlchtlieh. Likewise, he sometimes

refers to this aspect of the historian's work as "existential inter¬

pretation".^^
At this level of history there is a definite kind of authenti¬

city as well, although it is quite different from merely establish¬

ing the "facts" about a past event and organising them by means of

general causal laws and tendencies of human behaviour. The meaning

35. Rudolf Bultmann, History and Eschatology, pp. 110-154: Rudolf
Bultmann, Jesus Christ and Mythology, pp. 45-59: Rudolf Bultmann,
Essays Philosophical and Theological, pp. 234-261: Rudolf Bultmann,
Jeaus and the Word, pp. 3-15: Rudolf Bultmann, "The Significance of
'Dialectical Theology' for the Scientific Study of the New Testament",
Faith and Understanding, ed. by Robert W. Funk (London: S.C.M., 1969),
pp. 145-164.

36. Gf. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus, pp. 7-18; Rudolf Bultmann, Glauben
und Verstehen, I p. 117ff.; Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus Christ and
Mythology, p. 45.
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of historical authenticity in thia context has to do with whether

or not the historian will allow his own existence and those of his

readers to be questioned and challenged by the profound self-under¬

standings contained in his critically reconstructed historical evi-
37

dence. For there are some historians who never reach this level

of understanding their own discipline and, therefore, never practice

history at this deeper level. They remain mere antiquarians and are

constantly seeking for "facts" and general causes for events. They

may be expert in the scientific functions of historiography but they

miss history's truly profound meanings. These scholars are practi¬

tioners in the science of hlstorlclsm.

But if history is to be encountered in a personal way, there

must also be canons or interpretative rules which guide the histor¬

ian at this level, unless the process is simply an intuitive one

which some historians and their readers mysteriously manage and

others do not. Professor Bultmann's writings on hermeneutics make

it quite clear that he is not speaking of a fortuitous, mystical en¬

counter. Rather, he thinks of concrete principles of interpretation

which might be deemed hie "canons of historical (geschichtllch)

authenticity".

Bulttaann, of course, is ultimately concerned with interpreting

biblical materials but his canons of interpretation are meant to

apply generally to all historical documents. As has already been

Indicated, Bultmann refuses to apply "special Christian canons" in

his scientific reconstruction of history (Historic). So consist¬

ently at this second level of historical understanding, he holds

that biblical interpretation is just a specific application of

generally valid canons of herraeneutics. For to interpret the Bible

37. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus, pp. 7-18.
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differently than one would other ancient documents is precisely the

38false notion which has led to many misunderstandings of scripture.

However, it is this conception of Bultmann's that has led him into

sharp conflict with a number of other theologians, for his thoughts

on hermeneutics surely lie at the heart of his entire historical and
39

theological enterprise. What, then, are Bultmann's ideas concerning

the correct canons of interpretation and how do they supply one with

a reliable gesehlchtlich understanding of past events?

1. First, in addition to the critical work of the historian, which

enables him to reconstruct something of what has happened in a

past event, the historian engages in an analysis of the literary

structure of his documents in order to grasp the meaning of that

event. Using established rules of philology the historian seeks

to understand the details of his documents from the whole and the

whole from the details. In this case, as with his reconstructive

work, the historian must work in a circular fashion. While objec¬

tions have been raised to this procedure because of its circularity,

it is ostensibly an inevitable procedure if a historian wishes to

comprehend anything of the inherent meaning of a historical event.

Tills is so because the historical Interpreter has no other avenue

by which to enter into the meaning of past events. Hence, this pro¬

cedure is the historian's first canon of interpretation in Bultmann's
40

view. The employment of this canon by itself, however, will never

produce a geachichtlich comprehension of a historical event. This

primary canon must always be used in conjunction with several others.

38. Rudolf Bultmann, Essays, pp. 256ff.

39. Karl Barth, "Rudolf Bultmann-An Attempt to Understand Him",
Kerygma and Myth, Vol. II, ed. by H. W. Bartsch (London! S.P.C.K.,
1962), pp. 83-132.

40. Rudolf Bultmann, Essays, pp. 235ff.; Rudolf Bultmann, History
and Eachatology, p. 111.



2. How does one account for the. fact that three different historians

may discover three different types of meaning in a single event? Why

will one see an economic meaning, another a psychological meaning and

the third a purely religious significance in an event? Are these

discovered meanings of necessitv contradictory? Is one historian

absolutely correct in his insights and are the others quite, wrong

In, their interpretations? Are there perhaps several layers of mean¬

ing in historical events?

Bultmann's answer to these questions is that each historian ob¬

viously has a special interest (or even several). One may be Inter¬

ested in economics, another in psychology and a third in religion.

The interest of the individual historian then will dictate the kind

of question he will ask of his documents. The kind of question which

he asks vrill in turn shape the character of the answer that he will

get. Tf he asks purely economic, questions, he will arrive, at a

strictly economic interpretation in the end of the day. Therefore,

no single historian will ever have a full Interpretation of any his¬

torical event (even if he could be absolutely certain of all

of his historical "facts", which he never can he). This is so be¬

cause no one historian will he predisposed to put all the relevant

kinds of questions to his reconstructed evidence for any given event.

Tius, the fact that the interpreter's own peculiar interests will dic¬

tate his "putting of the questions" and, therefore, shape his result

accordingly may be deemed a second canon of historical interpretation
41

for Bultmann. ' It depends on how this canon is used, however, whe¬

ther it will lead to an interpretation that transcends the historisch.

To ensure that a geschlchtlich interpretation is rendered, it is

still necessary that this canon be used in connection with certain

41, Rudolf Bultmarm, Essays, pp. 240-243f., 252-253; Rudolf Bultmann,
Eschatology and History, p. 114.
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others.

3. This leads Bultmann to show that a given historian's personal

interest does not arise ex nihilo within him but is dependent upon

his total being and resulting life relationship (Lebensverhaltnis)

with the subject matter (Sache) of his text. This means that the his¬

torical interpreter must have a vital concern for, and a living re¬

lationship with, the specific possibilities and problems related

in the subject matter by the author of his text in any given aspect

which he may seek to interpret (i.e. whether economic, psychological,

religious etc.). The interpreter must be able to enter into the

world and experience of the author of his text. But it would be

quite impossible to achieve such an "entering into" unless the in¬

terpreter had what Professor Bultmann calls a pre-understanding

(Vorverstandnis) of the actual realities which the text intends to

convey. It would be utterly impossible, for instance, to grasp

the meaning of a particular musical text unless one already had

some prior comprehension of, and relationship to, the general world

of music. This relationship might be a simple or sophisticated one

but without some such pre-understanding, there would be no interest

at all in a specific subject. Likewise, there would be no ability

to raise the appropriate questions in regard to the historical text

because the necessary conceptions for questioning arise from one's

pre-understanding. Some comprehension is possible for any histori¬

cal interpreter on the basis of his common humanity with the author

of his text. Still it is the very character of any interpreter's

pre-understanding which determines the quality of his inquiry and

his result. The interpreter with the most profound life relationship

and pre-understanding will naturally raise the best questions and

discover the richest meaning in the text. However, the interpreter's
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prior comprehension is not to be understood as a methodological

straightjacket, for in studying and questioning the text the inter¬

preter should have his preliminary understanding enriched, enlarged

and corrected.^ Thus, Bultmann's third canon of historical inter¬

pretation can be summarised in his own words. "This is, then, the

basic presupposition for every form of exegesis that your own rela¬

tion to the subject-matter prompts the question you bring to the text

A 3
and elicits the answers you obtain from the text." Still this

canon too must be combined with yet another in order to produce a

geschichtlich interpretation.

4. By this point one could apply all three of Bultmann's hermeneu-

tical canons and yet not achieve a truly profound understanding of

past events. With these canons alone a historian would still only

produce a limited factual account (or historl3ch interpretation).

There is still a missing link.

That missing link is to be found only when the interpreter uses

his understanding of the above stated methodology in order to dis¬

cover in his documents that which is of vital concern in human exist¬

ence. Indeed, Bultmann often speaks of this as the "existential
44

encounter with history. The encounter can take place only when

the historian himself personally realises that he too is a historical

being with an unsatisfactory past and an uncertain future and so

becomes agitated by questions of responsibility, truth and meaning

in the depths of his own life. By virtue of this, his living histo¬

ricity, the historian may discover that he shares in the deeper dimen¬

sions of the past he is studying, for he now knows that he has a

42. Rudolf Bultmann, Essays, pp. 241-2&3, 252, 254.

43. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus Christ and Mythology, p. 51.

44. Rudolf Bultmann, Eschatology and History, p. 119.
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life relationship (Lebensverhaltnis) at the most profound level with

the persons and events he is researching. Because of this common

historicity of man, then, the historian may have an existential

(existentlell) pre-understanding of his subject matter, for in its

profound aspects history is properly concerned with man's search for

meaning and deals with the various self-understandings he has achieved

in his struggle with existence down through the ages. This pre-wnder-

standing of the historian in turn allows him to put the truly apnro-

priate questions to his text and so actually penetrate beyond the

limitations of objective historisch methods. He may thus probe

beyond the outside or external aspects of a past event to the "inside"

of an event. This "inside" is the realm of personal intention or

purpose within the lives of historical figures. These intentions

cannot be grasped by means of general "laws" and tendencies. They

can only be found by a historian in an "existential encounter" in

which the historian is enabled to re-enact past intentions in his

own mind. In this way the gap between the past and present is
45

closed through an encounter of personal, historical beings.

Subsequently, such a re-enacted self-understanding of human

existence should challenge the historian to re-evaluate his own

present self-understanding and mode of existence. In short, each

valid historical encounter will raise the question of whether the

historian's own present life is being lived meaningfully or authen¬

tically. Additionally, the historian has the responsibility of

attempting to convey this re-enacted self-understanding to his read¬

ers in order that their lives too might be challenged. Only when
46

the historian achieves this goal will he have done his worV fully.

45. Rudolf Bultmann, Essays, pp. 252-253; Rudolf Eultmann, Bska¬
tology and History, pp. 119-122.
46. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 3-15.
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Thus, the keystone canon of historical interpretation which draws

together and completes all the others is what can best be described

as "existential openness" to the past. Still it must always be remem¬

bered that Bultmann's several canons of interpretation are not meant

to be used individually or in combinations of two or three as could

be done with his critical canons. If one desires a reliable geschicht-

lich understanding of a past event, in which there will be genuine

unveillngs of life's profundities, and a challenge to present exist¬

ence, all of Bultmann's hermeneutical canons must be used.

(Biblical Interpretation)

Yet Bultmann's real concern is the interpretation of scripture.

Now, however, it can be seen that any adequate interpretation of the

Bible and its central message must be undertaken by means of his

canons of existential interpretation. It may be objected, however,

that it is utterly impossible to have a life relationship with the

subject matter of the Bible so that one may actually have a Vorver-

standnls of its theme. How could one know about the God of the

Bible and His activity prior to some personal encounter with that

God? Bultmann's answer is that we do not, in fact, have a proper

revelatory knowledge of God prior to the Christian decision of faith.

Nevertheless, man's being is restless until it finds peace in a true

encounter with the living God (as Augustine realised and stated so

well). Thus, insofar as a man senses a lack of ultimate meaning in

his life, or struggles with the meaning of human history, he is

grappling with the question of human existence (whether consciously

or unconsciously) and thereby is having a preliminary experience of

God. For whether a man comes to recognise it or not, it is God Him¬

self who is troubling the existence of man. So Bultmann believes

that this very wrestling provides a person with the necessary life
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relationship and prior comprehension for properly interpreting the
47

Bible. As he says, "The question of God and the question of myself

are identical".^®

Therefore, the motive for interpreting the Bible is similar to

that of any reliable geachichtlich interpretation of history. The

hope is that by an existential understanding of this particular his¬

tory one can gain a new self-understanding. Moreover, the Bible

holds out the special promise of not only unveiling certain new

possibilities but of offering the most genuine kind of existence to

man as a gift. Still ife is necessary that an individual must first

understand the Bible in order for the gift to be received. Genuine

existence is not generated in a vacuum. It comes via an authentic

personal encounter with the central message of the Bible. In such
49

an encounter one hears the challenge of the word of God Itself.

At this point a clear distinction must be drawn between two

varieties of biblical interpretation which surely belong to the same

family in Bultmannfs thought but are individual as well. In fact,

in the English language they may both be rather confusingly referred

to as "existential interpretations".

The one type is a purely personal interpretation of the bibli¬

cal text wherein an individual who has been wrestling with life's

meaning reads the Bible, discovers and responds in faith to the gift

of authentic existence offered in its central message. This inter¬

pretation and its corresponding response is something beyond histori¬

cal study. Yet it is surely the goal toward which all true historical

interpretation should lead. This sort of interpretation normally

does not employ the analytical categories of any academically formulated
47. Rudolf Bultmann, Essays, pp. 256-258.
48. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus Christ and Mythology, p. 53.
49. Ibid.
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existentialist philosophy in raising questions to the biblical text.

It Is triggered simply by a man's personal struggle with life's

deep questions and is described by the German adjective existentiell

in Bultmann's writings. Where this wrestling with life's meaning

meets and reswmds in faith to the central message of the Bible,

God provides His revelation to the individual in the form of a new,

personal self-understanding and the gift of authentic existence.

The second type of interpretation is that undertaken by the

academic historical interpreter or exegete. His aim is to aid other

individuals in their existentiell encounters with the Bible but his

work is of a less directly personal and more general nature. He

can only deal with the common human experience of existence. Yet

he must do it in such a way as to aid other persons in their per¬

sonal struggle with life and interpretations of the Bible. There¬

fore, he must find and use the best conceptions he can for putting

his interpretative questions to the text. The right conceptions can

only be drawn from some quarter wherein profound reflection has been

undertaken with regard to the problems and possibilities of common

human existence. Bultmann believes that the place where this has

been done most adequately is in the existentialist philosophy of

Martin Heidegger. "
Bultmann has often been criticised for hi3 use of the philos¬

ophy of Heidegger. It has been maintained that his adherence to

such a philosophy in the interpretative process might have aided

him to interpret some biblical texts, but it has equally warped and

limited his grasp of others. Bultmann replies that his critics also

make use of limiting philosophical concepts either consciously or

5 •. Rudolf Bultmann, Essays, pp. 253-259; Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus
Christ and Mythology, p. 54.
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unconsciously when they interpret the Bible. So it is not that some

interpreters bring foreign philosophical conceptions with them and

others do not. That would be a most naive reading of the history of

hermeneutics in the church. In light of this, it is all the more im¬

portant that an interpreter should carefully reflect upon the con¬

ceptions which he does use in order to see if they are the best avail¬

able in his own time (for, indeed, as times change so will the best

philosophical tools). In Bultmann's time he has believed that the

existentialist philosophy of Martin Heidegger has offered the most

adequate conceptions, for in his philosophical thought the meaning
51

of human existence is the exact subject of study.

A chief value of Heidegger's existentialist philosophy is that

it does not pretend to give man a pre-packaged self-understanding

(as some wrongly Imagine) but rather reveals to him certain basic

structures of his existence and makes him aware of the fact that true

self-understanding must be personally apprehended in the concrete

present of an individual's own life. As Bultmann says, "Existen¬

tialist philosophy, while it gives me no answer to the question of

my personal existence, makes personal existence my own personal re¬

sponsibility, and by doing so it helps to make me open to the word

of the Bible. Thus, it follows that existentialist philosophy can

offer adequate conceptions for the interpretation of the Bible since

the interpretation of the Bible is concerned with the understanding
52

of existence." Bultmann likewise demonstrates the proper function

of existentialist analysis by using the illustration of human love.

It would be quite wrong, he suggests, to imagine that an existential-

51. Rudolf Bultmann, Essays, pp. 251-252, 258-259; Rudolf Bultmann,
Jesus Christ and Mythology, pp. 45, 54-55.

52. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus Christ and Mythology, pp. 56-57.
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1st analysis can enable a person to know how he must love in a

specific situation. All that the analysis can achieve is to make

one realise that he can only hope to understand love by the personal
53

act of loving.
I

Another advantage of existentialist analysis for exegetical

interpretation is that it undertakes its analysis of human existence

entirely without reference to God. This elimination of the God-man

relationship is not at all a negative factor, as some have supposed.

Rather it serves a positive function. Such neutrality is achieved

because it is a formal analysis of general human existence; rather

than the actual personal encounter of any individual's existence.

For it is only within the individual's concrete life that encounter

with God and His revelation may take place. The significance of

this factor for interpretation is great because as Professor Bult-

mann says,

If it is true that the revelation of God is realised only
in the concrete events of life here and now, and that the analy¬
sis of existence is confined to man's temporal life with its
series of here and now, then this analysis unveils a sphere
which faith alone can understand as the sphere of the relation
between man and God....it is grounded in the existential in¬
sight that the idea of God is not at our disposal when we con¬
struct a theory of man's existence. Moreover, the judgment
points to the idea of absolute freedom, whether this idea be
accepted as true or rejected as absurd. We can also put it this
way: that the elimination of man's relation with God is the
expression of my personal knowledge of myself, the acknowledg¬
ment that I cannot find God by looking at or into myself... In
the fact that existentialist philosqphy does not take into ac¬
count the relation between man and God, the confession is im¬
plied that I cannot speak of God as my God by looking into my¬
self. My personal relation with God can be made real by God
only, by the acting God who meets me in His Word. 54

Another major objection has sometimes been raised against Bult-

mann's hermeneutical canons. This objection is that he is surely
53. Ibid., pp. 57-58.

54. Ibid., pp. 58-59.



indulging in pure subjectivity in the use of such canons. It is

important, therefore, to be aware of Bultmann's answer to this criti¬

cism.

In the first place, Bultmann does not deny that his canons of

interpretation exalt the subjectivity of the historian. Rather he

maintains that he simply recognises a real aspect of the historian's

work which was badly misjudged by those of the school of historiclsm

who believed that the historian's whole task could be patterned on

the work of natural scientists. The natural scientist treats the

matter of his investigation as an object of study. Some have thought

that the historian could function In the same way and thus treat his

material with the same sort of objectivity. This is a false assump¬

tion for several reasons. One reason is that every historian has

certain personal values which make up his own historical individual¬

ity and from which he can never free himself. These values will

inevitably colour his historical Interpretations. For example,

every historian will (as we have seen) have special Interests and

thus focus on certain causal factors to the exclusion of others.

Indeed, the entire notion of what is significant in historical events

depends on the point of view of the historian. But in an even more

important manner the subjectivity of the historian plays a decisive

role. As Bultmann puts it, "History gains meaning only when the
55

historian himself stands within history and takes part in history."

Thus, only the historian who has been agitated by the question of

meaning in his own historical existence and thus has a life relation¬

ship with the self-understanding of the historical figures he is

studying can properly grasp the meaning of that past, or re-enact

55. Rudolf Bultmann, Eschatology and History, p. 119.
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those past self-understandings, or convey them to others through

his own writings. In the last analysis, then, correct historical

Interpretation actually depends upon the specific existential life-

relation of a historian to his subject?^
Bultisann does not believe, however, that the historian's nec¬

essary subjectivity meanB an end to all objective historical knowl¬

edge, if we understand historical objectivity aright. When the

historian is conscious of the nature of hie own peculiar viewpoint,

he should more adequately realise its limits and not make it absolute.

He should then recognise the corrective value of other historian's

viewpoints in analysing the same material he has researched. Indeed,

it is the very fact that each historian has a viewpoint, and so a

special way of putting questions, that allows him to grasp a certain

dimension of a past event as fully and objectively as he does.
57"Truth becomes manifest objectively to each viewpoint."' In this

way, subjectivity actually contributes to, rather than detracts from,

proper historical objectivity. Still more significantly genuine his¬

torical knowledge, since it deals with the self-understanding of man

in his personal historicity, requires a personal aliveness on the

part of the historian for true understanding. "Only the historian

who is excited by his participation in history (and that means who

is open for the historical phenomena through his s6n9e of responsi¬

bility for the future) only he will be able to understand history.

In this sense the most subjective interpretation of history is at the

same time the most objective. Only the historian who is excited by

his own historical existence will be able to hear the claim of

56. Ibid., pp. 117-122; Rudolf Bultraann, Essays, pp. 254-256.

57. Rudolf Bultmann, History and Eschatology, p. 118.
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58
history." Hence, Bultmann claims that objectivity in historical

research oust be defined correctly in order to grasp these signi¬

ficant contributions of the individual historian's subjectivity.

Consequently, any definition of objectivity along the lines of ob¬

jectivity in the natural sciences will fail to comprehend the real

nature of the historian's work. All of this has a quite obvious and
59

special importance for the biblical exegete.

With the foregoing exposition of Bultmann's critical and her-

meneutical canons in mind, it can be clearly seen that his much dis¬

cussed programme of demythologising was already Inherent within his

thought and historical method before it became popular by that name.

In fact, some of the misunderstandings of Bultmann's intentions which

have come to light in the course of the debate concerning demytholo¬

gising have revealed that certain of the critics simply failed to

grasp the underlying concepts or canons of Bultmann's historical

methodology.

Yet if those concepts and canons are understood, then the es¬

sence of demythologlsing can be understood as Bultmann's basic his¬

torical method applied especially to the New Testament kerygma. For

the New Testament generally and the kerygma specifically, on Bult-

raann's critical understanding of history, are clearly interlaced

with time-conditioned and culture-conditioned mythical features that

do not any longer convey the New Testament's essential message to

modern man, who must think scientifically. If, however, the keryg¬

ma is the means by which modern man is to encounter the living God,

then there must be no chance of his turning his back on God's real

challenge and gift of grace merely because the kerygma has become

58* Ibid., p. 122.

59. Ibid., pp. 121-122.



obscure and unintelligible to him by being presented in a language

that is quite Incredible today, A language which makes God's action

appear visible in unusual events of this world, and, therefore, like

human action on a grand and supernatural level, is simply beyond the

literal comprehension of intelligent contemporary man, unless he is

willing to sacrifice his intellect in order to believe. Consequently,

those non-essential, time-conditioned and culture-conditioned mytho¬

logical features of the kerygma badly need translating into categories

that will enable twentieth century man to encounter the reality of

God in personal judgment and grace. Bultmann believes that this is

possible by means of his interpretative canons. They have been de¬

veloped precisely for the purpose of allowing any ancient text to

live today in its deepest meaning for modem man. The myth that is

detected especially by Bultmann's fourth critical canon is not dis¬

carded (as the liberal critics mistakenly discarded it) but rather

is interpreted via an existential encounter with the past so that the

"inside" of the historical kerygma might challenge the personal exist¬

ence of modem man and thrust him into a valid decision either for

or against personal Christian faith. Hence, Bultmann's programme of

demythologlsing is essentially his historisch canons (and especially

his fourth critical canon) and his several geschichtlich canons ap-

60
plied specifically to the New Testament kerygma.

In all of this, Bultmann appears to give final pride of place

to the geachlchtlich method of understanding the past. Indeed, this

is especially so when he is dealing with the kerygmatic sections of

the New Testament. Where it is the exegete's task to interpret sec¬

tions of the New Testament which directly proclaim Jesus as the Christ

60. Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth, pp. 1-44; 191-211.
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or decisive salvation event, Bultraann's hermeneutical method has a

straightforward value. For example, one cannot read the kerygraatic

statements of Paul or John with the aid of Bultmann's interpretative

canons, without being immediately confronted with a judgment upon one's

own existence and a decision either for or against the sort of genu¬

ine existence proclaimed in these writings. Here Bultmann's herme¬

neutical method enables the claim of finality inherent within such

writings to reach into the personal centres of living people today.

It serves to mediate the challenge and claim of the salvation event

to the present moment. Hence, it is of especial value to the preach¬

er as he prepares his sermon on a kerygmatie text.

In light of the prime importance which Bultmann normally at¬

taches to his geschlchtlich method, one might be led into 9ome con¬

fusion when reading his comments on its value for interpreting the

critically established evidence for the life of Jesus of Nazareth.

Here the method still has a very definite value and it can enable a

modern person to encounter Jesus in a much more profound way for

self-understanding than would be possible by means of hlstorlsch

reconstruction. With the aid of Bultmann's hermeneutical canons the

"facts" about Jesus and his message are transformed from mere infor¬

mation about an unusual figure of the past into a quite specific and

challenging understanding of human existence before God. Indeed,

this self-understanding gleaned from Jesus' past may personally chal¬

lenge men even today.^ However, for Bultmann this geschichtllch

challenge is not at all the same as that offered by an existential
62

interpretation of the kerygraa.

61. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus, pp. 7-18.

62. Rudolf Bultmann, Das Verhaltnls der urchriatllchen Christusbot-
schaft zum hlstorischen Jesus (Heidelberg: Der Eeidelberger
Akademie der Wissenshaften, 1960).
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How does Bultiaann come to such an ostensibly confusing conclu¬

sion? The answer is obvious for Bultmann, but it has not been so

readily comprehended by some who stand outside the context of his

own theological development. As has been noted, Bultmann started

his theological work under the influence of liberal biblical criti¬

cism and theology. While he later parted company with many of his

former teachers on a number of theological issues, he never lost

respect for what he came to consider a central and permanent gain of

liberal theology. That gain was the recognition of both the auton¬

omy and yet limitation of the historical method. For through his

training in the historical method, Bultmann came to realise that the

scientific historian can trace only natural or human causes for events.

Even as the historian probes the inner life of a historical figure,

ha can do no more than describe the psychological dimensions of that

life (and in such a case as the gospel accounts of Jesus, even that

is virtually impossible because he has no real trustworthy evidence
63

for Jesus' psychological development). This insight gained from

his training in the historical method was joined by several other

formative influences. Bultmann's early theological training in the

History of Religions School not only made any grounding of faith in

a portrait of the "historical Jesus" historically unlikely but above

all theologically unnecessary, because in that school of thought

Christianity was focused on Christ the Kugios whose relationship to

Jesus of Nazareth was historically doubtful and theologically irrele-

63. This is so because of the likely predominance of Church theology
in just those sections that appear to refer to Jesus' self-conscious¬
ness. In this regard Bultmann's critical criteria discussed as canons
one and six above have special importance for limiting the psycholo¬
gical value of the gospel material.
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vant. Tliis attitude toward the historical Jesus was made the more

radical by Bultmarm's teacher, Wilhela Herrmann, who was concerned

to demonstrate that faith is basically an encounter and not something
64built upon the false security of proof. This theological position

was reinforced by a rediscovery of Kierkegaard among the early dia¬

lectical theologians. It is now well recognised that the influen¬

tial Danish philosopher denounces the so-called security of a faith

built upon the conclusions of historical research,*"' Moreover,

Martin Kahler's emphasis on the preached and Risen Christ to the

exclusion of the historian's picture of the "historical Jesus" had

a strong influence on Bultmann.** Likewise, the existentialist

philosopher, Martin Heidegger, with his warnings about the dangers

of objectification, meshed wall with Bultraann's own developing theo¬

logical thinking.*^ Finally, the central nature of the New Testament

kerygma was increasingly recognised by a number of scholars as the
68

proper source of Christian faith. All of these factors thus led

to the conclusion that any foundation which the historian tried to

provide for faith with his historical reconstruction of Jesus would

really be irrelevant to the interests of faith and even theologically

undesirable. Moreover, the sources simply could not provide that

64. James M. Robinson, A New Quest of the Historical Jesus (London:
S.C.M., 1961), pp. 73-75.
65. Cf. Sjdren A. Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific Postscript.
trans, by David F. Swenson (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1944).
66. Martin Kahler, The So-Called Historical Jesus and the Historic
Biblical Christ (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1964).
67. Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, trans, by John Macquarrie and
Edward Robinson (New York:'Harper, 1962).
68. James M. Robinson, op. cit., pp. 26-47.
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foundation in any case.

Therefore, even if an historian were to interpret a past event

in an existential manner with Bultmann's hermeneutlcal canons, he

could only convey the human self-understanding which is inherent in

that event. The historian, as historian, simply is not equipped to

trace divine revelations or acts of God in a past event which he re¬

constructs and interprets. He has no hlstorlsch or geschichtlich

criteria to judge such things. Thus, the historian is clearly not

able to detect a decisive revelation of God in the life of Jesus

of Nazareth. The most the historian can hope to do is show Jesus'

probable self-understanding of human existence before God (Existenz-

verstandnis) as a historian might also attempt to do with any pro¬

phet or other great religious teacher.'
What appears to be confusing to some is not confusion in the

structure of Bultmann's own thought, then. This question just il¬

luminates the limitation of the historical method, even in its best

form. Yet the limitation serves a positive function for it clarifies

the role of human freedom vis ^ vis God. The historian can never

demonstrate, nor disprove, that a decisive act of God took place in
70

the life of Jesus, but he can allow the early church's kerygmatic

belief in the reality of such an act of God to challenge modern man

existentially.^* In this case, the historian is not called upon to

trace the hand of God in an event with the tools at his disposal,

but merely to convey accurately and thus existentially what the an¬

cient writer believed. Consequently, when the historian deals with

the kerygma (in its various New Testament forms), he is not called

69. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus Christ and Mythology, pp. 60-85.
70. Ibid., pp. 61-62.
71* Ibid., pp. 36, 71; Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth, II, pp.
190-191.



upon to make a judgment regarding the truth or falsehood of its theo->

logical claims. His task is simply to interpret what the intention

of that writer was, using his hiatorisch and geschichtlich tools.

Therefore, the intentions of Jesus and Paul, for example, must al¬

ways be understood differently by the historian. Paul may make a

kerygmatic claim concerning Jesus as the Christ and means of salva¬

tion, which it is not the historian's job to verify or falsify. The

historian's proper task here is to interpret existentially Paul's

claim for Jesus as God's act of salvation, which is decisive for

human existence. This is the intention (or human self-understanding

or Existenzverstandnis) inherent in Paul's kerygmatic writings.

Jesus himself, however, can be historically examined only as a human

phenomenon with a human self-understanding (Existenzverstandnis)

contained in his message (and to some degrees his acts). Therefore,

Professor Bultmann understands the kerygma to offer the means of sal¬

vation, which the historian can deal with helpfully for Christian

theology and preaching via the geschichtlich method; whereas Jesus

himself can never be historically understood (either by historisch
72

or geschichtlich methods) as being the means of salvation.

III. Even if the geschichtlich method is of special value in inter¬

preting and mediating the kerygma to the present, this method and

the written kerygma are still not to be confused with the actual

72. It could perhaps be argued that the one possible exception to
the position stated above would be if a historian could critically
demonstrate that Jesus had made a direct claim to be the decisive
event of salvation. Then it might be maintained that the historian
would not be obliged to verify or falsify such a claim by Jesus.
Rather, in that case presumably the historian's task would be to
interpret such a claim as he now does the kerygma. However, Bult-
mann's critical 'hanon of dissimilarity" would seem to rule out this
possibility from ever developing in sound historical research, be¬
cause such a claim by Jesus would always have to be suspected of
being church theology rather than an actual claim of Jesus of Nazareth.
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event of salvation itself. Bultmann's hermeneutical canons may well

serve revelation but the canons and the offer of God in the written

kerygma are not the act of God itself. Therefore, if Bultmann's work

regarding history and faith is to be understood correctly, one more

category which he uses to express himself on history and its meaning

must be examined. In English he calls this category the eschatolog-

ical and in German he frequently refers to it with the adjective
73

eschatologisch.

It has already been briefly noted that Bultmann believes that

the New Testament kerygma contains the central message of the Bible,

and if it is understood properly it offers man a new kind of exist¬

ence. It is necessary now to take a somewhat more detailed look at

the kerygma and its relationship to genuine (or authentic) historic¬

ity in human life; or "historical authenticity" in the most pro¬

found sense.

The kerygma claims that man is constantly losing his authentic

existence. That is, man fails to gain the kind of existence which

God Intends for him because he is continuously trying to find se¬

curity in the things and values of this world. This constant search

for security in things apart from God engulfs man in an inauthentic

for® of existence which is described as sin in the New Testament.

As man lives in this condition, he also is faced with the continual

press of his unknown future upon him. When faced with such an

uncertain future, man living apart from God, digs in more deeply and

ever more frantically searches for some base of security within the

world around him. The more frantically man searches, the more

73. Rudolf Bultmann, History and Esehatology, especially pp. 151ff.;
Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus Christ and Mythology, pp. 80-81; Rudolf Bult¬
mann, Das Evangelium des Johannes (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht,
1950), p. 467; Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma und Mythos, X (Hamburg: Reich
Verlag, 1948), p. 39.
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engulfed he becomes In his Inauthentic mode of existence. The trag¬

edy of man's situation is that such inauthentic living can never

provide him with either genuine security, or the gift of freedom

toward his future and its possibilities. Bultmann gladly acknow¬

ledges that existential philosophy, and especially that of Heidegger,

contains a similar analysis of man's situation. Yet secular philo¬

sophy fails to realise the true depth of man's inauthenticity and,

therefore, it does not understand man's inability ever to take hold

of his future in authentic living, no matter how fully he may under¬

stand his situation. Bultmann subsequently points out that the only

way that man can ever be released from such icauthentic existence

according to the New Testament kerygma, is by a redemptive act of God

which has taken place in mankind's history and is now offered as a

gift to individuals in the proclaimed New Testament kerygma itself.

The kerygma claims to offer man's sole hope for freedom from his
74

inauthentic past and for the possibilities of his unknown future.

Yet how can this event of the ancient past, proclaimed in docu¬

ments of long ago, actually change a man's existence today? It can

only do so when It is grasped as a direct challenge to a man and a

personal claim on his present life. This challenge and this claim

call for the utter surrender of faith to the God who only can be en¬

countered personally in response to the New Testament kerygma. Here

Bultmann's interpretative canons are of great value in acting as the

mediating bridge between the ancient past and the present moment.

Still, this bridge is neither the past salvation event nor the pre¬

sent change of human existence. The geschichtllch canons may enable

74. Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth, pp. 17-41; Rudolf Bultmann,
History and Esehatology, pp. 149-150.
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the historical Christ event to come alive today, but these canons

must never be confused with the salvation event itself, either in

its past or present aspect. Indeed, confusion on this point has led

some interpreters of Bultmann astray. In Bultmann's understanding

of the New Testament, the salvation event is only complete when the

past salvation occurrence in Jesus Christ (which is witnessed to in

the written kerygma of the New Testament) has been proclaimed and

believed by an individual in the present moment. Only when the ker¬

ygma has been interpreted, proclaimed and responded to in faith,

has the eschatological event fully and truly taken place. Thus,

Bultmann's hermeneutical canons serve the preacher interpretatively

in his sermon preparation, and the preacher in turn acts as the vocal

mediator of the past salvation event. Insofar as his sermon is

kerygmatically based and translated by means of geschlchtllch

Interpretation, it can become the word of God to present-day in¬

dividuals in the present event of preaching. Yet one cannot proper¬

ly speak of the eschatological event as complete until that word

of God is personally received by an individual, the God of the gos¬

pel is trusted in, and a life is transformed from inauthentic to

75
authentic existence in the moment of belief. Therefore, the

preaching of the geschichtllch kerygma in the sermon, and the faith

response of the believer, represent what might be called necessary

canons of authentic historicity or "historical authenticity" at

the eschatological (eschatologisch) level. Likewise, it has al¬

ready been shown how this also may happen in personal wrestling

75. Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth, pp. 41-44; Rudolf Bultmann,
Eachatology and History, pp. 151-152.
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with life and a direct reading of the kerygma. Beyond this, it

is not humanly possible to describe how the salvation event of

the past changes a man's existence today. The dimension which can¬

not be described is the activity of God himself, hidden within

the above described events.

But what is the character of this completed eschatological

event that can be equated with authentic existence or "historical

authenticity" at the eschatologisch level? The eschatological event

brings an end to man's search for security. He no longer struggles

and strains to find security in the things of this world apart from

God. Consequently, it can be said that it is only in the eschato¬

logical event in the present moment that a person can claim his true

historicity. Only as the eschatological event takes place within an

individual's life does he become free from enslavement to his past

and free for his future, as God's own future for his life.^ When

this has taken place "historical authenticity" (or eschatological

existence) has been reached in its most profound sense. This is not

simply the kind of "historical authenticity" that comes by means of

reconstructing objective past events on a historisch level. Nor is

it merely another, unique self-understanding (Existenzverstandnis)

mediated to the living present by geschlchtlich canons. Rather, this

is the sort of "historical authenticity" wherein a person living to¬

day has found the ultimate meaning of, and actual experience of,

genuine human historicity within the depths of his own personal exis¬

tence. Hence, the level of the eschatologisch surely represents the

76. Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth, pp. 19-22; Rudolf Bultmann,
History and Eschatology, pp. 152-153.
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most profound level of "historical authenticity" In Bultmann's writ¬

ings.

Yet two final points of clarification should be added. First,

one might well ask why this past event of Jesus' life, and especially

his death and resurrection, should be considered the sole and deci¬

sive event through which man may encounter the living God and gain

authentic existence. Bultmann's answer is straightforward. He main¬

tains that objectively it can never be demonstrated that this past

event alone, proclaimed and believed in the present, is the "once

for all" event of man's salvation. That it is so nevertheless can

only be grasped in the faith of the believer where it is personally

made known as such. It is only in the act of believing the kerygma

and experiencing eschatological existence as "historical authenti¬

city" or true personal historicity that one discovers the finality

of the truth which has 3et him free.^ Secondly, it should be under¬

stood that when Professor Bultmann speaks of authentic existence (or

"historical authenticity"), he never thinks of it as a static state.

Even the man who has experienced the eschatological event, ever and

again falls back into periods of lnauthentlc existence. Consequently,

authentic existence (or "historical authenticity") is never a state

of being which is finally won. It must be repeatedly renewed as a

person hears the kerygma afresh and believes anew. It is of the

very nature of man's true historicity that he cannot, as it were,

hold it in his hand; but must be constantly deciding for it in every

78
new moment as his future keeps coming upon him.

77. Rudolf Bultmann, "The Question of Natural Revelation", Essays,
pp. 113ff.

78. Rudolf Bultmann, History and Eschatology, pp. 153-155.
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Thus far, then, we have reviewed Bultmann's canons of histori¬

cal authenticity at three levels of historical understanding: the

historlsch, the geschlchtllch and the eschatologlsch. At each level

Bultmann employs different canons and at each level 'historical au¬

thenticity' means something quite distinct.

Now it must be asked what Professors Bornkamm and Kasemann mean

by historical authenticity and what canons they employ In construct¬

ing pictures of the historical Jesus? Moreover, where do they agree

and disagree with Bultmann on the value of such constructions for

Christian faith? While It is rare for two historians or theologians

ever to agree entirely, Bornkamra and Kasemann are in such fundamen¬

tal agreement concerning the matter at hand that It will be possible

to treat their views together in contrast to their former teacher.

The views of Bornkamm and Kasemann are in perspicuous continu¬

ity with Bultmann's in many ways. They have learned much from their

former teacher. Thus, these two scholars, along with a number of

other currently influential German New Testament scholars, who were

also formerly Bultraann's pupils, have frequently been referred to as

"The Bultmann School". This title would not be possible if they did

not all still hold a number of significant views in common. Yet the

positions that Bornkamm and Kasemann hold in common with Bultmann

have not kept them from developing important differences as well.

Those similarities and differences must now be examined more closely.

1. Bornkamm and Kasemann, like Bultmann, stand within the tradition

of German critical scholarship. Moreover, that tradition has been

directly mediated to them through the specific form-critical work of

their former teacher. Hence, in the first place, their work like

Bultmann's shows a rejection of the use of special historical canons

(B)
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at the reconstructive level of New Testament research. While neither

Bomkamm nor Rasemarn has produced a form-critical study comparable

to Eultmann's, their positions are discernible from their various

statements and from the nature of their actual form-critical judgments
79

within their several writings. Consequently, Bornkamm and Kasemann

also refer to the critically reconstructed past aa Historie and to

the scientific fact-finding work of the historian as historisch la¬

bour. As is the case with Bultmann, for Bomkaram and Kasemann, this

aspect of history by itself has the qualities of pastness and die-
80

tance from the personal lives of individuals living today.

At this historisch level of reconstruction, there are also can¬

ons of historical authenticity for Bomksrra and Kasemsnn. Indeed,

their critical canons are quite similar to Bultmann's and have been

built directly upon the foundations which he has laid. These canons

must now be discussed individually in order to focus the necessary

attention on the similarities and differences involved.

1. Bornkamm and Kasemann agree with Bultmann on the primary impor¬

tance and validity of the "canon of dissimilarity". However, they

have understood it as a canon to be applied more generally, and not

81
simply to the synoptic parabolic material.

79. Cf. Ernst Kasemann, "Thoughts on the Present Controversy About
Scriptural Interpretation" New Testament Questions Today, trans, by
W. J. Montague (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1969), pp. 260-285; Gimther
Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, trans, by Irene and Fraser McLuskey with
J. M. Robinson (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1960), pp. 13-26, 53-63.
80. For their typical usage of Historie and historiach see: Gunther
Bomkamm, Jesus von Nazareth (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1957), pp. 5-23;
Gunther Bomkamm, "Hie Significance of the Historical Jesus for Faith"
What Can We Know About Jesus?, ed. by Grover Foley (Edinburgh: St.
Andrew, 1969), pp. 69-86 and especially p. 86; Ernst Kasemann, "Das
Problem des historischen Jesus" Exegetische Versuche und Besinnungen,
I (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1960), pp. 187-214.
81. It would seem that Bultmann actually did also, for in practice
he eliminates material as inauthentic with regard to Jesus through¬
out his work on this basis.



In fact, Kasemann's presentation of this canon has served as a broad

methodological statement for all who would take up the present "quest

for the historical Jesus." Kasemann has stated the criterion in the

following manner: "In only one case do we have more or less safe

ground under our feat; when there are no grounds either for deriving

a tradition from Judaism or for ascribing it to primitive Christi¬

anity, and especially when Jewish Christianity has mitigated or modi¬

fied the received tradition, as having found it too bold for its
82taste." Kasemann laments that this criterion is negative and that

it will uncover only aspects of Jesus' life that are distinctive.

Yet currently, with the paucity of our knowledge of the earliest

3tages of the primitive church, it is the best workable canon we

83
possess. Hence, this canon, while having special value for recon¬

structing the authentic teachings of Jesus, can also be of value for

analysing the synoptic narrative materials for the unique character¬

istics of Jesus' action. Bornkarara has well demonstrated this value -

in his book, Jesus of Nazareth. •

2. Bornkamm and Kasemann also readily accept Bultmann's form-criti¬

cal judgment that the forms of the gospel pericopae are primarily a

guide to their Sitz im Leben in the early church. Neither scholar

questions the creative and reshaping influence of the various socio¬

logical needs of the early church upon the pericopae as they circu-
85

lated in the oral period.

82. Ernst Kaseraann, Essays on New Testament Themes, trans, by W. J.
Montague (London: S.C.M., 1964), p. 37.
83. Ibid., pp. 34-37.
34. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 79-81. Moreover,
throughout this entire work Bornkamra employs this canon in judging
both the synoptic sayings and activities of Jesus. The example of
Jesus* activity cited above (pp. 79-81) is also an example of Jesus*
uniqueness vis a vis Judaism, as (pp. 169-178) is an example of the
use of the criterion to mark off Jesus from the church.

85. Gunther Bornkamm., Jesus of Nazareth, p. 20, 219; Ernst Kasemann,
Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 19-20, 22-23, 25-27, 34, 35.
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Indeed, as we have already seen, Kasemann's genera3 endorsement

of the "canon of dissimilarity" means that anvthing which can be at¬

tributed to church belief should not be considered primary, authentic

Jesus' material.

Bornkamm modifies the use of this canon somewhat, however, when

he notes that material which has been heavily Imprinted with church

influence because of some church need is not necessarily to be ruled

out as being valueless for knowledge of the historical Jesus. Thar

example, he says,

Je should not, therefore, dismiss a3 mere fancy or inven¬
tion what criticism might term 'inauthentic' and 'creations' by
the church....Meanwhile we should ask ourselves whether the
categories employed here really suit the case. Though one
should not deny the part played by subjective experience and
poetic imagination, the tradition which first grew out of the
faith of the church is not to be dismissed hy reason of its
foundation and origin, as the mere product of imagination. It
is an answer to Jesus' whole person and mission. It points
beyond itself to him whom the church has encountered in his
earthly form and who proves his presence to her as the resur¬
rected and risen Lord. In every layer, therefore, and in each
individual part, the tradition is witness to the reality of
his history and the reality of his resurrection. Our task,
then, is to search for the history (Geschichte) in the kerygma
of the gospels and in this history to seek the kerygma. 86

By such a statement Bornkamm surely is maintaining that there

is real value in the kerygma for the historical interpreter in his

attempt to produce an authentic interpretation of Jesus. Yet he also

appears to be arguing thereby for a critical historical authenticity
8 7

of a secondary level. He maintains that the kerygmatieally re¬

shaped and created material of the synoptic tradition may indeed

still be fruitfully analysed and used as a valid witness to both the

essential characteristics and self-understanding of Jesus of Nazareth.

86. Giinther Bomkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 20-21.

87. Ibid., p. 11. This was further verified by the present writer
in a personal interview with Professor Bornkamm at his home in
Heidelberg on 9 May, 1972.
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Therefore, the various sociological needs of the early church did not

have the strongest, or even a basically distorting influence, in his

opinion. Rather, an interpretative theological response to Jesus

was the strongest influence upon the tradition, as it was adapted

differently according to varying church needs. Just how this second¬

ary level of authentic material is to be critically analysed and em¬

ployed in historical reconstruction is not specifically discussed by

Bomkamm, however. ..Apparently, this does not depend upon set critical

canons but upon the general "critical insight" of the individual his¬

torian; and perhaps more importantly on his interpretative canons,

as will be shown later. There can be no doubt, however, that this

secondary level of historical reliability plays a very significant

role in Bornkaram's reconstruction of Jesus. Moreover, KMsemann has
88

recently shown clear agreement with Bomkamra on this matter.

It could be argued that Bultinann too openly uses material that

may have been interwoven with the kerygma in his reconstruction of

Jesus, for in the introduction of his book on Jesus he points out

that he really uses the earliest layer of church tradition as his
89

source for reconstructing his own picture. Still there is an im¬

portant difference here between Bornkamm and Bultmann, for Bultmann

does not actually argue for the critical historical value of material

that has already been combined with the kerygma in all strands of the

synoptic tradition in the way in which Bornkamm does. He only main¬

tains that the earliest layer of the tradition is the most authentic

for reconstructing knowledge of Jesus. Ilence, in this critical in¬

sight Bornkamm does go beyond Bultmann, and surely this is the factor

behind a number of the vital differences in their respective portraits of

88. Ernst Kasemann, Jesus Means Freedom (London: S. C. M., 1969),p.22.

89. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 13-14.
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Jesus. It should be added that Bornkaram Is not alone, among historians

in dealing with his sources thus, for other non-biblical historians

frequently use 'inauthentic' sources in this manner in order to trace

90
genuine reflections of an historical figure or event.

Likewise, it should be noted that Kasemann points out in the

case of the synoptic parables that a discovered Sltz im Leben der

alten Kirche has not, and thus apparently need not, rule out a search

for a Sitz im Leben Jesu. Unfortunately this discovery with regard

to the parables has application with few other synoptic materials

currently. Presently this is so because of the lack of detailed for¬

mal criteria for most non-parabolic synoptic materials that would

enable historians to discern Jesus' own characteristics with any

certainty. However, Bornkamm's use of this insight is evident in
91

his treatment of Jesus' parables. Thus, even if this new use of

form-criticism has only a limited application at present, at least

Bornkamm and Kaseraann have shown a willingness to use the form-criti¬

cal method to push beyond a Sltz im Leben der alten Kirche where

possible. This does mark a significant shift in attitude concerning

the present and potential use of form-criticism on the part of Bult-

mann's pupils. Indeed, as more is known of the characteristics of

Jesus, by means of other criteria, this revised "canon of the forms

and Sitz im Leben" could play an increasingly important role.

These several historical insights all suggest a different no¬

tion of historical continuity between a founder and a movement than

Bultmann would allow. Some New Testament historians, who are not

directly of the "Bultmann School" have thus argued that Bultmann's

pupils have broken through to a more profound grasp of the true na¬

ture of historical continuity than Bultraann himself. E. C. Colwell,

90. Marc Bloch, The Historian's Craft, p. 54ff.
91. Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, p. 33; Gunther
Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 69-75.
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for example, haa said, "To restrict the decisive period to the death -

plus - resurrection is not only to clip off the 'wide' margins of

sound perlodizatlon but also to deny any significant continuity.

Moreover, it makes no use of the person of Jesus as the unifying force
92

in the creation of the church," In more explicit terms, this same

scholar defines the position taken up by Bomkamm and Kasemann against

Bultmann.

From the historian's point of view, this period-
lzatlon seems undesirably sharp, the contrasts too ex¬
treme. Bultmann asks, if there was in the hearing of
Jesus a demand for decision and the possibility of a
new existence, why didn't the post-resurrection preach¬
ers just repeat this? This is an artificial question,
in that it breaks the continuity of reality and after
subdividing the saving event, demands a choice of one
part or the other. One part led to the other part, the
other was a modifying addition but did not exclude that
one. 93

3. Borakamm and Kasemann also do accept Bultmann's contentions with

regard to the "canon of the forms and the growth of the tradition".

For them, the growth of the literary gospel tradition (including the

post-canonical tradition) demonstrates how the oral tradition must

have developed and changed. This primary observation is reinforced,

then, by the apparent growth patterns in other extra-biblical bodies

of oral tradition. For the master and his pupils, however, these

other oral traditions serve their main function for synoptic criticism

by showing what the earliest form of a given unit of the tradition

most probably was. This Isolated primitive form serves as a norm,

then, against which all three scholars make their various judgments
94

of just how a given pericope has, in fact, developed.

92. E. C. Colwell, Jesus and the Gospels (New York: Oxford Univer¬
sity Press, 1963), p. 39.
93. Ibid., p. 32.
94. Guntiter Borakamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 14-20, 219; Ernst Kase-
mann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 24-29, 49.
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4. Bornkamm and Kasemann both appear to accept Bultraann's basic crit¬

ical thought with regard to the historical analysis of miracle re¬

ports. For today's historian there can be no turning back from the

working axiom of modern science concerning the closed causal nexus

governing this world. The historian must surely operate with such

an understanding In critically analysing his ancient biblical texts.

No special supernaturalistic canons can be allowed for analysing

this material.

Yet the biblical critic is bound to recognise that the authors

of his texts did not see the world in this way. For them the world

was a place where at any time or place an epiphany might occur. A

miracle in this ancient view is an encounter with divinity and divine

power, in which God (or one of the gods) attempts to reveal Himself

(or themselves) to certain persons, and in various ways lay hold of
yJftvr£*S

their lives. However, for the ancient*there was always the possi¬

bility of interpreting such experiences not as something merely ex¬

traordinary, but as the activity of the demonic rather than the divine.

Only the person who was encountered could make the decision as to the

source of his experience. No neutral observer could adequately pass

judgment on the true origin of such experiences. In this way it re¬

quired something like interpretative faith to discern the divine activ¬

ity.

The New Testament critic must take both of these views of real¬

ity seriously in attempting to reconstruct the events of the life of

Jesus of Nazareth. On the one hand he cannot treat the gospel mir¬

acle stories as objectively demonstrable divine interruptions of the

closed causal nexus, but on the other hand he must make it clear that

anyone is free to see the hand of God in such an event, which is also

scientifically explicable (provided the event can otherwise be estab-
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llshed as probably authentic by other critical criteria). If the

biblical historian falls so to understand his task, he will produce

either a naive rationalistic or a naive supernaturallstic explanation

Kasetaann summarises this position by saying ,

Miracles in the New Testament are in their deepest
essence signs accompanying the Gospel, a self-manifesta¬
tion in the sphere of our corporality of the God who ad¬
dresses us; as such, they are intelligible only to the
believer and do not remove the offence given to the un¬
believer. In its own particular way, historical criti¬
cism underlines this fact. By dissolving the historicity
of the majority of the Gospel miracle stories and by
demonstrating the questionable status of the remainder,
it forces us to acknowledge that in turn we are faced
primarily with the preaching of primitive Christianity -
the message of which is that in Jesus the divine love
has taken the field and showed itself to be a life-
giving power.

Thus we are now being asked to accept not the
breach of a law of nature, but the particularity of
God's revelation; and to allow our existence to be deter¬
mined by that communication to us of divine love and
heavenly life which is thereby posited. 96

In taking such a position Kasemann and Bomkaram appear to agree with

Bultmann's critical canon, and yet they leave the door ajar for a

somewhat different interpretation of miracle reports in the tradition

However, this difference with regard to interpretation will be dealt

with more closely when their interpretative canons are examined.

5. Bornkamm and Kasemann are likewise in agreement with Bultmann in

employing the "canon of the elimination of analogous material."

Wherever in the synoptic tradition the historian finds a striking

formal and material parallel to materials found elsewhere in near

eastern antiquity, he must suspect that that synoptic material has

been borrowed from or modelled after such parallels. Therefore, any

95. Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Thanes, pp. 48-59;
cf. Gunther BornkaMn.Jesus of Nazareth, pp. lfO-186.
96, Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 53-54.
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such analogous material cannot serve as a reliable source for recon¬

structing the authentic historical characteristics or sayings of
97

Jesus of Nazareth.

6. Another chief canon that is evident within the critical work of

Bornkaram and Kasemann in their reconstruction of the historical Jesus,

i9 their rejection along with Bultmann, of any attempt to trace the

external and, therefore, the internal development of Jesus' histori¬

cal life. Their critical reason for such a rejection is the same as

Bultmann's. They too accept the form-critical conclusion that there

is no reliable, detailed outline of Jesus' life to be found anywhere

in the synoptic tradition. Rather, form-critical analysis has con¬

vinced them that the tradition was originally a number of isolated

pericopae. Only the evangelists put the individual units together

and each one did so according to his own theological interests. Thus,

Bornkamm and Kaseraann accept the "canon of the isolated pericopae"

,, 98as well.

7. Likewise, Bornkamm and Kasemaen are in the first instance at one

with Bultmann in their use of the "canon of the argument from silence".

Any reliable bit of historical information (of the first level of

authenticity) must be discovered in the earliest form of the tradi¬

tion. Later elaborations must, therefore, be distrusted as to their

direct factual value and be treated as imaginative or interpretative
99

accretions. However, as has already been shown, Bornkaiam maintains

that these accretions tnay still be analysed fruitfully by the historian

97. Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 49-50; Gun-
ther Bomkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 124-126, 131.
98. Giinther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 19-20, 25, 171-172, 213
footnotes 2 and 3, 219-220; Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament
Themes, p. 30.
99. Bornkamm and Kasemann show this well with regard to the Resurrec¬
tion traditions. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 182-183;
Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 49-51.
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for reliable historical impressions of a secondary level. Thus,

again the methodological difference from Bultraann is perspicuous.

8. Professors Borokamm and Kasemann also agree with Bultmann concern¬

ing the validity of his "canon of consistency". For there are fea¬

tures of the synoptic tradition which would be suspect as to their

strict primitive reliability when tested by several of the foregoing

critical canons, but which are not thereby necessarily ruled out as

having some critical historical value as impressions or sketches of

an aspect of Jesus' life or teaching (in the same way that a not

entirely factual anecdote may be useful for giving valid insight into

the character of a person). If this questionable feature from the

tradition is affirmed to be nevertheless characteristic of Jesus in

a general way, by being included in other texts which pass the test¬

ing of the "canon of dissimilarity", then that feature is deemed

consistent with what is known of the historical Jesus and serves in

creating a critically reliable portrait of him. In fact, Bomkamm

and Kasemann make more use of this canon than Bultmann himself does

100
in reconstructing a picture of the historical Jesus.

9. Bornkaram and Kasemann likewise accept Bultmann's canon of "in¬

ternal coherence" for detecting and rejecting minor, later glosses

that have been editorially added to an otherwise primitive pericope.^^
10. Finally, Bornkamm and Kasemann do also accept Bultmann's specific

form of the "canon of multiple attestation". Like Bultmann they hold

that a type of saying or characteristic of Jesus which is testified

100. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 67-69, 74-77, 79, 90,
130-131; Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 48-62;
Ernst Kasemann, Jesus Means Freedom, p. 22, where these scholars ap¬
ply this to the miracle tradition.
101. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 71; Ernst Kasemann,
Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 42-43.
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to in several forms within the oldest strand of the tradition; or

testified to in the oldest strand as well as in later strands pro¬

duced hy the church has a high probability of representing something

characteristic from Jesus* actual life and/or teaching. It should

he noted that this caron is often used with the "canon of consistency"

hy Bornkamm and Kasemann, and like that canon, they use it more fre-
102

quently than Bultmann does.

11. Bornkamn and Kasemann likewise appear to agree with Bultmann that

such historical explanations as can he categorised in general laws

and tendencies, properly belong to the level of historisch recon¬

struction. Yet they have limited value apart from historical inter¬

pretation. What then, do Bornkamm and Kasemann mean by historical
103

interpretation?

II. If Bornkamm and Kaseraann both agree with and differ from Bult¬

mann with regard to critical canons of historisch reconstruction,

they do so also at the level of historical interpretation.

Like Bultmann, Bornkaiam and Kasemann often employ the German

noun Ceschichte and adjective geschichtlich to express a second level

of history known through interpretation. For them as well, histori¬

cal interpretation allows mere historisch information to become liv-
104

ing or true history (Geschichte). In this preliminary manner all

102. Giinther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 75ff., especially pp.
78, 85, 90-91; Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, p. 44;
Ernst Kasemann, Jesus Means Freedom, pp. 17-42.

103. This can be seen by the way Kasemann refers to the enumeration
of bare facts within a "causal nexus" as the realm of "mere history"
or the historisch. Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes,
p. 20; cf. Ernst Kasemann, Exegetlsche Versuche und Besinnungen,I
p. 191; cf. Gvinther Bornkamm, What Can We Know About Jesus?, p. 86.

104. For their typical usage of Geschichte and geschichtlich see
Gunther Bornkaram, Jesus Von Nazareth (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer Verlag;
1957), pp. 14-33; Giinther Bornkamra, "Geschichte und Glaube in Neueu
Testament: Ein Beitrag zur Frage der 'historischen* Begrundung
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three scholars seem to be at one. However, when one asks about

the exact nature of the interpretative canons of Bornkamm and Kase-

mann, and what value a gesehiehtlieh interpretation of Jesus of

Nazareth has for faith, one gets different answers from that which

Bultmann would supply. Wherein are the similarities and differences?

Neither Borakansn nor Kasemann has devoted extended discussions

to the question of their hermeneutical canons in the way that Bult¬

mann has. Perhaps this is because they are essentially exegetes

105
while Bultmann also has a more reflective philosophical interest.

In any case, as with their critical canons, one must glean their in¬

terpretative methodology from their several essays and from the man¬

ner in which they actually carry on their hermeneutical procedures.

It appears that Bornkamm and Kasemann agree with Bultmann on the

validity of the canons of: 1. employing all the traditional philo¬

logical criteria and then interpreting the whole of a historical text

from its parts and the parts from the whole, 2. the specific inter¬

ests of a given historian as the controlling factor in his historical

questioning and in shaping his conclusions, 3. the necessity of a

historian having a life-relationship to, and pre-understanding of

a historical text and 4. the key significance of the historian's

"existential openness" to "existential encounter" with the inherent

self-understanding or understanding of human existence (Existenzver-

standnia) contained in his historical documents as the proper pre-

understandlng for all historical Interpretation, but especially for

theologlscher Aussagen", Geschichte und Glaube (Miinchen: Chr. Kaiser
Verlag, 196P), pp. 9-24; Giinther Bornkamm, What Can We Know About
Jesus?, p. 85; Ernst Kasemann, Exegetische Versuche und Besinnungen,
I, pp. 187-214; II, pp. 31-68.

105. R. S. Barbour, "Ernst Kasemann and Gunther Bornkamm", Theolo¬
gians of Our Time, ed. by A. W. Hastings and E. Hastings (Edinburgh:
T.& T. Clark, 1966), p. 167.
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106
biblical interpretation. On the face of it there appears to be

strong agreement among all three scholars as to the correct interpre¬

tative canons.

If certain chief features of Bornkamm's book Jesus of Nazareth

are examined, by tray of example, the sort of agreement these scholars

have reached can be further illustrated and illuminated. First, as

has been noted, in dealing with the critical canon of "the isolated

pericopae", Bornkamm and Kasemann agree with Bultmann that the. criti¬

cal evidence will not permit a reconstruction of the psychological

development of Jesus. Thus, no attempt is made by Bornkaram to con¬

jecture from Jesus' Umwelt what he might have thought regarding his

own status. Nor is there any attempt made to build a developing

"messianic consciousness" theory upon such a conjectured foundation

from the historically reliable evidence.Secondly, Bornkamm be¬

lieves that it is equally impossible to establish any secure founda¬

tion for a "messianic consciousness" of Jesus from the synoptic peri¬

copae wherein Jesus claims an exalted title, or one is ascribed to

him by others.^® For in Bornkamm's and Kasemann's view, it is just

such passages as these that cannot be judged authentic in a primary

sense by the "canon of dissimilarity". These sayings must be sus¬

pected of an origin in the faith and kerygma of the early church.
ti

In both cases, then, Bultmann, Bornkamm and Kasemann all agree.

Therefore, all three scholars reject any historical-psychological

attempt to plumb the mind of Jesus and thereby "scientifically" prove,

106. Gunther Borakamm, "Myth and Gospel: A Discussion of the Prob¬
lem of Demythologi8ing the New Testament Message", Kerygma and His¬
tory, ed. by C. E. Braaten and R. A. Harrisville (New York: Abingdon
Press, 1962), pp. 172-196; Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, es¬
pecially pp. 9-26; Gunther Bornkamm, What Can We Know About Jesus?,
pp. 82-86; Ernst Kasemann, New Testament Questions Today, pp. 260-
285; Ernst Kasemann, Jesus Means Freedom, pp. 16-41, 81; cf. pp.
above concerning Bultmann's four interpretative canons.

' i

107. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 51.

108. Ibid., pp. 169-178.
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or geek to create a secure foundation for, the kerygraatic beliefs of

the early church concerning Jesus' status. Such an attempt for Born-

kamm and Kasemann would apparently amount to a seeking after an ob-
109

jective verification for faith in the realm of the hiatorisch.

Fortunately, however, the proper critical canons themselves make this

fatal theological error methodologically impossible. It is possible

only to discover certain repeated themes that appear here and there

amidst the authentic words and acts of Jesus. Hence, Bornkamm and

Kasemann, like Bultmann before them, apply the canons of existential

interpretation to the various isolated, reliable pericopae in order

that Jesus' true self-understanding (Exlstenzverstandnis) might emerge

from the dead and distant past, and so encounter individuals today

as living history (Geachlchte). In all of this, Bultmann and his

two former pupils do clearly share a common concern. They all de¬

sire to avoid the errors of historicism by means of existential in¬

terpretation.

However, if there appears to be entire agreement between these

three scholars, it is an illusion, for Bornkamm and Ka'semann do dif¬

fer from their teacher on the exact meaning of "existential encounter",

self-understanding and thus ultimately concerning a geschichtlich

interpretation of Jesus. First, "existential encounter or openness"

on the historian's part, in Bornkamm's and Ka'semann's view, is a

somewhat different phenomenon from what it is for Bultmann. "Exis¬

tential encounter" for Bornkamm and Kasemann involves a living aware¬

ness on the part of the historical interpreter of all possible human

intentions, and every dimension of a past self-understanding, which

might be inherent within a historical event. Where a particular

109. Hugh Anderson, Jesus and Christian Origins, (New York? Oxford
University Press, 1964), p. 159.
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philosophical analysis, such as Martin Heidegger's, can provide il¬

lumination, it is readily employed. Heidegger's teaching, by way of

Bultmann, has proved especially useful to these scholars in their

own efforts to avoid objectifications in historiography and in their

understanding of the nature of faith. The concepts of man's life

struggle for authentic historical existence in the light of his ever

oncoming future and his enslavement nevertheless to his past, the

world, and inauthentic existence are also useful to these scholars;

but when they are used, they are rarely spoken of in precisely these

terms. Where these insights into past events are employed, they

are normally translated by Bornkamm and Kasemann into other less

specifically existentialist terms. Moreover, Heidegger's existen¬

tialist analysis, via Bultmann, is not constitutive of all academic-

historical or biblical interpretation for them. Where the criti¬

cally reconstructed evidence appears to demand something other than,

or in addition to, an existentialist interpretation, it receives such

from Bornkamm and Kaseraann. This specifically includes an explicit

stress on any intention which a past historical figure may have had

to live his own life out of transcendence or to understand his own

110
existence as the eschatological crisis. Here a subtle but vital

difference between Bultmann and his former pupils emerges, for traces

of transcendence can never be directly unearthed within historical

figures for Bultmann. For Bultmann, only later interpretative beliefs

concerning such possibilities can be critically discovered and exis-

tentially interpreted. For Bultmann, any attempt to trace transcend-

110. Gunther Bomkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, see especially pp. 60-63,
178, but also throughout this book openness to the totality of what
can be known of Jesus' purpose through his words and action is appar¬
ent; Gunther Bornkaram, What Can We Know About Jesus?, especially
pp. 77-81; Ernst Kasemann, Jesus Means Freedom, especially pp. 24-41;
Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 37-47.
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enee (even indirectly) through the intention of a past figure, not

only is actually impossible historically, but the attempt always

leads to illusory and dangerous theological objectif ications

Bornkamm and Kasemann do agree with these limitations set by their

teacher, but they maintain that in so tracing a historical figure's

intention, the historian does not and cannot actually prove that that

past figure lived out of transcendence or was the eschatological

event (as Bultmann himself has shown). The historical method, there¬

fore, can never create a secure, objective foundation for faith, be¬

cause it cannot of itself detect the revelation of God. Yet for

Bomkamm and Kasemann it surely can trace a historical figure's

belief about the purpose of his own existence through the authentic

evidence for his words and deeds (if the evidence is sufficient, of

course) and should do so as fully as possible. This is what they
112

maintain they are doing in their reconstructions of Jesus. Here,

then, are two similar but distinct views concerning the meaning of

"existential openness" or "encounter", and thus also represent the

point at which the limits of the interpretative historical method

are actually reached. In short, Bornkamm and Kasemann see historical

existence (especially with such a subject as Jesus) as too rich and

many-sided to be restricted to an interpretation by means of any

111. Cf. pp. 41-45 above.

112. Giinther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth.pp. 9, 15, 62-63; Ernst
Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 46-47. Thus, the his¬
torian qua historian cannot actually demonstrate the "unmediated
presence" (Pnmittelbarkelt) of God in Jesus with his hlstorlsch or
geschlchtlich method; hut the historian can show the nature of Jesus'
beliefs about his own purpose and authority in his words and deeds,
which in turn do appear to imply Jesus' belief that he was God's
special agent in bringing the esehatological event. That this is

what Bornkamm really means has been further clarified since the writ¬
ing of Jesus of Nazareth in personal conversations with Professor
Hugh Anderson, This, in turn, was shared with the present writer
by Professor Anderson in a correspondence of 10 January, 1975.
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single philosophical analysis or theological mould, no matter how

generally superior and valuable the insights of these aids might often

be.

What has been said with regard to 'Existential openness" has its

corresponding aspect in different conceptions of Jesus' self-under¬

standing (Existenzverstandnis) in the works of Bultraann on the one

hand, and his two pupils on the other. 3ultmann's presentation of

Jesus' self-understanding is one that has little to do with Jesus'

ovm person or selfhood. Rather, in Bultmann's presentation the human

self-understanding of Jesus is chiefly found and conveyed in a mes¬

sage about God's coming future (the Kingdom of God) and man's need

for decision (both religious and ethical) against all forms of world¬

ly security in the light of this fast-approaching future. In this

presentation the Kingdom is still essentially future and Jesus is

the eschatological prophet who announces the coming future and

rabbi of an ethic of radical obedience. The focus is not placed upon

Jesus' role but on his message. That message in turn, shows certain
113

real affinities with Martin Heidegger's philosophy. Bornkamm and

Kasemann, however, understand Jesus' self-understanding somewhat dif¬

ferently. They believe that the critical historical evidence points

away from Jesus as simply the message bearer of a future reign of God.

Instead, they see the evidence as more clear for a Kingdom that is

already arriving with Jesus, and yet also future. Indeed, they do

not slink past the present aspect of God's reign but give it a heavy

emphasis. Likewise, they see the authentic evidence directing them

toward an unparalied implied in Jesus' ethical teaching.

Thus, they arrive at an interpretation of Jesus' self-understanding

113. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 27-219.



in which his message (and actions) are bound up in an unseverable way

with his person and only have meaning in that connection. Jesus does

not directly point to his special status but to his mission. Yet that

very mission points back to Jesus as the eschatologlcal event. Here,

then, Jesus' self-understanding is not so limited to an existential¬

ist message concerning human existence for others, but also carries

with it important Christological implications about Jesus' own person.

Here traces of Heidegger may be found also but his strong Influence

is put aside if it is not adequate to interpret the full historical

significance of the reliable gospel tradition, in Bornkatnm' and Kase-

. , 114mann's view.

These differences with Bultmann in the meaning of "existential

openness" and "self-understanding" are paralleled by a somewhat dif¬

ferent interpretation of the miracle reports of the synoptic tradi¬

tion as well. As has been noted, at the critical level Bultmann and

his pupils agree that a historian cannot accept any report of a di¬

vine Interruption in the closed causal nexus without ceasing to be

a scientific historian. They differ, however, at the interpretative

level. Kasemann contends that even if the scientific historian can¬

not allow for divine intrusions in the natural order, that neverthe¬

less as revelations to faith the gospel miracles speak everywhere of

an event that did happen; at least in the particularity of a decisive

revelation in Jesus' total existence. Hence, this "miraculous ele¬

ment" should not be interpretatively reduced to a mere belief of the

believer. The synoptic tradition speaks of a reality within, and yet

causally beyond, what can be critically discerned in the event of

114. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 53-169; Gunther Born-
kamm, What Can We Know About Jesus?, pp. 77-81; Ernst Kasemann, Essays
on New Testament Themes. pp. 37-47; Ernst Kasemann, Jesus Means Free¬
dom, pp. 27-71.
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Jesus'life; which must be recognised and adequately dealt with by

historical interpretation. This is not to say the historical inter¬

preter has some method in addition to the critical method for actu¬

ally detecting the miraculous. But where it is so central to the

apparent original meaning of his documents, the historian's inter¬

pretation ought to reflect not only that it was then a belief but

what sort of reality was actually believed in, without limiting the

nature of that belief by means of an existentialist (anthropological)
115

Interpretation.

Likewise, Bornkamm's treatment of the resurrection of Jesus is

an instructive example of this interpretative process in practice.

He agrees with Bultmann that the critical historian cannot establish

a special intrusive act of God called Jesus' resurrection among the

post-crucifixion events that gave rise to the church. Yet the his¬

torian can know, even through the often conflicting and fragmentary

evidence of the gospels, that the entire New Testament church appears

to have believed intensely in the reality of such an act of God which

has led to the church's experience of the living Lord. For Bornkamm

this belief is so central and constant in the New Testament documents

that it must have some interpretative reference today beyond an anthro¬

pological Interpretation of the disciples' faith. Yet Bornkamm's in¬

terpretation makes no attempt to demonstrate the miraculous element

which cannot be detected with his critical method. He wishes only

to give full play to the meaning of his texts. He does not wish to

prove the unprovable (or even seem to do so with some critical or in¬

terpretative sleight-of-hand)
115. Ernst K&semann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 48-54.

116. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 179-186; Gunther
Bornkamm, Kerygma and History, pp. 177-178.
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For both Bornkamm and Kasemann, then, "existential openness" means

that the Interpreter has to take the theological-miraculous dimensions

of the gospel accounts just as seriously as the anthropological. This

desire leads Bornkamra and Kasemann to agree with Bultmann on the hls-

torlsch level, when dealing with such material; but to disagree at the

geachlchtlich level. Thus Bultmann's two pupils cannot demythologise

in precisely the same way as Bultraann, for difficult as it is to speak

of these theological dimensions of the miraculous element in the New

Testament without falling into objectlfications and uncritical lit¬

eralism, the attempt must be made in their view.

What exact place, then, does the New Testament kerygma have for

Bornkamm and Kasemann in reconstructing Jesus' life? For these schol¬

ars the kerygma was not a single form of proclamation in the early

church but rather a variety of theological interpretations of Jesus

that were expressed in the varieties of New Testament proclamation.

Of course, there was also unity to the several kerygmatic forms be¬

cause they all attempted to express the meaning of a single event,

which they together held to be eschatologlcally decisive. Yet there

was also a normal modification in the interpretative process from one

situation to another (chronologically, geographically and sociologi¬

cally) . In this recognition of the kerygmatic as representing the

earliest faith, and yet historical interpretations of Jesus, there

is real significance for the historian working today. He is con¬

cerned to separate the historisch events from the earliest kerygmatic

interpretations, but not in order to isolate them and thus play one

off against the other (as had been attempted in liberal exegesis).

Rather, Bornkamm and Kasemann see the historian's task as one of

fully appreciating the earliest interpretations as a potential guide
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to his own interpretation.**^
It had been Bultmann, himself, who really drew attention to the

extremely close interweaving of kerygma and factual material in the

synoptic tradition. For example, in the introduction to his book on

Jesus he says,

Of course, the doubt as to whether Jesus really existed
is unfounded and not worth refutation. No sane person can
doubt that Jesus stands as the founder behind the historical
movement whose first distinct stage is represented by the
oldest Palestinian community. But how far that community pre¬
served an objectively true picture of him and his message is
another question. For those whose interest is in the person¬
ality of Jesus, this situation is depressing or destructive,
for our purpose it has no particular significance. It is pre¬
cisely this complex of ideas in the oldest layer of the syn¬
optic tradition which is the object of our consideration.
It meets us as a fragment of tradition coming to us from
the past, and in the examination of it we see the encounter
with history. 3y the tradition Jesus is named as the bearer
of the message; according to overwhelming probability he really
was. Should it prove otherwise, that does not change in any
way what is said in the record. I see then no objection to
naming Jesus throughout as the speaker. Whoever prefers to
put the name of 'Jesus * always in quotation marks and let it
stand as an abbreviation for the historical phenomenon with
which we are concerned is free to do so. 118

Here, in his own way, Bultmann demonstrated how form-criticism Is

faced with a question mark when it arrives at the earliest form of

the synoptic tradition. How much of that primitive tradition is

factual and how much is already kerygmatic interpretation? It is

impossible to know since we have such a limited independent know¬

ledge of Jesus on the one hand and the earliest Palestinian church

on the other. However, In these circumstances Bultmann was willing

to take the most primitive strand unearthed by histortsch methods and

interpret it existentially in order to allow the message of Jesus to

live today.

117. Gunther Bornkamrn, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 24-26; Ernst Kasemann,
Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 18-24.
118. Rudolf Bulfcmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 13-14.
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Now Bornkamm and Kasemarm agree with Bultmann concerning his

basic Insight into the extremely close interweaving of history and

kerygias, Yet they apply the Insight in another direction. For them,

the interweaving of factual material and interpretation at every

layer of the gospel tradition is itself the key to the solution of

the problem. That is, if kerygmatic interpretations cling so closely

to reports of real events throughout the entire tradition, then surely

this indicates that the early interpretative beliefs which Jesus

evoked are something that reflect rather than distort the essential

and vital meaning of that event. This is why Bomkamm is concerned

to seek history (Geschichte) amidst the kerygma and kerygma amidst

the history. Those early kerygmatic statements must be taken seri¬

ously as containing Geschichte. if we are ever properly to interpret

the real Jesus for today. Indeed, the kerygmatic interpretations

of the early church (even in the form of historicised myths) were

HQ
their ge8chichtllch interpretations of Jesus' existence.

Once the earliest strands of the kerygma are appreciated in

their true value, they may be employed by means of the existential

canons as interpretative guides for presenting the reliable historisch

evidence in a portrait of Jesus that will live and challenge modern

man. In brief, existential interpretation for Bomkamm and Kasematm

(but not strictly existentialist interpretation) makes use of the

earliest kerygma not only as eschatological preaching but as a legi¬

timate historical-interpretative guide to the fullness of Jesus'

essential self-understanding. As the kerygma first interpreted the

earthly events of Jesus' life in the gospels so does a kerygmatically

119. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 20-21; Gunther Bornkanm,
What Can We Know About Jesus?, pp. 81-82; Ernst Kasemann, Essays on
New Testament Themes, pp. 18-34, 45-47.
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informed geachiehtlich interpretation enable the historian to under¬

stand his historisch information concerning Jesus in the present,

and so allow it to live for contemporary persons.

It must be remembered in all of this, that neither Bornkamm

nor Kasemann desires to prove the earliest kerygma true nor create

a foundation for faith by historical research; for as has already

been noted both scholars hold that however the kerygma is used, the

historian still does not have the tools to show whether the kerygma

is true or false. Whatever the historian may or may not establish

about Jesus* self-understanding he cannot show that he was in fact

the decisive revelation of God. Rather, the goal of these two

scholars (see especially pp. 65-69 above) is to avoid the possible

docetism that may bs lurking in Bultmann's position; in that Bult-

mann is so convinced on a number of grounds (see pp. dl-45 above)

that the historian qua historian cannot trace God's revelation in

his historical reconstruction of Jesus, that Buitmann, in the view

of Bornkamm and Kasemann, actually presents a picture of Jesus of

Nazareth which has a rather problematic relationship to the Christ

of the kerygma. Bornkamm and Kaaemann, therefore, set out to under¬

stand more fully the nature of the continuity within the modification,

that took place between the event of Jesus and the first interpreta¬

tions of that event in the kerygmata. This endeavour ought to serve

the theologian and the preacher, then, not as a false foundation for

faith, but as an illumination of the one who was already the church's

Lord before Easter and yet only fully came to be recognised as such
120

through the Easter experience.

120. Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 45-47; Ernst
Kasemann, New Testament Questions Today, pp. 35-65; Gunther Bornkamm,
Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 9, 15; Gunther Bomkmam, What Can We Know About
Jesus?, pp. 82-86.
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III. Bornkamm and Kasemann do not thus intend to depreciate the

kerygma as the awakener of faith in persons living today. Indeed,

they believe that it is only as the New Testament kerygraa is preached

and understood in its continuity with Jesus, with all its existential

significance, that the true meaning of Jesus' history reaches indi¬

viduals in our time. For it is this kerygma that thrusts a man into

the decision of faith. Is Jesus of Nazareth the one through whom

I gain my true life? Faith alone can answer that question and to

121
faith alone eomes the revelation of God's action in Jesus.

In contrast to their understanding of Bultmann, however, these

scholars refuse to limit the eschatological in any way that would

tend to deny it either its past reference or its future fulfilment

by an over-emphasis on the present moment. Indeed, the present

moment in faith is a response to the eschatological event that

emerged with historical particularity in Jesus' life and finds its

fulfilment in his future.

121. Gunther Bornkamm, What Can We Know About Jesus?, p. 86; Ernst
Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, p. 62.

122. Gunther Bornkamm, Kerygma and History, pp. 189-196; Ernst
Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Theme9, p. 47.
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If Professor Bultmann's historical method is to be properly com¬

pared and contrasted with the methods of Professors Bornkamm and Kase-

mann, it will now be necessary to examine these methods as they are

actually applied to important representative sections of the synoptic

gospels. The following section, then, will be set forth in three

chapters.

First, the present writer has chosen to deal with certain re¬

presentative texts and blocks of material which are considered "most

authentic" on critical grounds by these scholars. These materials

are also, therefore, central to their several presentations of Jesus

as the eschatological proclaimer and teacher concerning God's "'ill.

The first of these chapters will deal with a number of those texts

which Bultmann, Bornkama and Kasemann have found to be most repre¬

sentative of Jesus' actual message concerning the Kingdom of God.

The second chapter will analyse "the antitheses" (Mt. 5: 21-48) of

"The Sermon on The Mount" as representative of some of the most

authentic material concerning Jesus' teaching about God's Will and

demand. After this examination of texts which are judged "most au¬

thentic", it will then be instructive to investigate some representa¬

tive materials which also are central to an understanding of Jesus

and his history; but are nevertheless in the judgment of these scho¬

lars, riddled with "vaticinia ex eventu" sayings of Jesus and mytho¬

logical and legendary accretions. A chapter presenting an examina¬

tion of the passion predictions and resurrection materials will serve

this end. Thus, this section will serve the two-fold purpose of

analysing representative types of material that call forth the use

of all of the several critical and hermeneutical canons of these

scholars, and also it will supply us with an overview of the most

significant findings of these scholars concerning Jesus and his history.
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The procedure In each chapter will be to set forth first the critical

reasoning of Bulfcraann and then to proceed to a presentation of his

interpretative judgments. This, in turn, will be followed by several

general comments and critical observations by the present writer,

which will be stated here in a preliminary manner (and which will be

finally gathered up and carried further in the third and concluding

section of this study). Likewise, the same basic procedure will be

followed in examining the work of Bomkamm and Kasemann.



A CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE CANONS OF

HISTORICAL AUTHENTICITY USED BY

RUDOLF BULTMANN, GUNTHER BORNKAMM AND ERNST KASEMANN

IN ESTABLISHING THE EXOUSIA OF

JESUS OF NAZARETH IN SELECTED

KINGDOM OF GOD SAYINGS.
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Mark'8 gospel opens the ministry of Jesus with the following

words: (Mk. 1:14-15)1
^Merh r& irapafio8tivai t5v ^Iwdvvnv r^X0ev £ ^IpaoOs e\s rhv
TaXiXafav lenpflaowv tb eWyy^Xiov toO 0eo9 15 ical X£y®v oti
IIexX tip total £ icaipbs ical ^YY^Kev SaaiXefa xoO 0eoO* petavoette
teal iriotetfete iv tfl eWryeXfto.

In discussing the origin of these words, Professor Bultraann maintains

that the evangelist has here given his own summary of a number of the

key sayings of Jesus. Bultmann makes this judgment because the

Markan terminology shows the influence of the early church's mission¬

ary preaching. Nevertheless, Bultmann is prepared to suggest that

Mark's summary is a fair characterisation of the essential content
2

of the preaching of the historical figure, Jesus of Nazareth. If

this is so, then this Markan formulation raises further significant

questions. How exactly did Jesus conceive of the SaoiXefa toO 8eo0?

How did he understand his own activity in relationship to this reality?

Precisely how does Bultmann discern authentic historical information

concerning Jesus' preaching on this theme from secondary church formu¬

lations and material borrowed from various contemporary sources? Fi¬

nally, how does Bultmann interpret the authentic material he uncovers?

This discussion will attempt to answer the above questions by

first examining texts which he sets forth as crucial to a historical

understanding of Jesus and secondly by examining the interpretative

conclusions which Bultmann has drawn from this material. Therefore,

while the following discussion of the Kingdom of God in Jesus * teach¬

ing will not be a wholly exhaustive one, it should nevertheless be

representative enough to provide accurate insights into Bultmann's

positive historical procedures concerning the central theme of Jesus'

1. Cf. Mt. 4:17.

2. Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity in Its Contemporary Set¬
ting, Edinburgh: Collins, 1962), p. 103; Rudolf Bultmann, The History
of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 118, 127, 341.
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actual preaching.
A

Rudolf Bultmann'a Critical Analysis of
Representative Synoptic Texts

Professor Bultmann divides the dominical sayings into five

categories or forms: the logia, the prophetic and apocalyptic sayings,

the legal sayings and church rules, the "I" sayings, and the simili-
3

tudes and similar forms. He also analyses certain other sayings of

Jesus, which form the concluding focal point of synoptic narratives,

under the category of the apophthegms. While the narrative settings

of most of these apophthegms are deemed church creations by Bultmann

because they appear to reflect conflicts and debates characteristic

of church interests, the concluding sayings are sometimes judged
4

primitive when they pass his "canon of dissimilarity". Bultmann

does find some traces of reliable primary material among all of these

several forms, but the most productive categories are the logia,

the similitudes and especially the prophetic and apocalyptic sayings.

Consequently, a brief description of these last named categories

should serve as a useful general backdrop for understanding the

majority of his following historical judgments.

The logia are sayings of the wisdom type such as might be

found in Proverbs or the Wisdom of Jesus the Son of Sirach. A great

number of the sayings which are attributed to Jesus in the synoptic

gospels have parallels both in form and content in the proverbial

wisdom of many nations, but especially within the body of Jewish

wisdom literature. These parallels raise a serious question as to

whether many of the synoptic logia originated with Jesus or elsewhere.

3^ Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 69-179.

4. Ibid., pp. 11-68.
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In light of this factor, Bultmann maintains that it is both possible

and highly probable that the primitive Christian church placed many

borrowed logla on the lips of Jesus. Consequently, very few of the

logia are guaranteed as reliable words of Jesus. Generally speaking,

only those logia which reflect a preaching of the coming Kingdom of

God, a call to repentance, a demand for a changed heart, or a demand

for non-resistance to evil and a love of enemies in place of hatred

can be trusted as essentially authentic. These can be trusted be¬

cause they reflect a material affinity with what Bultmann believes

is otherwise known to be characteristic of Jesus' message.^ Thus,

with the wisdom type of sayings Bultmann chiefly employs his "canon

of dissimilarity" in order to eliminate known parallels to Jesus'

teaching which can be found in contemporary Jewish sources and his

"canon of consistency" in order to Isolate sayings as probably genu¬

ine which may be paralleled in form in Jewish sources but are char¬

acteristic of the content of other sayings of Jesus which Bultmann

has found to be reliable Jesus' material (because of their unique

eschatologlcal or ethical flavor).

The "similitudes and similar forms" is Bultmann's general cate¬

gory for the parabolic teaching of Jesus. Within this basic category

he distinguishes between several further types. He, like most schol¬

ars (since Jtilicher at least), distinguishes between simple figures

(metaphors and similes), pure similitudes (a figurative saying ex¬

panded into a typical narrative) and proper parables (a further ex¬

pansion wherein a particular example is presented and the past tense

is employed). It is, of course, difficult to categorise certain

borderline cases exactly, but it is usually clear which sub-type is the

most suitable covering category. All of these parabolic teachings present

5. Ibid., pp. 69-108.
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an analogy between some common experience (for a first-century Pales¬

tinian) and God, and aspect of His Kingdom, or a proper response of

man to God's rule. Critical analysis suggests that these teachings

(like most of Jesus' teachings) originally circulated orally as single

units (or occasionally in pairs) and were only collected finally in

various early Christian communities or by the synoptic editors them¬

selves. Usually the Introductory formulae also show signs of being

the work of the evangelists. Likewise, other independent but some¬

what similar sayings were sometimes blended with a primary similitude

by the evangelists. These several factors often make it difficult

for the Interpreter today to be sure of the precise meaning of an

original parable, although its broad meaning is usually discernible

enough. Bultmann feels certain that allegorical features (which

were common outside of Palestine) are due to later Christian inter¬

pretation by some community, and normally the specific interest of

that community is clear as well. The fact that formal and material

parallels have been discovered for certain similitudes makes Bult¬

mann cautious about too quickly ascribing every synoptic parable to

the historical Jesus. Bultmann notes that these parallels might have

their causes in either community borrowing or Jesus' own use of then

familiar figures. Therefore, as has already been indicated in the

first chapter, Bultmann can only feel really secure in ascribing a

given similitude to Jesus wherein there is no trace of church influ¬

ence and where Jesus' typical eschatological Interests stand in con¬

trast to characteristic Jewish teachings on piety and morals

Thus, Bultmann uses his "canon of dissimilarity" as his main

standard for sorting out the truly authentic parables of Jesus. His

6. Ibid., pp. 166-205.
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"canon of the isolated pericopae" is also used in order to isolate

the original, independent parabolic units from their present synoptic

contexts. Frequently, he will likewise question or eliminate given

features of a similitude if secondary tendencies are suspected on

the basis of his "two canons of the forms" and his "canon of inter¬

nal coherence".

The prophetic and apocalyptic sayings are those which proclaim

the coming Kingdom of God and call for repentance in light of its

nearness. Bultmann holds that a number of these sayings must be

Jesus1 own, but here there is also the possibility that secondary

sayings could have been placed on Jesus' lips by the primitive church.

This is probable because the very appearance of Jesus as an escha-

tological prophet inspired others to "prophetic" activity in the

early days of the church. Therefore, many sayings whose real history

lay in this community prophetic activity could well have found their

way into the tradition of Jesus' prophetic and apocalyptic sayings.

Moreover, these community prophets were not above borrowing some of

their material from contemporary Jewish oracles. This ostensible

contamination (to the modern western mind) would not have seemed il¬

legitimate to the primitive church because the additions would then

have been believed to be entirely in harmony with Jesus' own prophe¬

tic ministry and thus could easily have been deemed actual utter¬

ances of the Risen Lord (spoken through the mouths of his living

prophets). Hence, only where the historical critic can discern in

sayings no previous history within Judaism, a lack of relation to the

person of Jesus or the situation and interests of the early church,

and where a specifically individual flavour is present, can he feel

reasonably confident in attributing utterances to the historical
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Jesus.'' So with the prophetic and apocalyptic sayings, Bultmann

again chiefly employs his important "canon of dissimilarity" as his

basic norm of historicity. This norm is also quite frequently under-

girded with his other important "canons of the forms and the Sitz ira

Leben and the forms and the growth of the tradition" in order that a

more precise source may be ascribed to any given saying.

What sort of figure was Jesus of Nazareth, then, in Bultmann's

view? For Bultmann, there is no question that Jesus was a most extra¬

ordinary figure who appeared within the context of Palestinian Juda¬

ism in the early first century A.D. as an eschatological prophet and
8

teacher of radical obedience to the will of God. Yet there were

varieties of eschatological hope within the Judaism of that period

and at least one figure who was a contemporary of Jesus' (that is

John the Baptiser) was surely an unusual eschatological prophet in
9

his own right. It is essential, therefore, to understand those

features which marked Jesus off from John and from ail other contem¬

poraries .

As with John, the dominant thrust of Jesus' message was the

Reign of God (or Kingdom of God), and Professor Bultmann maintains

that with such a central theme Jesus clearly stands within an already

surging stream of expectation concerning the end of the present world

conditions and God's new future.'"'' Still the hopes of the Jewish

7. Ibid., pp. 108-130.
8. Jc?us* teaching on radical obedience will be the focus of the
next chapter. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word; Rudolf Bultmann,
Primitive Christianity, pp. 84-93, 102-110; Rudolf Bultmann, Theology
of the New Testament, Vol. I, pp. 3-32.
9. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 16-26.
10. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, p. 4.
The phrase "Reign of God" (or "Rule of God") more accurately reflects
the Hebrev? and Aramaic emphasis on the sover sign activity of God than
does the expression "Kingdom of God", which would seem to imply a
geographical area with a number of citizens.
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people In Jesus' day can be divided into two broad types. The first

category was especially determined by nationalistic hopes of a messi¬

anic king (a Son of David) who would bring God's Reign as salvation

to Israel by destroying all her enemies and establishing a new world

rule for her. However, this hope which was inspired by Old Testament

passages played no real role in Jesus' preaching, contends Bultmann.

Consequently he says, "No saying of Jesus mentions the Messiah-king

who is to crush the enemies of the People, nor the lordship of Israel

over the earth, nor the gathering of the twelve tribes, nor the Joy

that will be in the bounteous peace-blessed Land."*'*' Jesus' silence

on this theme already sets him apart from a number of his contempor¬

aries. Here Bultmann uses a form of his "canon of the argument from

silence" and his "canon of dissimilarity" in order to gain a proper

understanding of Jesus against his own historical background.

The second type of eschatological hope stood much closer to

Jesus' actual preaching, Bultmann maintains. The apocalyptic liter¬

ature of late Judaism spoke not of an historical upheaval in the

political and social realms but rather of a divinely caused cosmic

catastrophe which would completely end all the present conditions of

this world. For the world was then thought to be under the influence

of Satan's powers and it would require the supernatural activity of

God to break Satan's hold on the world. When the world reached the

end determined by God, there would occur a great tribulation and the

final judgment of mankind by God's special agent, the Son of Man.

Then the new aeon would begin with the faithful gathered into the

glory of paradise. Jesus' message, as the historian is able to re¬

construct it from the authentic evidence of the synoptic gospels,

11. Ibid.
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clearly pre-suppoaes such a general apocalyptic picture, says Bult-

raann. Yet in one significant sense Jesus* message stands In marked

contrast with these expectations. He avoids the fanciful speculations

concerning the end time and calculations about God's time-schedule

which were so characteristic of this mode of thought. In the few

places where the synoptic tradition departs from this generally re¬

served tendency in reporting Jesus' teaching, Bultmann maintains that

the church or an evangelist has introduced secondary features. Here

Bultmann employs his "canons of the forms" in order to discern the

most primitive tendencies in Jesus' recorded teaching and his "canon

of dissimilarity" in order to detect probable accretions which the

church borrowed from Jewish apocalyptic sources. Hence, Bultmann

argues that Jesus himself was content with a few necessary apocalyp-
12

tic details in presenting his eschatological message.

If Jesus shared a general apocalyptic outlook with a number

of his contemporaries, the question still remains as to which fea¬

tures of his activities and message set him off as distinctive. At

this point, it becomes especially useful to take a closer look at

individual representative texts which Bultmann has found to be most

primitive and so most likely to be representative of Jesus' own

words and deeds.

I. Inbreaking of the Kingdom

1. Lk. 10:23f. (Mt. 13:16f.)
23 Kal axpa<f>ets irpbs Tohs yaOnrhs kot* Idfav eiircv,
Maiedptoi of &<f>0aXyot of fiXfirovres a SXIireTC. 2I* Myia
Y&P ^ytv ori iroXXol wpo^fitai ice\ BaoiXets ^SfXqoay
tSetvca t^yets gXfirere ical oiie e\5av, ical iteoCcrai a
iieotfete teat nKOUcrav.

12. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 38-41; Rudolf Bultmann,
Primitive Christianity, p. 102-104; Rudolf Bultraann, Theology of the
New Testament, Vol. I, pp. 4-6.
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Bultmann believes that the essential content of this saying

as it appears in Luke is primitive and most likely has its origin in

the words of Jesus himself. This is so because it is not paralleled

in any known Jewish source, nor Is it characteristic of the interests

or the theology of the early church. Rather it has a distinctive

eschatological spirit about it. Here Jesus' words do not point to

his own person but to an acute consciousness of the inbreaking of the

messianic age. The "canon of dissimilarity", therefore, is Bultraann's
13

norm for determining the historical reliability of these words.

Bultmann also argues for the more primitive nature of this say¬

ing as it appears in Luke's gospel because there it clearly refers

only to the events of the messianic age, whereas in Matthew it seems

rather to refer to the person of Jesus. Moreover, Matthew has de¬

leted the reproof of the disciples in his Markan source (Mk. 4:13)

and replaced it with a blessing upon the disciples for simply being

auditors of Jesus' parables. Since both of these features (concern

with the person of Jesus and a tendency to enhance the reputation of

the apostles) are characteristic of the interests of the early church,

the critical historian must assume that Matthew's version represents

a later secondary reshaping of the most primitive tradition. Here

the "canons of the forms and the Sitz im Leben and the forms and the

growth of the tradition" are used in order to understand the specific

church interests which influenced Matthew and how these interests

caused the reshaping of the more primitive tradition (especially when

comparative overall study has repeatedly shown these same tendencies

at work throughout the gospel tradition, with increasing frequency in

the later canonical and post-canonical gospel traditions, Bultmann

maintains).
13. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 109,
126, 128.
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The "canon of the argument from silence" is also especially

helpful and revealing in comparing the context of this saying in its

earlier form in Mark with Matthew's later version. Finally, the

"canon of the Isolated pericopae" alerts Bultmann to watch for the

varying ways redactors employed the same basic saying in order to

suit their own individual, editorial needs. Thus the evidence here
14

reaffirms the validity of this canon Itself.

2. Lk. 12:54-56

S^EXeyev 51 iea\ tots oxXots, Orav i6nxe [xhv]
ve$£Xriv ivatfXXouaav duayfflv, e&8£u>s Xfycxe on
Oygpos epxetat, jeal yfvexat jOUTom? 55 teat <>xav vdxov
wvfovxa, Xgyexe oxt Kadarnv eoxai, teal yfvexcu. 56 \5iro-
tepixaf, xb wpdompov xfte yfts tca\ toO oipavoO o'tdaxe
doieiydceiv, xbv icaipbv 56 xoOxov wffis ootc oidaxe 5oio-
yficetv;

These verses represent Jesus' teaching concerning the decisive

nature of the present time and thereby reflect an eschatological con¬

sciousness without parallel in Judaism. Likewise, they show no real

traces of later church interests and have no reference to the person

of Jesus, These considerations lead Bultmann to conclude that here

too we are dealing with quite primitive material that makes most

sense as having an original setting within the utterances of Jesus'

own ministry. The "canon of dissimilarity" has again been employed

and these words too pass muster as being authentic Jesus' material.^
3. Lk. 17:20f.

^Ew£p»xn0ets 56 iSxb xfiv $aptoofwv irdxs^epxexai
^ gootXefo xoO 6eo0 iwexpfep aixots >ca\ eirev, oinc
ipxexai 4 BaotXefo xoO 6eo0 yexh wapaxnpflaews, 21 o^5f
ipoOcuv, ^IdoO ^5e» r(, ^Eieet* \5ob y&p BacrtXcfa xoO
8eo0 ivxbs <iy6v loxiv.

Bultmann maintains that the introductory wording in v. 20 shows

a strong similarity to a species of Greek philosophic apophthegmata

14. Ibid., pp. 109, 126, 129, 150, 357.

15. Ibid., pp. 116, 126, 128.
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( ^ ExepwTTiSet s jfe.. .eiirev, ) an(j Luke's construction as a whole here

is likewise Hellenistic in form. Moreover, the Pharisees are repre¬

sented as the questioners, in spite of the fact that they had no

particular interest in eschatologlcal matters.Thus, in speaking

of v. 20 (and several other similar examples) Bultraann says, "If

we reflect on these examples, we see clearly that this is not a pro¬

cess confined to Palestine, but one which has affected the Hellenis¬

tic world, too, and there the historical relationships were no longer

known, but Pharisees, Scribes, Sadducees and High Priests were all

of them conceived as typical opponents of Jesus."*'' Nevertheless,

the dominical saying itself shows signs of being quite primitive.

Unlike typical Jewish apocalyptic writings this saying dispenses with

all human attempts to calculate the events of the end time and teaches

that when the Kingdom comes suddenly, some miss it and go on calcu¬

lating foolishly. It also lacks any reference to Jesus' person.

Furthermore, close analysis suggests to Bultmann that these verses

were not originally a single unit but rather a primitive saying

of Jesus which was recast in the form of a scholastic dialogue in
18

the Hellenistic church (perhaps by Luke himself).

In analysing these verses, Bultmann uses his "canon of dis¬

similarity" to establish the historical authenticity of the dominical

saying Itself. However, his canons of "the elimination of analogous

material", "internal coherence", "isolated pericopae", and the "two

canons of the forms" all contribute to showing how and why the scho¬

lastic dialogue form is really a secondary encasement.

16. Ibid., pp. 25, 53, 335.

17. Ibid., p. 53.

18. Ibid., pp. 54-55, 121, 125, 128.
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A. Lk. 17:23f. // Mt. 24:26-27

23 teal ipoOaiv ^ytv, ^ISofciicet •[»(,] life' y?i
itrgxente yqdl fitfiSnte* 2I* tuavep y&p if iotpa*?}
iatpfiwtouaa tfls tfirbvT&v o^pavbv els Ttjv tfi?^
o&pavbv Xdywei. outojs eaten 6 v(ba toO ivSpfiirou
[iv ifyfpa aotoftl.

In Bultmann's view these verses are simply a variant of Lk. 17:21f.

The only real difference between them is that here the Son of Man is

spoken of rather than the Reign of God. Although Luke understands the

Son of Man to be Jesus, (as one can see from the Lukan context) the

saying itself does not make this reference. Likewise, there is here

the same rejection of apocalyptic calculation as in Lk. 17:21f. Con¬

sequently, the "canon of dissimilarity" indicates that this saying

19
is primary and in essence probably goes back to Jesus himself.

5. Lk. 6:20f. // Mt. 5:3-9
20 Ral ait6s imSpcts rofcs &4>9aXyobs airoO c\s
to&s yafinris airoO eXeyev,

MaxSpioi o{ wTwxof,
ott lfyetlpa tatty A SaaiXefa toO 0eoO.

21 yatcdpioi e{ ireivfflvtes vOv,
ott xoptaoeflaeaSc.

youcdpiot of xXaiovtcs vOv,
on yeXdaete.

Here Jesus pronounces a blessing and encouragement upon those

who genuinely desire the Reign of God. Luke's version is simpler

and thus more primitive than Matthew's, Bultmann believes: in spite

of the fact that Matthew follows the usual third-person formulation

and Luke editorially employs the second (probably in order to match

w. 22f. where the second person apparently already stood in the tra¬

dition) . The primitive nature of these three beatitudes is guaran¬

teed by their eschatological content and their lack of colouring by

church interest or theology. This is especially clear when these

beatitudes are contrasted with w. 22f. where more detailed grounds

19. Ibid., pp. 122, 125, 152.
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of blessedness are combined with traces of the ex eventu experience
20

of the early church, and references to the person of Jesus.

Here Bultmann employs his "canons of the forms and the Sltz

lm Leben and the forms and the growth of the tradition" In order to

discern the most primitive form of the beatitudes from secondary formu¬

lations, and again his important "canon of dissimilarity" is his norm

for judging the three most primitive beatitudes probable Jesus material.

I. Interpretative Summary

According to Professor Bultmann, in these representative texts

the distinctive newness of Jesus' message, is clearly to be found.

While John the Baptiser also proclaimed that the Reign of God was at

hand and that its nearness required repentance from even the most

religious of Jews, he apparently did not understand his own prophetic

activity in precisely the same way as Jesus understood his ministry.

For Jesus, his own ministry represented the proleptic sign of the

coming Kingdom. This is why Bultmann sometimes says that Jesus spoke

of the Reign of God as still impending and yet at other times (some¬

what confusingly) speaks of Jesus' consciousness of the dawn or in-

breaking (Anbruch) of the Kingdom with his own activity. In both

cases Bultmann holds that Jesus' "mission-consciousness" is properly

to be found in such texts as the ones we have just examined above,

and in all of these texts a single note concerning the decisive es-

chatological significance of the present moment is struck. Addition¬

ally, Bultmann argues that one cannot seriously doubt that Jesus did

appear in such a role as is reflected in these verses, for the origin

of the church itself is too completely tied-up with its consciousness

of the certain and imminent end of all history. This fundamental

20. Ibid., pp. 109f., 127-128, 151.
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church consciousness, Bultmann concludes, surely cannot itself be a

later community product but rather must be the historical source of

the community. The movement which Jesus evoked and hi3 resulting

crucifixion surely indicate that he did appear in the role of the

Zf such a decisive consciousness can be assigned to Jesus with

a quite high degree of historical probability, a significant question

remains as to why, and more precisely how, Jesus thought of his own

activity in this way. What specifically was there about the activity

of Jesus that commended it alone as "the sign" of the dawn of the

BaotXefa toO 6eoG?

Buitmann believes that it is possible to find some sound histori¬

cal evidence of Jesus' thoughts on these matters as well. Consequently,

we shall next examine Bultmann's historical reasoning concerning

several key texts wherein he discovers the precise nature and the

grounds of Jesus' eschatologlcal consciousness.

Bultmann believes that the use of the Pharisees in v. 11 must

be considered a typical secondary device to launch the saying of Jesus

in v. 12b. Nevertheless, the saying itself reflects the situation

precipitated by the ministry of Jesus, shows a characteristic indi-

21. Rudolf Bultmann, History and Bschatology. pp. 27-33; Rudolf
Bultoann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, pp. 4-11; Rudolf
Bultmann, Primitive Christianity, pp. 104-105; Rudolf Bultuiann, Jesus
and the Word, pp. 23-56.

decisive eschatological prophet.
21

II. The Nature and Bases of Jesus'
Eschatologlcal Consciousness

1. Mk. 8:llf.
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vidual spirit and reflects no church interest nor actual reference

to the person of Jesus. Hence, Bultmann thinks that the essential

content of this saying must be characteristic of the historical Jesus.

The "canons of the forms" isolate the setting here as a typical

secondary one. The "canon of dissimilarity" indicates that the say¬

ing itself is surely not a church creation, however, and could possi¬

bly fit into the unique situation of Jesus' ministry (in contrast to

Judaism). Finally, the "canon of consistency" is employed in order

to accept the saying as fully in harmony with other sayings of Jesus

that have clearly met all the standards of the "canon of dissimilarity

2. Mt. ll;5-6//Lk. 7:22-23

5 tu^Xol iva8X€iroueriv teal irepiwaToOoiv, Xeirpol
ncaSapfCovTai teal ica>$ol itcodouoiv, teal vetepol iyefpovrat
teal trrmxol eiayyeXfcovrai• 6 teal patedpids ionv os
i&v uh oicavdaXiae^ fev ipof.

This utterance concerning Jesus' ministry is set within an apoph¬

thegm (Mt. ll:2-6//Lk. 7:18-23) and Bultmann judges the narrative

setting (the Baptist's question) a community product wherein John is

typically used as a witness for Jesus' messiahship. Bultmann has sev¬

eral supporting reasons for this judgment. First, nothing is said

of John's reaction to Jesus' answer, as one would expect in an authen¬

tic historical account. Second, if the saying is really an answer

to John's question, then Jesus is making an appeal to his miracles

as a proof. However, Bultmann believes that it is evident, "that

the saying is intended simply to take the colours of (Second) Isaiah

and use them to paint a picture of the final blessedness which Jesus

believes is now beginning, without any need to relate particular

22. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 52,
117, 128, 331.
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23
statements with particular events that have already happened." So

Bultmann maintains that what probably happened historically was that

the disciples of John denied the messianic character of miracles of

Jesus, and Jesus' followers replied by claiming that messianic prophecy

was indeed fulfilled in Jesus' epy«* Therefore, the narrative setting

most likely has its history in the life and interests of the church,
24

but the saying itself is of an earlier origin.

Bultmann judges that the utterance of Jesus (w.5-6) must be

a unity, however, because the description in v. 5 has no real point

of its own. While these verses do clearly refer to Jesus in some

sense, they are most probably authentic Jesus'material none the less

because of their distinctive eschatological content, (in contrast to

Judaism) and because the reference here is not to Jesus' person, nor

even to the messianic character of his activity (see above), but

rather to his prophetic preaching concerning the inbreaking Reign

of God.25
Here Bultmann uses his "two canons of the forms" and his "canon

of internal coherence" in order to discern that the narrative setting

of this apophthegm is likely not as primitive as the eschatological

utterance of Jesus. Likewise, these canons assure him that w. 5 and

6 are a more primitive, independent unit. Finally, the "canon of dis¬

similarity" supplies the standard by which w. 5 and 6 are deemed

probably Jesus material.

3. Mt. 12:28//Lk. 11;20

28 e\ iv irve(jyat\ 9eo0 ly<& ^kB<SXXw t& daiydvia,
dpa ^©aaev \Jpds paoiXcfa roO 6eo0.

23. Ibid., p. 23.

24. Ibid., pp. 20-21.

25. Ibid., pp. 110, 126, 128, 129, 151.
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The context of this saying as it appears in Q is surely histori¬

cally inaccurate, Bultmann contends, because if Mt. 12:27//Lk. 11:19

did originally precede Mt. 12:28//Lk. 11:20, then Jesus would have

been maintaining that other Jewish exorcisms equally demonstrated the

coming of the Kingdom (which position is not supported by other rea¬

sonably reliable sayings of Jesus). Hence, Mt. 12:28//Lk. 11:20 must

have been an independent saying in the most primitive stage of the

tradition and only later been linked to other sayings concerning the

coming of the Kingdom (perhaps even before Q was composed). Never¬

theless, the saying itself is one that can claim the highest degree

of authenticity as original Jesus'material, because it is unparalleled

in Jewish sources, does not show church influence, and it reflects

just the sort of unique eschafologlcal consciousness which elsewhere

has been shown to be characteristic of Jesus. It should also be noted

that this saying does point to the works of Jesus as indicative of
26

the fact that the Kingdom is dawning.

Here Bultmann uses his "canons of internal coherence and iso¬

lated pericopae" in order to detect that Mt. 12:27 and 28 (and paral¬

lels in Lk.) were not originally a single unit. He also uses his

"canon of dissimilarity" to discern that Mt. 12:28//Lk. 11:20 is

certainly authentic Jesus material.

4. Mk. 3:27

27 ixx' oi StfvctTat oifiels cis t^v olxfotv toO taxupoti e\ceX0S>v
r& cricetfn aitoO d\apirdcat i&v pi) irpflrov tbv loxup&v 6fiop,
xa\ t6t£ t?|v oWfav airoO diapvdoet.

The form of this saying is that of the Jewish Mashal. Yet in

spite of the fact that meshalim commonly circulated as independent

26. Ibid., pp. 14, 162.
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units, the Markan context of this saying seems essentially correct,

for its meaning surely does have to do with a consciousness of escha-

tological exaltation at the defeat of Satan. Bultmann, therefore,

judges that the content of this saying could not derive from church

theology nor other contemporary Jewish sources. So the "canon of

dissimilarity" and the "canon of internal coherence" indicate that
27

it must be attributed to Jesus himself.

5. Mk. 8:38

38 os y&P iraioxuvQ^ pe iea\ robs epoOs \6yovs ibv rfj
Yeved xaflxp xfl poixaXfdi dfuapxwX^, teat & ofbs
xoO dvOptSwou eira\axv>v0ffaexa\ aox&v #rav &X6n iv xfi
5d£n toO iraxpbs oAxoO pex& xfiv ixY^^wv xfiv aYfrnv.6

L

Bultmann believes that this verse stands in marked contrast to

those verses which identify Jesus as the Son of Man or Messiah. Here

no church interests are to be found for Jesus does not identify him¬

self with the coming Son of Man. Rather, the same prophetic self-

consciousness emerges which can be seen in other authentic sayings of

Jesus. Moreover, sayings of this sort (content-wise) are to be found

in several places in the synoptic tradition. Thus, this primitive
28

saying could and likely does go back to Jesus himself.

Here Bultmann usee his "canon of dissimilarity" to discern

that this saying surely belongs to the primary tradition and could

very well be authentic Jesus material. This possibility is further

reinforced by Bultmann's "canon of multiple attestation" and his

"canon of consistency."

II. Interpretative Summary

Bultmann believes that Mk. 8:llf. (and similar texts) indicate

27. Ibid., pp. 75, 81, 98, 105, 168f.

28. Ibid., pp. 151-152; Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity,
p. 103 n. 2; Rudolf Bultmann, .theology oi the New leataiaeuiii, I, p. 30.
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that the Jesus of history rejected pressures placed upon him to vali¬

date his own activity and mission by means of spectacular miraculous

works. Ke was not interested in attempting to prove that the escha-

toiogical, mission-coasciousness implicit in his preaching was correct

and that he, therefore, was entitled to a certain title or status.

"God does not expose his doings to tangible criteria. They cannot

be discovered by calculation, however ingenious, but only by an inner

receptivity for Jesus' words and works. He himself, his appearance

on the stage of history, his words and his deeds—they are the signs
29

of the times." Yet Mt. 11:5 shows that the total ministry of Jesus

was surely an indication to his own mind that the important prophecies

of scripture concerning the events of the end time were actually be¬

ginning to take place in his activity. Likewise, Mt. 12:28 and Mk.

3:27 show that Jesus specifically believed that his exorcisms and

healings represented the breaking of the power of Satan as the apoca¬

lyptic writers had predicted. These texts, therefore, are indications

of the significant bases of Jesus' eschatological consciousness. In

fact, Jesus was seemingly so confident of his unique role that he

could publicly declare that when God's special agent (the Son of Man)

came, he would specifically judge men by their response to Jesus'

present ministry (Mk. 8:38 and similar texts). These few representa¬

tive texts, then, do tell us a great deal concerning both the precise

nature of Jesus' eschatologicai consciousness and its chief bases

within his own mind. It should be noted, however, that Bultmann here

says nothing psychologically conjectural about Jesus' "self-conscious¬

ness" or its development. He limits himself to what he can learn from

29. Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity, pp. 105-106.
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those specific texts which his critical canons will allow as most

authentic. Still it is quite wrong to think that Bultmann completely

rejects the notion that a historian may probe into the mind of the

historical Jesus. He only rejects the idea that a historian is able

to trace Jesus' mental processes or development (because of the canon

of the "isolated perlcopae") or discern an actual "Messianic con¬

sciousness" within Jesus (because of his critical "canon of dissimi¬

larity") and that even if a historian could detect such a "Messianic

self-consciousness", that historical fact would still not eliminate a

potential believer's personal decision of faith as to whether Jesus

truly was and is God's Messiah and decisive means of salvation. What

Bultmann sees as truly important in Jesus' "mission-consciousness"

is that it led to a situation where men were thrust into the crisis

of an ultimate decision before God as we shall see shortly in more

detail.30
III. The Kingdom as "Wholly Other" Deliverances

1. Mk. 4;26-29

> 25 Kat ^Aeyev, Ouxws eaxiv ^ BaaiAefa toO 0eoO i£s
av0pwiros BdXp xbv xfjs y$s 27 icat ica0e<J6ri
koI iyefpnxai vtficxa ko^i ^yloav, ku\ oirdpos BXaaxd
tea! ymcOvfjxai <£s oiie oiSev crowds. 28 aixoyd^n yfi
xapiro^opet, wp&Tov x^pxov, eixev atdxuv, eixev irXnoq
atxov iv x^ axdxu?* Srav 56 irapodof 6 xaprds, ea8i)s
iirooxfAAei rb 6p6iravov, Trapeaxntcev 6 0epicy<5s.

In v. 26a the introductory words oSxws iaxiv i( 3aaiXe(a toO 0eoO

are deemed likely secondary material by Bultmann. He gives two

reasons for reaching such a conclusion. First, he thinks it is diffi-

30. Ibid., pp. 105-106; Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament,
Vol. I, pp. 7, 26; Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 23, 30.
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cult to relate this similitude to the Kingdom of God in Jesus' teach¬

ing. This Is apparently so because he doubts that Jesus' authentic

sayings (as a whole) reflect an understanding of the Kingdom as a

human community which will grow. Secondly, it is formally similar

to a number of other introductory formulae which ha has already judged

secondary. The similitude itself (v. 26b-29), however, is judged

more primitive by Bultmann. Still, it could have been borrowed from

a Jewish source by the Aramaic speaking church rather than having had

its source in Jesus' authentic teaching because there is some evi¬

dence extant of possible parallel Jewish material. Nevertheless, in

his interpretative writings on the teachings of Jesus, Bultmann does

accept this parable as characteristic enough of Jesus' message con-

31
cerning the Kingdom to treat it as authentic.

Hence, Bultmann seriously doubts the historical authenticity

of the introductory formula here, because he believes it fails to

satisfy his "canon of internal coherence" and his "canon of the forms

and growth" reveal that such formulae are otherwise characteristic

secondary features of the tradition. Moreover, there is some question

as to the true source of this similitude because of the strict appli¬

cation of the "canon of dissimilarity". Yet finally Bultmann feels

free to accept it as characteristic of Jesus on the basis of his

"canon of consistency", because its content does fit with otherwise

established sayings of Jesus.

III. Interpretative Summary

The meaning of this parable is to be found in the key words

tttbTopdtn i{ Yh Kapffo<j>opet. With these words Jesus rejected the view

31. Rudolf Bultmann, History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 172£.(
200, 203-205; Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I,
pp. 7-8; Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity, p. 106; Rudolf
Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, p. 36.
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that man could In any way bring the Kingdom into existence or control

its coming by his own activity (whether militarily and politically

aa the Zealots thought or by penitential exercises and ethical beha¬

viour as the Pharisees believed). The Kingdom that dawns with Jesus'

ministry is like the miraculous (to the ancient mind) growth and

ripening of a seed. (A similar parable recorded in I Clement 23

shows this when it is placed beside Jesus' parable.) Indeed, it is

God's supreme miracle and must not, therefore, be classified as even

the "highest value"; for such a value would still be considered the

pinnacle of what men determine as good, and this does not catch the

vast distance which separates the Reign of God from every human value.

Rather, the Kingdom is a radical eschatological concept and reality

which stands in marked contrast to all such relative values. Thus

the BaoiXefa xoO 8eo0 as Jesus proclaimed it is a "wholly other"

deliverance, given supernaturally by God. This is the meaning of

atbxoydxn in this context**
IV. The Call to Repentance and Decision

1. Lk. ll:31f.// Mt. 12i41-42

31 BaofXiooa vdxou iyep0tfaeToi iv xf| tcpfoei yexfc xffiv
^vdpfflv ttis ycve&s xadxns teat teaxaicpivet aixotis* oxx
f'lXSev itc xfflv ircodxuiv xfis yfe&teoOoat xftv aoAfav
EoXoyfivos, teat (dob xXetov EoXoyfivos wfie. 32 avdpes
Ntveotxat ivaoxtfaovxat iv xf| tepfpei yexfc xfis yeveds
xadxns icot tcaxatcpivoOcnv aixflv oxi yexevdnaav els x5
tctlpuyya ^Iwvd, teat IdoO irXetov &6e.

The above verses were originally independent of the context in

which they stood in Q, says Bultmann (that is, Lk. 11:29-30 was origi¬

nally a separate pericope). No doubt the two perlcopae were joined

32. Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity, p. 106; Rudolf Bult-
mann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, pp. 7-8; Rudolf Bult-
raann» Jesus and the Word, pp. 35-37.



In Q because of the references to Jonah in each and in combination

Jesus appears to proclaim himself as the church was then doing.

Matthew even strengthens this already existing Q association and

makes the reference to Jesus' person stronger by placing upon Jesus'

lips a prediction of the later experience of the church. If, however,

Lk. 11:31-32 is again isolated from this Q context by the historical

critic, it becomes clear that this saying itself contains no actual

reference to Jesus' person nor does it reflect other church interests

but was originally a minatory saying spoken against the Jews of Jesus'

generation who failed to discern the decisive nature of Jesus' minis¬

try. Thus, the words rXetov &6e originally referred only to the

message of Jesus. Likewise, the unique immediacy of the eschatolo-

gical consciousness seen in this saying rules out the possibility

that its origin can be found in Judaism. Hence, the content of Lk.

11:31-32 (considered by itself) must be considered authentic Jesus '
33

material.

The "canon of the forms and the Sitz lm Leben" and the "canon

of the isolated perlcopae" enable Bultmann to understand the motives

and process by which Lk. 11:29-30 and Lk. 11:31-32 were merged by

the early church. These canons also give him the tools to reverse

the process as a historical critic and thereby recover the original

setting of w. 31-32. The "canon of dissimilarity" in turn assures

that w. 31-32 must have come from Jesus himself in the first instance.

2. Lk. 9:62

eitrev SI 6 ^IqaoOs, oidets ^irtBaXfev tfjv vefpa ^
apotpov icel BXfirwv els t6 iirfow euBexds toxiv Tfl
BaatXefa toO BeoO.

33. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 112f»
126, 128, 129, 150.
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This logion is accepted as authentic Jesus material, because it

contains something which is new and unlike Jewish wisdom and piety.

It does not show traces of scribal, rabbinic or apocalyptic influ¬

ence. Rather, it is prophetic and calls for repentance. Consequently,

it fits well with other authentic sayings of Jesus. Finally, it shows
34

no particular church interests or theology. Therefore, by use of

his "canon of dissimilarity" Bultmann again isolates an authentic

saying of Jesus.

3. Mk. 10;23b. 25

23k Hffls duoic6X(i)s o{ rh xpfaara exovres e\s rfiv BacriXefav
toO 6eo0 elaeXetfoovrai.
23 ciieomSTepdv iattv icdunXov St& TpupaXids {(«$f6os BieXBefv
n irXotJatov e^s x?lv BcmXefav toO BeoO e\ocX8etv.

It is clear to Bultmann that Mk. 10:23-27 has been added to the

apophthegm of "the rich young man" (Mk. 10:17-22) because literary

analysis of this section of Mark's gospel reveals the generalised

editorial links in 23a, 24 (w. 26, 27a are likewise editorial and

serve the purpose of introducing the new saying in 27b). However,

this same analysis indicates that w. 23b and 25 are more primitive.

These verses are accepted as characteristic of the historical Jesus

because they show no church influence, they reach beyond anything

known in Jewish sources and reflect the distinctive eschatological

consciousness which otherwise has been shown to be characteristic of

Jesus."
Here the "canon of the isolated pericopae" is employed in order

to separate the original primitive material from later accretions

34. Ibid., pp. 74, 81, 105, 119.

35. Ibid., pp. 75, 81, 105, 117, 329.
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and the "canon of dissimilarity" is used in order to determine that

the more primitive saying may confidently be ascribed to Jesus himself.

4. Lk. 14:28-32

28 xfs y&p tjyfiv 6|Xwv rdpyov oltcodouficat oix^ wpfflxov
ica0foo8 x?iv Sawdvnv, e\ £xet els itaapxioydv;
29 ivo yfhroxe Qevxos aixoO QeyfXtov *at y?| lorydovxosixxeXfoat trfivres QewpoOvxcs ap£wvxai aix£ eyircifCeiv30 Xdyovxes ox\ OOtos & av^wiroa np£«xo o\ieodoyefv tealoiic ?loxuoev ItcreXfoat. 3*^h xfs BaoiXeOs iropeodyevos
£rip<a SooiXef auySaXefv e\s -rrdXeyov oix^ tcafifoas
irpfixov BouXedoexat e\ duvaxds i<mv iv ddica x*^dcrtv
^iravrflaot xffl yetS eiicoai xt^ddwv ipxoydvtg aixdv;32 e\ vf\yet a&xoO wdppm ovxos wpeaBefav iiroaxefXas
ipwxfi tS wpis elpfWnv.

Bultmann believes that. v. 33 must be secondary because it is

meant as an application of the point of these similitudes but fails.

The point of the parables has to do with self-examination before an

undertaking but the application speaks rather of sacrifice of pos¬

sessions. Even if the exact nature of such self-examination is not

entirely clear, the redactor here has missed the point. There is no

particular reason to question the authenticity of the parables them¬

selves, however, as they are not properly paralleled by known Jewish

sources nor do they show church influence. Moreover, they fit well

with Jesus' consciousness of an eschatological crisis which demands
36

a decision. Therefore, they are most likely Jesus' own parables.

Here the "canon of internal coherence" is used to eliminate

the application as secondary, and the "canons of dissimilarity and

consistency" assure that parables are probable words of Jesus.

36. Ibid., pp. 170f., 199f.
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5. Mt. 13;44-46

^ fayofa iaxlv A BaaiXefa x&v ohpavfiv 0paaupffl ieeiepuyy£v<5>
t& iyp® C^v e\$pfi>v avOpwiTos etcpu^icv, Ka\ <Wb xfis xap&8

aixoO ^trfiyet icotl wwXet wdvxa ooa 'exe* teal iyoptfCei xbv aypbv
iieetvov. ltS IldXiv byofa ioxlv b BaotXefa xfflv oipavfiv
&v0p<5irw iywdpw CnxoOvxt icaXoOs yapyapfxas* **6 ebp&v d£
eva iroitixiyov1 yapyapfxqv 3tireX0&v irfirpaicev irdvxa ooa eixcv
ica't ?iy6paaev aoxdv.

Bultmann contends that the Introductory words HdXiv byofa ioxlv

^ BaaiXefa xfflv obpavfiv in v. 45 are probably not as primitive as

the following similitude, since Matthew uses the same formula to

introduce the parable of the fish net which has a different theme.

If the formula in v. 45 is secondary, then these two similar parables

originally circulated as separate units and were only joined here by
57

the editor of Matthew's gospel.'

Whether the parable concerning treasure is to be considered

reliable Jesus material is questionable, as this theme is paralleled

in a known Jewish source. However, there is no evidence of church

Influence here, and the point of both parables fits well with Jesus'

other teaching. Thus, Bultmann accepts both parables as characteris-

38
tic enough of Jesus' message to be treated as his own.

Here the "canons of the forms and growth of the tradition and

the isolated pericopae" enable Bultmann to say that each similitude

was a unit unto itself in the oral stage of the tradition. The "canon

of dissimilarity" assures that the parable of the hidden treasure did

not originate in the church but raises a question as to whether it

might have a Jewish origin. Nevertheless, Bultraann finally accepts

it as belonging to Jesus because it satisfies his "canon of consis¬

tency" (and especially since the "canon of dissimilarity" does not

37. Ibid., p. 173.

38. Ibid., pp. 202, 205; Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity,
p. 109; Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, p.11.



rule out the materially quite similar parable of the pearl).

IV. Interpretative Summary

Bultmann maintains that since Jesus was so vividly aware of

his own vocation as the proclaimer of God's in-breaking Kingdom, it

is not surprising that a chief mark of his preaching should have been

a call for repentance and decision. Jesus typically spoke of the

urgency of making a positive decision for God's Reign in the present

moment, for by such a decision a person would be ultimately judged

(i.e., Lk. ll:31f. and as has previously been noted Mt. 11:6 and

!fk. 8:28). This could obviously not be a casual or wavering decision.

Therefore, it must not only be a positive decision, it must also be a

radical (either/or) decision wherein the whole man wills one thing

and bo consistently acts upon it (Lk. 9:62, Lk. 14:28-32). A man

must value the Kingdom above all else and be willing to make any

sacrifice for it. One must desire God and His Rule rather than suc¬

cumb to the corrupting influence of the transitory things in this

world (Mk. 10: 23b, 25). Still Jesus was not a teacher of asceticism.

He taught that life's most important meaning is to be found in a total

readiness to do God's Will (as we shall see more fully in the next

chapter). Consequently, Bultmann believes that Jesus understood man's

will as his essential aspect, for it is the will of man by which one

determines and acts freely. It is the will which either gives man's

whole existence meaning or renders it meaningless. So man is not a

dual being wherein "spirit" and "flesh" war with each other but a

unitary being whose decisions constitute the direction of his exist¬

ence for good or evil. This emphasis on decision also shows that

Jesus did not teach the liberal, humanistic doctrine that man pos¬

sessed something divine within himself and thus had an innate, natu-
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ral claim on God and His Kingdom. On a man's decisions everything
39of ultimate significance depends.

V. The Relation of Future and Present

1. Mk. 4:30-32 or Mt. 13;31-32//Lk. 13:18-19

30 Kat eXcyev, Ilffis ^poifiawpev xbv BaaiAefav xoO 6eo0, r» iv xfvi
aixfjv wapaBoAft 0fflpev; 31 tfis icdieicts civdirews, os bxav axapfi
xfls yf|s, piKpdrepov wdvxwv x&v aireppdxwv xfiv iirl xfis yfis,
32 Ka\ oxav oirapfl, JtvaBafvei teat yfvexai peteov tkSvtwv xfflv
Aaxtfvwv teat troiet teXddous yeydXoos, 'wore StfvaaOai t5ir& x?iv oki&v
aJtroO x3t *exeiv& xoO oipavoO xaxaaicnvoOv.

A comparison of the three synoptic texts of this similitude

indicates to Bultmann that Luke essentially reproduces the Q version

of the parable while Matthew combines Q with Mark's version. The par¬

able is accepted as Jesus'material by Bultmann because it passes the

standards of his "canon of dissimilarity."^
2. Mt. 6:10

10 ixefxto ^ BaaiAefa aoo, yevnBtfxw xb SfAqyfi aou, d5s iv
oipav^ icat iirt yfls.

Lk. 11;2b

2b ixefxu ^ BaaiAefa aou

Bultmann believes that the synoptic contexts in which the "Lord's

Prayer" now appears are largely secondary formulations of the early

church, wherein the church is especially conscious of her peculiar

piety in contrast to that of Judaism. Moreover, John the Baptist's

disciples apparently possessed a specific prayer which they claimed

was given to them by their master. Therefore, by the standards of

the "canon of dissimilarity" it is quite possible that the "Lord's

Prayer" was created by the church or that its essential content was

39. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 30-34, 43-56; Rudolf
Bultmann, Primitive Christianity, pp. 107-109; Rudolf Bultmann,
Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, pp. 9-11.

40. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 172,
200, 205; Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, p.8f.
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borrowed from contemporary Jewish sources. Nevertheless, specific

church theology is not present within the prayer, and its content

could well fit with other known teachings of Jesus. Thus Bultmann,

by means of his "canon of consistency" accepts the content of the

above words as probably characteristic of Jesus himself.**
V. Interpretative Summary

While the stress of Mk. 4:30-32 is clearly on the decisive sig¬

nificance of the present moment, (that is the time of Jesus' ministry)

the parable does indicate that this ostensibly small beginning will

produce an unexpectedly great consummation. So it would seem that

while Jesus' main emphasis was upon the importance of the right de¬

cision in the present, he clearly believed that the Kingdom had not

properly arrived with his activity but was in some sense still coming.

As we have seen, this note is to be found in other reliable sayings

of Jesus as well (i.e., Mk. 8:38, Lk. ll:31f., etc.). Additionally,

this same emphasis would seem to be confirmed by the eschatological
43

petitions (or petition?) in the prayer of Jesus' disciples. There¬

fore, two significant questions are set before the historian: Pre¬

cisely how did Jesus conceive of the relationship between the present

time of his ministry and the future coming of the Kingdom? How can

one properly understand his total message concerning that Kingdom

today?

We have seen already that the Jesus of history, insofar as the

historian may come to know him from the authentic evidence that passes

his strict critical canons, was a man who possessed a keen and unusual

41. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. !32f.
146, 149, 324; Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 42, 155f., 180
42. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, p.8.

43. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, p. 155f.
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eschatological consciousness. Indeed, Bultmann thinks that this

consciousness, while materially distinctive in several ways in its

particular perception of the Kingdom, was nevertheless not wholly

unique. Rather Jesus* type of consciousness is known already to his¬

torians who have studied the prophetic movement of the Old Testament.

Typically, the prophets tended to telescope wofcld events because of

their sharp awareness of God and his purpose. In contrast to such

ultimate reality, the details of world events were of much less

significance. Hence, if one is to understand Jesus, he must be seen

against this background; as a man with a quite distinctive message

concerning the Kingdom but yet as one possessing a typical prophetic

type of consciousness.^
Was Jesus, then, mistaken to see his own time as the decisive

hour of decision before the fast approaching end of the world? Bult¬

mann answers:

Of course, Jesus was mistaken in thinking that the
world was destined soon to come to an end. His error

was similar to that of the ancient prophets who believed
that God's redemptive act was immediately impending, or
like Deutero-Isaiah, who thought it was already dawning
in the present. Does his message therefore stand or
fall with that misconception? It would be better to re¬
verse the proposition and say that this expectation
springs from the conviction which lies at the root of
his preaching. The prophets are so overwhelmed by their
sense of the sovereign majesty of God and the absolute
character of his will that they foreshorten the divine
act of Judgment. Contrasted with God and his will,
the world seems such a trivial place that it is already
as it were at an end. This sense of crisis in human
destiny expresses itself in the conviction that the hour
of decision has struck. So it is with Jesus. He is so

convinced of God's will and determination, and that it
is his business to proclaim it, that he feels himself
to be standing on the frontiers of time. His eschato¬
logical preaching is not the outcome of wishful thinking

44. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament. Vol. I, p. 22f.
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or speculation, but of his sense of the utter nothingness
of man before God. The understanding of human life implied
thereby clearly does not stand or fall with his expec¬
tation of an imminent end of the world. It contains a

definite judgment upon the world. In^gther words, it sees
the world exclusively sub specie Dei.

So while the Jesus of history did believe that his own time

was the dawn of the roO 0eoO which he mistakenly believed

was shortly to be consummated; his understanding of human existence,

which is really the very essence of that proclamation, Bultmann

believes is still of value today if it is understood aright by means

of his hermeneutieal canons. What, then, is that understanding of

human existence? Bultmann presents a concise statement concerning

the living (geschichtllch) meaning of the Kingdom in Jesus' teach¬

ing in the following words:

The future Kingdom of God, then, is not something
which is to come in the course of time, so that to
advance its coming one can do something in particular,
perhaps through penitential prayers and good works,
which become superfluous in the moment of its coming.
Rather, the Kingdom of God is a power which, although
it is entirely future, wholly determines the present.
It determines the present because it now compels man
to decision; he is determined thereby either in this
direction or in that, as chosen or as rejected, in his
entire present existence. Future and present are not
related in the sense that the Kingdom begins as a his¬
torical fact in the present and achieves its fulfill¬
ment in the future; nor in the sense that an inner,
spiritual possession of personal attributes or qualities
of soul constitutes a present hold on the Kingdom, to
which only the future consummation is lacking. Rather
the Kingdom of God is genuinely future, because it is
not a metaphysical entity or condition, but the future,
action of God, which can be in no sense something given
in the present. None the less this future determines
man in his present, and exactly for that reason is true
future—not merely something to come "somewhere, some¬
time", but destined for man and constraining him to
decision.

The coming of the Kingdom of God is therefore not

45. Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity, pp. 109-110.
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really an event In the course of time, which is due to
occur sometime and toward which man can either take a

definite attitude or hold himself neutral. Because
Jesus sees man thus in a crisis of decision before God,
it is understandable that in his thought the Jewish
messianic hope becomes the absolute certainty that in
this hour the Kingdom of God is coming. If men are
standing in the crisis of decision, and if precisely
this crisis is the essential characteristic of their
humanity, then every hour is the last hour, and we
can understand that for Jesus the whole contemporary
mythology is pressed into the service of his con¬
ception of human existence. Thus he understood and
proclaimed his hour as the last hour.^
So Bultmann contends that Jesus' proclamation of the Kingdom

of God is not to be understood as an event of world history

(Weltgeschlchte) or as the ethical development of the inner life of

man (as the theological liberals thought), because the former view

takes the mythology of Jesus' world too literally and the latter

view cannot really be supported by the historically reliable teach¬

ings of Jesus (but rather finds its basis in idealistic philosophy).

Jesus thought in terras of, and employed much of (but not all of),

the Kingdom mythology of his own day and place because he clearly

saw man a3 standing in a crisis of decision before God. Therefore,

Jesus' eschatological message is at root a message about human exist¬

ence before God which calls into question man's normal and habitual

self-interpretation. Hence, the Jewish eschatological mythology

which Jesus used is only a time-conditioned outward means of expres¬

sion for Jesus' more fundamental conception of man. In light of this,

Bultmann explains that this is why Jesus does not really give a des¬

cription of the BacriXela to© 6eo0 , for such a description would

simply mean a projecting of man's "spiritual experiences" and ideals

into "the beyond". The Kingdom is not such a product of human

46. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 51-52.
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imagination for Jesus, says Bultmann. Rather it is known in constant¬

ly renewed decisions for God and his Will in each present moment of

AT
life. More of the meaning of the "Will of God" in Jesus® teaching

will be explored in the next chapter, but first we must turn to sev¬

eral other matters.

Overall Conclusions From This Analysis of
Representative Authentic Synoptic Texts

Concerning the Kingdom of God in
Jesua* Teaching

Before turning from the work of Professor Bultmann to that of

his pupils, three matters must be dealt with in a concluding summary

fashion. The first is that of Bultmann's overall use of critical

canons. What has this review of his critical historical reasoning

indicated concerning the importance and function of his several

canons for establishing positive results?

(a)

First, it is evident from the foregoing review that by far the

most important and frequent canon employed by Bultmann in establish¬

ing Jesus' genuine teaching is his "canon of dissimilarity". Second

in significance is his closely related "canon of consistency". Both

of these critical canons, it should be noted, are material ones. That

is, both canons really determine probable Jesus'material on the basis

of the content of Jesus' recorded words rather than on considerations

of form.

Next in importance are the "two canons of the forms" (Sitz im

Leben and growth). While these canons are obviously formal (that is,

A7« Ibid., pp. 55-56.
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they deal with the form of the tradition In its most primitive and

later, secondary stages), they also blend with the material canons in

Bultraann's hands. For it is finally on the basis of material con¬

siderations in combination with the initial formal observations that

he determines whether a given unit of the tradition is actually au¬

thentic Jesus'material or church created or borrowed material. That

is, if Bultmann discovers by means of the "canon of the forms and

growth" that a particular pericope is not in a primitive form, he will

also employ his "canon of the forms and the Sitz lm Leben" in order

to discern the probable, specific church influence which must have

been at work in the development process. It is, then, ultimately both

formal manifestations and material "traces" of church interest (and

not the forms alone) which cause him to reject suspected material as

not original with Jesus. Hence, what actually happens is that secon¬

dary formal indications go hand in hand with material considerations,

so that the "canon of the forms and Sitz im Leben" is used jointly

with the "canon of dissimilarity" in order to detect church interests.

Likewise, if a unit of the tradition is in a quite primitive form, it

must still meet the material standards of the "canon of dissimilarity",

or at least the "canon of consistency", in order to be finally accepted

as reliable Jesus' material. Thus, it can be seen that in practice it

is often difficult to separate Bultmann's several critical canons

completely.

Next in frequency of use and importance here is Bultmann's basic¬

ally material "canon of internal coherence" which he uses to sort out

subordinate secondary features from otherwise authentic pericopae.

Likewise, his formal and material "canon of the isolated pericopae"

plays a large supporting role in enabling him to separate pericopae



from their various present synoptic contexts. Less frequently used

with the texts under discussion at present, is his formal and material

"canon of the elimination of analogous material". This canon is ob¬

viously relatively unimportant in dealing with Kingdom of God material

because it is Bultmann*s norm for sorting out material that was added

to the tradition by the later non-Palestinian churchas from various

Hellenistic sources. Another formal and material canon infrequently

employed here is the "canon of the argument from silence". Where it

is used here, it is once seen in conjunction with the "two canons of

the forms" and serves the minor purpose of determining the relative

age and form of a unit of the tradition. The only other Instance of

its appearance here is more significant. Then It is used in conjunc¬

tion with the "canon of dissimilarity" in order to understand Jesus

in contrast to the nationalistic eschatological hopes of many first

century Palestinians. Finally, the "canon of multiple attestation"

i3 used only once here, and there it is in a supporting role. Bultmann

uses it together with his "canons of dissimilarity and consistency"

as an additional basis for accepting a unit of the tradition as Jesus'

material. In this context Bultmann uses the "canon of multiple attes¬

tation" in a material sense to show that other sayings of a quite simi¬

lar content are found in several places in the synoptic tradition and,

therefore, the chances of genuineness are Increased for this saying.

One further and final observation concerning Bultmann's critical

historical reasoning must be made here. When he is defending those

texts which indicate that Jesus historically appeared as the proclairaer

of the eschatological dawn, he additionally argues that the fundamen¬

tal church consciousness of the imminent end of history must surely

owe its origin to Jesus himself, for such a community consciousness
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could not have been self-induced. The community could not have arisen

from an entirely unknown cause and then simply have created its escha-
48

tological consciousness ex nihilo. It is interesting that Bultmann

should argue in this manner, however, for while his argument seems to

support the point under discussion at an initial reading, it is never¬

theless contrary to the normal manner in which he reasons historically.

Usually he contends that one can only trust the recorded beliefs of

the founder of a movement when they differ significantly from the later

beliefs of the movement which he induced. Here, however, Bultmann ap¬

pears to be arguing in the reverse direction, and one wonders whether

it is possible to accept both the strict "canon of dissimilarity" and

this sort of (supporting?) reasoning. If it is, it is not sufficient¬

ly clear how Bultmann intends to relate the two. At present, it is

sufficient to note this seeming reversal in the manner of his critical,

historical reasoning. We shall return to consider it in more detail,

however, in the final chapter of this study.

(b)

The second general matter which calls for summary comment here

is Bultmann's use of his interpretative or hermeneutical canons.

Bultraann's procedure requires some further clarification and crit¬

ical comment.

The first matter which requires a clarifying comment is that

of BultmannTs preliminary interpretation of the meaning of those

authentic texts which indicate that Jesus saw his own ministry as

the present sign of an Imminent but essentially future Kingdom.

Here it should be noted that Bultmann is apparently not yet employ¬

ing all of his hermeneutical canons together, as would be necessary

48, Cf. ftp. 92-93 of this study.
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for existential interpretation of the "living meaning" of Jesus'

message. Rather, in the first place Bultmann simply seeks to show

how Jesus himself (against his own Palestinian background of nearly

two thousand years ago) conceived of the temporal aspects of the

Kingdom. Here it might be maintained that Bultmann is using just his

first hermeneutical canon (that of seeking to understand the whole

of an historical situation from the parts and the parts from the whole

of his valid evidence). However, it appears rather that Bultraann's

second hermeneutical canon plays a quite determining role here and

thereby his third and fourth canons are already most influential in

a subtle manner as well. That is, one suspects that the "specific

interests" of Bultmann (his second canon) the existentialist inter¬

preter (his third and fourth canons) have a strong influence in his

so strongly stressing the essentially future and promisorial nature

of the Kingdom and under-playing the full significance of the present

moment as in some sense a fulfilment for Jesus himself. At least

this would seem so in light of the tendency toward recognition of

the full significance of both the present and future aspects of the
49

Kingdom in New Testament scholarship generally since Bultmann.

Secondly, it will be remembered from the foregoing discussion

that Bultmann believes that the authentic historical evidence shows

that the Jesus of history taught about a Kingdom "dawning" which would

49. Norman Perrin, The Kingdom of God in the Teaching of Jesu3
(London: 5CM, 1963), pp. 115-206. Of course, it might also be argued
that Bultmann is just reflecting the most important conclusions of
the advocates of konsequente Eschatologie (J. Weiss and A. Schweitzer)
in his own day and not pre-judging the case because of his existential
hermeneutics. However, it seems most likely that the interpretation
of Bultmann offered above is more likely and that he did not attempt
to probe beyond the fundamental conclusions of konsequente Eschatolo¬
gie because those conclusions fit so well with Heidegger's analysis
of Zunkunft.
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bring history to its conclusion. Furthermore, in interpreting the

meaning of the essentially future nature of that coining Kingdom,

Bultmann suggests that every hour should now be understood as this

"last hour". If Bultmann's interpretation is to be understood, then,

it is also necessary to recall the discussion of the several levels

of historicity in his thought (in Section I of this study) wherein

it was indicated that he is not ultimately interested in hlatorlech

reconstructions of "facts" concerning past happenings, however accu¬

rate such reconstructions might be. He wants to probe into the liv¬

ing meanings of those "facts" by means of all of his geschicfatlich

hermeneutlcal canons, so that the self-understandings (or understand¬

ings of human existence) that surface in and through historical events

might challenge and contribute to the individual historicity (Geschicht-

lichkeit) of persons living today. This means that such a reality

as the 8aoiAe(a toO 8eo0 can never be properly understood if it is

treated literally as an event of world history (Weltgeschichte)

but can only be grasped if its meaning is spelled out in terms of

personal history (Ge9chichtlichkeit). If one were to treat the King¬

dom as an event of world history, Bultmann thinks, that person would

become preoccupied with abstract and external questions of chronology

and the structural nature of the Kingdom, so that the objectifying

realm of the historisch would not be transcended. Rather, Bultraann

Interprets the Kingdom by means of hia specific hermeneutical canons

so that its relevance for man's personal self-understanding

(Existenzverstandnis) will come to life. This is why he translates

Jeaua' (modified) apocalyptic proclamation into the language of pre¬

sent, personal history. The mythology which Jesus used to express

himself is not to be mistaken for his true and lasting message, in



Bultmann's view. So, according £o Bultmann, the end of history which

Jesus taught about must be seen as an "end" in one's personal existence

That is, it is an end of attempting to find security in this world

rather than in the Will and purpose of the God who is very near. Jesus

ancient call to decision, therefore, is really a call to every man

either to accept or reject this particular understanding of human

existence. Moreover, the future aspect of the Kingdom, in Bultmann's

hermeneutical translation, means that every hour must now be under¬

stood as the final hour because as the present moves into the future,

a person is ever and again personally faced afresh with this basic

decision concerning his life. So in this s«nse, the BaoiAefa toO 0eoO

is always coming!

It must first be admitted that Bultmann's hermeneutical canons

surely do enable him to translate certain key elements of Jesus'

nearly two thousand year old message into strikingly contemporary

terms. It seems clear that much of Jesus' authentic Kingdom teaching

did deal specifically with an impending crisis which demanded of his

generation a personal re-evaluation of human existence and a concrete

decision either for or against the Rule of God. Bultmann's canons

do give him a special insight into the stress which Jesus actually

laid upon the importance of human self-understanding and decision be¬

fore God, rather than on teachings about man's nature in the abstract

or formal descriptions of the nature of the Kingdom. Thus, it must

be gratefully granted that Bultmann's hermeneutical procedures have

served a very significant function in recovering a central thrust and

intention of Jesus of Nazareth at a time when the exegetical practices

of liberal scholars were leading many astray from these valid Insights.

Still, there remains the bothersome question of whether Bultmann's

canons likewise fail to grasp the full meaning and lasting intentions
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contained in Jesus' message. That is, do they tend to lop off possible

meanings prematurely which do not appear to have immediate translation

value in terms of man's self-understanding, freedom and life-shaping

decisions? For example, one wonders why Jesus of Nazareth could not

have significantly meant to say some things about the Kingdom, the

primary reference of which, was (and still should be) to God's pur¬

pose and activity rather than just to man's self-understanding and

decision.'^ Moreover, while Bultmann's hermeneutical translation of

the temporal element in Jesus' Kingdom proclamation surely does con¬

vey Jesus' "prophetic" concern with the future as a time of fulfil¬

ment rather than as a simple linear development, it is not clear (to

the present writer at least) why Jesus' teachings could not also have

some reference to a future fulfilment for world history as well as

personal history.Indeed, this raises the further question as to

how far Bultmann's "existential-transhistorical" interpretation of

the Kingdom represents an accurate translation of Jesus' meaning.

That is, is the Kingdom as Jesus thought of it, and taught about it,

something that can be adequately described as a reality which does

not come in world history? Is world history, then, a concept and a

reality which can he so neatly separated from personal history; or

52
do they, in fact, always interpenetrate one another?

In setting forth his third hermeneutical canon, Bultmann him¬

self underscores the point that the interpretative historian should

50. Karl Earth, "Rudolf Bultmann—An Attempt to Understand Him,"
Kerygma and Myth, Vol. II, pp. 83-132.

51. Karl Lowith, Meaning in History (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1957), p. 253; Ernst Kasemann, New Testament Questions
Today, pp. 108-137; John Mclntyre, The Christian Doctrine of History
(Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, Ltd., 1957), p. 82-91; Norman J. Young,
History and Existential Theology (Philadelphia: Westminster Press,
1969), pp. 141ff.

52. Norman Perrin, The Kingdom of God in the Teaching of Jesus,
p. 118.
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strive to be fair to the Intentions of the author of his text and so

allow those Intentions to correct his own biases. (In the present

context the "author" would have to be understood as Jesus himself.)

Yet by his fourth hermeneutical canon, Bultmann appears to limit

the "true" intentions of past figures to understandings of human ex¬

istence and existential challenge. Thus, only "existential openness"

will provide "the key" of pre-understanding necessary to comprehend

"the real intention" of a historical text. The danger inherent in

this method, it seems, is that anything which does not readily fit

the mould of this particular pre-understanding must be either Ignored

or treated as an irrelevant, external, time-conditioned husk which

can be discarded once the germinal seed of existential truth is

reached. The only factor, then, that appears to rule out other pos¬

sible meanings (other than clearly existential ones) is Bultmann's

delimiting use of his fourth hermeneutical canon. Hence, it would

seem that Bultmann has not himself sufficiently appreciated his own

stated concern for the corrective value of the richness of the text

itself in showing the intentions of past figures. It is not that the

present writer is unappreciatively suggesting that Bultinann's inter¬

pretation of the BcunAeta toO 8eo0 fa^se> but rather that it too

may well represent only a partial understanding. There may yet be

treasure buried in the field which Bultraann's hermeneutical tools

53
have failed to unearth.

Finally, a further brief observation also seems appropriate here.

We have seen previously that Bultmann allows that such a hermeneutical

treatment of the authentic Jesus' material as his own is of more value

to persons living today than a mere recital of the historisch "facts"

53. Cf. Norman J. Young, History and Existential Theology, pp. 51-55.



which have been uncovered. However, he does not allow that Jesus'

understanding of human existence (or any other historical figure's

understanding of existence for that matter) can actually be the means

by which a person living today can gain an authentic sort of exist-

54
ance. Thus, one is hard pressed to see the concrete value in such

a hermeneutical exercise (aside from its interest value for scholar¬

ship) . In what precise sense is Jesus * Reschichtllch proclamation

of human existence before Sod of value for one's personal existence,

if one is yet unable to respond to such a proclamation in any signi¬

ficant way for faith? If one must always hear the church's kerygma

via John or paul in order to be able to respond to and experience

authentic existence, It is still unclear what real advantage exis¬

tential historiography has for the life of an individual over his-

torlsch reconstructions of Jesus' life and message. Could it simply

be that Bultmann has failed to understand the hidden kerygmatic pos-

55
sibilities that lie within his own picture of Jesus? We shall re¬

turn to this question as well in the final chapter of this study.

(c)

The third matter which requires an additional clarifying com¬

ment is that of Jesus' self-consciousness. It has often been main¬

tained that Bultmann has no interest in Jesus' "self-consciousness"

and thinks that It should not legitimately concern any serious his¬

torian, because this term applies to the self's own quite personal

experience, reflection and process of decision-making. To reach

this sort of "private" understanding of a person would require a

psychological probing of the various mental processes of the mind

54. Cf. Section I, pp.10-33 of this study.

55. Van A. Harvey, The Historian and the Believer, pp. 198-100.



of Jesus for which our authentic historical evidence is inadequate.

Moreover, even if we had reliable bits of psychological evidence,

such an insight into the mind of Jesus would have to assume that Jesus'

mental processes were analogous to those of other persons for whom we

have more detailed psychological information and that would be only

an assumption. Thus all such attempts at probing Jesus' self-con¬

sciousness are largely conjectural. What we do have reliable evi¬

dence for is Jesus' own "self-understanding" (Existenzverstandnis),

which is a term that refers to both Jesus' general understanding of

human existence (which is most important for Bultmann) and to his

basic understanding of the puroose of his own existence (which is

important for Bultmann only as it serves Jesus' understanding of

human existence). We have already discussed Jesus' general under¬

standing of human existence above (as our second matter calling for

summary comment). Fere, however, our foeal concern is Jesus' funda¬

mental understanding of his own existence. As we have seen in our

discussion of "The Nature and Bases of Jesus' Eschatologieal Con¬

sciousness," Bultmann does think that there is evidence available

for some valid historical statements about Jesus' basic estimate of

his own mission. Moreover, it is even possible to discern what

several of the bases of this awareness probably were. These things

can be known from the content of several authentic sayings of Jesus

which have been recovered by Bultmann's critical canons. Still, these

sayings do not tell us about the actual mental processes that led

Jesus to his basic estimate of his own role. However, the problem

that arises is that Jesus' general estimate of his own role (and even

several of its bases), and the mental processes which led to such a

conclusion can similarly be referred to as "Jesus' consciousness" or
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"self-consciousness" In English. Thus, it might appear to some that

Bultmann is engaging in double-talk when he denies that the historian

can probe Jesus' "self-consciousness" and yet goes on to talk about

Jesus' "eschatological consciousness" or self-understanding (Exis-

tenzverstandnis). However, if the above distinctions are kept in

raind, it will be clearer throughout this study in just what sense

Bultmann believes it is legitimate to discuss the mind of Jesus with
56

regard to his own understanding of himself.

Before departing from this matter entirely here, however, a

critical observation must be made. When Bultmann, in the interests

of laying the foundations for his existential interpretation of Jesus'

proclamation of the Kingdom, says that Jesus' consciousness involved

a prophetic telescoping of present and future, is he not engaging in

the very kind of psychological speculation concerning Jesus' mental

processes which he otherwise condemns and tries to avoid? IIow can

Bultmann know that this was really what went on in thS mind of Jesus
57

from his reliable evidence? Thus, the further fundamental question

must be raised as to whether the historian can legitimately avoid

56. Rudolf Bultmann, "The Primitive Christian Kerygma and the
Historical Jeaua," The Historical Jesus and the Kerygmatlc Christ
(Jew York: Abingdon Press, 1964), pp. 17-38, especially; Normah Perrin,
Rediscovering the Teaching of Jesus, pp. 222f.

57. Cf. Hugh Anderson, Jesus and Christian Origins, p. 166, where
he classifies R. H. Fuller's similar procedure as a probing of Jesus'
"psychological consciousness." The problem here noted with regard
to Bultmann is not new to New Testament scholarship. Albert Schweit¬
zer lucidly demonstrated the dangers of such psychological speculation
in the "lives of Jesus" produced by liberal scholars in his influen¬
tial book The Quest of the Historical Jesus. Yet it is an open ques¬
tion tdiether Schweitzer himself went beyond his authentic historical
evidence in his own "thorough-going apocalyptic" portrait of Jesus,
where Jesus is presented as being possessed of an overwhelming
"apocalyptic consciousness."
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some psychological speculations based on the more solid bits of evi¬

dence at his disposal? If the historian must avoid all such specu¬

lations, then Bultmann himself seems to have ceased to function as a

sound historian here. But if it is legitimate to offer some specu¬

lations, what criteria should set their limits? To these questions

we shall return in the final chapter as well,
B

Gunther Bornkaram'a and Ernat Kasemann'3 Critical
Analysis of Representative Synoptic Texts

Concerning the Kingdom of God

As has been noted in the initial section of this study, it is

often difficult to establish Bornkamm's and Kaseoann's precise his¬

torical reasoning because they have neither written thorough-going

histories of the synoptic tradition nor discussed their hermeneutical

canons in the extensive manner in which Bultmann has. In fact, as

one attempts to discern the critical bases of the interpretative state¬

ments of these scholars, he ienc*S» .several frustra¬

tions. First, Kasemann only directly discusses a few of the possible

relevant texts in his writings, but his broad statements about our

knowledge of the earthly Jesus imply that he accepts rather more ma-

terial as being critically reliable. This means that in the follow¬

ing presentation Bornkamra will be cited more frequently than Kasemann,

in spite of the fact that Kasemann presumably accepts much of the same

material as Bornkamm. Second, Borakamm directly discusses many more

of these texts in his book on Jesus, but sometimes he omits statements

as to precisely why he has accepted these texts as authentic and not

58. Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes; Ernst Kasemann,
New Testament Questions Today; contrast his general statements in
Jesus Means Freedom, pp. 17-41,
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certain others. Finally, on occasion it is difficult to know whether

Bornkamm is quoting a text because he holds it to be an actual utter¬

ance of Jesus or because he thinks that the text is a church formula¬

tion which nevertheless reflects certain accurate insights into the
59

characteristics of Jesus of Nazareth. " These several difficulties

do not exclude an understanding of the fundamental critical reason¬

ing of these scholars but they do make for a somewhat less extensive

and precise treatment of their work than for Bultmann's. Still, what

can be unravelled from their writings is comparatively instructive.

Bomkamm begins by showing close agreement with Bultroann that

Mk. l:14ff. and Wt. 4:17 must be considered the first two evangelists'

summaries of the entire message of Jesus, because each of these

statements shows definite church influence. In spite of the fact

that they are the evangelists' formulations, Bomkaram also believes

that these summaries reliably reflect Jesus' characteristic message:

that God's Kingdom is near!^ Why he thinks that this is so when

the "canon of dissimilarity" indicates church influence will become

clearer from his further critical judgments.

First, however, Bornkarom, like Bultmann before him, sets out

to define the more exact meaning of A BaoiXefa toO 6eo0

in Jesus' proclamation against his own background. Bomkamm agrees

that Jesus' message shows no traces of the nationalistic form of

Kingdom expectation which was popular with many of Jesus' contempo¬

raries. This Bornkamm likewise discerns by applying the "canon of

the argument from silence" to the synoptic tradition of Jesus' say-
61

ings as a whole. Moreover, Bomkamm agrees with Bultmann that

59. Gunther Bomkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 64-95.
60. Ibid., pp. 64, 200, 201.
61. Ibid., pp. 64-66.
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Jesus' authentic teachings show a clcser relationship to the apoca¬

lyptic, cosmic expectations of Jesus' time hut that Jesus' reticence

about speculating concerning the end time (in these authentic teachings)

surely differentiates him from other Jewish apocalypticists. Thus,

again the "two canons of the forms" are employed in order to recover

the moat primitive form of Jesus' teaching and the "canon of dissimi¬

larity" serves as the norm for eliminating church-borrowed, Jewish
• t'

apocalyptic features from the several synoptic texts which now stand
62

in a more secondary form. ~ While Kasemann does not spell out the

process of his reasoning in such perfect parallel to Bultmann's as

Bornkaioa does, he is yet in close agreement with than both on this

matter. Furthermore, Kasemann on largely interpretative grounds

thinks that Jesus surely was unlike other contemporary apocalypti¬

cists in rejecting the classical notion of deiaonology in the ancient

world and thereby clearly departing from any form of apocalyptic

dualism.^
I AND II

The Inauguration of the Kingdom and
Jeaus* Mission Consciousness

Bomkarara discusses and accepts as most authentic nine of the

ten texts which were discussed under categories I and II for Bultmann

(i.e. I. Lk. 10:23f.; Lk. 12:54-56; Lk. 17:20f.; Lk. 6:20£.; and II.

Mk. 8:llf„; Mt. 11:5-6; Lk. 11:20; Mk. 3:27; Mk. 8:38). Kasemann dis¬

cusses just five of these texts (i.e. I. Lk. 10:24; II. Mt. 11:5;

Mt. 12:28; Mk. 3:27; Mk. 8:38) and accepts only three of these as

62. Ibid., pp. 66-67, 201.

63. Ernst Kaaeraann, Jesus Means Freedom, pp. 18-19, 24, 30, 36,
40; Ernst Kasemann, New Testament Questions Today, pp. 111-114; Ernst
Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Thames, pp. 39-40, 44-45.
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truly authentic. Hie canon which is used as the essential norm

throughout in judging the critical authenticity of these texts is the

"canon of dissimilarity". That is, all of the reliable texts are so

designated because on the one hand they are materially unlike anything

found in the Judaism of Jesus' day and on the other hand unlike the

content of the typical theological emphases of the early Christian

communities, in the judgment of both Bornkamm and Kasemann.^ Like¬

wise, using the same canon Kasemann rejects Lk. 10:24 and Mk. 8:38

as genuine sayings of Jesus. His comments on Mk. 8:38 illustrate

his reasoning process.

For this saying has preserved the peculiar character
of the speech of the Palestinian Christian prophets, which
utters maxims of holy law for the guidance of the community
and attaches heavenly promise or divine curse in the escha-
tological future to the fulfilment or non-fulfilment here
on earth of certain conditions. This means, then, that Jesus
was not reckoning on the coming of a "Son of Man" other than
himself, as Bultmann assumes. Indeed what would be the
position of such a figure if the Baptist has already ushered
in the turn of the aeons and yet, for his part, still stands
in the shadow of Jesus? The predication "Son of Man" must
have reflected the Christology and the apocalyptic of post-
Easter Christianity and from there must have found its way
into the Jesus tradition which today Includes so many pro¬
nouncements of Christian prophecy, originally uttered as
the voice of the exalted Lord. But if this really was the
case and Jesus never expressly laid claim to the Messiahship,
it would be extraordinarily characteristic of him. He would
have differentiated himself equally from late Jewish expecta¬
tion and from the proclamation of his own community.65

Thus, what can be seen in this case is Kaisemann's more stringent

application of the "canon of dissimilarity" than either Bornkamm or

Bultmann have thought necessary.

64. Cf. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 66-68, 74-76, 87,
92, 133, 176; Gunther Bornkamm, "The Significance of the Historical
Jesus for Faith", What Can We Know About Jesus?, pp. 77-79, 81-82;
Ernst K&semann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 27, 29, 41, 43, 53;
Ernst K*aseraann, New Testament Questions Today, pp. 77, 92, 99, 111.

65. Ernst Kasemann, Essays On New Testament Themes, pp. 43-44.
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I and II Interpretative Summary

For Bomkamm and Kasemann, however, these several most authentic

texts do indicate that Jesus saw his own ministry as the dawn of the

Kingdom, but in a different sense than Bultmann. Additionally, these

scholars see a mark of real individuality interwoven with Jesus' King¬

dom message in the note of unique authority (il-ouofa ) with which
66

Jesus personally proclaimed its inbreaklng. While John the Baptist

similarly proclaimed the nearness of the coming Kingdom in an authori¬

tative manner, there is still a difference between his message and

that of Jesus. Bomkamm puts it thus, "between these two and their

preaching, there is a difference like that between the eleventh and

twelfth hours. For Jesus calls: the shift in the aeons is here, the

Kingdom of God is already dawning." Kasemann does not see the

"shift in the aeons" as having come precisely between Jesus and the

Baptist but rather understands the Baptist as "the introducer" of the

Kingdom (on the basis of his interpretation of Mt. ll:25f.). Never¬

theless, Kasemann is still in quite basic accord with Bornkamm because

he believes that Jesus alone proclaimed that in his own word the

BacriXefa was actually arriving for his auditors. So Kasemann, like

Bomkamm, believes that Jesus' final significance must be judged by

those representative, authentic sayings in which the Kingdom is spo-

68
ken of as already initiated in a very real sense. Here a signifi¬

cant interpretative difference from Bultmann emerges but in a manner

66. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 56-63, 67; Ernst
Kasemann, Essays On New Testament Themes, pp. 42-46.

67. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 67.

68. Gunther Bomkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 68; Ernst Kasemann,
Essays On New Testament Themes, pp. 42-44.
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which can be rather deceptive for a casual reader of these three

scholars. As has been shown, Bultmann also emphasises the decisive

nature of the present time of Jesus' ministry when he interprets Jesus'

genuine sayings but what Is decisive for Bultmann is Jesus' call to

decision In the present, In light of the imminent but still future

Kingdom. The present time of Jesus' ministry for Bultmann, then, is

not the actual arrival of the BaaiXefo toO 0eoO (cf. pp. 87-93, 108

of this chapter). Bornkamm and Kasemann, however, maintain that the

Kingdom was, in fact, present with the very words and deeds of Jesus

and in the positive decisions of his followers. Texts such as Lk.

10:23f.; Lk. 12:54-56; Lk. 17:20f.; Mt. 11:5-6; Lk. 11:20; Mk. 3:27;

Mk. 8:38 are perspicuous evidence of this in Bomkamm's view and texts

such as Mt. 12:28; Mk. 3:27; and Mt. 11:5-6 serve the same function

for Kasemann* Moreover, Bornkamm notes that while Lk. 6:20f. undoubt¬

edly points toward a future aspect of the Kingdom, that it neverthe¬

less lays unquestioned stress on the present as the beginning of the

eschatological fulfilment by means of the repeated refrain "Blessed

are you." Hence, the nearness of God and His salvation activity makes

itself felt already in and through Jesus in a most extraordinarily

real and authoritative way. Furthermore, Bornkamm notes that while

Mk. 8:llf. shows that Jesus characteristically would not allow his

own miraculous healing abilities to be used as a prerequisite for

faith in God's presence and power within him (since that would be the

reversal of the true meaning of faith), nevertheless Jesus did view

his healings and exorcisms as signs of the dawning Kingdom to those

who had "eyes of faith" already (as can be seen from the majority

of the authentic texts cited immediately above for Bomkamm and Kase-

raann). Hence, a keen insight into the more precise nature of Jesus'
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"mission consciousness" (Sendungsbewusstseln) Is provided by these

texts as well. Jesus* preaching and healings are Indications to his

own mind that the centuries-old prophetic hope Is even now being

fulfilled. Likewise, Jesus* exorcisms are signs to him that he Is

fulfilling the late Jewish apocalyptic hope of the breaking of Satan*s

power in the time of salvation. Consequently, even If Jesus did not

directly claim messianic titles and status, he surely must have

awakened such thoughts in others.by his authoritative activity and

provocative utterances, and, moreover, he personally saw his own

words and works as the inauguration of the time of eschatological

fulfilment.^'

III. The Kingdom as "Wholly Other" Deliverance

K&semann does not discuss Mk. 4:26-29 but Bornkamm does. First,

Bomkamm begins by showing how the "canon of dissimilarity" actually

indicates that Jesus' use of parables is quite distinctive when they

are seen in contrast to contemporary Jewish parables on the one hand

and church reapplications on the others. The rabbis also frequently

employed parables in order to clarify religious issues, but in their

hands parables were interpretative guides in the process of unveiling

meanings already contained in the authoritative texts of Scripture.

For Jesus, however, "the parables are the preaching itself and are

not merely serving the purpose of a lesson which is quite independent

of them."^ Jesus, on his own authority, presumes to teach truths

about God and his Reign by means of comparisons of Cod's activity

and proper human response with concrete realities known in everyday

69. Gunther BornkammT Jesus of Nagareth, pp. 66-68, 74-77, 87, 82,
133, 176; Gunther Bornkamm, What Can We Know About Jesus?, pp. 77-79;
Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 27, 39, 41, 43-47,53.

70. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 69.
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life. Thereforee It does not matter if some of Jesus1 parables show

certain content similarities to other parables from his own time (as

Borne indeed do). Even if a historian thus suspects a borrowing pro¬

cess, it must have been done by Jesus himself for no other known

teacher in Judaism used such material in the manner in which Jesus

71
reportedly did. Jesus used his parables to proclaim that, "God's

Reign is hidden from us, and must be believed and understood in its

hiddenness. Not in the way the apocalypticists thought, beyond the

heavens, in the bosom of a mysterious future, but here, hidden in

the everyday world of the present time, where no one is aware of what
T>

is already taking place." ~ Likewise, Jesus' use of parables can be

distinguished from later church reapplications, for where the church

(or an evangelist) has been at work the interpretation offered in the

tradition is an allegorical exposition that has meaning for some dis¬

cernible situation in the life of the early communities (rather than
73

fitting the circumstances of Jesus' ministry).

Hence, Bomkamm here applies the "canon of dissimilarity" with

a new twist. As has been shown Bultmann uses this canon io a mate¬

rial sense (as do Bornkamm and Kasemarm usually) but here Bomkaram

uses it in a more formal sense as well. That is, some of the par¬

ables of Jesus could be suspect by means of a purely material appli¬

cation of the canon to just the basic content of the parabolic mate¬

rial itself (as wa have seen with Bultmann on pp. 99-100 of this

chapter). However, if the canon is applied throughout the synoptic

parabolic tradition to the introductory formulae as well, it becomes

71. Ibid., pp. 69-70. Moreover, Bornkamm says that many of Jesus'
parables begin with the unique formula "which of you..which
also shows his distinctive directness (p. 70).
79. Tbfd., p♦ 69.
73. Ibid., p. 70.
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clear from this formal and material consideration that many of the

parables are specifically used in a distinctive and direct manner to

proclaim the Kingdom (and not to expound Scripture), which use is not

characteristic of either contemporary Judaism or early church theology.

In a like fashion, a formal application of this canon to a total par¬

able unit makes perspicuous Jesus' typical, concise manner of telling

parables from the fuller church (and sometimes rabbinic) allegorical

expositions. Jesus' parables make essentially one point (or sometimes

a two-pronged single emphasis) while the allegorical expositions make

numerous comparative points. Additionally, the actual content of the

several points made in synoptic allegorical expositions leads to the

conclusion that church expositors were the originators of these syn¬

optic interpretations. So, while material considerations are thus

also crucial for spotting church influence here, the chief point for

our attention at the moment is that this rather more formal use of

the "canon of dissimilarity" does provide a stronger basis for ac¬

cepting most of the basic synoptic parables as authentic Jesus mate¬

rial than Bultmann was able to set forth. Moreover, it would appear

74
that Kasemann, too, accepts this procedure. It is on this basis,

then, that Bornkamm accepts Mk. 4:26ff. as a trustworthy portion of

the message of Jesus.'
III. Interpretative Summary

With regard to the interpretation of Mk. 4:26ff. Bornkamm is

fundamentally at one with Bultmann. He too resists any attempt to

understand these words of Jesus as implying that the Kingdom will de¬

velop naturally through man's religious and ethical efforts. Thus,

74. Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, p. 33.

75. Gunther Bomkarara, Jesus of Nasareth, p. 73.
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he rejects the various liberal interpretations of the Kingdom as

falsely deriving from Kantian influence rather than the synoptic text.

Indeed, the point of the text is that, "just as the earth 'of itself'

brings forth fruit, so the Kingdom of God comes by its own power alone

a miracle for man which he can only await with patience.Bornkaram,

however, goes a step beyond Bultmann by suggesting that the obvious

original occasion for this teaching of Jesus is to be found in Jesus*

response to those of his own day who wanted to coerce God into bring¬

ing the Kingdom more rapidly by some concrete act on their part (whe-
78

ther religious, political, or both).

IV. The Call to Repentance and Decision

Rornkamm discusses and accepts the essential portions of the

five sayings discussed under this category as authentic for Bultmann

(Lk. ll:31f.//Mt. 12:41-42; Lk. 9:62; Mk. 10:23b, 25; Lk. 14:28-32;
79

Mt. 13:44-46). Bomkamm accepts these texts also as authentic

Jesui' material on the basis of the "canon of dissimilarity" used in

a material sense, for he believes that the sayings show a new fea¬

ture when they are compared with similar calls to repentance in the

Judaism of Jesus' day. To be sure, numerous rabbinic words also

speak of the importance of repentance and teach that such should

represent a genuine renunciation of former sins and an embracing of

a new order of existence. But Jesus links his call to repentance

specifically with his announcement of the inbreaking of the Kingdom

76. Ibid., pp. 73, 201-202.

77. Ibid., p. 73.

73. Ibid.

79. Ibid., pp. 69, 82-84, 147-148. However, it is rather unclear
as to precisely how much of Lk. ll:31f. he would argue for critically
but he does accept at least Lk. 11:31. Also, he cites Mk. 10:23b, 25
in the form in which it appears in Mt. 19:23f.



and in this regard his call to repentance is most closely paralleled

by John the Baptist's message. Yet even in comparison with John's

preaching, Jesus' call to repentance is unique, as is his proclamation

of the Kingdom. As Bornkamm puts it, "Repentance now means: to lay

hold on the salvation which is already at hand and to give up every-

80
thing for it." Likewise, Bomkamm believes that these sayings can

be distinguished from others where later church theology concerning

discipleship in relation to the church's life have been clearly inter-

81
worked with what purports to be Jesus'material.''

It is significant also to note that Bornkaram treats most of

these texts in the context of his chapter on "Discipleship," which

he sees as a correlate of the Kingdom in Jesus' message (Lk. 9:62,

Mt. 19:23f., Lk. 14:28-32, Mt. 13:45f.). In Bultmann's reconstruc¬

tive work these texts were seen as illustrative of Jesus' teaching

about repentance and decision in light of the coming future Kingdom,

but Eornkaram again goes one step further by showing that this demand

of Jesus' cannot be taken in abstraction from either his proclamation

of an inaugurated Kingdom or the concrete response that it produced

in many of his hearers during his own lifetime. At the moment what

is of chief interest is the critical manner in which Bornkamm achieves

his expansion on the approach of his former teacher. Here the use of

two critical canons clearly emerges that have become important for

Bornkamm, and which existed in the work of Bultmann too, but in a

more embryonic form. The first canon is the "canon of multiple at¬

testation." It will be remembered, however, that for Bultmann this

canon is used somewhat differently than by moat British and American

80. Ibid., p. 82.

81. Ibid., pp. 151f.



scholars of his generation. That is, Bultraann seas a characteristic

of Jesus in the tradition as probably authentic if it is testified

to not only in the several literary sources which stand behind the =

synoptics but in several forms within the oldest strand of the tradi¬

tion, or in the oldest strand of the tradition and in the later

strands of the tradition produced by the church and the evangelists

as well. Here Bornkaimn picks up this canon and uses it to sketch in

probable features of Jesus* activity and the response which he in¬

duced. He begins by arguing that the gospels repeatedly give the

impression that Jesus stirred up "a movement" during his Galilean

ministry (i.e. in editorial sections, within primitive and second¬

ary pericopae, in sayings, etc.). But they do not equate this popu¬

lar preliminary following with discipleship as such. Disclpleship

to Jesus was dependent upon the prior decision and invitation of

Jesus and the proper repentant response of the one called. This,

too, is attested to in many ways (i.e. in example stories concern¬

ing the call of an individual disciple [which are probably church

creations if they are judged solely by the "canons of dissimilarity

and the two canons of the forms"], in primitive sayings and parables

[such as the texts we have considered above], in probable secondary

sayings, and in sections that may be suspected of editorial Influence

etc.). Thus, here Bornkamm uses the "canon of multiple attestation",

as Bultmann conceived of it, to expand the pioneering work of his
82

teacher. Moreover, what is shown as probable by means of the "can¬

on of multiple attestation" is Surely "consistent" with those texts

which pass the "canon of dissimilarity", for if Jesus called for such

82. Giinther Bornkaium, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 144-152; cf. Bultmann's
prior use of this canon (pp. 22-23 of Section I of this study). For
examples of Bultmann's embryonic use of the canon on similar material
see Jesus and the Word, pp. 34, 37.
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radical decision, it is likely that he did produce such a body of

disciples. Finally, it is interesting to note that Bultmann has not

quarreled with this critical expansion but now apparently allows for

its possibility.

Kasemann, unfortunately, discusses only one of the several texts

discussed under this category for Bultmann (Mt. 12:41f.) and he sug¬

gests that this text does show signs of having its origin in church

prophecy and theology when measured strictly by the "canon of dis-
84

similarity" and the "two canons of the forms". He argues this

way because he believes that it is possible to demonstrate that early

Christian prophecy typically spoke of an apocalyptic judgment as

salvation in the future dependent upon a person's all important re¬

ligious decisions in the present time. Furthermore, when a parallel

to a saying or story of the Old Testament is drawn in order to pre¬

sent the story of Jesus in a synoptic perlcope, the likelihood of

church influence is Increased, since we know this to be a character-

85
istic mode of thought in at least some early Christian communities.

Finally, the artificial parallel construction here suggests the strong

86
possibility of a history in church liturgical or catechetical usage.

So again we see Kasemann's rather more stringent use of several criti¬

cal canons in order to eliminate material that both Bultmann and

Bornkamm have found trustworthy.

83. Rudolf Bultmann, The Historical Jesus and the Kervgmatic Christ,
p. 23.

84. Ernst Kasemann, New Testament Questions Today, pp. 95ff.

85. Ibid., pp. 85-95.

86. Ibid., pp. 95-96.
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IV. Interpretative Summary

Bornkamm sees Jesus' call to repentance as very significant.

He agrees with Bultiaann that by such an emphasis Jesus was clearly

underscoring the central importance of human decisions in a man's

encounter with God and his Reign. However, there are significant

new departures in Bomkamm's interpretation as well. With Bornkairan's

interpretation of an inaugurated Kingdom rather than a wholly future

Kingdom (as with Bultmann), the place of repentance has been like¬

wise altered in his presentation of Jesus. For Bornkamm, "This very

call to repentance speaks, too, of a decision and action on God's

part first, which comes before all action and decision on the part

87
of men." For Bultmann, however, repentance in Jesus' message was

called for in order that one might show himself ready to receive God's

coming Reign. While Bultmann does not want to indicate that Jesus

demanded a right decision as the pre-condition of salvation, he does

at least suggest that Jesus' call to repentance and his ethical and

eschatologlcal messages merge in their united appeal to human decision.

But Bornkamra makes a different emphasis because he believes that Jesus

saw man's decision as clearly a response to God's prior decision which

had taken the field of human history in Jesus' own activity and pro¬

clamation (and this he supports critically as has been shown, by

citing the Kingdom texts judged most reliable by the "canon of dis¬

similarity" and demonstrating that this emphasis is found also in

numerous forms and strands of the tradition by means of the "canon
89

of multiple attestation").

87. Giinther Bornkaram, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 83.
88. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, pp. 20f.
89. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 82-84, 144-152.
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No less Important, is Bornkamm's expansion on Bultroann'a pre¬

sentation in stressing that Jesus' call to decision produced a very

real response of discipleship during his own lifetime. And while this

movement that Jesus induced cannot properly be called a "church",

Bornkamra does imply by his handling of the evidence that Bultmann pre¬

sents Jesus too one-sidedly as the preacher of the Word only and not

enough as the one who did, in fact, generate a historical movement by

his words and deeds, whose rudimentary aspects at least can be traced

critically to a pre-Easter date. Thus, again Bornkamm establishes a

greater continuity between the earthly Jesus and the early Christian

t. t. 90church.

V. The Relation of Future and Present

Once again Bornkamm discusses the two texts that concern us

under this category but Kasemann does not. Borakamm here repeats his

normal reasoning in accepting these two texts as authentic Jesus

material. First, he accepts the parable of the mustard seed (Mt. 13:

31-33) because it passes his formal and material "canon of dissimil¬

arity". That is, the form of this parable is sufficiently like nu¬

merous others in the synoptics for us to believe that it too came

from Jesus rather than Judaism and the content of the parable, as

Jesus uses it, surely fits well with his proclamation of the dawning

Kingdom rather than the various known theologies of Judaism or the
91

early church. Second, while the second petition of the Lord's

Prayer (Mt. 6:10) could be suspected of being a church creation

because of its obvious liturgical history, it is accepted by Bornkamm

90. Ibid., pp. 144-152.

91. Ibid., pp. 69-71.
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as being a trustworthy part of Jesus' message because the synoptics

indicate through several forms of various ages that Jesus did Indeed

proclaim a dawning Kingdom which was nevertheless to be consummated

at some time in the future (i.e., in primitive sayings, parables, more

questionable sayings, and in extended apocalyptic sections in the

gospels which are most probably in large measure church-borrowed

Jewish materials). Thus, the "canon of multiple attestation" here
92

serves as Bornkamm's chief norm in accepting Mt. 6:10 as authentic.

V. Interpretative Summary

Bom'kamm begins by showing his Interpretative agreement with

Bultmann but he then moves on to some disagreement as well. He holds

that Mt. 13:31-32 and Mt. 6:10 (and other similar texts which can be

accepted as typical of Jesus' message) do indeed speak of a future

consummation and that Jesus himself believd fn the imminent end of

the world. Thus far he agrees with Bultmann. However, this feature

of Jesus' overall message must not he torn apart from those texts

which speak of the Kingdom's arrival with Jesus or singled out as

Jesus' "true" proclamation at the expense of Jesus' stress on the

decisiveness of the present, Bornkamra contends. Nor can explanations

be legitimately offered which pretend to penetrate Jesus' psyche and

so suggest that he was subject to changes of mind, or had prophetic

periods of foreshortening of time, or developed different emphases

at various stages of his ministry. Nor is it possible to maintain

that Jesus himself preached only a present Kingdom, and it was the

later church which first introduced future elements by employing

borrowed Jewish apocalyptic material. Nor can one accurately say

92. Ibid., p. 90.
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that the future element of Jesus' message was meant to be taken sym¬

bolically. For the present and future elements are both critically

verified too strongly in the tradition and both elements must be in¬

terpreted equally. All of these mistaken attempts at explanation

simply exceed the valid critically established historical evidence

and fall into the realm of speculative conjecture. Indeed, the pre¬

sent and future aspects of the Kingdom actually are interwoven in

the tradition and cannot be severed. Mt. 13:31-33 is a perfect ex¬

ample of this phenomenon, "For beginning and end, however wonderful

and incomprehensible the end may be, stand in very definite rela¬

tionship, one to another. The end comes from the beginning, the

fruit from the seed, the harvest from the sowing, the whole leavened
93

loaf from the leaven." Thus, any honest interpretation must take

proper cognisance of this interrelatedness of present and future.

So Bornkamm also maintains that the key to grasping the meaning of

Jesus' message hinges on a proper understanding of Lk. 17:20, for

the Kingdom of God is not a world phenomenon which can be observed.

The misleading factor for some lies in the fact that Jesus did speak

of the Kingdom in the language and imagery of his own time and, there¬

fore, much popular interpretation since has tried to chart definite

events in history and in the future as the exact coming or consum¬

mation of the Kingdom. Bomkantra, however, suggests how the time

element in Jesus' Kingdom message should be correctly understood.

We must not separate the statements about future and
present, as is already apparent from the fact that in Jesus'
preaching they are related in the closest fashion. The

93. Ibid., p. 72.
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present dawn of the Kingdom of God is always spoken of
so as to show that the present reveals the future as
salvation and judgment, and therefore does not anticipate
it. Again, the future is always spoken of as unlocking
and lighting up the present, and therefore revealing today
as the day of decision. It is therefore more than a super¬
ficial difference, more than one of degree, concerned, so
to speak, only with the quantity of colour employed by the
apocalyptic painter, when one notes that Jesus' eschato-
logical sayings do not describe the future as a state of
heavenly bliss nor indulge in broad descriptions of the
terrors of judgment. Hence in Jesus' preaching, speaking
of the present means speaking of the future, and vice versa.

The future of God is salvation to the man who appre¬
hends the present as God's present, and as the hour of sal¬
vation. The future of God is judgment for the man who does
not accept the "now" of God but clings to his own present,
his own past and also to his own dreams of the future. We
might say with Schiller! "What we have refused from the
minute, no eternity gives back." Only here it applies in
a new and fulfilled sense. In this acceptance of the
present of God, as we have tried to make clear, pardon and
conversion are one in the words of Jesus.94

Thus, in the above Interpretation of the relation of present and fu¬

ture in Jesus' message, Bomkamm appears to differ with Bultmann in

stressing the importance of the inaugurated (or partially fulfilled)

Kingdom for Jesus and by refuting any attempts at explanation which

would seek to probe Jesus* psyche (as even Bultmann attempts to do

in a limited manner with his statements about Jesus' prophetic ten¬

dency to foreshorten time). Yet in the end he is also in major agree¬

ment with Bultmann, for the ultimate significance of the present

Kingdom is that it represents the crucial time of decision in the

light of God's future and so the future judgment as salvation of man

is thus intimately related to his all important decisions in the

present. Moreover, in Bornkamn's view as well, the Kingdom can only

rightly be understood if it is not treated as a precise world phe¬

nomenon and falsely charted and scheduled from some supposed stand-

94. Ibid., pp. 92-93.
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point above history, as if man had either the criteria or knowledge

for such perception. Both Bultmann and Bornkamm, then, want to stress

the salvatory significance of the existential lnterrelatedness of the

present and future in Jesus' Kingdom message rather than stressing

chronological factors which lead to false theological objectificatlons.

Yet, Bornkanm himself does not appear to disregard chronological fac¬

tors completely which would relate the Kingdom to world history, if

they are grasped from the point of view of personal faith in Jesus'

message. For he does believe that Jesus spoke of an actual beginning

of God's Reign in the history of mankind (starting with Jesus' own

ministry) and its real consummation in that sphere, even if one errs

if he should become preoccupied with detailed chronological and de-
95

scriptive considerations concerning the future consummation. Fi¬

nally, in spite of the fact that Kasemann does not discuss these

several problems in relation to the texts treated under this category,

he does yet stand in quite close agreement with Bornkamm in inter¬

preting the overall relation of the present and future time element
96

in Jesus' Kingdom message.

Additional Features Concerning Jesus and the Kingdom

VI. The Miracle Tradition and the Kingdom

In addition to the material judged genuine in the five cate¬

gories above, Bornkamm and Kasemann also use the two canons of "con¬

sistency" and "multiple attestation" for recovering further authentic

characteristics of Jesus in certain other materials which would other¬

wise have to be suspected of church influence by the measure of the

95. Ibid., pp. 90-95, represents Bornkamm's basic thinking on this
entire matter and pp. 94-95 show his faith concern with the history
of mankind.

96. Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 44-45.
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"canon of dissimilarity" and the several other canons. As was the

case in reviewing Bornkaimn's treatment of "decision and discipleship,"

the canons of "consistency" and "multiple attestation" are coimnonly

used in a close relationship.

For example, when Bornkamm and Kasemann deal with the miracles

of Jesus they are, of course, keenly aware that a number of the synop¬

tic miracle stories are individually suspect by means of the strict

employment of the "canon of dissimilarity," the "canon of elimination

of analogous material," and the "two canons of the forms" because

they show rather strong formal and material similarities to certain

known Jewish and Hellenistic miracle stories as well as a growth de¬

velopment from earlier to later forms. Nevertheless, several of the

most authentic logia of Jesus (as judged by the "canon of dissimilar¬

ity") do indicate that Jesus was, in fact, a miracle worker (i.e.,

especially Mt. 11:5-6, Mt. 12:28//Lk. 11:20; Mk. 3:27) and within

these authentic logia Jesus' own interpretation of his healings and

exorcisms is utterly central to his proclamation of the Kingdom.

Hence, by the "canon of consistency", Bomkamm and Kasemann can allow

that the general impression of Jesus as a healer and exorcist con¬

veyed in the gospel miracle tradition is most likely a valid one, even

if the various Individual miracle stories should be deemed question¬

able singly. These questionable pericopae serve in the tradition as

"example stories" of an authentic feature of Jesus' earthly life and

so can be treated by the historical critic as reliable "portraits or

sketches" of Jesus even if they are not true photographs. Further¬

more, what is ostensibly affirmed by the "canon of consistency" is

given further support by the "canon of multiple attestation." For

this same miracle tradition is to be found not only in all of the
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various literary sources (including John's gospel), but in individual

miracle stories of relatively primitive and materially unparalleled

forms, by direct reference (in those texts mentioned above) and by

indirect allusion (i.e., Lk. 10:23f.; Lk. 12:54f.; etc.) among the

most trustworthy sayings of Jesus. Finally, it should be added that

the "canon of the closed causal nexus," while placing the "nature

miracle stories" in serious doubt, does not properly rule out the

possibility that Jesus was a healer of body and mind on any scienti¬

fic grounds. In fact, as more and more is known of psychosomatic

relationships in the healing processes, Jesus' healing activity be¬

comes more probable by this very canon. Consequently, all of these

considerations taken together lead to an affirmation of the critical

authenticity of the healing miracle tradition of a secondary level.

So these scholars are able to include this feature of "Jesus as

healer" in their historical reconstructions of his earthly life and

even use Individual miracle stories as illustrative of specific in-

97
terpretative points.

VI. Interpretative Summary

What purpose, then, does the miracle tradition play for Bornkamm

and Kasemann in understanding Jesus and the Kingdom? As has already

been noted with regard to Mk. 8:llf.» Bomkamm especially stresses

that Jesus characteristically rejected any attempts made by his con¬

temporaries to base their faith in God's activity through him on the

prerequisite performance of miracle. For faith, as Jesus understands

97. Gtinther Bornkarara, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 67-69, 74-77, 79, 81,
90, 129-137, 208-209 (the present writer also discussed this question
with Professor Rornkamm in a personal interview at his home in Heidel¬
berg on 9 May, 1972); Ernst Kh'semann, Essays on New Testament Themes,
pp. 48-62; Ernst Kasemann, Jesus Means Freedom, p. 22.
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It, is not assent to a prior empirical demonstration of God's power

98
and presence. Nevertheless the miracle tradition does have to do

with God's power and presence working through this satne Jesus who

proclaims the inauguration of God's Reign. As Bornkaram says, "All

those who turn to him in faith count on the power of Jesus which knows

no bounds, and on the miracle which he can work where all human help

fails. The miracle stories in all the Gospels are meant to show

that Jesus does not disappoint these expectations, and that he has
..99

been given this power. So faith is trust in the power and pres¬

ence of the God whom Jesus otherwise teaches as very near and the

miracle stories of the gospels are meant to show the effective re¬

alisation of the nearness of God to those who trust in Jesus' words

and deeds in their physical and mental needs. True faith, therefore,

is not dependent upon miracle hut simply is open to the reception of

miracle as God's help to human need, whereas unbelief fails to per¬

ceive and trust God's Reign which enters human history with Jesus.* ^
In this interpretative understanding of Jesus' miracles, Kaseraann is

at one with Bornkaram, even though he does not expound his general

interpretative understanding with regard to individual texts as fully

as Bornkamm.

VII, Jesus' Ministry To the "Poor in Spirit"

A similar use of the two canons of "consistency" and "multiple

attestation" can also be found in the works of Professors Bornkamm

98. Bornkamm holds that this is the interpretative significance of
the legendary (as judged from a critical viewpoint) temptation story
(i.e., Mt. 4:Iff.); also Gunther Bomkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp.73, 133.
99. Ibid., p. 130.

100. Ibid., pp. 129-133.

101. Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 51-54.
Ernst Kasemann, Jesus Means Freedom, p. 19.
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and Kasemann when they deal with the synoptic tradition of Jesus'

ministry to "the poor in spirit" (or religious outcasts), who were

nevertheless apparently more open to the reality of God'3 Reign than

many within the religious establishment of Jesus' time. Here again

the work of Bornkamm is most illuminative. Bomkatmn agrees with

Bultmann that surely the "old beatitudes" as they appear in Lk. 6s20f.

must go back to Jesus himself when they are judged on the basis of
102

the 'fcanon of dissimilarity." Furthermore, Mt. 11:5, which passes

the "canon of dissimilarity," speaks of Jesus' ministry to the irrwxot.

Thus again, Bomkamm believes that he discovers references to a sig~

nificant aspect of the earthly Jesus' activity woven into the very

core of soma of the most trustworthy Kingdom sayings. In part, then,

on this basis Bomkamm feels justified in accepting the "portrait

value" (or critical authenticity of a secondary level) of the

several narratives and sayings of the synoptic tradition which depict

Jesus' ministry to responsive tax collectors, people of poor moral

reputation, and "the people of the land" who were thus considered

rltually unclean by many within the Jewish religious establishment.

In fact, even several of the "conflict apophthegmata" which Bulcmann

had deemed most likely church creations (because they ostensibly

justified the activities and attitudes of the early Christian commun¬

ities against the Jewish establishment of that time) are now ac¬

cepted by Bornkamm as being quite "consistent" with Jesus' ministry

to the "poor in spirit." In addition, what is found to be probably

trustworthy by means of the "canon of consistency" is given further

102. Indeed, Bornkemm appears to go beyond Bultmann and to suggest
that the essential content of Matthew's beatitudes may be attributed
to Jesus as well. Gunther Bomkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 75ff.»
pp. 202-203, footnotes 20-24.
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weighty support by the "canon of multiple attestation." That is,

this ministry of Jesus to religious and social outcasts, which has

as its chief earmark Jesus' assurance of divine forgiveness and

acceptance is found in all of the literary sources, in forms of a

primitive and secondary nature, in individual sayings,in apophtheg-

raata and this same message of God's unexpected grace is also perspi¬

cuous in several of Jesus' parables (which do pass the "canon of

dissimilarity). Thus, the authenticity of this general impression

of a characteristic of Jesus' ministry is witnessed to in so many

strands and forms of various ages in the tradition that its inclusion

could not have been due simply to a later desire tc Justify church

behaviour, in Bornkairaa's view. Finally, Bomkamm's reasoning indi¬

cates that while this use of the "canon of consistency" and the "ca¬

non of multiple attestation" allows for an acceptance of this aspect

of the tradition as most likely prior to the church's beliefs con¬

cerning Jesus, the "cauon of dissimilarity" assures that this feature

of Jesus' ministry was not patterned on any current Jewish source,

for Jesus' behaviour in this regard stands out in marked contrast to

103
other known religious leaders and sectarian views of his day.

Unfortunately, again the critical processes which stand behind Kase-

mann's general judgments in this matter are not as open to analytical

inspection as Bomkamra's but his critical conclusions and several of

his statements regarding proper critical methods would surely indi¬

cate that he both endorses the essential procedure and result which

Bornkamm uses and achieves.

103. Ibid., pp. 75-81.

104. Ernst Ka'semann, Essays on New Testament Themes, p. 44, where
he maintains that starting with the critical recovery of the most
distinctive elements in Jesus' preaching his other activities, traits
and ultimate destiny must be understood. Also Kasemann's own sketch
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VII. Interpretative Summary

What do these scholars make of this critically established aspect

of the tradition, then? As Bomkamm explains, the^^X0^ whom Jesus

speaks of and ministers to are not simply members of a religious group

or social stratum. Rather, "As Jesus uses the words, poverty and hu¬

mility have their original meaning. The poor and they that mourn

are those who have nothing to expect from the world, but who expect

everything from God. They look towards God, and also cast themselves

upon God; in their lives and in their attitude they are beggars before

God. What unites those addressed in the beatitudes and pronounced

blessed, is this, that they are driven to the very end of the world

and its possibilities. . . . " ^ Thus, those whom Jesus calls and

ministers to are not primarily those traditionally included among

God's elect in late Judaism. Indeed, it is just these "unclean" and

"undesirable" persons, normally excluded by the religious standards

of late Judaism (in its several forms), that Jesus accepts as God's

children: receptive tax collectors, Samaritans, prostitutes, gentiles,

those possessed of demons and illness caused by sin(in the popular

belief), women and children who count for nothing by society's mea¬

sure and those who know that they are guilty of violating God's Will

are all accepted by Jesus as ones to whom God's love is concretely

reaching out. Yet Jesus does this in a manner that does not indul¬

gently overlook moral guilt but rather forgives it and so transforms

it into a new commitment to the God who is near. What, in fact,

happens in this peculiar behaviour of Jesus is that he presumes to

of Jesus' earthly characteristics in Jesus Means Freedom, pp. 17-42,
show that he too accepts this aspect of the tradition as not only
critically authentic but absolutely central to any adequate grasp
of Jesus' meaning*

105. Gunther Bomkamm» Jesus of Nazareth, p. 76.
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act for God. He does what Is God's prerogative in a way that is nev¬

ertheless not self-authenticating, but by its very audacity demands

a personal decision on the part of his contemporaries as to the
106

source and Tightness of his words and deeds of grace.

VIII. Jesus' Authority

Finally, Bornkamm and Kaseraann both accept Jesus' i£ouafa in

proclaiming the Kingdom and its correlates in his ministries to the

sick in body and mind and to the "poor in spirit", as a reflection

of an actual trait of his earthly life, by means of a general use of

the "canon of dissimilarity." That is, Jesus' authority in proclaim¬

ing the inauguration of the Kingdom, in healing persons as a sure

Indication of that Inauguration and in his forgiving acceptance of

religious outcasts is sufficiently unlike any other known figure

within Judaism to be judged distinctive. Likewise, this multi-located

authoritative activity of Jesus is surely not yet a full-blown

kerygmatic or self-conscious church description of him, as the later

Christological titles and historicised myths surely appear to be.

Hence, the "canon of dissimilarity" would seem to assure that Jesus'

earthly life must have actually contained within it something very

like the iCooofa of Jesus of Nazareth as it appears in the most

critically authentic strand of the Kingdom of God tradition (even if

here and there a more or less primordial kerygmatic Influence has

already been Imposed on some individual, ostensibly authentic peri-

cope). Moreover, what can be asserted by means of the Important

"canon of dissimilarity" is reinforced by the "canons of consistency

106. Giinther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 75-81; Ernst Kaaemann,
Jesus Means Freedom, pp. 28-36, 39-40.
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can be critically recovered in the most authentic logia (i.e., Lk.

10:23f., Lk. 17:20f., Mt. 11:5-6, Mt. 12:28// Lk. 11:20, Mk. 3:27, etc)

and also in materials judged critically authentic in at least a se¬

condary "portrait" sense (i.e., the miracle and ministry to outcast

traditions), wherever this feature is attached to the person of Jesus

in other texts which are not so certainly authentic, the historian

may yet accept and use these more questionable texts as containing

a true-to-life (or "masterful reproduction") of a feature of Jesus'

actual life which yet has a strong claim to general critical authen¬

ticity. So, this rather more suspect category of texts is "consis¬

tent" with an otherwise highly probable feature of Jesus' earthly

life. Additionally, this feature appears in too many strands and

forms of the tradition (i.e., in all the literary sources, in forms

of all ages and kinds) for Bornkamm and Kasemann to attribute this

phenomenon to mere fortuitous causation or an occasional community

or editorial influence. Thus, one can perceive here a cumulative

critical process in the historical reasoning of Professors Bornkamm

and Kasemann which leads to the practical result that wherever these

scholars discern the iCooafa of Jesus in the tradition, they be¬

lieve that they are "in touch" with a trait of the earthly Jesus.

Consequently, once this iCouorfa is so established as a prime fea¬

ture of Jesus' life, it becomes almost a "super-canon of critical
107

historical reliability" in itself.

107. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazcreth, pp. 56-95, 129-133, 144-152,
170-171, 178-17*5; Gunther Bornkamm, What Can We Know About Jesus?,
pp. 77-81; Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 34-47;
Ernst Kasemann, Jesus Means Freedom, pp. 27-71; Ernst Kasemann, New
Testament Questions Today, pp. 35-65.
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VIII. Interpretative Summary

What interpretation do Bornkarom and Kasemann derive from the

critically established l^ouafa of Jesus' Kingdom proclamation and

its correlates? Both scholars hold that herein are united the inner¬

most secret of Jesus' person, his understanding of human existence,

and the basic continuity factor between the earthly life of Jesus

and the several kerygmata of the early Christian communities. Jesus'

earthly authority then resides in the fact that he presumed to act

on behalf of God in several concrete ways: in proclaiming God's near¬

ness and man's need for a decision of trusting openness to Him in the

present and oncoming future, in acting as the mediator of God's heal¬

ing will and power for restoring brokenness in body and spirit in the

lives of those who would trust God's presence as Jesus proclaimed it,

and in acting as the mediator of God's love and forgiving acceptance

of his repentant, sinfully impoverished children. Yet in all of this

Jesus' earthly i^ouafa only created a crisis of decision for those

who encountered it (then and now) and was not obviously self-authen¬

ticating to objective verification (then or now). That is, Jesus'

iCouofa thrusts men into the decision of faith which has always
10ft

within it a risk factor for any would-be believer.

Overall Concluding Summary From This Analysis of
Representative Authentic Texts Concerning the Kingdom

(«>

The foregoing discussion has shown several critical-historical

causes for Professor Bornkaram's and Professor Kasemann's rather fuller

historical reconstructions of Jesus* Kingdom proclamation than Bult-

108. Ibid.
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mann was able to present. First, the "canon of dissimilarity" has

become an even more productive tool in their hands than in Professor

Bultmann's, so that the distinctive traits of Jesus' probable earthly

life have become even more vivid in their writings. In concrete re¬

sults this has led to a recognition that Jesus did, in fact, teach

about God's nearness in terms of not only a coming ^ gaoiXefo toO 0eoO

but an inaugurated Kingdom as well. This would seem, on the surface

of it, especially significant in light of the fact that Kasemann (at

least) sometimes applies the "canon of dissimilarity" more stringently

than Bultmann. Furthermore, it should be underscored that especially

with the parabolic material of the synoptics, Bomkamm and Kasemann

have agreed with the later critical insights of Professor Jeremlas

by applying the "canon of dissimilarity" in not only a material sense
109

but a formal manner as well. This represents a movement beyond

Bultmann's initial critical method in the use of this canon with one

block of material. Finally, however, with regard to the "canon of

dissimilarity", it must be noted that Bomkamra and K^semann, like

their teacher Bultmann, have found this basic canon to be their chief

tool for uncovering the most authentic strand of the synoptic tradi¬

tion. Secondly, however, while Bultmann did recognise and sometimes

use the'fcanons of consistency and multiple attestation" (i.e., multi¬

ple attestation in the special way that is common to all three of

these scholars but not to many British and American scholars), Bora-

kamm and Kasemann have surely moved beyond their former teacher and

expanded upon his basic critical Insights in applying these canons to

the call and response of disciples, the miracle, and the ministry to

109. Joachim Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus, (London: SCM, 1954).
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outcasts traditions. Moreover, the general critical validity of this

expansion, significantly, has not been criticised by Bultmam but

apparently is now accepted by him as a proper development of his own

methods. **^
A preliminary caution concerning the "canon of dissimilarity"

must be registered at this point, however, which will concern us in¬

creasingly throughout this study. That is, while the "canon of dis¬

similarity" surely is of value in recovering elements of Jesus mes¬

sage which are distinct from the teachings of late Judaism (in its

various manifestations) and the specific theological emphases of the

early Christian church; it is of no value where Jesus may have held

views in common with either of these groups. Moreover, generally

speaking, it is not historically unlikely that he did hold some views

in common with each of these groups since he was reared as a Jew

within late Palestinian Judaism and was the founder of Christianity

in some sense. Thus, a false Impression could be created by a too

rigid use of this canon (and indeed may be by Professors Bultmann,

Bornkamm and Kasemann), that whatever does not pass the "canon of

dissimilarity" clearly did not have a place among the actual words

and deeds of the earthly Jesus. Yet if Jesus did hold some things

in common with Judaism and the church, certain of the apparently "un¬

authentic" materials might have formed a part of his actual life and

teaching, nevertheless.**"''

110. Cf. Rudolf Bultmann, The Historical Jesus and the Kerygmatlc
Christ, pp. 22-23, where he endorses the results of his students
gained by these canons.

111. Cf. Harvey K. McArthur, In Search of the Historical Jesus
(New York: Charles Scribneids Sons, 1969), pp. 142-144; R. S. Barbour,
Traditio-Historlcal Criticism of the Gospels, pp. 6-7, 20-21.
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By way of example, one thinks of Bultmann's and Bornkamm's

denial that Jesus ever spoke of the Kingdom linguistically using

descriptive apocalyptic details and, therefore, these (when found in

the tradition) must always be considered later church additions bor¬

rowed from contemporary Jewish apocalyptic writings. The apparent

grounds for this conclusion are that since Jesus spoke of the King¬

dom's Inauguration in the unapocalyptic events of his ministry and

also demonstrated a reluctance to predict the exact time of the con¬

summation in his seemingly authentic logia, and, moreover, in these

logia did not speak of the consummation using descriptive apocalyptic

detail, he must never have done so. Thus, here we see a blending of

the use of the "canon of the argument from silence", the "two canons

of the forms" and the "canon of dissimilarity," by Bultmann and

Bornkamm. However, the hidden underlying assumption here is that

Jesus must always have spoken in precisely the same manner through¬

out his public life. No allowance is made for the fact that when

speaking specifically of the final consummation, Jesus may have been

more "Jewish" than these modern western scholars Imagine and himself

(consciously or unconsciously) borrowed some of the descriptive lan¬

guage of his apocalyptic Umwelt without being apocalyptic in a wholly

traditional sense. This, of course, cannot presently be demonstrated

to be so but neither should it be ruled out as an impossibility (ex¬

cept where such specific descriptive details are so closely inter¬

woven with known historical events that they can be dated to the time

of the church with some confidence rather than Jesus' time).

A similar point could be made with regard to Kasemann's criti¬

cal interpretative conclusion with regard to Mk. 7:15, that Jesus

consciously destroyed the classical ancient belief in demonic posses¬

sion by declaring that the source of evil comes from within man's
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heart, not from without, as was assumed by those believing in demons.

Hence, he uses this text (established by the "canon of dissimilarity")

as his norm for generally assuming that Jesus surely did not hold to

a typical belief in demons. Yet this same "canon of dissimilarity"

would seem to indicate that Jesus did on other occasions accept (or

allow to pass unchallenged?) the popular belief in demons. Does

Kasemann then mean by this that Jesus deraythologised belief in demons

but on some occasions continued to use traditional language concern¬

ing demon possession nevertheless (as do some preachers today) be¬

cause he himself grasped the "deeper" theological truth about the

"possessive" nature of evil contained in the standard language and

thought forms of his day and did not want to destroy that deeper in¬

sight? If so, Jesus remains very much a Jew of his own time but

simultaneously was in advance of his time (as are all men of genius).

If this is KHsemann's true understanding, however, why could Jesus

not have sometimes done this sort of thing with traditional apocalyp-
112

tic language as well?

The aim here, then, is not to discredit the "canon of dissimi¬

larity" entirely but illustratively simply to set forth a cautionary

warning as to its limits by noting that too rigid an application of

this canon might make Jesus appear too immediately distinctive in

relation to his own time and culture, wherein the critical evidence

is not really that certain. Thus, in a rather subtle critical way

the true Jewish humanity of Jesus might be improperly shortchanged.

The essential point to be noted presently is that the "canon

112. Cf. Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 39-40,
101; and R. S. Barbour, Tradltlo-Historlcal Criticism of the Gospels,
p. 21.
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of dissimilarity" is not as precise a tool as may sometimes be im¬

agined (in spite of an apparently emerging consensus among a number
113of current New Testament scholars as to its general validity).

For even these three scholars (who agree broadly about its nature)

do apply it differently from time to time. With certain of the ma¬

terial which has been reviewed in this chapter, it would indeed ap¬

pear that Kasemann is the most stringent in his use of the canon.

However, the present writer believes that Bultmann is really the

most stringent where it would seem to matter theologically. That is,

Bultmann's reluctance to ascribe an announcement of a fully inaugu¬

rated Kingdom to the earthly Jesus may (at least in part) rest with

his keen sense that the kerygmatlc beliefs of the later New Testament

writers surely assumed and proclaimed such an inauguration with Jesus,

even if they did not make their proclamations in the same precise words

(how could they?) as are ascribed to Jesus in those synoptic texts

which appear reliable by Bomkamm's and Kasemann's use of the "canon

of dissimilarity*"*** Consequently, if the early church generally

held such a correlative theological belief concerning Jesus as the

initiator of the Kingdom (which belief is unquestionably a distinc¬

tive departure from any other known form of Judaism) how can the

113. R. H. Fuller, A Critical Introduction to the New Testament
(London: Duckworth, 1971), pp. 96-97; Norman Perrln, Rediscovering
The Teaching of Jesus, pp. 39-43.

114. Cf. Howard Clark Kee, Franklin W. Young, Karlfried Froelich,
Understanding The New Testament (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1965), pp. 52, 56-58, wherein these scholars point out that
scholarship since C. H. Dodd's The Apostolic Preaching and Its
Development has increasingly recognised the diversity of Kerygmata
in the New Testament but that one constant feature of these several
kerygmatic expressions is a recognition that in Jesus, £od has acted
for man's redemption by bringing in the New Age (i.e.,u SaaiXefa
roO 0eoO).
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ment with complete certainty? So, again it becomes a seemingly cir¬

cular question whether historically Jesus or the church first unequiv¬

ocally proclaimed the inbreaking of the BooiXefa roO 6eo0. All we

can know for sure is that Jesus was in some sense the initiator of a

religious movement which indeed saw him as the agent of the Kingdom's

arrival. Hence, the "canon of dissimilarity" can be said strictly to

show only a rather formal distinction between the messages of Jesus

and the church; since materially (i.e. in theological essence) both

messages see Jesus as God's special salvation agent in inaugurating

the New Age of the Kingdom. But if this is so, while it might be

argued that even this formal difference makes it thus historically

more probable that Jesus himself consciously announced the Kingdom's

arrival, it remains a historical probability which has somewhat

shaky foundation. It is not the sort of probability which would

rank extremely high on a cautious historian's probability scale, since

such formal warrants can provide for only qualified conclusions.

Therefore, the conclusions which should be drawn seem rather less

assured than Bornkamm and Kasemann want to make them on the basis of

their use of the "canon of dissimilarity".

However, it must be added that Bornkamm's and Kasemann's crit¬

ical recovery of Jesus' miracle and forgiveness ministries by means

of the additional warrants provided by their particular use of the

"canon of multiple attestation" does in turn provide independent

critical support for the notion that Jesus probably did consciously

inaugurate the Kingdom in word as well as deed; for the one authori¬

tatively acting on God's behalf in these traditions would seem quite

consistent with the one who thought himself able to announce the
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Kingdom's arrival. Moreover, the notion that the Kingdom did arrive,

with Jesus historically arose somewhere specifically in the Jesus-

church complex of events and Bultmann himself thinks it unlikely

that such a church belief could be entirely self-induced. However,

what is being suggested here is a reversal of the critical reasoning

heretofore detected in Bomkamm's and Kgsemann'3 writings, whereby

the "canon of multiple attestation" and general probability reason¬

ing about the origins of movements now carry the greater burden of

support and the weaker formal indications discovered by the "canon

of dissimilarity" bold a secondary supportive role. Of course, even

with this arrangement of warrants, final certainty has not been reached

for further research might come to suggest that the influences of

the kerygmatic beliefs of the church (whose precise origins could be

yet unknown) have so heavily shaped the total gospel tradition that

even such "multiple attestation" only demonstrates the all pervasive

influence of the church's beliefs about Jesus. Then, of course, one

would be left with the even more perplexing question as to where and

why such a distinctive theological departure from Judaism arose at

all and why it was focused so squarely upon Jesus. All of this simply

brings us to a position wherein it would seem that the cautious his¬

torian today can conscientiously affirm that Jesus was quite probably

the originator of the essential gospel picture of him as initiator

of the Kingdom and as the mediator of God's forgiving and healing

presence, but this historical probability is surely not above further

historical doubt and testing. Thus far then, Bornkamm and Kasemann

are right to believe that they have presently established a reasonably

probable and sufficient historical cause for the church's several

kerygmata about Jesus from the most critically reliable Kingdom pro¬

clamations and their correlates. Yet they are also correct when they
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agree ultimately with Bultmann's emphasis that faith does not really

depend upon, or wait upon, the results of historical research con¬

cerning Jesus' earthly life but is a response in the present moment

to the kerygmatic proclamations of the church concerning Jesus. For

in the end, whether Bomkamra and Kasemann demonstrate that there is

a probable, sufficient basis in Jesus' earthly life for the church's

belief, it is that belief itself which normally and repeatedly ha3
115

called for faith since Jesus' death.

(b)

A further concluding observation must be made with regard to

Bornkamm's and Kasemann's interpretative treatment of Jesus' self¬

hood. In the foregoing analysis it has been evident that each of

these scholars carefully avoids temptations to conjecture about the

inner life of Jesus and its development.Where they speak of

Jesus' 'belf-understanding", it is only with regard to his general

understanding of human existence and his mission purpose (i.e. as

the one who thought himself able to make God and His Reign come

near to man) and not as certain others within the Bultmann School

have attempted to do by seeking to probe the inside of the faith of

Jesus (or some such aspect of Jesus' inner life) which Professor Van

A. Harvey has rightly shown is a historically dubious procedure,

because the proper data and warrants are lacking for such an investi¬

gation. ** However, even this restrained treatment of Jesus' self¬

hood significantly provides for a probable historical basis for later
115. If the present writer is correct on this matter, then Van A.
Harvey has overstated his case with regard to Bornkamm and Kasemann
at least. Compare Van A. Harvey, The Historian and The Believer, pp.
194-196, and Giinther Borakamm, Jesus of Hazareth, p. 9; Giinther Born¬
kamm, What Can We Know About Jesus?, pp. 85-86; Ernst Kasemann, Essays
On Hew Testament Themes, p. 62.
116. As we have seen, Bornkamro especially is more cautious than even
Bultmann to speak of Jesus' "prophetic consciousness."
117. Van A. Harvey, The Historian and The Believer, pp. 164-194.
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118
church Christology within Jesus' own mind.

(«>

Finally, it must be stressed that Bornkamm and Rasemann also

avoid another perennial interpretative temptation of questers after

the historical Jesus. They avoid the temptation of making Jesus' au¬

thority in his proclamation and his deeds appear clearly self-authen¬

ticating. They have shown only that the earthly Jesus probably pos¬

sessed such an eCoucrfa that he apparently thrust his contemporaries

nearly two millennia ago into the decision of faith and that he is

still capable of thrusting those who read of the probable nature of

his earthly life into that same sort of decision today. Is God's

nature as gracious as Jesus proclaims? Is God as near to man as

Jesus said? Who then is this Jesus who presumes so confidently to

speak and act for God? As is true of any venture of trusting com¬

mitment, there is enough inherent, preliminary evidence present so

that it appears as if the one who invites trust could be trustworthy,

but whether he i3 so cannot be proven outside of the experience of

the one who decides to take the venture and this experience can be

tested against the experience of others who may have ventured to trust.

Consequently, theite may be critical-historical "grounds" which en¬

courage faith in the earthly Kingdom message of Jesus (and its corre¬

lates) but just as surely these "grounds" are not an objectively

demonstrable foundation which remove the risk factor from faith. So

the intrinsic trustworthiness of Jesus and the God whom he presumes

to make known are likewise not herewith denied either, but only

118. Cf. John Mclntyre, The Christian Doctrine of History (Edinburgh:
Oliver and Boyd, Ltd., 1957), p. 47; John Mclntyre, The Shape of
Christology (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1966), pp. 126-127.
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shown to be beyond the range of man's objective criteria (today or

yesterday) to completely demonstrate. Significantly, this holds

equally for the historian's probable critical picture of Jesus

(insofar as Bomkamm and Ksiseraann have been able to reconstruct it)

or for the kerygmatic beliefs about Jesus preached by the church in

any age, or for an existential interpretative blending of the two;

which is finally what we really have in the work of Bornkamm and

Kasemann.^'^

119. The present writer herewith believes that even as much of Jesus'
ministry as we have thus far analysed in the works of I'asemann, and
especially Bornkamm, shows that they have attempted to present his
earthly life as more than mankind's theologian, for Jesus' person
itself (i.e., his word, deed and self-understanding insofar as that
can now be critically and existentially historically reconstructed)
present us with the question of faith in God. Cf. Hugh Anderson,
Jesus and Christian Origins, pp. 169-184; Otto Piper, "A Unitary God
With Jesus as His First Theologian," Interpretation XV (Oct., 1961),
pp. 473ff.
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Matthex^'s gospel concludes the Sermon on the Mount with the

following words:

Mt. 7:28-9

28 Ka\ iy^vexo ore ixfXeaev & ^ IpaoOs xoOs Xdyous
xoOxous eSsirXffaoovxo of tfl 6idax£ aixoO*
29 pv y&p diddoictov o&xoOs diss icouafav exwv^icat ot»x
of ypaypaxets aixfiv.

In discussing the origin of these words, Professor Bultmann points

out that this summary of the crowd's reaction is surely a terminal

formulation, which was inserted by the editing evangelist. Moreover,

this formulation is in some manner dependent upon Mk. 1:22.* This

formulation, however, immediately raises a host of questions with

regard to the material that is included in the Sermon, and its corres¬

ponding implications. Here the discussion will be limited to dealing

with several of those questions which are raised in connection with

that section of the Sermon which is generally referred to as "the

antitheses" (Mt. 5:21-48). Perhaps the most obvious issue which

comes to the fore here, is that of Jesus' iCouofa. To what degree

is this formulation a reflection of an actual reaction to Jesus'

teaching in the days of his flesh? In what sense did the earthly

Jesus possess an authority that differed from that of the scribes?

Therefore, how far can the antithetical teaching of Mt. 5:21-48 be

said to represent the content of an authoritative teaching of the his¬

torical figure Jesus of Nasareth? Before one can hope to suggest an¬

swers to all of these complex questions, however, he must further

undertake an investigation of that fundamental question of the ori¬

gin of Jesus' teaching as it is presented in Mt. 5:21-48, and its re¬

lationship to contemporary Judaism. Only as that origin and relation-

1. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 333.
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ship are clarified will proper light be shed upon the question of

the authority of the historical Jesus.

This discussion will, therefore, proceed by first examining the

work of Professor Bultmann with regard to the antitheses. The exam¬

ination will follow a two-fold pattern. First, Bultmann's basic

critical analysis of Mt. 5:21-48 will be set forth. Secondly, an

examination will be undertaken of the interpretative implications

that Bultmann has drawn from this block of material, x^ith regard to

the historical Jesus. Hence, this picture should also serve as a

necessary backdrop for any further discussion of the nature of Jesus'

authority.
A

I. Bultmann's Critical Analysis of Mt. 5:21-48

As we have seen previously, Professor Bultmann divides the do¬

minical sayings into five categories or forms: the logia, the pro¬

phetic and apocalyptic sayings, the legal sayings and church rules,
2

the "I" sayings, and the similitudes and similar forms. All of the

material found in Mt. 5:21-48 is treated under one of the first three

forms (except for w. 25-26). Since the borderlines between these

forms cannot always be drawn with perfect precision, certain of the

sayings here are treated under more than one category. Basically,

however, it is quite evident which sayings belong to a given form.

The only major category here not previously discussed in an over¬

view manner is that of the legal sayings and church rules. The legal

sayings and church rules are of several origins. Some are dominical

sayings which were gathered in the tradition of the primitive church

and given a new form or even enlarged upon by the Christian community.

Some are simply Jewish sayings which were adopted and fitted into the

2• Ibid., pp. 69-179.



Christian tradition. Still other sayings were created by the church

from its consciousness of having a new possession. These sayings

were then Ingenuously placed upon Jesus' lips in the tradition. These

were, of course, originally attributed to the Risen Lord as he was

understood to have addressed his church with special community regu¬

lations. Still other sayings are called "debating sayings" by Bult-

mann. These served polemical and apologetic purposes in the church's

debates with Jewish opponents. Both in open conflicts and in academic

dialogues, scripture was used in the course of the argumentation.

The essential framework and the bulk of the supplementary material

of Mt. 5:21-48 actually falls into this category. Bultmann argues

that this is so because it makes little difference whether the oppos¬

ing idea is put in a dialogue form on the lips of the opponent, or

Jesus is made to give utterance to it himself. Moreover, it is of

little matter whether the "debate" can be traced to a controversy

dialogue or a school dialogue. In either case the material used goes

back primarily to the Palestinian church debates. Obviously, with

a type of saying where church interests are so strong, it is very dif¬

ficult to be certain about accepting any sayings as absolutely au¬

thentic. Basically, therefore, where rules for the discipline and

mission of the church are recorded, the critic has to be sceptical

of their originating with Jesus. It Is far more likely that these

sayings are community creations, adaptations or developments. Like¬

wise, the critic must be extremely sceptical of those sayings which

express faith in Jesus' person or work, for these sayings surely re¬

flect the church's theological interests. The "canon of dissimilarity"

is Bultmann's chief canon here and the "two canons of the forms" serve
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3the function of placing age and exact church Influence.

With this brief overview of the basic forms represented in Mt.

5:21-48 in mind, we shall now turn to a general examination of the

antithetical structure which is here employed by Matthew. First,

Professor Bultmann argues that on any careful analysis it seems clear

that 5:21f.(murder), 5:27f.(adultery) and 5:33-37(false witness) are

the older antitheses which the evangelist found in his tradition

source. Whether these are church constructions or not, is a matter

which cannot be settled with complete certainty. This question will

be dealt with in more detail below, but here it is sufficient to

point out that Bultmann holds that these three antitheses were the

more primitive ones which the evangelist found before him in the

tradition. On the basis of these he constructed three other anti¬

theses by using other old material which was not in an antithetical
4

form in the tradition. Secondly, Bultmann admits to the possibil¬

ity that the antithetical form of Jitcodoare on ippfQn ■ • • iyfi>
6£ X£yo> ifotv . . . could be a representative form of speech, which

goes back to the actual preaching of Jesus. To the contrary, however,

he argues that there is no essential difference between the form of

VodaoTe ott ipp£8p in Mt. 5, or the tSyefs 6fc Xfyete of Mk. 7:11, or

the irfla Xgyoocrtv of ypappatets of Mk. 12:35, or the of 61 eiirav

of Mk. 10:4, or even the words of the opponents in Mk. 2:27 and 7:5.^
Moreover, Bultmann mentions the work of Dalman, who pointed out that

the words iyfi> 61 Xfyrn ^qtv are paralleled in rabbinic usage. The

3. Ibid., pp. 130-150.

4. Ibid., pp. 134-136.

5. Ibid., p. 146.
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rabbinic style would sometimes set its point of view against its

opponent with Just such a phrase as "But I say".^ Hence, Bultmann

contends that, "We must be content to affirm a genuineness only in

the sense that the church's new possession, from which these sayings

derive, goes back to the preaching of Jesus.Therefore, on the

basis of Bultmann's analysis it is by no means certain that the older

antithetical sayings as they now stand, or this form Itself, were

precisely characteristic features of the message of the historical

figure Jesus. It is equally possible that the antithetical form was

a convenient device which was introduced at some time early in the

oral history of the synoptic tradition, and the "older antitheses"

might even be community products which arose out of the church's con¬

sciousness of its unique possession. The above general picture

should act as a clarifying factor in the following more detailed an¬

alysis of the various separate units.

The First Antithesis, Mt. 5:21-22

(I, opposing standpoint)
2* ^Hieodooxe(on ipp€0q xots&pxafois, o3> $ove<5-
aeis° cos 6^ &v ^ovedorn, &voxos ^orai xfl tcpfoei.

(II, new standpoint)
22 \5ptv oxi wfis £ hpyiCdpevos xfi 3t5eX$ffl
abxoO evoxos ecxa\ xf| icpfaet^os <0 ov eiirq xffl x

ahxoO, 'Paied, evoxos ecrxai x§ auvedpfw os
6^ Sv etwri, Mtopl, evoxos eaxat e'ts xhv yfevvav xoO
irvpds.

First, Bultmann argues that the e\«fl which appears in <1)0 and

In most other manuscripts in verse 22, is clearly a secondary

addition, which was later introduced to reduce those extreme demands

to a more conventional morality. Secondly, he contends that perhaps

6. Gustav Dalman, Jesus-Jeschua (1922), p. 68.
7. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 147.
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verse 22b Is likewise a secondary addition. This contention is sup¬

ported by the argument that verse 22b is without analogy in similar

sayings, and it also reduces the striking impact of the antitheses.

Moreover, if verse 22b should be original, the <pfp*s in verse 21

must be understood as judgment in a general sense, while the Kptot®
of verse 22a would refer to the local court. In this way a building

climax would be achieved by the words: fpfois, ouv£6piov, y^evva.
Bultmann argues that this notion of a building climax collapses,

however, when one realises that the Sanhedrln would not really have

been a clear example of a court higher than the local court. Finally,

he maintains that it is not at all evident why a term of abuse such

as ^Paied or Mmp€ should be more strictly punished than anger, when

the main thrust of verse 22a appears to be concerned with rejecting

merely external standards. Thus, he suggests that the critic should

reckon verse 22b to be an additional juridical formulation. Here

Bultmann uses his "'canon of the forms and growth", with its norm of

conciseness in primitive traditions, as his criterion in judging the

relative age of the various parts of this unit of the tradition. He

also uses the "canon of internal coherence" in order to determine

which segments must have been original and which are likely superflu-
8

ous and, therefore, later additions

Supplementary Material Mt. 5:23-24

23 ^0tv ouv irpoo$€pns tb dffipdv oov, iirt xb 0u<nacTTffpiov
ic&ieet yvnaefls ori 6 Ik6eX$6s erou ex^t ti tcatb ooO,
2lf ai>es i*ret rb fifflpdv ooo eyirpoCT0ev toO Ouoieotnpfov),
kci\ uiraye irp&TOV 5iaXXdyn0i t$ SsSeXbffl crou, ical tdte
iX05>v irp6a4»epe tb ifipdv aov.

Here Matthew is simply following the editorial principle of sub¬

ject arrangement. In verse 23-24 the exhortation to forgive is placed

8. Ibid., p. 134.
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so as to follow upon the condemnation of anger In the first antithesis.

Bultmann also claims that these verses represent an old type of say¬

ing within the basic category of legal sayings and church laws. Tn

his view these verses received their legal form essentially from the

primitive church, and are In this sense a church construction. This

does not mean that the church freely created the content of the say¬

ing, however. Rather, the church used older material In its legal

formulations. This type of saying is termed a rule of piety, because

in such a saying the church was conscious of its peculiar piety in

contrast to Judaism. Thus, the church here shows an awareness of its

unique piety rather than an awareness of some special duty. Bultmann

believes that the editing evangelist has placed this saying in an

alien setting. Moreover, Bultmann believes that these verses are a

variant of Mk. 11:25 and Mt. 6:14. The form of the saying in Mt.

5:23 would appear to be the most primitive, however, for it presup¬

poses the existence of the sacrificial system in Jerusalem and,

therefore, gives evidence of being earlier. The form of the saying

in Mk. 11:25 is universalised and referred to prayer in general,

while in Mt. 6:14 the evangelist edits and adjusts the saying in

order to use it as commentary upon the forgiveness theme in the Lord's

Prayer. In this unit of the tradition the'hanon of dissimilarity"

indicates that the saying is genuine in substance, for it reflects

a distinctive ethical emphasis in contrast to contemporary Judaism;

while the "two canons of the forms" indicate that the present use of

the saying by Matthew is nevertheless an adaptation from a more or¬

iginal setting. Moreover, Bultmann's use of Mk. 11:25 and Mt. 6:14

(in a way that surely would be questioned by a number of scholars)
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shows a use of the "canon of multiple attestation" as a supporting
9

argument for authenticity.

Supplementary Material Verses 25-26
2® io0i e&vofflv xffl ivTiSfiew oou tax^ Etos oroo ei
yet^ airoO iv tfl t

These verses Professor Bultraann first mentions under the classi¬

fication of the logia. He shows, however, that tAile they appear in

Mt. 5:25-26 simply as an exhortation to reconciliation, originally

these verses were in the form of a similitude. Therefore, this say¬

ing is not a proper logion. In this context Matthew presents the

saying as a "rule of piety", and inserts it as supplementary support¬

ing material under the first antithesis. Originally this "rule of

piety" was a perfect example of a similitude which grew out of a

'figure'. A 'figure' in Bultmann's terminology is where an image

of some sort is Juxtaposed to the object of comparison without any

connecting particle. Here, there is no comparative conjunction or

application. Thus, this similitude in time came to be no longer

considered as such, and was taken rather as a warning to be recon¬

ciled with an opponent before the law in this world. In its orig¬

inal form the meaning was most likely that: just as one at times

considers it of greatest importance to take proper care in order not

to fear an accuser before the civil judge, so should one take steps

to put things right while he can, lest he have cause to fear before

the heavenly Judge. Hence, in the first place this pericope was a

parable of the Parousia, which was later transformed into a "rule

of piety". It is not fully clear how Luke understood this saying,

but his version would appear to be the older form, and reflects a

9* Ibid*. PP. 132, 146-147, 149, 324.



basically eschatological interpretation (cf. Lk. 12:58). Again the

"canon of dissimilarity" assures the substance of the saying as prob¬

ably authentic Jesus'material, while the "canons of the forms" indi¬

cate an adaptation in the use of the material from its most primitive
10

setting to a later use in the church of Matthew's time.

The Second Antithesis Ht. 5:27-28

(I) 27 ^HtcotJoate oxx ipp€6p, oi MOXxtHaexe,

(II) 28 Sfe X£y«u tiptv oti wds I BXfirwv yuvatiea irpds T&
iiriSupfloai aoxflv fan iyofxeuaev o4t?iv iv tf| >cap5fa
aft-roO.

Bultmann argues that this second antithetical saying is certainly

one of the original antitheses (along with Mt. 5:21f.and 33-37). It

is certain here, as it is with all of the original antithetical say¬

ings, that the antithesis plainly never circulated as an isolated unit.

This can be asserted with the original antitheses, because here the

antithesis is only Intelligible when it stands in relation to the

thesis. Moreover, this saying appears in the form of a aaahaL, as

do all of the original antitheses. Furthermore, here, as with 5:21f .

and 33-37, the thesis is put in the form of a prohibition which is

not swept aside, but surpassed. In the case of the later antitheti¬

cal formulations, there is no prohibition, but an instruction or a

concession which is not really surpassed; but rather completely abol¬

ished. Finally, this saying is similar to the other old antitheses

in still another way. In their original forms Mt. 5:21f, 27f* and

33-37 were all polemical in character. Here they have been changed

into legal forms, and they now appear as "rules of better righteous¬

ness" by which the church is compelled to judge its life and prac¬

tice. As with the other "old antitheses", the general content of the

10. Ibid., pp. 96, 99, 149, 167, 172.
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saying is an indication of Its origin from a distinctive source.

Therefore, with regard to Mt. 5:27-28 Bultraann uses his "two canons

of the forms" in order to discuss the most primitive form of the tra¬

dition and its adaptation by Matthew due to a new situation in the

life of the church in his day and the "canon of dissimilarity" assures

the original form of the saying as essentially true to Jesus' message.

Supplementary Material, Verses 29-30

f9 t\ St & i$0aXyds crou i Se£t&s atcavdaXfcet oet/
e£eXe a^r^v ical BdXe &ir& croO* cruy$€pei y&o croi tvaiirdXpTai ev t6v yeXfflv oou ical yfj oXov aflyd oou $Xn0fl
e\s yfevvav. 30 icat e\ A 6caou x®*P oicovfiaXfcci oe"...

Just as Matthew had added supporting material to the first anti¬

thesis, he also adds a saying on stumbling in the face of temptation

to supplement the second antithesis on adultery. When this form of

the saying is compared to Mk. 9:43, 45 and 47, it is evident that

Mark is the more primitive. The editors of the synoptic tradition

often show novelistic tendencies. These verses are a typical exam¬

ple of Matthew's tendency in this direction. In Mark there is only

the mention of a hand, a foot and an eye, Matthew, however, speaks

of the eye and the hand being the right member. Here Bultmann's

chief canons are the "forms and the growth of the tradition" and

the "argument from silence". These indicate that Matthew has adapted

a more primitive saying for his own purposes. The "canon of multi¬

ple attestation" is used to support the essential authenticity of
12

the original form of the saying.

The Third Antithesis, Mt. 5:31-32

(I) 81 ippgen 6it, c0s av iiroXtJap thv yuvatfca oixoO,
56t6) oirfl iuroatdkriov.

is

11. Ibid., pp. 134-136, 149.
12. Ibid., pp. 149, 311-312, 324.



32 Iy8s SI Xlyw ^ufv on wSs 6 &troXtSmv t^v yuvcstiea
oitoO wape^tds Xdyou wopvefcss troief yoixeuBfivai,
seal cos ^§tv AiroXeXuy£vYiv yayffan yoiydtai.

Bultmann contends that this saying on divorce was clearly not

in an antithetical form in its most primitive stage. Here Matthew

has set Jesus' view on divorce (as he has deduced it) in contrast to

the Torah by means of the antithetical form (as it is represented

in Deut. 24:1). Neither Lk. 16:18 (Q) nor Mk. 10:llf. appear in

such an antithetical form. In Mark Jesus forbids a man to di¬

vorce his wife, and also forbids his wife to remarry. The Q

source (Lk. 16:18 and Mt. 5:32), however, forbids a man to divorce

hia wife, and it further forbids a man from marrying a divorced

woman. In Bultmann's view the Q source represents the more primitive

tradition. Therefore, he maintains that the Markan form arose when

a legal ruling was wanted not only for the divorcing man, but for

his wife as well. Mark is not the only editor to adjust the original

tradition, as Matthew has made alterations here in Mt. 5:32. Bult-

raann believes that it is obviously artificial to say, as Matthew does

here, that a man who divorces his wife is guilty because he is there¬

by the cause of her second marriage. Matthew further displays his

editorial tendencies by including the concessionary words y?i Iwt

iropvela in Mt. 19:9 and trapSKtbs Xdyou iropvefets in Mt. 5:32. Fi-

nally, the variant in Mt. 19:9 appears to be an abbreviated form

of the Markan version. From this analysis Bultmann believes that it

is fair to conclude that the saying on divorce has undergone several

editings, and that Mt. 5:31f. is an editing wherein the saying is

made into a church law in the antithetical form. Thus, Bultmann's

key canons here are his "two canons of the forms''. The "canon of
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growth" enables him to isolate the most primitive form of the say¬

ing and the "canon of the Sitr ira Leben" enables him to understand

the place of this saying in Matthew's purpose. As the argument

shows, therefore, the church interest thus detected means, by the

"canon of dissimilarity", that much of the content here cannot be

attributed to Jesus himself. Finally, the "canon of internal co¬

herence" is also applied in order to eliminate the seemingly more

superfluous material. The "canon of multiple attestation" would

indicate that the primitive form of the saying could go back to Jesus

and the extremeness of the primitive form, indicates authenticity as

13
judged by the "canon of dissimilarity".

The Fourth Antithesis, Mt. 5;33-37

(I) 33 IldXtv JpeodoaTC or\ ^pp£0q *ots ipxafois.Otbic
iirvopicf|<jei8, <Wofi<3?eis fife xfi KOpfw rohs opxous ooo.

(II) 3lf fife Xfyw ^ptv iydoai oXws* udxe iv xfi oipav^,
35 yrtxe xfl yfi,...Mtfxe e\s ^IgpocdXuya....36 yflxe ^iv rft ^ce$qXf^crou ipdaps...,37 eaxw fife & Xdyos i5yfflv vai
vaf%l ou ou* xb fife irepiooSv xodxmv iic xoO xovnpoO ^crxtv.

Bultmann maintains that this passage is one of the original or

'old' antitheses, which was first used polemically, and only later

was reshaped into a church rule. Professor Bultraann, however, is

only really sure of verses 33-34a when he makes this contention. He

follows C. G. Montefiore with regard to verses 34b-37, and raises the

question as to their originality. The first three examples of swear¬

ing by heaven, earth and Jerusalem suggest an encroachment on God's

majesty. The last example of swearing by one's head makes oathtak¬

ing an absurdity, for no creature has power over himself and, there-

13. Ibid., pp. 132, 134-136, 148.
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fore, cannot hope to add anything to his statement by such supple¬

mentary speech. Montefiore has suggested that the first three exam¬

ples are probably not authentic, because they include scriptural quo¬

tations. These quotations could likely have been introduced by some

later redactor. The "canon of dissimilarity" calls into question

verses 34b-37. The "canons of the forms", however, indicate that

verses 33-34 are surely a primitive saying which has been adapted to

14
current church needs by Matthew.

The Fifth Antithesis, Mt. 5:38-41

(I) 3® ^HtcoOoaxe oti lpp€0rj, ^O^eaAybv &vt! &<J>9aXuoO
icat iddvTO ivrt id6vros.

(II) 39 iy& Xfyw ^ptv p?| ivTiorflvai r& xevnpfi* ixx^
ooTis ae j^awfcei e\s rhv 5e£i&v oiayfiva (oouj,
orpgfov aotffi xat r?|v &XXnv* 1,0 xal rfi OfXovrf ooi
KpiBfivai koi tbv aou XaSelv, ct$es aixfl ko\
td {y<Snov» 91 ical dor is St iyyopeflcrei pfXiov ev,
dwaye pet^ o^toO <5<5o.

Verse 42, supplementary material

92 rfii a^ToOvtf at 66s...

Here Bultmann contends that a comparison of Mt. 5:38-41 with

Lk. 6:29-30 quite plainly shows that originally this saying did not

appear as an antithesis. Rather, the antithetical form of verses

38-39a has been shaped after the pattern of the original antitheses.

The critic must reach this conclusion in Bultmann's view, because in

Luke "the parable form and the breadth of the execution which goes

beyond the needs of an antithesis to a legal saying support the view

that these sayings originally were not clothed in an antithetical
15

setting." In character, Mt. 5:39f. is perhaps best described as

14. Ibid., pp. 134f., 149; C. G. Montefiore, The Synoptic Gospels,
Vol. II (London: Macmillan, 1927), pp. 68f.
15. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 135.
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a prophetic logion."^ However, verse 42 is most definitely an alien

saying, which came to be attached to the saying on retaliation. This

association of the injunction to lend and the injunction to give to

those who ask must have taken place at an early date, for they were

already linked in Q (cf. Mt. 5:39b-42, Lk. 6:29f.). Still verse 42

is clearly out of place between the new and lofty sayings which sur¬

round it here (eg. 5:39b-41 and 44-48). Thus, xfi alxoOvxf ae 66a...
i

is typical of the proverbial wisdom of the Old Testament and late

Judaism (cf. Prov. 28:27; Sir. 4:4f., 29:lf.; 16 b. 4i7). Therefore,

"the canon of the forms and growth" is most useful to Bultmann in

reaching the primitive form of this saying and "the canon of the

forms and Sitz 1m Leben" in understanding its role for Matthew here.

The "canon of dissimilarity" casts serious doubt on verse 42 as au¬

thentic Jesus'material, but allows for the authenticity of the most

primitive saying.

The Sixth Antithesis, Mt. 5:43-48

(I) k3 ^Hieotiooxe on ippfen, ^AYatrffaets xhv irXnofov aou
iea\ yioffaeis xbv ixQpdv crou.

(II) 94 dfc xgym \5ptv, iyairdxe xohs 3:x0po&s iSyflv ical
*poae(Sxeo0e oirfcp xfflv dtwtcdvxwv 6v&s...

Again verses 43 and 44 were moulded into the antithetical form

by the evangelist. A comparison of Mt. 5:43-44 with Lk. 6:27-28 shows

that Luke's version is likely the more original form. This can be

concluded, because Luke gives the otherwise parallel elements in an

abridged form. In verses 45-48, however, it can be seen that Matthew

represents the more primitive form with regard to detail. Further,

16. Ibid., p. 119.
17. Ibid., p. 83, 103, 106, 135; Wilhelm Bousset, Die Religion des
Judentums im Spathellenistlschen Zeitalter (Tubingen: Mohr, 1926),
P. 141.
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Bultmann draws attention to the fact that In the wisdom literature

of the Old Testament and late Judaism, the brief mashal Is sometimes

enlarged with an Illustration. Moreover, It Is not uncommon to find

direct speech Interwoven with the Illustration. He believes that

Mt. 5:44-48 could perhaps be just such a case. In the wisdom litera¬

ture, the illustration la sometimes an obvious enlargement upon the

original mashal, where the wlidom poet has thus amplified some popu¬

lar proverb. In light of this tendency Bultmann points out that

verses 46£ may be secondary in relation to verse*44f. The words

oti rbv qXiov eAroO ivarfXXet iwl xovnpoOs rat
iyaBobs »eat 8p6x*i diicaious tc«l id(roue.

of Mt. 5:45b may represent a borrowing from a current proverb In the

Jewish wisdom literature, for this shows nothing characteristic of

Jesus' teaching In Itself. Since the evangelist saw that this pro¬

verb was not inconsistent with Jesus' teaching, he merely inserted

it in the present context. Furthermore, the divergent tradition of

Luke (cf. Lk. 6:36) raises a question as to whether verse 48 was or-

18
lglnally connected with verses 44-47. Whatever the exact history

of these verses may be, however, Bultmann is prepared to maintain

that Mt. 5:44-48 along with 39b-41, "which admittedly are in part

no longer specific examples of logia, contain something character¬

istic, new, reaching out beyond popular wisdom and piety and yet

are in no sense scribal or rabbinic nor yet Jewish apocalyptic. So

here if anywhere we can find what is characteristic of the preaching
19of Jesus". Then while "the canon of dissimilarity" does raise a

question as to the authenticity of the content of verse 45b, it as-

18. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 79,
82, 88, 135, 14Sf.; Rudolf Bultraann, Jesus and the Word, p. 161.
19. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 105.
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aures the authenticity of the remainder of verses 44-48. However,

the "canon of the forms and growth" and the "canon of the argument

from silence" call into question the antithetical structure itself.

Finally, the "canon of internal coherence" raises a question as to

the original setting of verse 48 (but not its essential content as

has been shown).

II. Bultmann's Interpretative Understanding of
Jesus' Preaching of The Will of God.

With Especial Reference to The Results of
His Analysis of Mt. 5:21-48

In presenting Bultmann's views on this matter, the present writer

will, of course, remain as strictly oriented to Mt. 5:21-48 as possi¬

ble. It would be impossible, however, to do justice to Bultmann's in¬

terpretation of these verses if attention were not directed to the

wider context within which he treats this block of material. There¬

fore, this examination will require a summary presentation of Profes¬

sor Bultmann's understanding of Jesus' proclamation of the Will of

God generally, in the context of and in contrast to, Judaism in the

first century A. D. Special attention will then be dew ted to Mt.

5:21-48, as properly understood against this background.

In Bultmann's view the historical Jesus appeared in a two-fold

role. First, as has been shown, he appeared as the eschatological

prophet. He proclaimed that the long awaited Kingdom of God was com¬

ing in the near future, and thus could already be felt proleptically

in human history in the present ministry of Jesus. In light of this,

Jesus called for a personal decision for or against this coming Reign

of God. The proper decision which Jesus sought from persons consisted

of a complete renunciation of all attempts to find security within
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this present world. This renunciation of the world must not be con¬

ceived of as a form of asceticism hut rather as a complete openness

to God's nearness and gracious salvation activity. Finally, one

cannot seriously doubt that Jesus did appear historically as the es~

chatological prophet, for the origin of the church itself is too com¬

pletely tied up with its consciousness of the certain and imminent

end of all history. Hence, one must conclude that this conscious¬

ness surely cannot be a later community product. Moreover, the move¬

ment which Jesus evoked, and his resulting crucifixion, can only in-
20

dieate that he appeared in the role of a Messianic prophet.

In Bultmann's view, Jesus further proclaimed that if one would

be truly open to the Reign of God, he must be positively prepared by

fulfilling God's Will as well. Hence, Jesus appeared not only as the

eschatological prophet, hut also as the rabbi who proclaimed the true

Will of God. The fulfilment of God's Will, therefore, was for Jesus

the proper condition of participation in the Kingdom. This fulfil¬

ment of the Will of God on a man's part indicates his genuine desire

for God's Reign. Thus, only the person who will decide in the con¬

crete present for the demand of God, which meets him in relationships

with his neighbours, is actually ready for God's Rule. The ethical

demand of Jesus, and his call for decision in view of the coming King¬

dom, both thrust men into the very presence of God and revealed to

them that now is the hour of decision for or against God. This rab¬

binic role of Jesus is likewise, on general considerations, well

assured historically. The fact of Jesus' appearance as a rabbi

20. Rudolf Bultmann, History and Eschatology, pp. 27-33; Rudolf
Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament. Vol I, pp. 4-11; Rudolf
Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 27-56.



is testified to not only by his various designations as such in the

synoptic tradition (eg. Mk. 9:5; 10:51, 11:21, 14:45), but also by

the overall importance given to his ethical teaching in the gospels.

Moreover, if Jesus had not appeared in a rabbinic role, the church

would never have made a rabbi out of one they clearly considered to

be the long expected Messiah. In addition, the careful observance

of the Law by the primitive church, and the radical sayings about the

Law and its proper interpretation which the church preserved in the

synoptic tradition, cannot be adequately explained on any other

grounds. Thus, the "canon of multiple attestation" and the "canon

of dissimilarity" (insofar as it shows that Jesus* rabbinic role

could not have derived from church theology) serve as Bultmann's
21

chief critical canons here.

As a rabbi, Jesus was essentially at one with the Jewish scribes

of his day in accepting the authority of the Old Testament Law,

Here the attitude of the early church is most telling, for "It could

not possibly have taken for granted the loyal adherence to the Law

and defended it against Paul, if Jesus had combated the authority of

the Law. Jesus did not attack the Law, but assumed its authority
22

and interpreted it." Bultmann does allow that Jesus® interpreta¬

tion of the Law often did violence to its apparent original meaning

and that his actions sometimes appeared to conflict with the Law.

Nevertheless, Bultmann maintains that Jesus* interpretation and

actions were "not inconsistent with his belief that he found in the

?3
Law the Will of God." It was after Jesus* death that Paul and

21. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 57-61, 120-134; Rudolf
Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. 1, pp. 19-21.
22. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, p, 62.

23. Ibid., p. 63.



other Hellenistic missionaries began to preach a gospel apart from

the Law to the Gentiles. Only at this point did the problem of the

Law become acute in the Christian community. From this period came

the church-created «&rds of Mt. 5:17-19, which were given form in

reaction to the Pauline attitude. It may only be said that Jesus

abrogated some of the ritual and ceremonial aspects of the Old Testa¬

ment, which had lost their real meaning for the believing Jew cen¬

turies before. These aspects of Old Testament Law had meaning for

worship and religious practice at a certain period of early Judaism,

but had in recent times become dead and routine ritual. Thus, in

setting these aside, Jesus was only attacking a dead cultic legalism,

not the fundamental authority of the Law. Therefore, Bultmann be¬

lieves that it is quite apparent that the notion that Jesus freely

attacff&d the authority of the Law was entirely unknown in the most

primitive church. This is further confirmed by such supplementary

evidence at Mt. 5:23-24, where temple worship and sacrifice are pre¬

supposed, and in the legend of the coin in the fish'3 mouth of Mt.

17:24-27, where the community still obviously paid the temple tax.

Neither did Jesus protest against the customary religious practices

of the Jews (such as almsgiving, prayer and fasting). He only pro¬

tested against a misuse of these practices for the sake of personal

vanity (cf. Mt. 6:1-4, 5-8, 16-18). Even Mk. 2:19 does not involve

a basic rejection of fasting. It is only an explanation of the loss

of meaning of fasting in the present joyful hour of the inbreaking of

the Messianic Age.^
The truly important issue for Bultmann is not that Jesus accepted

24. Ibid., pp. 61-64; Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity, pp. 86-
88; Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, pp. 15-18.
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the Law as authoritative, but how he, In fact, Interpreted and applied

the Law. It Is precisely at this point that the radically new element

in Jesus' teaching becomes clear. Before one can grasp the newness

of Jesus' interpretation, however, it must be understood against the

situation of Judaism in Jesus' own day. The rabbis of first century

Judaism had come to explain the Law in terms of legalism. This legal¬

ism had attempted to equate the Will of God with a written code and

with the rabbinic oral tradition which properly interpreted that Law.

Hence, a true piety was one which sought to win God's favour by a

painstaking labour that would fulfill every aspect of the Law's ted¬

ious requirements. By the time of Jesus, many of the laws which had

had their origin in cultic and ritual conditions which no longer ex¬

isted, were still preserved and carefully obeyed because they were

believed to have been absolutely commanded by God. Therefore, "Ob¬

ligation to obedience depended no longer upon content but upon for¬

mal authority; not what was commanded determined the will of the
25

person acting, but the fact that such and such was commanded."

Even the universal ethical precepts for human relations and the preach¬

ing of the prophets, with their demands for justice and inward right¬

eousness, fell under the petrifying influence of the religion of late

Judaism, with its governing notion of a blind obedience that would

never think to question the original meaning of the demand. Even the

scribes that protested against the idea of rewards and punishments

as motivation for obedience, and who criticised legalism to the ex¬

tent of establishing centrally important ethical and religious prin¬

ciples, never really questioned this basic concept of "formal author¬

ity". Hence, there finally appeared a system of "good works" or

25. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, p. 66.
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"extra merits", whereby one could go beyond the specific demands of

the Law (eg. as In almsgiving, acts of charity or voluntary fasting).

In so doing, one was thought to establish a storehouse of merit that

would atone for his transgressions of the Law. It is only against

this background that Jesus' proclamation of the Will of God can be
26

rightly viewed.

Jesus did not differ from contemporary Judaism by denying the

absolute importance of obedience. Rather he appears to have definite¬

ly agreed with the Jewish scribes that a man can have no claim upon

God, but must obey him as a servant (cf. Lk. 17:7-10 and Mt. 20:1-15).

Where Jesus differs from anything in contemporary rabbinic criticism,

says Bultmann, is in his protest against purely "formal authority".

In contrast to the scribes of his day, Jesus did not hold all the

passages of Old Testament Scripture to be equally binding. He would

freely set one passage of Scripture over against another in order to

show God's Will. In doing this, Jesus was suggesting that man could

make distinctions within Scripture, and determine by the content of a

command whether it was really a binding command of God or not (cf.

Mt. 23:23-24). This new attitude of Jesus' is a departure from all

external or "formal authority". In positive terms, Jesus was setting

forth what Bultmann has called "radical obedience". Therefore, Bult¬

mann believes that Jesus was saying that,

What God's Will is, is not stated by an external authority,
so that the content of the command is a matter of indifference,

26. Ibid., pp. 65-71; Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament,
Vol. I, pp. 11-13; Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity, pp. 69-84
and especially pp. 80-24. It is a matter of debate whether the pic¬
ture of the rigid legalism of late Judaism which is given above by
Bultmann is a fair and accurate one, or whether what he says would
apply only to given elements within late Judaism. Cf. W. D. Davies
and D. Daube, eds., The Background of the New Testament and Its Escha-
tology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1956); W. D. Davies,
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but man Is trusted and expected to see for himself what God
commands. God's requirements are Intrinsically Intelligible*
and here the idea of obedience is first radically conceived.
For so long as obedience Is only subjection to an authority
which man does not understand, it is no true obedience; some¬

thing in man still remains outside and does not submit, is
not bound by the command of God. Criticism can still arise:
in Itself this does not concern me, in itself these things
are indifferent - but I choose to obey. In this kind of
decision a man stands outside his action, he is not completely
obedient. Radical obedience exists only when a man inwardly
assents to what is required of him, when the thing commanded
is seen as intrinsically God's command; when the whole man
stands behind what he does, when he Is not doing something
obediently, but is essentially obedient. 27

This "radical obedience" goes beyond Judaism, moreover, in the

fact that it does not allow a man to see his life as sometimes neu¬

tral, when he is not specifically demanded to do a certain thing by

the Law. Jesus taught that there is no middle ground, for a man's

whole life is claimed by God, and, therefore, in all of life there

are only the two live possibilities of good and evil. It is between

these possibilities that a man must constantly decide in every mo¬

ment. Neither does Jesus' promise of reward (eg. Mt. 6:19, 20; Mk.

10:21), nor does his threat of punishment (eg. Mt. 10:28; Mk. 9:43-47)

qualify his demand for "radical obedience". This must be maintained,

for Jesus plainly knows of no appeal to merit or rights upon the part

of man (cf. Lk. 16:15 and 18:9-14); nor does he consider misfortune

a punishment for special sin (Lk. 13:1-3). Nevertheless, Jesus is

certain that man does receive both reward for obedience and punish-
28

ment for disobedience. This apparent contradiction can be solved,

Bultmann believes, for

The motive of reward is only a primitive expression for
the Idea that in what a man does his own real being is at

The Setting of the Sermon on the Mount (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1964); W. P. Davies, Introduction to Pharisaism (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1967).
27. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 76-77.
28. Ibid., pp. 72-80; Rudolf Bultraann, Theology of the New Testament,
Vol. I, pp. 12-15; Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity, pp. 84-93.
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stake - that self which he not already is, but is to become.
To achieve that self is the legitimate motive of his ethical
dealing and of his true obedience, in which he becomes aware
of the paradoxical truth that in order to arrive at himself
he must surrender to the demand of God - or in other words,
that in such surrender he wins himself. This paradoxical
truth is taught in the following saying: Lk. 17:33

'Whoever seeks to gain his life will lose it,
3ut whoever loses his life will preserve it.'

In light of this new demand for "radical obedience", one can also

correctly understand Jesus' attitude toward the conventional Jewish

piety. In Jewish piety the individual could all too easily become

hypocritical and take special pride in his own correct performance

of the Law's requirements. Jesus, however, saw precisely that when

obedience is not understood radically, a man can easily come to look

upon his obedience as a self-achievement. When this happens, the

end result can only he a self-righteousness and pride, which looks

down upon others who are less strict in their obedience to an exter¬

nal authority. This is why Jesus rebukes the people who are not in¬

wardly obedient and are, therefore, misusing their piety (cf. Mt. 6:2,
30

5, 6; 23:5, 27, 28; Lk. 16:15).

Likewise, Bultmann claims that Jesus' words with regard to a

heavy burden being lifted make sense now. When a man is "radically

obedient", he is freed from a continual and yet senseless searching

for the correct command or prohibition by which to live. He is freed

from fear of failure, because of ignorance of some fine point of the

Law, and from the contempt of the self-righteous acribal class.

Under obedience to the "formal authority" of the Law, the scribes

became the only ones who could really be obedient, for they alone

had studied the Law well enough to know its proper interpretation.

29. "Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, p. 15.

30. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 80-81.



It is with this in mind that Jesus denounces the scribal class (cf.

Mt. 23, 13). Moreover, Bultmann contends that one can now understand

why the church felt free to put the wisdom words of Mt. 11:28-30 into

the mouth of Jesus. For, "The obedience which Jesus asks is easy,

because it frees man from dependence on a formal authority, and, there¬

fore, frees him also from the judgement of the men whose profession

it is to explain this authority. Such obedience is easy, because it
31

depends on the judgement and responsibility of the one concerned."

In another way, however, Jesus' obedience is truly more difficult,

for it calls men to the burden of personally choosing God's Will and

not their own. Hence, Jesus never identified "the good" with man's

ideal human nature, but only with God's sovereign Will. Jesus' eth¬

ical teaching places the individual before the Will of God, so that

he must decide and express his decision by a concrete action of obedi-
32

ence or disobedience.

From the above, Bultmann has made it clear that he understands

Jesus as offering man no concrete standard of right or wrong, nor

does he offer a theory of the highest good. Jesus always thrusts

man back upon his own judgment to discover God's Will in the "present

concrete moment." Therefore, it is not an alarming factor for

Bultmann's theology that his form-critical analysis really yields

no distinctly new ethical precepts of Jesus and that numerous paral¬

lels can be traced in the Jewish tradition to most of Jesus' ethical

sayings. In this situation Bultmann suggests that the correct pro¬

cedure for comprehending Jesus' own distinct ethical contribution is

to examine his sayings that are most likely to be authentic. In these

31. Ibid.T"p. 83.

32. Ibid., pp. 81-86.
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"authentic savings" one can discover not precepts or principles but

Jesus' own radically new conception of obedience to the Will of God.

On the basis of his analysis, Professor Bultmann regards the anti¬

theses of the Sermon on the Mount as representative of some of the

oldest and most probably characteristic of Jesus' sayings recorded

in the synoptic tradition. Moreover, the fact that only the first,

second and fourth antitheses were analysed as having been in the an¬

tithetical form in the oldest tradition means little, for the essen¬

tial content of the other antitheses is equally old and characteristic

of Jesus (in spite of their being recast into the antithetical form

by the evangelist in Mt. 5:21-48). Here if anywhere, Bultmann believes

we can see the historical Jesus revealing his unique interpretation

of the Old Testament Law in contrast to the scribal principle of

"formal authority". Here Jesus utterly destroys the scribal inter-
33

pretation of the Law. It would be helpful, therefore, if the most

reliable material could be set forth at this point. This drawing to¬

gether of the results of Bultmann's analysis will serve as a graphic

reminder as to the content of his basic conclusions.

You have heard that it was said to men of old,
Do not kill; whoever kills shall incur judgement. But
I tell you, every one who is angry with his brother shall
incur judgement (22b is probably a later elaboration)
(Mt. 5:21-22).

You have heard that it was said, Do not commit
adultery. But I tell you, every man who looks at a
woman to desire her has already committed adultery
with her in his heart. (Mt. 5:27-28)

Further it was said, He who sends away his wife
must give her a writ of divorce. But I tell you, he
who sends away his wife and marries another commits
adultery, and he who marries a divorced woman commits
adultery. (Mt. 5:31-32 or Lk. 16:18).

33. Ibid., pp. 87-89.
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Also you have beard that It was said to men of old,
Do not swear falsely, but keep your oath to the Lord.
But I tell you, do not swear at all; your word must be
yes for yes, no for no; whatever goes beyond that is evil.
(Mt. 5:33-37).

You have heard that it was said, Eye for eye, and
tooth for tooth. But I tell you, do not defend yourselves
against injury; whoever strikes you on the right cheek, offer
him the other; whoever goes to law with you about your cloak,
give him your coat also; xdioever forces you for a mile, go two
with him (Mt. 5:38-41).

You have heard that it was said, Love your neighbour and
hate your enemy. I tell you, love your enemies and pray for
your persecutors, that you may be sons of your Father in
heaven. For he lets His sun rise on the evil and on the good,
and lets it rain on the just and the unjust; for if you love
only those who love you, what have you done? Do not the tax-
collectors do that? And if you greet your brothers only, what
especial thing do you do? Do not the Gentiles also do that?
You must be perfect, as your heavenly Father also is perfect
(Mt. 5:43-48). 34

In the above six antitheses it can be seen that a single decisive

theme runs throughout. One can not do good in a partial manner or

with reservations and qualifications, in order simply to fulfil an

outward regulation. The good must be done completely and from the

whole man. Thus, one who refrains from the act of murder, but whose

heart is yet filled with anger, has not become completely obedient.

Likewise, he who shuns adultery, and yet inwardly lusts, is not wholly

pure. Whoever avoids perjury and still fails to be absolutely truth¬

ful, does not grasp the meaning of real obedience to God's Will. The

man who divorces his wife has not understood that marriage requires

a total decision of loving commitment of a man. He who takes revenge

for an unjust act has not really rejected Injustice, but clings to a

selfish desire for personal retaliation. Finally, the one who shows

kindness only to his friends, has not understood that complete love

34. Ibid., pp. 89-90.
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means a true concern for one's enemies as well. In every case, Jesus

has set the "formal authority" of the Old Testament Law against the true

demand of God.

God is not concerned with external behaviour that is motivated by

a blind obedience to an ancient codef but He is concerned that a man's

inner motives should arise from a posture of complete obedience, which

permeates one's total being. In the older antitheses the Law prohibits

murder, adultery and perjury (Mt. 5:21f., 27f., 33-37), but Jesus

presses home an interpretation of these laws that demands a sort of

inward obedience that was yet unknown in Judaism. The later antithe¬

ses (Mt. 5:31f., 38-41, 43-48) were formed from other old sayings of

Jesus on the example of the original antitheses, because they were

properly understood by the evangelist as reflecting this same radical

obedience. These laws were all basically of a concessionary nature,

wherein a man was allowed some scope for his own self-will. Jesus

annuls these concessions of divorce, jus talionis and restriction of

love to one's neighbour. He proclaims that God demands a total sur¬

render of a man's will, and thus concessions have no place if obedi¬

ence is properly comprehended. The Law could only lay a claim upon a

man insofar as his conduct could be regulated by precepts, and beyond

these limits a man was free to do as he pleased. Here, however, Jesus

shows that such an idea of freedom is an illusion.

The totality of a man's life is claimed by God. In teaching this,

Jesus is not setting us some better law to guide the life of man.

Rather, he is entirely separating obedience from any form of legalism,

and opposing the notion that the fulfilment of any law is a fulfilment
35

of the Will of God. "For God demands the whole man, not merely

35. Ibid., pp. 90-92; Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity, p.85.
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36
specific acts from the man." Bultmann maintains that Jesus thus

definitely saw human action from the viewpoint of an either/or deci¬

sion in each concrete moment of life. Thus,

Whoever appealing to a word of Jesus refuses to dissolve
an unendurable marriage, or whoever offers the other cheek to
one who strikes him, because Jesus said so, would not under¬
stand Jesus. For he would have missed exactly the obedience
which Jesus desires; he would imagine that he could achieve
and present an act of obedience when obedience is not really
present as the determining factor of his life. All these
sayings are meant to make clear by extreme examples that it
is not a question of satisfying an outward authority but of
being completely obedient. 37

Neither can one escape the crisis of decision by saying that in

the antitheses Jesus was really more interested in human intentions

than in specific actions. This would be to separate intention from

action. Furthermore, such a separation could easily excuse weak ac¬

tion in the present, if one's intention was basically good. In this

view, a good intention would "one day" express itself in more posi¬

tive action, once it had been properly strengthened by further educa¬

tional experience in moral decision-making. Such a notion excuses a

man's moral failure in the present by some projected compensation in

the future. Rather, Jesus emphatically does not see moral failure

as a relative stage in the development of character. Failure is sin,

for Jesus understands man as making all ethical decisions precisely

before God. Likewise, Jesus does not present an ethical idealism *n

these antitheses. Rather, he brings an absolute command of God to

the fore. This can be seen in the fact that Jesus does not spell out

the content of the meaning of love in his own command to love. He

makes no effort to explain all that a man must do in loving a neigh¬

bour or an enemy. One is only told that he must love, and what he

36. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, t>. 92.

37. Ibid., p. 92.



must not do. An ethical Idealism should suggest how one must love;

or In any case what one must do in certain given circumstances. In

order to provide for "the welfare and happiness of huiianlty." Jesus,

however, was not interested in providing a system of ethics that would

be universally valid, or would spell out exactly what must be done

or left undone. Such a theory of ethics would in effect make man a

seemingly secure being, who could control every situation with his

general ethical theory. Rather, Jesus saw man as fundamentally in¬

secure and as one who must face each new decision without the aid

of a definite standard. He could take this radical position because

38
he determined the good always from God's standpoint and not from man's.

Hence, Bultmann claims, "He can only leave the decision to the man in

his concrete situation. If a man really loves, he knows already what
39

he has to do." It is from this perspective alone that one can

rightly grasp the "radical obedience" which the antitheses demand.

Professor Bultmann also contends that this call to "radical obed¬

ience" which is set forth so vividly in the antitheses (and indeed

also in the other critically authentic ethical sayings of Jesus), is

not a form of asceticism. Jesus was himself no ascetic, for Mt. 11:19

makes this fact abundantly clear. The demand for asceticism really

carries with it the idea that this quality then becomes a permanent

possession of the individual's character. This conception would shift

the emphasis from the absolute character of the action, to an ideal

achieved by good behaviour. On the other hand, asceticism could also

be of the kind that despises the material realm, and so tries to achieve

a spiritual sanctification in the midst of the world. Both notions,

38. Ibid., pp. 84-85, 93-94.

39. Ibid., p. 94.
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however, really aim at some Ideal life for man. Jesus, on the contrary,

Is concerned only with placing man in the moment of decision now, be¬

fore the holy demand of God. This is quite another thing from the aims

of asceticism. Likewise, Jesus was not attempting to found a world

ethical revolution, for again such a conception turns away from Jesus'

concrete concern to some other imagined purpose. He was concerned

only that man should discover God's Will in the actual comprehension

of his own true existence. That is, in the present moment of decision.

Thus, it would be a gross misunderstanding of Jesus to maintain that

he was either a teacher of asceticism or a social or political refor-
40

mer. One cannot hope to gain support for such a false understand¬

ing of Jesus from the antitheses. Bultmann would contend that such

conclusions are really based on other grounds than a careful analy¬

sis of Mt. 5:21-48. Such conclusions owe their origins to a bias of

the historical interpreter.

Jesus radically sets forth the command of love toward enemies

in Mt. 5:43-48. Here Jesus suggests that real obedience knows no lim¬

its, and true love even includes one's enemies. This command coupled

with his answer to the question regarding the chief commandment (cf.

Mt. 22:34-40; Mk. 12:28-31; Lk. 10:25-28), wherein Jesus responds with

the answer that one should love God and his neighbours, form what

might be called a "summary" of Jesus' ethical teaching. Here one can

see that which Jesus required of man in his entire conduct toward

others. He focused his ethical teaching in the commandment of love

toward God, and, therefore, love for all man; whether they he neigh¬

bour, friend or foe. If one is to make such a sweeping statement,

40. Ibid., pp. 98-110.
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however, Bultmann believes that two things must be understood. First,

because the sayings are so few, one can be certain that neither Jesus

nor the church intended this command to be used as a specific programme

of ethics. "Rather the demand for love is included under the general

requirement of doing the Will of God; or better expressed, the Will

of God, insofar as it determines conduct toward other men, may be des-
41

ignated as the commandment of love." Secondly, neither Jesus nor

the church viewed this command as something completely new. The com¬

mand of love as the summary of the Law was well known in Jewish liter¬

ature. Furthermore, the love of men generally and enemies specifi¬

cally was considered to be one of the highest virtues in certain pagan

ethical writings (eg. especially Stoic writings). Tn the pagan lit¬

erature, however, the requirement of love is generally based on an

idea of humanity, wherein a man should not be moved out of his spir¬

itual equilibrium by any injustice that confronts him. In such writ¬

ers as Seneca, however, the demand is based on a conception of man

as a being of intrinsic value, and because this is objectively true,

one must love all men (even one's enemies). The basis of Jesus' com¬

mand is not a conception of strength of character or the intrinsic

value of human beings, but the idea of obedience to God and the sur¬

render of one's own claim. "Jesus thought of love neither as a virtue

which belongs to the perfection of man, nor as an aid to the well-

being of society, but as an overcoming of self-will in the concrete

42
situation of life in which a man encounters other men.' Again,

Jesus refuses to spell out a new ethical principle, but suggests that

the man who is obedient before God will know what love demands in each

41. Ibid., p. 110.

42. Ibid., p. 112.
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particular situation of life. Neither did Jesus suggest that love

for turn equalled love for God. Rather, he demands a love for God

as primary, which Bultmann understands as the command to "how your

own will in obedience to God's."*'' This bowing of the will to God

defines already how one will deal with his neighbour and his enemy.

When one is obedient to God, he surrenders his selfish will, and is

thus prepared to sacrifice himself for his neighbour or his enemy.

Moreover, this loving of the other shows one's true obedience to God,

for in becoming obedient he learns to will that same love which God
44

wills for one's fellows.

Once he has made it clear that Jesus taught no new ethical prin¬

ciple, Bultmann is willing to qualify his apparently extreme emphasis,

which could suggest that Jesus' command of love has no real content

at all. Rather, Jesus did teach that a man should love his neighbour,

"as he loves himself". Now every natural man knows what this means

without any guiding principle of morality. Since a man knows what it

means to love himself, he knows already what his conduct should be in

each specific situation. Moreover, this phrase "as yourself" cannot

be rationalised, for it places one in the searchlight that cannot

be dimmed. Its light floods the most hidden parts of a man. Any

discourse on loving one's neighbour could be evaded with a host of

rationalisations and excuses. It could be said that the command did

not cover a certain case, or overlooked yet another situation. The

two words "as yourself", to the contrary, leave self-love with no es¬

cape clauses. Jesus did not suggest by this phrase that a man must

cultivate a self-love uefore he can act ethically, however. Self-

43. Ibid., p. 114.

44. Ibid., pp. 110-115; Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament,
Vol, I, pp. 18-19.
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love as Jesus refers to It, is the attitude of the natural man that

oust finally be overcome in its narrow exclusive dimensions. The mark

of one who truly loves is, therefore, a readiness to forgive one's

neighbour or enemy for some wrong done. If forgiveness is seriously

grasped, it knows no limit; and exclusive self-love must utterly die

in its wake. From all of the above it can be seen that love is not

merely a passing emotion but an attitude of the will that lives by

the command of God. Since love is no mere emotion, then, indiffer¬

ence cannot be considered a middle ground. "But if love means the

surrender of one's own will for the good of the other man, in obedi¬

ence to God, there exists for man only the Either - Or of love and
45

hate. ' What men call indifference is in fact a form of hate, for

in this attitude the selfish nature of man is in control. Moreover,

if love were based on an emotion such as sympathy, it would really be

an unhealthy expression of self-love, for it would be a "love" based

on the preference of the self. In Jesus' view, one's neighbour is

not the man whom one prefers, but is in fact every man that is en¬

countered in the course of life. Likewise, the very fact that Jesus

commanded love shows that it is not an emotion in his understanding,
46

but rather an attitude of the will.

Finally, Mt. 5:48 shows plainly and supremely that Jesus' teach¬

ing on the Will of God was no Idealistic ethical system. As Bultmann's

analysis demonstrates, Mt. 5:48 is likely older than the form "Be mer¬

ciful as your Father is merciful" (Lk. 6:36), for Luke appears to have

changed the saying in order to make a suitable transition to the fol¬

lowing section. In Bultmann's view, therefore, Mt. 5:48 most likely

45. Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the Word, p. 118.

46. Ibid., pp. 115-119.
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represents an authentic utterance of Jesus. For this very reason,

one cannot here allow the Greek Idea of perfection, for Jesus In all

probability would have spoken these words In Aramaic; not In Greek.

The Greeks saw perfection as an Ideal to be achieved by gradual im¬

provement. Hence, for them the perf<i«-t was the peak of a set of re¬

lative values. Such an idea would have been foreign to Jesus' view

of God, for God cannot be measured in terms of relative values. Like¬

wise, the Semitic understanding of perfection is an absolute concep¬

tion. Thus, Jesus must have had in mind some such meaning as "sound"

or "whole". When the Semitic idea of perfection was applied to man,

it could also mean "true" or "exact". Jesus was, therefore, assert¬

ing that a man's conduct must be undivided and unwaveringly true.

Here Jesus based his requirement upon the value of God Himself, be-
47

fore whom there is only an Either - Or. Thus, "This saying expres¬

ses the whole emphasis of the demand of Jesus; man stands in the

crisis of decision; and this decision is not something relative, a

stage of his development, but the Either - Or before which God has

placed him, so that man's decision has final character; he becomes
48

thereby a righteous man or a sinner."

III. Conclusions From Bultmann's Analysis of Mt. 5;21-48

In concluding this review of Bultmann's work with regard to Mt.

5:21-48, a few further words must be devoted to three general matters

in a final summary fashion.

(a)

The first matter is that of critical historical authenticity

as it appears in Bultmann's work here. In dealing with his form-

Ibid., pp. 119-120.

48. Ibid., p. 120.
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critical analysis of these verses, one senses a very great degree of

caution in allowing anything in this block of material as the ipsis-

siroa verba of Jesus. When Professor Bultmann says that verses 21-22a,

27-28 and 33-34a represent the original old antitheses, he does not

commit himself to the view that these are actually the words of the

historical figure Jesus. He only maintains that these words are

genuine in the sense that they are truly representative of the church's

consciousness of a new possession. This consciousness itself goes

back to, and arose in response to, the historical preaching of Jesus

of Nazareth (Cf. footnote20). Nevertheless, the church's conscious¬

ness, and these words as Jesus' ipsissima verba are not to be equated.

Furthermore, as one works his way through the secondary antitheses,

the supporting material, and additions from other sources which Bult¬

mann Isolates in his form-critical analysis; one can be even less

sure of firm historical ground. On the basis of Bultmann's critical

analysis of Mt. 5:21-48, one might be tempted to conclude that he is

very sceptical indeed. Yet when one turns to his later books, Jesus

and the Word, Primitive Christianity and his New Testament Theology,

it is soon discovered that extreme scepticism here would not be a

fair characterisation of Bultmann's attitude. In Jesus and the Word,

Primitive Christianity and in his New Testament Theology, Bultmann is

willing to treat verses 21-22a, 23-24, 27-28, 29-30, 31-32, 33-37,

38-41, and 43-48 (with the possible exception of 45b) as representa¬

tive enough of Jesus' actual message to draw some highly concrete

interpretative conclusions about Jesus' message concerning the Will

of God. What can account for this seeming contradiction between

Bultmann's critical and interpretative writings? The present writer

would suggest that this difference is only seen as a real contradlc-
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tlon, if one is not willing to understand the whole of Bultmann's work.

Some are content simply to believe uncritically much that has been

written about Bultmann's radical scepticism. Once this viewpoint has

petrified one's thinking concerning Bultmann, his rather more gener¬

ous1 attitude (which is seen most clearly in his interpretative histori¬

cal writings) can only be understood as an apparent contradiction.

The present writer would maintain, however, that what he allows in

his interpretative writings about Jesus is not really excluded in his

critical work. What Bultmann is concerned to show in his critical

work, is that our only certain link to the actual preaching of Jesus

here is the church's consciousness of its new possession. While this

consciousness cannot be trusted as a source for absolutely certain

or unshakeable historical sayings, it can nevertheless be trusted as

being in essential historical harmony with Jesus' actual message con¬

cerning God's Will. Therefore, the above examination of Bultmann's

work leads to the conclusion that there are indeed two orders of

critical reliability in his thinking. The first order is that of the

ipsisslma verba of Jesus, which cannot be found with certainty in Mt.

5:21-48 and, therefore, stands as more of a theoretical possibility

than an actual one here. The second order is that of a "church con¬

sciousness" which is yet essentially true to the content of the teach¬

ing of Jesus and can, therefore, be trusted as to general content in

reconstructing the message of the earthly Jesus. This type of his¬

torical reliability can be seen in Mt. 5:21-22a, 23-24, 27-28, 29-30,

31-32, 33-37, 38-41 and 43-48. It should be underscored, however,

that this second order of reliable material is found only in those

sections of the tradition which have passed Bultmann's stringent canons

of critical-historical authenticity and, therefore, possess a strong
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claim to primitiveness of form and a distinctive ethical flavour,

in his view.

Before moving beyond the issue of Bultmann's evaluation of criti¬

cal historical authenticity here, one further matter deserves a sum¬

mary statement; that is, the relative importance and function of Bult¬

mann's several critical canons as they are applied to Mt. 5:21-48. As

was seen in the review of the critical canons in the preceding chapter

concerning the Kingdom of God in Jesus' message, here also the "canon

of dissimilarity" serves Bultmann as his chief norm for discerning

material clues of probable distinctness which can thus be traced to

an origin with Jesus, because they show a significant contrast to

the teachings of Judaism on the one hand and the church on the other.

Twice in analysing Mt. 5:21-48 Bultmann also uses his "canon of

multiple attestation" as a criterion for detecting probable Jesus'

material, although this canon is neither as frequently used, nor as

strong an indicator of authentic Jesus' material for Bultmann as the

"canon of dissimilarity". Likewise, in Mt. 5:21-48, as with the

Kingdom of God material previously reviewed, only those sections can

be trusted as being most primitive (although not necessarily thereby

Jesus' material) which can pass the standards of the "two canons

of the forms". Consequently, these two canons similarly serve

Bultmann here as his most normative for determining the relative age

of the various pericopae. Three cases of the use of the "canon of

internal coherence" and one of the "canon of the argument from silence"

are seen in a supportive role here also in determining age. Thus,

they serve as secondary but none the less valuable supplementary ca¬

nons to the two primary "formal canons". Finally, the "canon of the

isolated pericopae" is evident throughout this analysis, as Bultmann
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repeatedly demonstrates how separate units of the tradition have been

fused together and reshaped by Matthew In setting forth the six anti¬

theses.

Cb)

The second matter Is that of Bultmann's historical (geschlchtllch)

interpretation of Jesus' ethical message as it is so characteristically

reflected in Mt. 5s21-48. Here the significant question arises as to

whether Bultmann interprets Jesus' message adequately. There can be

little serious doubt that Bultmann's existential insights do enable

him to illuminate certain aspects of Jesus' break with the legalism

of much of the Judaism of his own day. Here ongoing New Testament

scholarship must gratefully acknowledge that Bultmann's study of pres¬

ent day existential approaches to ethical decision-making has given

him an especial "life relationship to" and '^reunderstanding of" Jesus'

own resistance to the stifling tyranny of the codes and casuistry of

late Judaism, which had tended to remove a man's moral decision-mak¬

ing from the realm of acute personal responsibility in the ever-chang¬

ing situations of life under the continual guidance of, and in the

concrete awareness of, the actual presence of the living God. Yet

the present writer still is compelled to ask whether Professor Bult¬

mann has not also allowed his special interest (i.e., his second her-

meneutlcal canon) in existential ethics (i.e., his third and fourth

hermeneutical canons) to unduly cloud his otherwise keen perception,

so as to miss other interpretative possibilities which might be con¬

tained in his critically recovered authentic logia and thus sometimes

fail to interpret truly the whole of his text from its parts, and the

parts from the whole, as he surely intends to do (i.e., his first

hermeneutical canon).
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By way of example, it is at least questionable whether Jesus'

teaching does entirely repudiate some general (but not rigid) guid¬

ance for the individual from the deepest insights and intentions of

the (past and current) ethical codes of Judaism and thereby really

thrusts man tdholly unaided by the community's overall moral-relig¬

ious experience into the stark presence of God in each new moment

of decision in life. Rather, does not Jesus' general acceptance of

the more profound intentions of the Law in the antitheses imply as

much? Likewise, one wonders if Jesus' norm of "loving others as one's

self" is utterly incompatible with such an acceptance of the deeper

intentions of the Law as usable but flexible guidelines from moment

to moment? If Jesus did accept the intention of the Law as a guide,

then Jesus may not have been so opposed to the value of ethical guide¬

lines as Bultmann often suggests, provided one understands with Jesus

that these guidelines must always remain flexible enough to allow the

loving purpose of the living God to override any stifling allegiance

to standing guidelines which might normally be useful as criteria for

proper behaviour. Following from the above, it would also seem that

if Jesus did allow for such profound but still flexible guidelines,

he would have thereby provided for some check transcending the indi¬

vidual upon sinful man's amazing ability to rationalise his own self¬

ish motives mistakenly as "love" in the often difficult "pressures

of the moment". It would otherwise seem, from the critical evidence

available, that Jesus was more keenly aware of sinful man's ability

and tendency to deceive himself and others about his motives than most

men are. Consequently, It would not seem inconsistent if Jesus did

accept just such flexible and profound guidelines as a guard against

any individual's rather too easy acceptance of changing sociological
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standards as God's "true intention", while at the same time remaining

open to the genuine new insights which emerge with changing times and

situations. Moreover, how can Bultmann be so sure that Jesua saw man's

life of ethical decision-making as segmented into "separate moments"

rather than as linked in a manner which would nrovide the individual

with some evaluative guidance (and thus possibly some moral growth)
49

from past positive and negative experiences in moral decision-making?

Sometimes one feels that by such assertions Bultmann himself is trying

to probe Jesus' mind psychologically in a way he does not normally al¬

low, because this emphasis fits so well with what he has learned from

existential ethics. Indeed, it would appear that Bultmann does not

really want to isolate a person's present moments from his past and

future; but rather to emphasise clearly that each new decision really

involves such a critical questioning concerning one's past, under

the often peculiar nuances of the present, that each new decision has

about it the quality of a genuinely fresh encounter with God, whereby

one becomes free for the future anew. Our past, (whether good or bad)

thus should not be allowed to suffocate the uniqueness and possibili¬

ties of the present and the open future. Still it must be noted that

such an interpretation of Bultmann's meaning must be unearthed from a

number of his specific statements by always remembering his statements

concerning the interlocking nature of past, present and future. More¬

over, this exact intention is only spelled out with full clarity add

precision when Bultmann believes himself compelled to respond to one

50
of his more appreciative critics on this matter. Finally, it might

also be asked by what interpretative canon does Bultmann know that

49. Thomas C. Oden, Radical Obedience (Philadelphia! Westminster
Press, 1964), pp. 116, 125-127.
50. Ibid., p. 147.
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Jesus' emphasis on radical obedience to God (as a servant) of neces¬

sity excludes the possibility for Jesus (who also spoke of God's fa¬

therly concern for the welfare of jgis children) that that which ful¬

fils the Will of God is not likewise meant to be the most fulfilling

for the true humanity of mankind? Does Bultmann's proper realisation

of the obedience theme in Jesus' teaching overshadow its probable

blending for Jesus with a loving purpose for humanity within the Will

of God; and thus also overshadow man's response of obedience precisely

because he is so loved by God? It would appear to the present writer,

at least, that often Bultmann seems to set these two emphases in un¬

necessary tension, or even contradiction, because of his reaction to

the anthropocentric tendencies of the philosophical idealism of much

of liberal protestant exegesis. His attempt at correction, however,

amounts to an over-reaction which thus strains the truth otherwise

contained vividly in Bultraann's exegesis.

These questions and criticisms are then, clearly not meant to

discredit the several valuable historical-interpretative insights

which Bultmann's hermeneutical canons do provide here. Rather, these

questions are meant to indicate that in spite of the several especi¬

ally helpful aspects of Bultmann's interpretative procedures, there

is also a significant danger residing in his method. Moreover, this

danger is located at a crucial point, for it is doubtful if Bultmann

has actually taken scholarship much beyond liberal hermeneutical pro¬

cedures methodologically. Bultmann, like the liberal scholars before

him, tends to telescope his authentic historical evidence concerning

the first century of Palestine and the philosophical insights of a

specific philosophical tradition of modern times (in Bultmann's case

existentialism). Should the judicious historian not attempt to dis-
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his own Umwelt (allowing for - or at the very least leaving open - sev¬

eral possibilities where the critically reliable evidence can be read

several ways) and his own present day "interpretation-application" of

that past figure's meaning (or the meaning of his message) for any

given modern generation or culture? Indeed, it is quite possible that

a past figure (such as Jesus) might possess certain insights in com¬

mon with specific present day insights into the nature of reality and

yet be at variance with, or at least not in full harmony with, other

insights of a given contemporary system of thought or philosophical

tradition. Surely, allowance must be made, not only in theory but in

practice, for the "individuality'' or "strangeness" of any past figure

as well as his conspicious agreements with any given current concen-

tual notions. More attention to this factor in proper historical un-

derstanding should provide for less "forcing"1 of any thorough-going,

modern viewpoint upon Jesus in hermeneutical practice. One gains the

impression that more attention to the above point could also provide

for more genuine and humble;"ecumenical" learning than normally takes

place between the various "schools of interpretation". The present

writer would maintain that Bultaann's own theoretical writings (espe¬

cially when discussing his second and third hermeneutical canons) do

draw special attention to .lust this need, but that his own practical

work tends to fall short of the goal because of the rather exclusive

manner of his exegetical use of his fourth hermeneutical canon.

($)

The third matter is that of the ^£ouofct of Jesus. Row does

Bultmann understand Jesus' teaching with authority, as it is revealed

by his critical analysis and interpretation of Mt. 5:21-48 and Jesus'
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Kingdom proclamation? In what sense is Jesus' authority distinct or

unique? It should be pointed out that Bultmann does not discuss the

question of the i£oucrf«x of the historical Jesus in a detailed manner,

in these precise terms, in his constructive historical writings. Nev¬

ertheless, he does have a great deal to say about this problem in some¬

what less explicit terms. There is one especial exception to this

tendency in Bultmann's writings, however. He does specifically dis¬

cuss this question in his paper entitled Das Verh'Altnls der urchrlst-

lichen Christusbotschaft sua historichen Jesus, which he delivered

before the HeidelbOrger Akademie der Wissenschaften on 25 July, 1959.

This paper represents Bultmann's reaction to his pupils' resumption

of the Quest of the historical Jesus. This qJdfess and its essential

conclusions on the question of Jesus' lEooofa will be discussed fur¬

ther below. First, however, concentration must be focused upon Bult-

mann's own positive, if less explicit, writings on this same subject.

It is apparent that Bultmann does believe that the historical

Jesus did possess an authority which differed radically from the

scribes of contemporary Judaism. The scribes attributed absolute

authority to the Torah as the formal legal power, and to the oral Tradi¬

tion which the great rabbis had created in order to apply the Law to

men's lives in every present situation. Hence, the authority which

the scribes possessed was secondary and thus derived from an external

and formal Law. The scribes possessed no real authority in themselves,

but had only a "secondary authority" which was dependent upon their

degree of knowledge of the Law and Tradition. Moreover, when a scribe

spoke "with authority" on the Law, he had to repeat a number of often

conflicting human interpretations of the Law from the oral Tradition.

This further reduced any personally absolute quality in the Houofa
of the scribes.
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Bultmann believes that Jesus, to the contrary, possessed an au¬

thority in his own person. Thus, the "church's consciousness" of

Jesus' utter certainty in the face of questions concerning God's Will

for men can be trusted as essentially accurate. It was not simply

Jesus' ability to distinguish the central ethical commands in the Law,

however, that determined his true authority. Even certain of the

scribes and some of the prophets of old had done as much. In contrast

to these scribes and prophets, who still thought that all Scripture

passages were equally binding (and, therefore, seeming contradictions

must be somehow reconciled), Jesus freely set one passage in open

contrast to another. By doing this, Jesus showed that certain su¬

preme sections of Scripture should, in fact, determine the meaning

of the others; and even displace the others if they should contra¬

dict the passages of supreme authority. Jesus was quite unique in

demonstrating that all men stood under the direct authority of God's

Will and, therefore, not simply under a formal Law; or the scribes'

secondary, derived authority. Jesus' disclosure, however, implied

something further. If a man stood directly before God in every situa¬

tion of life, he must constantly exercise his own decision in order

to determine precisely what God's Will is within the Scriptures. In

effect, this meant that every individual possesses a certain author¬

ity within himself to discern whether a particular word or passage in

Scripture contains God's command or not. This authoritative decision

on a man's part, In the context of total surrender to God, must alone

determine what is God's Will for the moment and what in the Scriptures

is mere trivia. Therefore, Jesus held that the chief authority resides

with God's Will. Han, however, can only know that Will of Cod as he

uses his own authority and freely decides in every situation what
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Scripture truly unfolds? as God's Will in the present moment. Hence,

in Bultmann's view, it would appear that the unique i£oucrfa of Jesus'

ethical teaching must reside in the fact that historically he was the

only rabbi who plainly demanded that men should decide immediately

for God's Will as the highest authority in life, and revealed that the

Will of God can only be known when a man exercises his own God-given

authority precisely in order to surrender, and thus to decide radi¬

cally for God in every concrete moment, (pp. 184-205)

Now the church first came to regard this same authoritative

Jesus as the apocalyptic Son of Man, who would come in the near future

to bring in God's final Reign. Jesus, who had appeared in the days

of his flesh as the proclairaer of God's fast-approaching Reign and

the one who demanded radical obedience to God's Will in order to re¬

ceive God's Reign, thus became the one who was himself proclaimed by

the church as God's means of Salvation. Bultmann maintains that Jesus

had appeared as the eschatological prophet and the rabbi of radical

obedience (and likely also as an exorcist) but certainly not as one

claiming messianic titles for himself. All such titles in the synop¬

tic tradition, according to "the canon of dissimilarity", must be con-

51
sidered most probably as church additions to the earliest pericopae.

Now Bultmann claims that in certain features of his earthly appear¬

ance as a prophet, Jesus surely must have been viewed as standing in

the same tradition as the Old Testament prophets. Likewise, his ethi¬

cal teaching could be understood within the framework of the scribal

discussion about the Law; even if his criticisms were extremely radi¬

cal. Furthermore, Jesus' eschatological preaching entirely presup-

51. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, pp. 26-32.
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posed the Jewish apocalyptic beliefs of the time (even if he modified

them somewhat by his own teaching). This, therefore, raises the ques¬

tion all the more acutely as to why the church shortly came to view

Jesus as the coming Son of Man. It cannot be argued with historical

persuasiveness that Jesus' messianic significance was built upon his

great or numinous "personality", which stood as a mysterious power

behind his teaching; for the church never really preserved such a

picture of Jesus' numinous "personality" in the Tradition. Here,

every modem attempt at a reconstruction of Jesus' numinous "person¬

ality" is, in fact, largely a creation arising out of a given modern

scholar's subjective imagination. Neither, in Bultmann's view,

was Jesus looked upon in the earliest church like one of the great

figures of the Old Testament (e.g. like Moses), whose significance

lay wholly with his unique accomplishments in past history. Rather,

Jesus' proper significance rested with what the church expected of him

in the near future, when he would come as the brlnger of God's final

act and draw all history to its completion. In spite of the fact that

the earliest church did not develop an understanding of Jesus' person

as the eschatological occurrence in the full sense that it later did

(e.g. as in the writings of John and Paul); nevertheless, the church

did quite early implicitly comprehend the historical appearance of

Jesus as the eschatological occurrence in some sense. This fact can

be known, because from its earliest days the church regarded itself

as the congregation of the "end time", which was called into existence

by Jesus' ministry (this reality is well testified to in both Paul's
52

writings and the synoptic tradition). Thus, the question presents

itself as to precisely what was the origin of this unique self-conscious¬

ness of the church?

52. Ibid., pp. 33-42.
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Only by making a closer examination of this self-consciousness

of the church, will its origin become evident. The fact that this

self-consciousness was only an implicit reality for the earliest church

can be seen in that the church did not view the content of Jesus' mes¬

sage as the decisive element (as indeed it seems that Jesus did not

either). Rather, during the days of his ministry Jesus had signifi¬

cantly also called for a decision either for or against his own per¬

son as the bearer of God's final and decisive word. Surely, Jesus'

Houofa rest8 precisely here, in Bultmann's view. The one who alone

dares to challenge Jewish legalism and freely declare God's own authen¬

tic Will, the one who demands that men should exercise their authority

by totally obeying God's Will in the concrete moment, and who above

all links a proper response to God's Reign and Will with a favour¬

able response to himself, must have had such a pre-eminent Igouofa
as is reflected in Mt. 7:28-29 (and similar passages). At points

in his writings Bultmann even suggests that Mt. 11:11-14 could be

essentially authentic (in the secondary critical sense); and, there¬

fore, Jesus himself may have actually Interpreted his own ministry
53

as "the shift of the aeons". In this case Jesus would have been

quite aware of his own Igouofa and of being an eschatologlcal figure

of unique significance. Hence, as Bultmann says, "Jesus' call to
54

decision implies a Christology". Those who belonged to the earliest

church made just such a positive decision. For Bultmann, the call to

decision did not, of course, necessitate or justify the sort of Chris¬

tology which would later freely speculate about Jesus as a pre-exist-

ent heavenly being, or attribute to him a thorough-going messianic

self-consciousness. "But it does imply a Christology which will un¬

fold the implications of the positive answer to his demand for deci-
53. Rudolf Bultmann, Existence and Faith, pp. 298-299; Rudolf Bultmann,
Das Verhaltnls der urchristlichen Christusbotschaft zum historlschen

Jesus, p. 16.
54. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, p. 43.
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sion, the obedient response which acknowledges God's revelation In

Jesus. Such Christology becomes explicit in the earliest church to

the extent that they understood Jesus as the one whom God by the res¬

urrection has made Messiah, and they awaited him as the coming Son of
55Man." " Thus, in Bultraann's view, Jesus' ethical and eschatological

call to decision carried with it such an iCouofa that it led first

to the church's expectation of Jesus' future coming as the apocalyptic

Son of Man, and then also to the church's clear understanding of his

past historical appearance as God's decisive act of salvation in his¬

tory.

Professor Bultmann further spells out this historical process

of decision-making which created the church as the eschatological

congregation. The initial response to Jesus' call was made by his

disciples during the years of his public ministry. The initial res¬

ponse, however, had to be made anew and even more radically when the

first disciples were faced with Jesus' problematic crucifixion. The

cross raised a most serious question over his claim to be the bearer

of God's decisive word. The disciples made this renewed decision when

they proclaimed their Easter faith, that God had made this crucified

prophet and rabbi His coming Son of Man and Messiah. In this situa¬

tion of renewed decision, the earliest church thus came to see itself

as now living in the beginning of the "new age". Moreover, it came

to view Jesus' ministry even more vividly as the divine "sending forth",

which had called the eschatological congregation into existence. Fi¬

nally, since Jesus of Nazareth had come to be seen as the coming Son

of Man in the future, and God's Messiah in the past, he was now under¬

stood as the one who determined the present life of the church as well.

55. Ibid., pp. 43-44.
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According to Bultraann, the contemporary rabbinic belief held that the
56Messiah would properly Interpret the Torah at his coming. Since

the church already possessed Jesus' words with regard to the Law,

Jesus' words were, therefore, editorially brought together and adapted

in Mt. 5:21-48, as the new messianic interpretation of the Law. These

words of Jesus were thus now seen by the church as the authoritative

interpretation of the Torah, given by Rod's Messiah.^
While Bultmann does seem to attribute a totally unique iCouofa

to Jesus in his call to decision, yet this fact should not lead to

the conclusion that Bultmann desires to create an unshakable histori¬

cal foundation upon which the kerygma can securely rest. This fact

is lucidly established by several factors in Bultmann's writings.

First, Jesus' call to decision does not show that Jesus saw the Reign

of God as actually present in his own person and ministry. On the

contrary, historical analysis has convinced Bultmann that Jesus under¬

stood God's Reign as an event that would only come in the near fu¬

ture in a miraculous manner, thus drawing all human history to its

conclusion. Jesus' ministry of proclamation and teaching is only a

sign that this event is so near that the present with Jesus could be

thought of as the dawn (Anbruch) of God's Reign. Therefore, whatever

iCovofaJesus Qf Nazareth possessed, it was not that of the one who

actually brings in God's long expected Rule (hereinbrechen), but only

that of the one who announced its sure imminence and expounded the

conditions of entrance into the Kingdom. Hence, when Jesus of Naza¬

reth taught with authority, it was only as the rabbi who was capable

56. Paul Seidelin, Zeitschrlft fur die Neutestaraentllche Wissenschaft,
35, (1936), pp. 194ff.; Paul Volz, Die Eschatologie der judischen
Gemeinde im Neutestamentlichen Zeitalter (Tubingen, Mohr, 1934), p.218.

57. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol I. pp. 42-47;
Rudolf Bultmann, History and Eschatology, pp. 31-32.
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of expounding the proper way of obedience to Cod's Will, as the con-

58
dition for entering the future Kingdom.

Secondly, Bultmann makes it quite plain in his writings that

faith in the kerygma's proclamation of Jesus as the eschatological

event, cannot, and should not, be dependent upon the results of his¬

torical research. He is in perfect harmony with this emphasis, there¬

fore, when he states that there is nothing in Jesus' historical ap¬

pearance which necessitates or demands the conclusion that in his

life and work God's eschatological event had occurred. If one is to

come to that conclusion today, he must be confronted with the preach¬

ing of the church about Jesus as the Christ, and on that basis make

his own personal decision for Jesus as God's event of salvation. The

earliest church made their decision when confronted with Jesus' ^oocrfo,
which they came to believe implied a Christology (especially after

the crucifixion). We today, however, cannot return to the position

of those early disciples and make our decision on the basis of a sure

encounter with the earthly figure Jesus of Nazareth. We can only make

our decision for or against the Jesus which the church continues to

preach as the Christ of God. This fact is most clearly elucidated in

59
Bultmann's above mentioned Heidelberg paper of 25 July, 1959.

Finally, it is in this same paper that Bultmann most clearly '

states his complete views on theiCoucfa of Jesus. Here Bultraann

allows that it is critically probable that the earthly figure Jesus

did possess anHouofa and "directness" through which men then appar¬

ently encountered God. This result of historical analysis does not

58. See footnote 22.

59. Budolf Bultmann, T)as Verhaltnis der urchristlichen Christus-
botschaft sum historishchen Jesus; Kudolf Bultmann, Kerygtna and Myth,
Vol. I, pp. 34-44, and especially pp. 41-42.
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show, however, that the kerygma is thereby surely contained in nuce

in Jesus' ministry. All that is really shown is the probable histori¬

cal process concerning how Jesus came to be considered God's eschato-

logical event originally. Above all, Bultmann shows that Jesus' real

and full authority is to be discerned in any case as the authority of

the Risen Lord (Cf. Mt. 28:1&> ^E6<S0n poi irflloo iCouofa iv oipavfi ical
Jtirl yfls. ). Therefore, the authority present in Jesus' life, as

is seen today in the synoptic tradition, has been presented always

from this later, post-Easter perspective. Closer attention to this

fact, Bultmann maintains, would save some scholars from too readily

confusing the pre-Easter and post-Easter iSoucrfa of Jesus (as they

now seem to do when they claim that the kerygma was clearly contained

in nuce in Jesus' historical appearance).^
In the whole of Bultmann's work here, the present writer would

contend that there remains still something of an enigma. While

basically Bultraann does not want to supply a secure historical foun¬

dation for the kerygma, he does nevertheless point to Jesus' (his¬

torically authentic) call to decision as truly inviting a Christo-

logy (both as it i3 represented in Jesus' announcement of God's immi¬

nently coming Kingdom and in the demand of obedience to God's Will

as the condition for receiving the coming Rule of God). The present

writer believes that one should interpret Bultmann. as has been done

above, and so suggest that he is really not concerned to show that

Jesus' earthly icooofa thus demanded a Christology, but only implied

it in such a manner that it thrust those first disciples into the

ultimate decision for or against faith. Therefore, in Bultmann's view,

60. Rudolf Bultmann, Das Verhaltnis der urchristllchen Christusbot-
schaft zum historischen Jesus, pp. 15-17.
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one cannot really gain anything for fsith today by attempting to re¬

turn to those Initial stage3 of Christianity (e.g. to Jesus' earthly

ministry and it3 Implications for the church's preaching) via histor¬

ical analysis.
B

Gunther Bornkatam's and Ernst Kaseraann's Critical
and Interpretative Analysis of Mt. 5:21-48

As was the case with the representative texts discussed in the

previous chapter concerning the Kingdom of God, here also the writings

of Bornkanmi and Kasemann presuppose the critical work done by Bult-

mann and thus their writings tend to discuss the several critical and

interpretative issues only when they differ from Bultmann in some

significant sense. Likewise, here too it is sometimes not completely

clear when these scholars discuss a given text as authentic, whether

they hold it to be an actual utterance of Jesus or a church formula¬

tion which nevertheless reflects accurate insights into the teaching

of the earthly Jesus (that is, critically authentic in the secondary

sense). In the following, however, care will be taken to set forth

in which sense Bomkamm and Ka'semann do suggest historical authentic¬

ity, Insofar as that is discernible from their several critical

statements.

Professor Kasemann on 20 October, 1953, delivered a lecture in

Jugenheim at a reunion of former students of Bultmann, which has been

given primary credit for initiating the so-called "New Quest of the

Historical Jeaus". It was in this lecture that Kasemann briefly

analysed the antitheses of the Sermon on the Mount afresh and used his

conclusions from that analysis to begin the lively discussion which
62

has continued to the present.

61. Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth, p. 41.

62. Ernst KAsemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 15-47.



Kasemann begins by agreeing with Bultmann's analysis that surely

the first, second and fourth antitheses are essentially quite primi¬

tive. In Kaaemann's view these antitheses must be considered criti¬

cally authentic because their content and form both suggest marked

distinctiveness. Indeed, in Kasemann's view, these few verses are

representative of some of the most extraordinary material in the gos¬

pels. He agrees with Bultmann that their form initially suggests that

these are the words of a rabbi interpreting Scripture. There is, how¬

ever, another factor present which makes these verses radically unlike

anything which one would expect of a rabbi. The significant factor is

found in the three words Xfyto, which imply a personal claim to
an authority that would equal and even exceed the authority of Hoses.

If Jesus did actually speak these words, he thereby ceased to be sim¬

ply a rabbi; for all rabbinic authority is secondarily derived from

the Mosaic Law. One rabbi might oppose another in a legal debate by

saying, "But I say"; but no rabbi would ever dare to pit himself dir¬

ectly against Moses (who was believed to be the original giver of the

divine Torah). The rabbi who would dare to utter such words as these

in first century Palestine would certainly sever himself from his fel¬

lows and be thought of as either mad or blasphemous, unless he was

himself actually the bearer of the Messianic Torah. Not even the pro¬

phets of old who said "Thus saith the Lord" would have thought to

challenge the supreme authority of Moses. Thus in Kasemann's view,

this saying must be deemed critically reliable, for it is so totally

unique that it stands in stark contrast to anything in contemporary

Judaism. Furthermore, the implied claim here is not expounded on the

kerygmatie or messianic titular lines of thought characteristic of

early church belief and preaching. Moreover, Mt. 5:17-19 shows that
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the evangelist found these words of Jesus too bold for the taste of

many Jewish-Christians and thus felt compelled to soften their contrast

to the Torah via this attempted delimiting preface. This additional

factor further increases the likelihood of historical authenticity in

these antitheses, as it shows a loyalty to Jesus' words but an embar¬

rassment with them that fails to grasp their full impact. It is, there¬

fore, most unlikely that these antitheses had their origin in church

creativity. Hence, the total impact of Jesus' actual earthly appear¬

ance must have been of such a manner that it exceeded that of any

rabbi or prophet known to the Jewish people (even if Jesus at first

seemingly appeared in such roles). In fact, the only category in

Judaism which would do justice to such an implied claim, was that of

Messiah (even if it is doubtful that Jesus ever explicitly claimed

to be Messiah because of the demands of the critical "canon of dis¬

similarity"). This, of course, is precisely how the disciples later

came to understand Jesus. If Kasemann is correct in his conclusions,

he has surely established a more concrete link between the earthly
63

Jesus and the Christ of Easter Faith than Bultmann was able to do.

Thus, in the above, Kasemann chiefly uses the "two canons of the

forms" and the "canon of dissimilarity" in conjunction, in order to

detect critical authenticity In both form and content. Likewise, the

variety of authenticity here detected goes beyond Bultmann's cautious

suggestion of a secondary level of critical reliability and maintains

that fife X£yu> and the essential content of the primitive anti¬

theses (according to Bultmann'3 prior analysis) are very close to

Jesus' otto words, if not his ipsissima verba.

Professor Bomkamm is in fundamental agreement with Kasemann and

he further elaborates the ramifications of Kasemann's Initial conclu-

63. Ibid., pp. 37-38.
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sions In his book, Jesus of Nazareth. Bornkamm especially stresses

that Jesus* ethical teaching can only be understood In the broader

context of Jesus' central theme of the presently ln-breaking Kingdom

of God, Thus, Bornkamm, as we have seen, underscores his difference

with Bultmann when he points out that salvation and repentance have

now conspicuously changed places from those they occupied in Jewish

theology. In Jewish thought repentance came first, as the condition

of salvation. Here, salvation precedes repentance, because with Jesus

the Kingdom is already given as a gift to mankind. Thus, for Born¬

kamm it is only against this altered background that Jesus' proclama-
64

tion of the Will of God is fully comprehensible.

Bornkamm too believes that Jesus probably did appear initially

as a rabbi (even if he was not ordained as such in accordance with

the strict regulations known from a later time). Moreover, one

would be wrong to say that Jesus disagreed with the rabbinic method

of expounding upon Scripture, wherein equal authority was attributed

to the Law, its exposition and its current application. Jesus also

followed such a pattern of quoting a Scripture passage and then pre¬

senting its true present meaning (cf. Mt. 5:21, 43). Rather, he was

concerned to attack the normal content of contemporary rabbinic in¬

terpretation via a new understanding of religious authority. In

spite of his fundamental approval of the rabbinic method, Jesus never

supported his own representation of the Law with authoritative quo¬

tations from the rabbinic "Fathers", as was the case with the rabbis.

When Jesus quoted a passage of Scripture, it was simply to justify

his own ministry and message. As we have seen already from Bultmann's

64. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 64-95, p. 83 especially.

65. Ibid, p. 57.
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and Kasemann's examination of Mt. 5:21-48, a rabbi in onlv an inter¬

preter of Scripture. Therefore, the authority of the rabbi is always

one that is clearly derived. It must prove itself by first quoting

supporting passages from Scripture and then bv the exegesis of the

respected rabhinic "Fathers". At this point Bornkaram does go beyond

bis teacher by stressing the note of fulfilment in Jesus when he says,

"Jesus' teaching, on the other hand, never consists merely in the in¬

terpretation of an authoritatively given sacred text, not even when

words from Scripture are auoted. The reality of God and the authority

of his Will are always directly present, and are fulfilled in hira."*^
Nothing in Judaism could parallel the manner in which Jesus dared to

confront and contrast the literal word of the Law with the Will of

God that was immediately present in his own words. Even the chief

authority, the Torah itself, had to submit to Jesus' criticism. Here,

mainly in Jesus' authoritative declaration of God's own Will and in

his open attack upon the formal authority of the Law, is the cause of

the growing hostility of the scribes and Pharisees witnessed to in

the gospels (who were not always antagonistic toward him cf. Lk. 7*36,

Hi37; 14:1). This freedom of Jesus in criticising the Law with such

sovereign authority is most clearly exnressed in his words ^
in the antitheses of Mt. 5:21-48. In so speaking, however, Jesus did

not intend to displace the Law with his own teaching, hut to measure

the letter of the Law critically by the Will of God now present in

his own consciousness and words.^
Jesus' direct and unique proclamation of God's Will can be found

nowhere more perspicuously than in Mt. 5:21-48. Bornkamm, once again

65. Ihid., p. 57.

66. Ibid., pp. 57, 96-100.
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following Bultraann's lead, says that the antitheses must not, however,

he understood as a total rejection of the Torah. Even if Mt. 5:17f.

is a church creation (as Kasemann maintains), it still at least repre¬

sents a summary of Jesus' general disagreement with all those who

would fanatically disregard the Law. Jesus held man to he a respon¬

sible being, for whom the Law was given that he might learn to walk

responsibly by the Divine Will. Therefore, the "newness" of Jesus'

teaching in the antitheses is not one which utterly rejects God's Law,

but examines it in light of the immediate presence of the Divine Will.

Bornkamm says all the antitheses can be summarised in the words, "Not

only - but even...Even wrath, even the hurtful look, even the 'legal'

divorce, even the mere oath (by which one word is singled out above

others as true), even the kind of retaliation which remains within

the limits prescribed by the law, even the kind of love which yet ex¬

cludes the enemy, are against God's Will."^ This is the sort of

righteousness that is not out of continuity with the true intent of

the Torah (Mt. 5:17f>), and yet exceeds the righteousness of the scribes
f. O

and Pharisees (Mt. 5:20).

Bomkamm further agrees with Bultmann in saying that the ideas

expressed in Jesus' radical interpretation of God's Will were not

entirely unknown in Judaism. There are many Jewish parallels to Jesus'

words, where the rabbis sought to penetrate to the true Will of God

within the Law. But in these cases the Divine Will is still conceived

of as legal in nature. As Bornkamm puts it, "A legal statute which

fences life in on all sides has also this Implication: There are as

69
many gaps in the fence as pickets." Hence, the rabbinic Tradition,

67. Ibid., p. 103.

68. Ibid., pp. 100-103.

69. Ibid., p. 104.



with its minute detail, was created to cover the many gaps. The prob¬

lem arose, however, when men's obedience came to be seen in a formal¬

ised manner, and men consciously kept merit charts to reckon their re¬

lationships with God. In fact, the Law had become totally isolated

from the living God. In such a situation the Torah actually had re¬

placed God as the chief authority in life. Consequently, the Law had

ceased to sustain man in a living relationship with God. Rather, a

barrier of formal achievement on the one hand, and guilt on the other,

now separated God and man. Jesus smashes this barrier and shows that

God is concerned about the heart and action of man in his Divine Will,

This is achieved by Jesus in his call to specific and personal obed¬

ience.^ Jesu3 spoke thus:

Be reconciled to your brother! If your eye causes

you to sin, pluck it out! Let what you say be simply
'Yes' or 'No'; anything more than this cones from evil.
But if any one strikes you on the right cheek, turn to
him the other also; and if any one would sue you and
take your coat, let him have your cloak as well; and if
any one forces you to go one mile, go with him two miles.
Give to him who begs from you, and do not refuse him who
would borrow from you. Love your enemies and pray for
those who persecute you. 71

Here the directness of Jesus' words comes through, for he was not

concerned with vague and general rules but only in bringing men into

the very presence of God. This sort of directness reaches through

the gaps of Jewish legalism and places a man before the living God

in the context of his daily life with other men. Above all, this is

made extremely lucid in the antitheses, with their concrete and sim¬

ple demands. Jesus does not isolate motive from action in these de¬

mands, but rather he demonstrates that a man's condition of mind and

heart produce his actions. Hence, God requires total inward obedience

70. Ibid., pp. 105-107.

71. Ibid., p. 105.



as well as external action. Furthermore, Jesus1 preaching on the Will

of God Is always quite concretely tied to a man's daily experience

(cf. Mt. 5:36) and needs no external theological authority to explain

and support It. The hearer of Jesus' words in the antitheses is not

left to puzzle out the niceties of their fulfilment but is confronted

with the personal need to acknowledge these words inwardly and act upon

them as speaking God's own Will. This is the supreme challenge to

those who want to live by "what men said of old" and who, therefore,

understand God's Will merely as a protection of religious and ethi-
72

cal traditions.

Bornkamm suggests that from the above, it is evident Jesus was

not simply suggesting a new and better variety of Pharisaism. The

word "exceed" in Mt. 5:20 and the reference to doing "more than oth¬

ers" in Mt. 5:47 must not be interpreted quantitatively, if one truly

understands Jesus' teaching in Mt. 5:21-48. When Jewish-Christian

influence colours Jesus' teaching by saying that he demanded obed¬

ience to the jot and tittle of the Law (Mt. 5:18f-), it here simply

misunderstands the meaning of the. antitheses that follow. Jesus

actually abrogates certain aspects of the Law in these antitheses.

The righteousness which Jesus demands is, therefore, qualitatively

new. The nature of this new quality is seen in Mt. 5:48 where Jesus

says, "You, therefore, must be perfect, as your heavenly Father is

perfect". This is no ideal to be achieved, but a wholeness that comes

from actually living constantly in God's presence and in continual

expectation of His future. In this way Jesus knew that men would be¬

come "Children of their Father in Heaven" (cf. Mt. 5:48). Here the

message of Jesus concerning the Kingdom and his teaching on the Will

72. Ibid., pp. 107-108.
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of God are truly united because they both reveal God's true and pres¬

ent Will for man.7^
Bornkamm Is then essentially in agreement with Bultmann's in¬

sights when he finds the unity between Jesus' message of the Kingdom

and his ethical preaching in the crisis of a man's decision before

God. There is, however, a significant disagreement between these

scholars on this matter as well. As we have seen, Bornkamm believes

that the available evidence points to the fact that the Kingdom of

God was in an initial sense immediately and consciously present with

Jesus' in his earthly ministry.7^ Thus, man's response to the King¬

dom was essentially a response to something given by Jesus. Jesus,

however, was also the one who revealed consciously (as in the anti¬

theses) the unmediated Will of God. Therefore, whoever responded to

God's Kingdom did so by obediently responding to this present Divine

Will. Consequently, the total obedience which Jesus sought in Mt.

5:21-48, was the proper response not only to God's ethical Will but

also to his Salvation which was now breaking into human history with

Jesus of Nazareth. This response to God's complete Will for man is

most perfectly spelled out in the command to Love. The one who loves

both friend and foe in their special needs is now living in God's own

Reign and so manifesting his love for and response to God by such

action in the very concrete events of life (cf. Mt. 5:43-48; 22:34-

40).75
Here then, Bornkamra like Kasemann, chiefly uses the "two canons

of the forms" and the "canon of dissimilarity" in conjunction, in

73. Ibid., pp. 64-95.

74. Ibid., pp. 108-117.

75. Ibid., p. 11.
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order to discern the essential critical authenticity of the first,

second and fourth antitheses as roost probably Jesus* own words. Fur¬

thermore, Bomkamm apparently holds the remaining material here to be

critically authentic in the secondary sense previously discussed (with

the possible exception of verses 25-26, which is a misplaced eschato-

logical warning; and verse 32, which has a reliable core but has been

modified by the Jewish-Christian community in order to agree with the

school of Shammai). The chief canon for such critical establishment

would seem to be the "canon of consistency", for this material does

agree with the basic purpose of the more surely authentic material,

even if the "two canons of the forms" and the "canon of dissimilarity"

raise some questions as to its exact formulation as it now stands in

Mt. 5:21-48 (which we have already seen in Bultmann's primary analysis),

III, Conclusions From The Foregoing Analyses of
Gvinther Bornkamm's and Ernat K&semann's

Writings Concerning Mt. 5:21-48

<•>

1) The first matter that calls for a summary review is that of

the critical canons here employed, Again, we have seen the "canon

of dissimilarity" and the "two canons of the forms" emerge for Born-

kamm and Kasemann as the canons of primary importance in recovering

the actual, authentic words of the earthly Jesus. Likewise, again

we have seen Bomkamm?s especial use of the "canon of consistency"

to recover words that reflect a critical authenticity of a secondary

degree.

2) However, attention must also be called to a further related

development. Repeatedly, the "authentic" words of Jesus for Bornkamm

(whether primarily or secondarily authentic) appear as those words
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which reflect the "directness", "sovereign freedom" or "authority"

of Jesus. Consequently, one cannot help but gain the impression from

reading Bornkamm's writings (especially) that he has begun to formu¬

late yet another positive canon in establishing his historical pic¬

ture of the earthly Jesus. Moreover, this canon Increasingly appears

to be almost a "super-canon" in itself. That is, chiefly by the use

of the "canon of dissimilarity", Bomkamm has repeatedly discovered

traces of a unique authority in the most reliable pericopae. Having

discovered this quality so fused with Jesus' person in the most authen¬

tic pericopae, he has then begun to become more trusting of the criti¬

cal authenticity of other pericopae wherein this same feature can be

found. Thus, here the "canon of consistency" and the "canon of mul¬

tiple attestation" merge into what might be called a "super-canon
76

of unique icouofa". If, Indeed, the present writer is correct in

this contention, it should be noted also that Bornkamm would not there¬

by be alone methodologically among critical historians, for as Pro¬

fessor E. H. Carr has shown, all historians have certain working hy¬

potheses which they bring with them to their emerging evidence. All

through the course of a historical investigation these hypotheses

Interact with the evidence unearthed by the ongoing critical method.

Hence, a given working hypothesis (in this case emerging from the

primary use of the "canon of dissimilarity") becomes more and more

established as an actual criterion of historical authenticity Itself

as it is further apparently verified by the evidence that is unearthed

(i.e. as by the "canon of consistency" and the "canon of multiple

attestation"). This sort of criterion, however, should properly be

exposed to evidential falsification as well. ^ Unfortunately, the

76. Ibid., p. 57f.

77. E. H. Carr, What Is History?, pp. 1-30.



more subconscious the working hypothesis is, the less open it is to

careful examination by a given historian. If this quality of "direct¬

ness", "sovereign freedom" or "authority" is indeed such a "working

hypotheses become-critical canon" for Bornkannt, he does not anywhere

reflectively discuss it as such. This in Itself could imply that it

is a rather unconscious canon, therefore. Moreover, although Pro¬

fessor Kasemann does not demonstrate his use of such a canon, even

78
as transparently as Bomkamm, he does apparently use it as well.

3) Before moving beyond the question of the use of critical

canons here, it would be fruitful to renew a question raised in the

corresponding section of the previous chapter on the Kingdom of God

in Jesus' teaching. That is, in the concluding summary of that chap¬

ter concerning Bornkamm's and Kasemann's use of critical canons, it

was noted that use of the "canon of dissimilarity" might be still

something less than the precise tool historical critics would like

it to be. But because the canon seems a demanding one, some students

of the New Testament might thereby be led to the conclusion that

anything which passes its standards can surely be attributed to the

earthly Jesus; or conversely anything which dees not pass its standards

surely does not come from Jesus. However, the present writer should

like to suggest that the results produced by this canon are not so

absolutely firm as they might initially appear. Especially one won¬

ders if this canon, as used by Bomkamm and Kasemann, makes Jesus ap¬

pear too vividly distinctive in contrast to Judaism on the one hand

and early church theology on the other.

Consequently, a further brief examination must be undertaken of

78. Ernst Kasemann, Jesus Means Freedom, pp. 16-41; Ernst Kasemann,
Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 37-47.
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the key words iySs 61 Xlyw. Bultmann's original analysis Indicated

that most likely three of the six antitheses were secondary formula¬

tions based upon the pattern of the more primitive antitheses (i.e.

the third, fifth and sixth antitheses were in essence not as primi¬

tive as the first, second and fourth antitheses), and Bornkamm, as

we have seen, has in his own way agreed with this analysis. If this

analysis is essentially correct, then Matthew has apparently taken

over certain appropriate old material known originally in the commun¬

ity of his own time in other forms (i.e. the material now included

in the third, fifth and sixth antitheses) and freely recast it in

the present antithetical form on the pattern of the more primitive

antitheses. If with Bultmann, Bornkamm and Kasemann, however, it

is realised that these secondary antitheses were probably set in their

precise, present form and context by the especial theological inter¬

ests of Matthew; then this factor in itself should raise a further

question concerning the historical origin of the words 51 Xfyw

in the more primitive antitheses. Is it not quite likely that a

similar theological Interest could have been at work in the specific

manner of formulation of these words in the more primitive antithe¬

ses themselves? Several considerations would seem to Indicate that

the evangelist, in fact, may have created the precise antithetical

structure of the primitive antitheses as well. At least these con¬

siderations are significant enough that they should be examined before

accepting Borakamm's and Kasemann's conclusions entirely.

First, if Jesus did actually set his own teaching in such sharp

contrast with the Torah by means of the formula ^KoCaaxe ox\ ippfBn...
61 Xiyim \Jptv..., it is rather strange that none of the other

evangelists should have realised this extremely significant fact and
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79
thus incorporated it in their gospels. That omission (a form of

the argument from silence) suggests the possibility of Matthew's edi¬

torial hand. Secondly, even a number of less sceptical New Testament

scholars have recognised that Matthew surely had quite definite theo¬

logical interests at work when he set forth the three main sections

of the "Sermon on the Mount". T. W. Manson, for example, believes

that the main sections of the "Sermon" are based on a comparison

of the Christian life with Jewish teaching as exemplified in a fam¬

ous saying of Simeon the Righteous; that the world rests upon three

pillars of the Law, worship and "imparting kindness". Hence, in

Manson's view, the antitheses as they now stand, represent Matthew's

specific conception of the New Law (even if much of the material used
80

by Matthew goes back to Jesus himself as Manson believes). Thirdly,

Professor David Daube ba3 shown that the rabbinic exegetical debates

often employed a form of argumentation that was quite similar to

Matthew's formal antithetical structure here. In such debates a rab¬

bi would refute the more literal understanding of a text with the

formula, "You have literally understood....But you must understand."

The seed is thus already present in such a known rabbinic formula

which could have germinated into the more specific legislative for¬

mula, "You have heard but I say unto you", if a different theo¬

logical objective were held by the evangelist. If, for example,

Matthew's theological aim was to demonstrate that the earthly Jesus

79. One could, of course, argue that Jesus did set his teaching in
sharp contrast with the Torah in Mk. 7, (as on the matter of ritual
cleanliness) and in Mk. 10 and Lk. 16 (as on the matter of divorce),
as Kasemar.n has rightly also shown. However, in these places the
precise antithetical structure of the primitive antitheses of Mat¬
thew 5 is not to be seen, with its clearer corresponding implication
of Jesus as the giver of the Messianic Torah.
80. T. W. Manson, Ethics and the Gospel (New York: Scribners, 1961),
pp. 52-57; Herbert Danby, The Mishnah (Oxford! Clarendon Press, 1933),
pp. 446-460.



had been the proclaimer of the true or Messianic Law (in dispute with

the synogogue and legalistic Jewish customs of his time), then this

factor could well account for the concrete legislative formula being

placed upon Jesus' lips in Mt. 3:21-48 (but nowhere else in the syn¬

optic tradition). The difference between the rabbinic antithetical

form and Matthew's here, then, is understandable on the basis of a

difference in settings. Here the setting is to be found in the

evangelist's theologically interpretative intentions (whether those

intentions arose historically out of a situation in which a Net; Mes¬

sianic Torah was expected in the last days, or in a situation wherein

the church was simply attempting to show the origin of its new way

81of life in contrast to the rabbis at Jarania). Fourthly, it should

be noted that one of the secondary antitheses is already introduced

in its parallel form in Lk. 6:27 by the words ItAXiis \£ytv \€yu).

Moreover, there are numerous examples in the gospels of Jesus' use

of the formula iyhv Xiyu tJyfv • These examples can be found in all

three of the synoptic gospels (and the pattern is also found in John's

gospel where is doubled liturgically). These examples, further¬

more, can be isolated in various forms of Jesus* sayings. Thus the

"canon of multiple attestation" would suggest that such an element

could well have been characteristic of Jesus' actual speech. Addi¬

tionally, Heinrich Schlier has demonstrated that most of these vari¬

ous forms of sayings (introduced by the formula iyftv Xiya i£ytv)

deal with the Kingdom of God as in some manner united with Jesus' own

person. In Judaism served generally as an acknowledgment of that

81. David Daube, The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism (London:
Athlone Press, 1956), pp. 55-62; Herbert Braun, Spatludisch-haretis-
cher und fruhchristllcher Radikalismus, Vol. II, (Tvibingen: J.C.B.
Mohr, 1957), p. 5 especially.
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which is sure or valid. Thus, it came to be used responsively with

oaths and prayers in the Old Testament period (or occasionally at the

end of a prayer to confirm that which is hoped for). In the early

church's usage, the iyfjv continued to be used responsively with prayers

and doxologles to the vaf of God declared in the accomplished event of

Jesus Christ. Jesus himself, however, appears (from the gospel evi¬

dence) to have placed the iyfiv consistently before his own interpre¬

tation of the Law, or his warnings and promises; in order to indicate
82that they are utterly true and confirmed as valid by his own person.

Therefore, the "canon of dissimilarity" seemingly suggests that some

such formula as &y?iv Xfyto i£ytv is uniquely enough used by Jesus in

the tradition to be traced back confidently to the characteristic

speech of Jesus. Consequently, if this strongly suggestive element

was in any sense present already in the tradition known to the

Christian community of Matthew's time, little change would have

been required by Matthew in order to adapt such an introductory

formula into the even more pointed antithetical formula now stand¬

ing throughout Mt. 5:21-48 (especially if the evangelist was keen

to present Jesus' teaching as the Messianic Torah or the Messianic

83intensification of the Torah). Finally, we noted initially

82. Heinrich Schlier, "&yf|v", Theologisches Worterbuch sum Neuen
Testament, Band I (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1952), pp. 339-342;
J. Hempel, "Amen", Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, Vol. A-D,
p. 105.

83. R. H, Fuller, The Foundations of New Testament Christology (Lon¬
don: Lutterworth Press, 1965), p. 132; indeed, in our time Heinrich
Schlier goes so far as to maintain that Jesus' preceding iyftv Xfym
ijytv is so significant a factor that it contains the whole of Christol-
ogy in nuce. Cf. Heinrich Schlier, op.cit. The present writer would
maintain that Schlier is too enthusiastic in this conclusion and that
Jesus' historical consciousness depends far more on what one can or
cannot establish about Jesus' teaching concerning the Kingdom of God
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that Kasemann especially contends that Mt. 5:17-20 has been inserted

in the tradition in order to tone down Jesus' antithetical teaching,

which the early church found too bold for its taste. However, the

present writer would suggest that the situation which Matthew was

addressing was more complex than Kasemann's statement would imply.

On the one hand, Matthew speaks out throughout his gospel against the

rigid legalism of Pharisaic Judaism which had lost sight of the true

Will of God in ritualistic hair-splitting and had thus rejected the

Messiah whom God had sent. Against these Pharisaic Jews, and their

camp followers among the Jewish-Christians, Matthew is most desirous

of lucidly demonstrating that perfect righteousness that shatters pet¬

ty legalism and probes through to God'3 pure Will. Thus, he has a

real interest in especially stressing Jesus' authoritative willing¬

ness to set aside even the teaching of Moses in light of God's pure

present Will. The antithetical structure of Mt. 5:21-48 is a vivid

means of conveying this message. However, Matthew was likewise en¬

gaged in a vigorous struggle against the enthusiasts inside the church

of his time who believed themselves so filled with the "Lord's Spirit"

in God's new era, that the Law and the prophets were now considered

obsolete. It is against these antinomian enthusiasts that Matthew

feels compelled to emphasise Jesus' respect for the Law prior to pre¬

senting the antitheses (even if he unfortunately did it with a radi¬

cal Jewish-Christian formula in 5:18f. which virtually all scholar¬

ship today recognises could hardly have been formulated by Jesus

and his mission consciousness in relation to that Kingdom, that upon
the 3tpt{v in isolation. Nevertheless, Schlier's observation here makes
it clear that the significance ofiptw X£yw ^pfv would not have
been lost on Matthew, and he could have felt quite justified in draw¬
ing out the implication of such a speech pattern in his own anti¬
thetical presentation of Jesus' ethical teaching.
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himself [according to the "canon of consistency"]).^ Hence, Matthew

being engaged in a struggle on two theological fronts, was compelled

to incorporate and reshape materials editorially for vise in his gos¬

pel which would answer both of his needs. This too supports the no¬

tion that Matthew's theological interests may have been as active in

shaping Mt. 5:21-48 as in using Mt. 5:17-20 for his ourposes.

In light of the above cummulative critical considerations, it is

quite possible that Matthew could have been influenced by definite

kerygmatic interests, even if those interests do not show themselves

in exactly the same forms as Borakamm and Kasemann are used to detect¬

ing via the "canon of dissimilarity" (i.e., as in the Messianic titles,

specific expressions of faith in Jesus as a Messianic figure, mytho¬

logical faith-formulations etc.). Simply because Matthew does not

here explicitly demonstrate his understanding of Jesus as the Messiah,

and, therefore, giver of the New or Messianic intensification of the

Torah, x?e cannot argue that the kerygmatic theology of the church has

not greatly influenced his formulation of the antitheses. Those

kerygraatically shaped items which the "canon of dissimilarity" is thus

normally programmed to detect do not specifically aopear here and

so possibly the more subtle theological motives of Matthew are too

readily accepted as the actual words of Jesus of Nazareth. Hence,

It could be that Bultmann's extremely keen critical sense with regard

to how completely kerygmatic theology has coloured the synoptic tra¬

dition is taken rather too lightly by Hasemann and Bomkamm in this

case, in their earnest desire to uncover more firm historical links

between Jesus and the church. All of this is not meant to discredit

84. Gunther Bomkamm, The New Testament: A Guide to Its Writings
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1973), pp. 58- 59.
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the work of Borr.kamm and Kasemann, hut rather to suggest that Bultmann's

Judgment of the antithetical structure as only secondarily authentic,

is probably a safer conclusion for the cautious historian to draw.

Yet because of the work of Schlier (and others), it is now somewhat

clearer what it likely was in the speech of the earthly figure Jesus

of Nazareth which gave easy rise to such editorial reshaping of the

traditional material. Thus, the central thrust of Bornkamm's and

Kasemann's work is not wholly invalid, for there is something in the

probable, characteristic speech of Jesus which is not unlike Matthew's

presentation of Jesus' teaching. Nevertheless, the above discussion

suggests that a more precise use of the "canon of dissimilarity" may

sometimes be called for than is presently seen in the work of Born-

kamm and Kaseraann here. And that precision could he gained by the

exercise of more critical caution in the use of the "canon of dissimi¬

larity", as well as careful attention to factors suggested by the

other canons (as here the "canon of the argument from silence" con¬

cerning why the other evangelists do not record Jesus* teachings in

this antithetical structure, and the "canon of multiple attestation"

and the "canon of dissimilarity" with reference to iyflv X6yti)

and like introductory formulae).

Moreover, the above argument could be carried a step further by

considering more closely the possible similarity of much of Je3us'

teaching in these antitheses to what is otherwise known to be repre¬

sentative of the best insights of the Judaism of Jesus* day (as well

as the formal and material differences present in Jesus' teaching,

of course). It would be unnecessarily repetitive simply to recount

the highlights of the history of scholarship on this question, but

the present writer would call attention to the fact that there has
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been an increasingly strong tendency of careful scholarship to admit

father than deny) that there is a great similarity between much of

the content of Jesus* teaching in Mt. 5:21-48 and certain contempor-

$5
ary rabbinic sources. This factor becomes even more significant

to note, then, if it is questionable that Jesus did consciously pre¬

sent his own teaching in such vivid contrast to the Torah, as Kase-

mann has suggested only the Messiah would dare to do (that is, if the

present writer's foregoing critical analysis of the antithetical

structure could be correct and the evangelist rather than Jesus is

probably to be given credit for the precise antithetical formulation

of Mt. 5:21-48). However, it would also seem that Professor Bultmann

has not been able to satisfactorily demonstrate an actual borrowing

process wherein the church can be shown to have freely attributed

this rabbinical material to Jesus at some time after his death. This

leads to a further crucial problem with regard to the use of the "ca¬

non of dissimilarity". It is not sufficient merely to note a mater¬

ial parallel between aspects of Jesus' teaching and given items in

contemporary Jewish literature. In any field of historical study

wherein a borrowing process is suspected by a later community of fol¬

lowers, the cautious historian should be required to demonstrate some

concrete link (or process) by which that community, in fact, borrowed

material and attributed it to their leader. Material similarities in

86
themselves do not adequately demonstrate a church borrowing process.

85. H. L. Strack und P. Billerbeck, Kommentar zum Neuen Testament
aus Talmud und Midrasch, erster band, (Munchen: C. H. Becksche
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1956), pp. 252-386; C. G. Montefiore, Rabbinical
Literature and Gospel Teachings (London: Macmillan, 1930); T. W.
Manson, Ethics and the Gospel, p. 57, especially where Manson uses
this as an argument for the reliability of the material and Jesus'
Jewishness.

86. Cf. B. M. Metzger, "Considerations of Methodology in the Study
of the Mystery Religions and Early Christianity", The Harvard Theo¬
logical Review, Vol. XLVIII, Vol. I (January, 1955), pp. 1-20.
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Hence, it remains an equally possible hypothesis that Jesus himself

may have employed ideas, and even specific sayings, commonly known

in the Judaism of his day and recast them with his own especial em¬

phases. For on general considerations, it is just as likely that

Jesus, as a Jew with an especial interest in religious and ethical

issues of his time, could have freely used material that was familiar

to him from his own synagogue training and knowledge of contemporary

rabbinical discussions of the Law. Such things would have been "a-

round in the atmosphere" for anyone who was sensitive to such issues.

Thus, Jesus frequently may have taken what he considered to be quite

valuable points (and/or actual sayings) from current discussions and

have reapplied them with his own peculiar emphases. A clear example

of such a reapplication has recently been pointed out in the case of

one of John F, Kennedy's most noted sayings, "Ask not what your coun¬

try can do for you, but what you can do for your country". It appears

that a quite similar exhortation was commonly uttered in Kennedy's

presence by the headmaster of the Choate School when Kennedy was a

young student there. The headmaster, the Rev. George Clair St. John,

is reported to have said frequently, "Ask not what your school can
87

do for you, but what you can do for your school". If this prin¬

ciple of reapplication should be valid in Jesus' case, then the simil¬

arity of a number of his sayings to contemporary Jewish sources is

quite understandable without diminishing the possibility that they

(or something quite similar) were also uttered from the lips of the

earthly Jesus. On this view, the historical figure Jesus is thus not

automatically separated so radically from his own Umwelt by the use

Time (28 January, 1966), p. 55.
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of a critical canon, but is rather so much a part of it that he can

be understood as one able to use material freely from his own personal

historical background (much as any person does, even a President of

the United States in an age of mass media and copyright!). Thus, at

the present state of our historical knowledge one can only speak with

real certainty when he maintains that the similarity between the con¬

tent of given sayings in Mt. 5:21-48 and the relevant contemporary

Jewish literature indicates that the content of much of Jesus' teach¬

ing here was not utterly new or strange to the Judaism of Jesus' day

and thereby could as easily have an original Sitz itn Leben Jesu as a

88
Sitz im Leben der alten Klrche.

Furthermore, the use of the "canon of dissimilarity" here by

Bultmann, Bornkamm and Kasemann involves a particular definition of

late Judaism as an "ossified legalism", which surely would be ques¬

tioned by a number of New Testament scholars today. It can be main¬

tained that the variety of religious expression within the Judaism

of Jesus' day was much richer, and the residual vitality of certain

elements within Pharisaism itself much stronger, than these three

scholars rather simplistically suggest in employing their "canon of

dissimilarity". Consequently, again Jesus may appear to be more

unique to readers of these scholars' works today than he actually ap-

89
peared to many of his contemporaries.

88. Harvey K. McArthur, Understanding the Sermon on the Mount (New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1960), p. 50f.
89. For this insight I am especially indebted to Professor Hugh An¬
derson, who shared his insights on this matter with the present writer
in a correspondence of 10 January, 1975. Cf. W. D. Davies and D.
Daube, eda.. The Background of the New Testament and Its Eschatology;
W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism: Some Rabbinic Elements in
Pauline Theology (London: S.P.C.K., 1948); W. D. Davies, Christian
Origins and Judaism (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1962); W. D.
Davies, The Setting of the Sermon on the Mount; W. D. Davies, Intro¬
duction to Pharisaism; W. D. Davies, "Torah in the Messianic Age and/or
the Age to Come", Journal of Biblical Literature Monograph Series, 7
(Philadelphia, 1952).



Next it will be quite important to note those aspects of Jesus'

message in Mt. 5:21-48 which may more clearly show marks of distinc¬

tiveness. But first this much of the foregoing analysis leads the

present writer to several general conclusions that need stating.

First, it is important to examine more carefully whether a given as¬

pect of Jesus' message does truly differ so radically from church theo¬

logy on the one hand and/or Judaism on the othej: as indeed it may in¬

itially appear. For in this case Kasemann's concentration on the

apparent uniqueness of^Y^ ^ \€yw causes him to underplay several

questions that could be raised by his other canons and the material

similarities of Jesus' message in Mt. 5:21-48 to known Jewish sources.

In short, the "canon of dissimilarity" as employed by Kasemann and

Bornkaram may sometimes too easily assure the result of "uniqueness"

and thereby prematurely pass a verdict which in effect isolates Jesus

too hastily and severely from both his own time and people, and also

the church which arose as a response to his life. Secondly, and

equally importantly, such a use of the "canon of dissimilarity" as

has just been questioned can also carry with it certain somewhat more

subtle theological dangers. That is, by using the "canon of dissim¬

ilarity" improperly, one could discover a "historical Jesus" who is

no longer truly a "historical" person. That is, "Jesus" could appear

to float so strangely above his own environment and be cut off so

sharply from the movement which he induced, that ironically he could

become a modern critical version of the older pious pictures of Jesus
90

with the radiant halo about his head. Moreover, there is the added,

90. As a curious aside, the present writer noted some time ago that
certain early copies of Bultmann's Jesus (in the German edition) ac¬
tually carried on the cover an image of Jesus cum halo, which only
struck him as oddly humorous at first. Only later, when reflecting
on the dangers of the "canon of dissimilarity" did it seem ironically
appropriate; since Bultmann and his pupils have thrust this canon upon
New Testament scholarship so significantly in the twentieth century!



hidden theological danger of establishing such a falsely "secure''

image of the "historical Jesus", that because of his utter uniqueness,

he should have been self-evidently recognisable as the embodiment of

the eschatologlcal event during his own lifetime. This, of course,

would not take proper account of the centrality of the Easter-Event

in revealing who Jesus actually wa3, nor the much discussed "messianic

secret". Yet these features are undeniably important aspects of the

tradition. It must be gratefully granted that neither Kasemann nor

Bomkamm have developed their research in precisely this direction

(although some of their statements "lean" in this direction). Never¬

theless, this inherent danger lurks beneath the surface in a too sim¬

plistic use of the "canon of dissimilarity" and could be so improperly

developed by others less impressed with the centrality of the Easter-

Event than these pupils of Bultmann.

Before moving beyond the issue of the use of critical canons here,

it is yet necessary to ask more specifically how these canons could

be better employed constructively so as to isolate what is properly

distinctive in Jesus' earthly message (from Mt. 5:21-48 in this case)

without thereby isolating him in an unwarranted manner from his own

Umwelt or the church which he induced. The following section will

thus attempt to set some initial directions for a methodological move¬

ment beyond what we have encountered in the work of Bultmann, Born-

kamm and Kasemann thus far; but which nevertheless keys off of the

pioneering work of these scholars and does not simply negate it.

First, it mu3t be stated at the outset that the foregoing critique

in no way is meant to question the value of the "canon of dissimilar¬

ity" as used negatively by these three scholars for isolating aspects

of Jesus' words and work which are actually unique in contrast to
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Judaism or the church (i.e., as in Jesus' proclamation of the inbreak-

inp BctcnAcfa toO 9eo0 er his characteristic use of nCptv etc.).
This has been a most welcome and important addition to critical his¬

torical scholarship and must continue. However, this solely negative

use, as we have seen, has had the effect of sometimes seeming to rule

out aspects of Jesus' possible words or work wherein he may have ac¬

tually held something in common with the church or Judaism. How can

this more ambiguous material be analysed appreciatively; so that what

could be either Jesus' material or church material, or Jesus' material

or Jewish material, can be so classified in a "middle category" ra¬

ther than prematurely be classified as surely not belonging to the

historical figure Jesus? How can this more ambiguous material then

be examined for other possible hidden marks of Jesus' influence, when

initial material considerations from the negative use of the "canon

of dissimilarity" would demonstrate only an enigmatic overlap with

otherwise known church or Jewish material?

One possibility for achieving these goals has been suggested by

Professor C. E. Carlston. He suggests that once the "canon of dis¬

similarity" has been employed negatively in its most rigid form and

thereby produced a minimal core of Jesud material, that it can be re¬

applied positively. That is, he suggests something very much like

what has been cAlled here the "canon of consistency" being applied

regularly to all ambiguous material before it is assumed to be defin¬

itely non-Jesus? material. First, he maintains that any further au¬

thentic Jesu^ material will fit reasonably with Jesus' unique escha-

tological message (as it has been discerned by the strict negative

use of the "canon of dissimilarity"). Secondly, any authentic ma¬

terial must be shown to mesh with known conditions that prevailed
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during Jesus' own ministry (linguistic, political, social, eccles-
91

siastical etc.), Carlston, then, makes the following statement in

support of his positive application of the "canon of dissimilarity"

(or of what has been deemed here the "canon of consistency"); "This

will bring the relative nature of any results obtained clearly to the

forefront at the very outset and thus avoid the temptation of using
02

historical methods to prove, rather than illustrate."' So it would

seem that Carlston has likewise detected the danger involved in an

almost exclusive use of the negative "canon of dissimilarity" in

evaluating material that is really enigmatic by the use of that

canon (and thus also creating an overly false sense of security about

apparently authentic material). It must appreciatively be acknow¬

ledged that Bomkamtn, especially, has done something quite like this

already in reclaiming the miracle tradition and the tradition of Jesu^

ministry to the "poor in spirit". What is being suggested here is a

more conscious effort to apply this procedure on a regular basis.

Moreover, with that same material it was noted that Bornkaram has also

employed the "canon of multiple attestation" with positive result.

Especially when the use of both the "canon of consistency" and the

"canon of multiple attestation" working together suggest the possi¬

bility of Jesus' influence, the probability of historical reliability
93

is surely heightened. Hence, now the present writer will attempt

to apply these canons briefly to the material at hand, in order to

91. Charles Edwin Carlston, "A Positive Criterion of Authenticity?",
Biblical Research, Vol. II (Chicago, 1962), pp. 33-44.

92. Ibid., p. 44.

93. Cf. Hugh Anderson, Jesus and Christian Origins, pp. 99-100; Nor¬
man Perrin, Rediscovering the Teaching of Jesus, pp. 45-49.
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test whether their conscious application might move us beyond the

limitations involved in the too exclusive use of the negative "canon

of dissimilarity".

First, a linguistic matter draws our attention, for certain of

Jesus' teaching in Mt. 5:21-48 is given in the imperative form (verses

24-25, 29-30, 37, 40-42, 44). This might have significance as a mark

of historical authenticity. Professor David Daube has shown that in

the Hew Testament period rabbinical teaching generally used the par¬

ticiple for stating the correct ethical practice of Judaism. (Halakah).

In the Old Testament when direct revelation was believed to have oc¬

curred, the imperative and the imperfect were normally employed. How¬

ever, in the time of Jesus it was considered that that period of rev¬

elation had been over for centuries and that the participle now nor¬

mally served as the proper linguistic tool for conveying that revela¬

tion which had been delivered in the past. In effect, tbis parti¬

ciple usage was a linguistic way of saying that a given ethical prac¬

tice was derived from the period of revelation and was now consid¬

ered to be the customary practice for all who would obey God's Will

in the present. Thus, the setting in life within Judaism by Jesus'

time was not one of direct revelation, but rather one of interpreta¬

tive stabilisation of formerly given revelatory religious and ethical

practices. The prophet no longer spoke, but rather the scholar. Yet

Jesus is represented as speaking in the imperative here. If this is

an authentic feature of the tradition, then the implication could he

that Jesus felt himself able to speak with the same direct authorita-
94

tive demand which was characteristic of prophets.

It would seem unlikely, therefore, that this imperative form i

94. Cf. David Daube, on. cit.. pp. 90-97; E. G. Selywn, The First
Eoistle of St. Peter (London: Macmillan, 1964), pp. 467-488.



could have been borrowed fro® Judaism. Likewise, while it could be

argued that the imperative form might have arisen from the church's

theological desire to present Jesus as God's supreme revelation, Jesus'

personal imperatives here do fall consistently within the context of

quite concrete illustrative commands, and thus contrast sharply with

the general maxim approach to ethical exhortation so typically found
95

in the New Testament epistles. If the church had created these

ethical teachings, one would expect them to have reflected more traces

of the stylistic form found characteristically in the epistles. Fur¬

thermore, this imperative form fits well with Jesus' apparent escha-

tological mission-consciousness, for in the crisis time of Jesus' min¬

istry, the imperative would have most appropriatlvely declared the

true Will and demand of God. Moreover, the use of the imperative

surely fits well with the synoptic tradition's report that Jesus did

not direct his teaching just to his "school of disciples", or confine

his teaching to the synagogue; but rather went directly to "the people

of the land" and taught in open fields, by the sea, in homes, and in

the streets. The urgency of his message surely did demand unorthodox

procedures and vivid language. Consequently, it would seem that

even when the "canon of dissimilarity" is applied negatively, there

emerges a real possibility that the general character of the language

here could better derive from Jesus than either contemporary Judaism

or the church. When the "canon of consistency" is also applied, it

would seem even more likely that the imperative form does fit extremely

95. C. H. Dodd, Gospel and Law (Now York; Columbia University Press,
1951), pp. 51-53.

96. Ibid., pp. 53-54; C. H. Dodd, The Parables of the Kingdom (London:
Collins, 1963), pp. 18-21; W. D. Davies, The Setting of the Sermon
on the Mount, p. 421.
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well with what we otherwise know of Jesus' mission-consciousness and

teaching patterns. This would seemingly increase the probability of

the imprint of the earthly Jesus here.

Still further examination shows another significant feature.

That if, the language in these above mentioned verses and the other

verses in their immediate context (i.e., 22, 23-24, 25-26, 29-30,

34-37, 39-42, 46-47), shows distinct marks of that same poetic and

yet wholly realistic picture-language which occurs repeatedly in the

parables of Jesus. Here, as in the parables, an idea is always ex-

97
pressed concretely in terms of recognisable human action. Like¬

wise, it can be demonstrated that this type of concrete picture lan¬

guage can be consistently found throughout various forms and liter¬

ary strands of Jesus' teaching within the synoptic tradition. More¬

over, these verses and the parables would seem to presuppose a simi-
98

lar eschatological crisis and the same confidence in Jesus' own

authority as we have seen reflected in the most authentic core of the

tradition. Thus, when the testing of the "canon of multiple attes¬

tation" is added to that of the "canon of consistency", the probabil¬

ity of historical authenticity in both the material and formal aspects

of the general language here becomes even stranger, for much of the

material in Mt. 5:21-48 does show marks of an individualistic style

which is found elsewhere among the most reliable teachings of Jesus,

rather than among writings of the early church or other contemporary

39
Jewish writings. Finally, it is of real consequence that if these

features of Mt. 5:21-48 do point us back to an actual setting in the

97. C. H. Dodd, Gospel and Law, pp. 53-58.
98. W. D. Davies, op.cit., pp. 420-421, 429, 431-435.
99. Cf. C. H. Dodd, op. cit.. p. 58ff.
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life of Jesus, then these concrete Imperatives also certainly agree

with that same confidence which Jesus apparently did possess in the

^Couofa of his own words (as we have argued previously).

Now the question must be raised, however, as to why a block of

material which shows such potential marks of authenticity should have

so many similarities content-wise to certain contemporary Jewish writ¬

ings, First, attention should be drawn to the fact that some of the

material in Mt. 5:21-48 may not, in fact, be properly paralleled in con¬

temporary Jewish sources. Professor W, D, Davies, for example, main¬

tains that Mt. 5:43f. very likely goes back to Jesus himself, because

of the unusual content of this sixth antithesis. Here love is radi¬

calised in a way that stands in sharp contrast with the attitude toward

love expressed in the writings of the Qumran Community. At Quraran,

love was to be directed only toward those within the closed religious

community, while those outside were rejected and even hated as "Sons

of Darkness" whom God would soon destroy.*^ Likewise, similar yet

perhaps not such extreme attitudes toward the non-pious are reflected

in the rabbinic literature of the time.1^3" Therefore, Mt. 5:43-48

(Cf. also Mk. 12:28-34, Mt. 22t34-40 and Lk. 10:25ff.) may well be

indicative of a unique material emphasis in Jesus' message that is

really not properly paralleled in contemporary Jewish sources. Thus,

the 'banon of dissimilarity" again may be applied to demonstrate pos¬

sible authenticity. Secondly, (as has been argued previously) if

Jesus did act as a Jew of his own time, he may on occasion have used

material familiar to him from his own Prawelt and recast it with Iiis

own especial emphases. Hence, if this principle of reapplication

100. W. D. Davies, op« cit., pp. 245f., 427, 431.

101. Ibid., p. 426.
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should be valid In Jesus' case, then the similarity of a number of

his sayings to contemporary Jewish sources does not of necessity di¬

minish the possibility of their having also been uttered from Jesus'

lips with new authority.

If the foregoing analysis of Mt. 5:21-48 has validity, it is also

possible to suggest the probable Sitz im Leben Jesu of this material.

Originally the material which forms the six antitheses in Matthew's

gospel was likely uttered on separate occasions by Jesus (as the con¬

sensus of scholarship today agrees that Matthew has otherwise draxm

together separate sayings of Jesus into his "Sermon on the Mount").

On these occasions Jesus stated "with authority" what he believed to

be God's pure Will, in conscious contrast to various contemporary

interpretations of the Torah. (It is, of course, not now possible

to determine whether Jesus always defined the position [or positions]

with which he took Issue. It is quite likely that the position to

which he reacted on a given occasion would be clearly enough under¬

stood by his listeners). Moreover, on the basis of the authentic evi¬

dence, it can reasonably be assumed that Jesus often did Introduce

such pronouncements with an emphatic introduction (such as those rep¬

resented by \£yt» \Sptv or ip?jv X£ya ^ptv etc* ln the 8yn~
optic tradition). Such an introduction followed by an imperative

command would have naturally drawn attention to the unique authority

with which Jesus spoke. Finally, on some occasions (if not most)

Jesus probably did follow his pronouncements or command with such

concrete examples as now follow the antitheses in Matthew (for this

manner of teaching would certainly be consistent with the fundamental

nature of Jesus' teaching as we find it in the parables). This sug¬

gestion, of course, does not commit one to the view that Matthew has

accurately transmitted an original illustrative example in each case
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(as we have seen he apparently has not in the case of Mt. 4:23f.).

Where the concrete examples do naturally fit the pronouncement (by

the "canon of internal coherence") and cannot be explained more accur¬

ately as having another setting in Jesus' teaching, they can be held

to have arisen legitimately in such a context.

The antitheses as re-analysed here by the critical canons nor¬

mally employed by Bultmann, Bomkamm and Kasemann, do give us some

valuable insight into how certain sayings of the earthly Jesus have

been most probably adapted to the new situation in the life of the

church of Matthew's time and place. First, the editor has apparent¬

ly gathered sayings that probably circulated as isolated units in

the oral tradition (although some sayings concerning similar topics

may well have been grouped already in the oral state). Secondly,

the editor has probably recast these sayings in the precise antithe¬

tical form for apologetic and theological purposes (i.e. to present

Jesus, clearly as the brlnger of the New or Messianic Torah of free¬

dom in yet total obedience to God's Will, in contrast to the legalism

of Pharisaic Judaism and their sympathisers among Jewish-Christians

in Matthew's situation). Finally, the editor probably supplemented

those pronouncements, which were not connected with concrete impera¬

tive commands in the oral tradition, with such examples as were known

to him and seemed appropriate to his purpose. Thus, it would seem

the old material (which has a highly probable claim to a historical

authenticity of the first order) was duly recast in light of the

specific needs that confronted Matthew in the life of the ancient

church.

It should be noted in conclusion that the present writer has at¬

tempted to express his findings with regard to the critical use of
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canons in terms of degrees of probability rather than in more abso¬

lute terms. For indeed, in his view, that manner of stating only

probable (or even highly probable) conclusions in terms that would

suggest certainty, is itself one of the worst problems besetting

true advancement in historical criticism. Such dogmatism does not

suit the situation but only masks the Issues that require honest

wrestling and repeated re-evaluation.

(b)

A second matter calling for summary review here is that of Born-

kamm's and Kasemann's interpretative presentation of the ^gouofa
Jesus as it emerges in conjunction with Mt. 5:21-48. What precisely

1s the nature of Jesus' authority which they discover by their criti¬

cal canons and then present via their interpretative canons to the

reader today?

On their view, Jesus could not have been a rabbi, for he ignored

the rabbinic practice of citing the support of the "Fathers" and Moses

for his own ethical teaching. Furthermore, Jesus dazed to call the

authority of Moses himself into question when he abrogated certain

aspects of the Law. Above all, when Jesus proclaimed his own word

as the immediate presence of the Divine Will, he thereby raised the

question as to his own i([oucrfa . This question, coupled with Born-

kamra*s and Kasemann's discovery of the Kingdom as actually present

with Jesus, cries out for an answer. As Bornkamm says, "The word

'authority' certainly contains already the mystery of Jesus' person¬

ality, and influence, as understood by faith. It, therefore, trans¬

cends the merely 'historical' sphere. Yet it denotes a reality which

appertains to the historical Jesus and is prior to any interprets-
102

tion." What then was the nature of this isouofa ? Bornkamm sup-

102. Gunther Borrkamm, op.cit., p. 60.
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plies the answer when he says, "To make the reality of God present:

103
this is the essential mystery of Jesus". When the members of the

earliest church came to a realisation and comprehension of the mean¬

ing of this i^ouofa of Jesus of Nazareth (in some sense before, but

only fully after his death and resurrection), they could only call

him Messiah, Son of Man, and thus describe him by numerous other such

exalted titles. None of these titles could properly contain the mys¬

tery of Jesus' authority (even if they tried to do so with mythologi¬

cal conceptions). Nevertheless, they were attributed to him in the

realisation that in making God present to men, Jesus had brought the

world to its end!^^ In such statements neither Bornkamm nor Kase-

mann wish to remove the centrality of Easter faith, but they do wish

to demonstrate a far more definite continuity between the historical

figure Jesus and the kerygma than Bultmann would allow. Thus Kase-

mann says,

The Gospel is tied to him, who, both before and
after Easter, revealed himself to his own as the Lord,
by setting them before the God who is near to them and
thus translating them into the freedom and responsibil¬
ity of faith. This he did once without any demonstrable
credentials, even without claiming to be Messiah, and
yet he did it as having the authority of him whom the
Fourth Gospel calls the only-begotten Son. 105

The question that requires raising here is whether Bornkamm and

Kasemann have truly sought to understand the whole of the historical

situation from the parts and the parts from the whole of the avail¬

able evidence (the first hermeneutical canon)? Or whether their

"specific interests" (the second hermeneutical canon) in attempting

to press beyond Bultmann and find more concrete links of continuity

103. Ibid., p. 62.

104. Ibid., pp. 57-63.

105. Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, p. 46.
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meneutical canons) have distorted their views somewhat, so that they

lay greater stress on Jesus' pre-Easter revelation of himself as

Messiah and Lord than is warranted. That is, if it should be more

questionable than Bornkamm and Kasemann suppose, that Jesus was the

actual author of the precise antithetical structure, then it is not

so clear that his manner of teaching was such that it conveyed the

kind of authority which "only the Messiah could possess". Nor even

if one follows the line presented earlier that Jesus typically taught

with a preceding and that this in part (along with the possible

revelatory Imperative and Matthew's theological objectives) may have

given rise to the antithetical structure of Mt. 5:21-48; does this

support a historical Interpretation of Jesus' earthly ministry wherein

the whole of later New Testament Christology was contained in nuce.

What is more clear is that Jesus apparently did possess both a strange

freedom and utter confidence wherein he felt he knew God's pure Will

(and if he did use the preceding iyfiv, that God had already endorsed

his pronouncement). That only raises the further question: was this

the confidence of one who consciously acted as only a Messiah and

Lord could act, or was it rather as one who stood in the tradition

of the prophets when they said, "Thus saith the Lord"? This is

especially difficult to determine by historical analysis, for if Jesus

spoke only as a prophet, it would still have been as a prophet who

believed that he stood in the most unique position at the frontier

of God's long awaited Kingdom. This consideration should help us to

realise that even if Jesus' confidence arose from what might be termed

a prophetic experience of God's Will, it would still seem quite un¬

paralleled because of his belief about the unique timing of his own
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historical appearance. Martin Dibelius reminds us that the tradition

does not report personal ecstatic experiences for Jesus such as are

related of certain of the Old Testament prophets. Rather, Jesus'

consciousness of the Divine Will is presented as continuous and di-
106

rect. Nevertheless, this type of presentation would be just the

sort of picture a kerygmatically oriented church would have worked

into the tradition (the "canon of dissimilarity"). Likewise, one

must also note that the synoptic tradition does in many places report

Jesus' continual withdrawal for private prayer (the "canon of multi¬

ple attestation"). This activity could thus have been the receptive

prophetic source of his public certainty concerning God's Will.

What, then, can be said about Jesus' ^£©ucrfa ? jf it £s not

probable (or even questionable) that Jesus is the actual author of

the precise antithetical structure of Mt. 5:21-48, and if the re¬

maining authentic evidence is enigmatic as to whether his authorita¬

tive confidence is to be described as prophetic or messianic; then

perhaps Bultmann must be taken seriously once again. Perhaps Bult-

mann was correct in recognising that if Kasemann is correct in con¬

tending that the oldest antitheses represent the ipsissima verba of

the earthly Jesus, then Jesus was doing nothing less than making a

pointed claim to be the Messiah of Israel. Both Bomkamm and Kase¬

mann, of course, generally agree with Bultraann that we can be certain

that the earthly Jesus did not claim messianic titles, and that these

titles most likely owe their origins to the early Christological

formulations of the church (the "canon of dissimilarity"). Neverthe¬

less, Bultmann squarely isolates the real problem when he sees his

106. Martin Dibelius, The Sermon on the Mount (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1940), pp. 38-39.
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they deny with regard to the titles, when they claim that the anti¬

thetical structure of Mt. 5:21-48 is fundamentally authentic. More¬

over, the present writer's foregoing analysis has confirmed Bultmann's

position in this much, that whatever ^ouofa the historical figure

Jesus possessed, it was not openly expressed (as the present form of

Mt. 5:21-48 would lead one to believe) so as to make undeniable claims

for his own Messlahship. Bultmann has rightly shown that Jesus'

^Sooofct as the Messiah is only really unveiled in the Easter-Event

(cf. Mt. 28:18b^E5d6r) pot irScra oipavfi xrat lirl Yfis).

However, this analysis does not leave one precisely with Bult¬

mann's position either. For on Bultmann's view, everything of mes¬

sianic significance resides in the cross and resurrection. It is

wholly in the Easter experience that Jeaus' disciples actually real¬

ise, through their faith, that the cross is God's gracious act and

Jesus is indeed Messiah.* On this view, nothing of even veiled Mes¬

sianic significance actually happened during Jesus' earthly ministry.

Jesus was only a prophet and teacher. None of the events of Jesus'

life (not even his call for decision) apparently contain the neces¬

sary "raw materials" for the later church Christologles. Hence, for

Bultmann it is not the meaning of these pregnant but enigmatic events

of Jesus' ministry which is clearly understood for the first time at

Easter. In the evaluation of the present writer, this is where Bult¬

mann's work is inadequate and where there is something of great im¬

portance to be learned from Bornkamm and. Kasemann. For even the

present writer's critical analysis of such a passage as Mt. 5:21-48

indicates that the historical figure Jesus did possess an unusual

Houofo » even if the meaning of this ^goucfa was not clearly under-

107. Rudolf Bultmann, Rerygma and Myth, Vol. I., pp. 38-42.
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stood and interpreted Christologically until the Faster-Event.

To be sure, the church that existed at the time of the produc¬

tion of the synoptic gospels understood the i^ouofo of the earthly

Jesus through its post-resurrection eyes of faith, and, therefore,

saw Jesus' authority in his teaching as that sovereign authority

given by God to His own "Son" and Messiah. Nevertheless, the criti¬

cal analysis of this passage, combined with the critical insights of

others who have shown the centrality of Easter in revealing Jesus

as the Christ, together indicate that Jesus' earthly, historical

iSoucrfa was less direct and more enigmatic than the faith of the

evangelists would lead one to believe.

Certainly Jesus' historical icoocrfa does appear to have con¬

tained clues as to his ultimately understood role. Who is it that

can speak with such self-confidence concerning the Will of God that

he does not seek nor need the support of the rabbinic "Fathers"?

Who is it that even dares to go beyond the Torah in his demands?

Who is it that can cut through the multitude of rabbinic debates

concerning the Torah, and thus using their very words and ideas con¬

sistently put his finger on the central ethical issues and demands?

Who is it that dares to speak in the revelatory imperative? Finally,

who is it that can preface his ethical demands simply with the author¬

itative words, "Amen I say to you" or "I say to you"? It is the

contention of the present writer that these questions were not di¬

rectly answered by the historical Jesus, and yet they were surely

raised by him. Therefore, while the historian cannot fully penetrate

the self-consciousness of the historical Jesus (nor likelv success¬

fully trace the development of the mission-consciousness^
he can nevertheless show that Jesus was indeed conscious of possessing

a sense of personal authority that was as disturbing and enigmatic
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to those around him as it was essential to his being. The answer

to the questions raised by this^oucrfct of Jesus only properly came

with Easter and the faith it produced; but when the answer came, it

surely was in response to this strangei^ouofce of the earthly Jesus

of Nazareth, The historian cannot proceed further, for his work has

only raised anew the question of faith. Perhaps, however, this faith

may be led to understand its object more adequately in light of the

foregoing discussion.
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In the preceding two chapters, we have seen Bultmann's, Bornkamm's

and Kasemann's basic critical judgments with regard to some of the most

authentic material in the gospel tradition concerning the Kingdom of

God and God's Will for the ethical life. This has brought to the fore

knowledge concerning the critical canons used most frequently by these

scholars and how each scholar employs his canons. Also it has pro¬

vided us with an overview of how each scholar employs his hermeneutical

canons, so that the critical evidence unearthed as most authentic may

speak to readers today and challenge their individual lives.

Now it is equally important to analyse a sample selection of ma¬

terial which is deemed unauthentic, or only partially authentic, by

these scholars in order to discover which critical canons prove most

important In making these negative judgments, and more exactly how

these canons are employed. It will likewise be most instructive to

ascertain how the hermeneutical canons of these scholars are thus

employed with regard to this less reliable material, because the sec¬

tions selected here are yet quite central for grasping what can or

cannot be known of the meaning of the history of Jesus of Nazareth.

I. The Predictions of the Passion and Resurrection

That Jesus came to a violent death as an apparent, political

messianic pretender, at the hands of the Jewish religious establish¬

ment in cooperation with the Roman rulers of Palestine, is affirmed

by all three of these scholars (as well as being the consensus of

New Testament scholarship today).* Thus, this is not the crucial his¬

torical problem (in spite of the fact that the details of precisely

1. Rudolf Bultmann, The Historical Jesus and the Kerygmatlc Christ,
p. 24; Ernst Kasemann, Jesus Means Freedom, p. 28; Giinther Bornkamm,
Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 163-166; Werner Georg Kummel, The Theology
of The New Testament (New York: Abingdon, 1973), pp. 85- 86™
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how this came about is still of great interest to the historian and

quite historically problematic, because of the conflicting nature

of aspects of the authentic evidence concerning the passion events).

What is historically significant for an understanding of Jesus'

mission-consciousness, however, Is whether he anticipated his own

violent end in Jerusalem and if his own intention helped in any way

to shape the events of the passion or not. In order to gain more

insight into this matter, first Bultmann's critical and interpreta¬

tive findings will be sat forth with regard to certain key passages

which have generally become known as the "predictions of the passion"

(although as we shall be reminded, these passages speak also of the

coming resurrection and exaltation), and then secondly Borakamm's
•»

and Kasemann's findings will be examined as well.
A

I. Rudolf Bultaann's Critical Analysis of the
Predictions of the Passion and Resurrection

All of the "passion predictions" fall within the category that

Bultmann has deemed "I" sayings. That is, here Jesus speaks quite

self-consciously of himself and his own activity. Most of the "I"

sayings are finally found to be critically unauthentic by Bultmann

as actual words of the earthly figure Jesus. This is so because these

questionable sayings all reflect an understanding of Jesus' mission

which was characteristic of the theological beliefs of the early church

in Bultmann's view, and thus by the "canon of dissimilarity" must be

attributed to the church rather than to Jesus himself. Moreover,

some of these sayings are found to have secondary features by Bult¬

mann's use of the "two canons of the forms" and the "canon of internal

coherence". When an "I" saying is accepted as a possible Jesus'

saying, it is so accepted essentially because it shows signs of being
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in a primitive form and gives evidence of only a prophetic mission-

consciousness . ^
1. Mk. 8;31

31 Ka\ fipCoto dififiericexv «ixot>s oxt <5et x&v u(&v toO
3tv6p<3rrou iroXXft iraQefv Kc*t JWodoicxyaaGfivai xSird x<3v
trpeafJuxCpwv ical xflv ipxieplwv teal xflv ypayyax&ov ncal
<Woicxttv6fivou teal per?* rpefs i(ygpcts ivacxfivcu*

2. Mk. 9;31

31 idfdaOKev ycxp xoOs yaQrsx&s aixoO icai eXeyev a^xofs
Hii ^0 u{&8 xoO &v6p<3irou irapadfdeTai els yetpes
avflpwirtov, i<a\ mroicxevoOaxv aixdv, kcu i-noktav8eld
yex& tpefs ifygpas ivaaxffaexeei.

3. Mk. 10:33f.

33 oxx ^X6oi) ivagafvoyev els ^lepoadXoya, teat 6
vfhs xoO AvSptowou vupa6o0<faexax xofs ipxiepeOoxv ical
xofs ypayyoxeOatv, gal icaxaicpxvoOaxv aox&v ©avfixjo test
rapadtfioouoiv a^x&v xots 7^0vecxv 34 teal iyirafSouaxv
a^r& teal Jry-frxtkroucnv enbrfiJ teal yacxxydScouaxv otoxbv ko!
SnroKxevoOoiv, ko! yexS xpefs ^ylpas ilvacrxffoexax.

The above are the primary "predictions of the passion" and they

(or the theology which produced them) have left their imprint on

several additional and apparently dependent sayings as well (i.e.

Mk. 9:9, 12b; 14:21; 14:41; Jit. 17:12, 26:2; Lk. 17:25, 24:7). All

of these sayings are deemed clearly unauthentic as true login of the

earthly Jesus. Rather, they represent the faith of the church in

Jesus as the "Son of Man" and likewise reflect a clear knowledge of

the actual details of his death and resurrection. This has been

shown already by W. Wrede in his Das Messlasgeheinmls in den

Evangelten, says Bultmann. The grounds for the rejection of these

logia then are two-fold. First, Jesus (as a normal human being)

could not have had such precise foreknowledge of the manner of his

own death and resurrection and, therefore, in Bulttnann's view these

2. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 150-166.
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texts must represent vaticinla ex eventu. Secondly* the presenta¬

tion of Jesus here Includes a Christological title placed upon Jesus

as well as a kerygmatic presentation of the events of his passion

and Easter victory. Thus, the "canon of dissimilarity" is the chief

criterion in use here, supported by the "canons of the forms".

Moreover, the assumption that Jesus could not have had such concrete

foreknowledge also Implies the use of the "canon of the closed causal

„3
nexus.

I. Interpretative Summary

Consistently, Bultmann speaks quite negatively of these texts

when he deals with the question of the historian's attempt to inter¬

pret the whole of Jesus' life. Furthermore, Bultmann believes that

since these texts yield nothing by way of valid critical evidence

for understanding Jesus' self-consciousness, this means that any

attempt to use these texts in order to build a consistent historical

picture of the psychological character of Jesus is invalid. Indeed,

Bultmann especially criticises those historians who hold that we

can know, by critical historical science and hermeneutlcal efforts,

that the historical figure Jesus went to his death in a full and

clear consciousness of his own fate; and even embraced it as the

necessary fulfilment of his entire life's work. Nor can we know

that Jesus believed in God's ultimate vindication of his life and

mission through his coming resurrection. This could only be asserted

as a post-Easter faith statement of the church. It is surely neither

a historisch nor a geschichtlich statement of the earthly Jesus him¬

self. Moreover, Bultmann asserts that we cannot even know by his-

3. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 152,
especially (but also pp. 124, 151, 155, 330, 331).
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torical investigation that Jesus went up to Jerusalem to set his

message of the Kingdom before the people in the Holy City in order

to demand of them the crucial decision in the last hour. That

interpretation of the events of Jesus' last week too would be only

conjectural supposition. But even if that supposition should be

correct, then Jesus could hardly have anticipated his death at the

hands of the Romans, Bultraann thinks. It would be much more logical

to assume that Jesus thought by such action that he could really

precipitate the actual coming (or inbreaking) of the BootXefa xoO

0eoO. Thus, on this view, his arrest, trial and execution as a

political criminal could only he understood as an ironic mistake

of judgment on the part of Jesus. Moreover, under such circumstances

the historian could not rule out the possibility that at the end

of his life Jesus was simply a shattered man. But in any case, all

of this is still sheer supposition which is based on no solid criti¬

cal evidence, and the historian qua historian, simply cannot know
4

in what way Jesus viewed, or inwardly experienced, his own death.

This, of course, is entirely consistent with Bultmann's other judg¬

ments wherein he states that the historian simply does not have the

critical evidence to probe the self-consciousness of Jesus (i.e. his

psychological thought processes and their development through the

course of his life). At best, the historian can speak only of Jesus'

self-understanding in the sense of his general prophetic mission-

consciousness (and the corresponding message which that mission-con¬

sciousness implies for mankind's self-understanding before the God

whose Reign is near, and who thus demands a personal decision of

A. Rudolf Bultraann, The Historical Jesus and the Kerygmatlc Christ,
pp. 23-24; Werner Harenberg, Per Spiegel on The New Testament (London:
Macmillan, 1970), pp. 232-233.
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every man).
B

I. Bomkaimn's and Kaseanann's Critical Analysis
of the Predictions of the Passion and Resurrection

Here It will be necessary to rely on Bornkamm's analysis, as

Kasemann does not supply an analysis of these texts in his writings.

Bornkaram agrees with Bultmann's essential analysis of Mark 8:31;

9:31; 10:33f. Therefore, Bornkamm also believes that these are

church formulations which have clearly been drawn up after the events

in order to show Jesus' supernatural foreknowledge of God's Will.

Bornkamm notes that the third prediction in Mk. 10:33f. is an es¬

pecially complete kerygmatic summary of the passion and resurrection.

Moreover, Bomkamm notes in this regard that it was the tendency of

the church to include such predictions of the death and resurrection

in the tradition quite early and frequently (eg. Mk. 2:19f.; Mt.

12:40; Lk. 4:24; Jn. 2:4, 18ff., 3:14ff. etc.)? Thus, he too applies

the "canon of dissimilarity," the "two canons of the forms" and

the "canon of the closed causal nexus" in evaluating these pericopae

as unauthentic as actual utterances of the earthly figure Jesus.

However, Bornkatim's analysis of the probable historical evidence

does not stop at this point. First, he notes a saying in Lk. 13: 31-

33 which contains a reliable core (i.e. 31 "*Ev aitfl rfl wpa wpoof|X0dv
i <-

rives $apiaatoi Xfyovres a^ffi, E£eX0e »cat xopetfou ivteOOev, on

^Hpfidps efXei as iiroKtetvai. eivev aixofs, JIopeuSfvreB eiiraxe

tfl ^Xfiirem raOrp, iicBdXXw 6atydvia ical Nereis iwoteXA offrepov
ical aopiov, KaX ffS fpfxp rsXeioOyai. 33 irXhv Set ye otfyepov teal aupiov

l l

<a\ tfl iropeOeo0ai, oti oix ivBfyerai irpo^flrnv <taroX€<r0ai etjw
I <•

^IepouoaXfly.) wherein Jesus makes a sharp reply to a few friendly (?)
5. Giinther Bomkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 154, 211.
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Pharisees who would warn him of Herod Antipas' desire to kill hits.

In finding an authentic core in this pericope, Bornkaram interestingly

enough has the essential critical support of Bultraann, for Bultmann's

critical analysis allows for the authenticity of these verses as

representing a real situation in the life of Jesus. Only the refer¬

ence to the passion seeras a later church insertion and thus is found

unauthentic by Bultmann, as he applies his "canons of dissimilarity

and internal coherence." Bultmann, however, makes nothing of the

possible critical reliability of the core of this pericope in his

interpretative reconstruction of Jesus' life, but Rornkamm does (as

we shall see shortly). Secondly, Borokamm argues that Luke expli¬

citly states that the disciples of Jesus pinned their hopes of the

full appearance of the fkwnXefa toO SeoO on the journey to Jerusalem

(Lk. 19:11, 24:21; Acts 1:6).^ Both of these passages in the gospel

of Luke (and presumably, therefore, also Acts 1:6) are considered

unauthentic by Bultmann because they show church (and specific

editorial) influence by the "canon of dissimilarity" and the "two
g

canons of the forms." Thus, it is not clear in precisely what

sense Bornkamm is maintaining authenticity for these Lukan references.

However, the present writer would deduce that it is only in a second¬

ary sense (wherein Luke does reflect an authentic memory of the dis¬

ciples' anticipation concerning this trip to Jerusalem, but Luke

surely here presents this memory overlaid with his own editorial

portrait). Consequently, here one can detect Bomkamm's use of the

6. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 54, 211; Rudolf Bultmann,
The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 35, 56.

7. Gunther Bomkatan, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 155.

8. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 192,285.
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"canon of dissimilarity" and the. "two canons of the forms," but es¬

pecially the "canon of the forms and the Slta im Leben" In his own

distinct manner. That is, even when church influence is perceived,

Bornkaram believes the critical historian may often still look within

the church (or editorially) shaped material for authentic glimpses of

the actual self-understanding of the earthly Jesus. Moreover, it

would seem that Bornkamia also uses his "canon of multiple attestation"
9

here to further support his view.

1. Interpretative Summary

What then does Bornkamm make interpretatively of this evidence?

He concludes that Jesus did clearly "set his face toward Jerusalem"

in order to present his message of the Kingdom there. He says in

speaking of Lk. 13:31-33 that: "The real point of these words, which

certainly contain as their kernel an authentic saying, is obviously

to reveal Jesus' true mission, and to reject a political misinter¬

pretation of it; but also to show his readiness to present himself

and his mission for a decision in the only place where it should be

given, in Jerusalem."*^ Thus, in spite of the fact that Mk. 8:31,

9:31 and 10:33f. are to be understood as unauthentic for a precise

knowledge of Jesus" thoughts, Bornkamm nevertheless says of this ma¬

terial that it shows that, "This decision to go to Jerusalem is un¬

doubtedly the turning point in Jesus' life."** Moreover, he holds

that Lk. 19:11, 23:21 and Acts 1:6 show the reason why Jesus went to

9. Cf. Giinther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 20-21. Also in a
personal interview with Professor Bornkamm in Heidelberg on 9 May,
1972, he related to the present writer his belief that many anecdotes
which may not be critically authentic in the most precise sense, may
nevertheless convey an essentially true memory concerning a person,
which is often more truly characteristic of the actual person than a
strictly factual report might be.

10. Ibid., p. 154.
11. Ibid.
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Jerusalem. "It is beyond doubt that only on the journey with his

followers to Jerusalem and the temple did Jesus seek the final deci-
12

sion. Thus, here Professor Bornkamm clearly pushes beyond what

Bultmann has held it is possible to reconstruct and thus to inter¬

pret historically.

Again it can be seen specifically that Bornkamm applies his

fourth interpretative canon differently than Bultmann. For Bornkamm

the Interpretative, "canon of existential openness or encounter" is

not limited to an existentialist (p. I*. d-PJjW) analysis of Jesus'
message concerning human existence before God. Rather for Bornkarom

"existential openness" involves an interpretation of any intention

Jesus might have had to live his life as the one who specifically

understood himself to be the bringer of the eschatological crisis

to mankind. Consequently, Bornkamm interpretatively does convey

to his readers today the view that Jesus consciously understood his

mission as grounded in the transcendent purpose of God to bring about

the full inbreaking of the BoaiXefa toO QeoO. In all of this,

however, Bornkamm does not claim that he is able to prove theological

convictions by historically established objectifications (which ini¬

tial theological convictions x-mre worked out even more fully by the

later church) but he simply desires to convey Jesus' own apparent

beliefs about the deeds which led to his death. Bornkamm does not

believe that such historical reconstruction and interpretation can

establish the actual truth or falsehood of Jesus' beliefs concerning

his own role and activity, any more than Bultmann believes that an

historical interpretation of the (later) church kerygma can deraon-

12. Ibid., p. 155.
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strate its actual truth or falsehood. This difference in the concep¬

tion of, and application of, the "canon of existential openness" thus

likewise underscores the clear difference between Bomkamm and Bult-

raann with regard to Jesus' self-understanding. For Bornkamm, Jesus*

self-understanding involves the belief that he alone was God's es¬

pecial agent in precipitating the inbreaking of the Kingdom of God,

and that such a belief truly controlled Jesus' final earthly deeds

leading to his own death on the cross. This view clearly goes beyond

Bultmann's notion of Jesus' self-understanding (Existenzverstandnis),

which sees Jesus simply as God's final messenger concerning man's

personal existence before God.

II. The New Testament Resurrection Tradition

Today the theological importance of the New Testament resurrec¬

tion tradition is being emphasised anew. The older liberal movement

of the nineteenth and early twentieth century, in which Bultmann was

schooled as a theological student, tended to view the resurrection

tradition with grave suspicion. The liberals stressed the signifi¬

cance of Jesus' earthly ministry and teaching and even his crucifixion

as the logical outgrowth of his life and teaching. However, liberal

scholarship could only understand the New Testament resurrection tra¬

dition as a superfluous mythological expression of the early church's

belief in Jesus as God's Messiah. As such, liberal scholarship tended

to jettison, or at least discount, the importance of the resurrection
13

tradition for a full understanding of Jesus and his history. The

"neo-orthodox" movement, however, with its stress on biblical theology,

13. Rudolf Bultmann, "New Testament and Mythology", Kerygma and Myth,
pp.8, 12ff.; Hugh Anderson, Jesus and Christian Origins, pp. 5, 18f.,
185.
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again made the church aware of the absolute centrality of the resur¬

rection for a proper understanding of Jesus, as well as for Christian
14

belief and theology, Rudolf Bultmann Is in basic agreement with this

more recent emphasis on the central significance of the resurrection.

In spite of the fact that Bultmann understands the cross, as presented

in the kerygma, as the focal saving event of God, he nevertheless does
15

not sever it from the resurrection as the older liberal scholars did.

Rather, he says that the "Cross and resurrection form a single, indi¬

visible cosmic event which brings judgment to the world and opens up

16
for men the possibility of authentic life." Upon making such a state¬

ment, Bultmann thus also raises the question as to precisely how this

resurrection tradition is to be understood and interpreted historically.

Before analysing Bultmann's specific treatment of the Raster

texts, it should be noted that several general problems are immediately

obvious for any scholar who would attempt an historical examination

of the New Testament resurrection tradition. First, educated twen¬

tieth century man, with his scientific understanding of the world,

has especial difficulty comprehending just what can be meant by Jesus'

resurrection, since in his scientific understanding of the nature of

things "dead men stay dead." Secondly, any serious historical examin¬

ation of the resurrection tradition quickly encounters a number of

troublesome discrepancies in the tradition itself. For example,

there is an "empty tomb tradition" and there is a separate "appearance

14. Cf. Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics, A Selection, ed. by H. Gollwitzer
(New York: Harpers, 1961), p. 131; Floyd Filson, Jesus Christ the Risen
Lord (New York: Abingdon Press, 1954), p. 28, 49.
15. Rudolf Bultmann, "New Testament and Mythology", Karygma and Myth,
pp-> 35-38.
16. Ibid., p. 39.
17. Ibid., pp. 39-43.
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tradition" among the Easter texts, and it would seem to most scholars

that these two traditions were originally unrelated to each other in

the most primitive stage of the gospel tradition. Moreover, among

the "appearance stories" there is a major puzzling discrepancy, for

some of these stories give the location of Jesus' appearances as

Galilee (Matthew 28 and John 21) and others give the location as

Jerusalem and its environs (Luke 24 and John 20). The oldest tra¬

dition (I Cor. 15:3-8) names Peter as the first to experience an ap¬

pearance of the risen Jesus but none of the synoptic gospels includes

a narrative of such a primary appearance to Peter. In Luke and John

Jesus' appearance is presented in a quite physical way, while Matthew

instead lays his stress on Jesus' unique commissioning of the church.

Additionally, the "empty tomb tradition" varies from synoptic gospel

to synoptic gospel concerning the names of the women who actually

discovered the tomb, while John names only Mary Magdalene. Moreover,

the message of the angelic messenger (or messengers), the description

of the messenger (or messengers) and the reaction of the women all vary

from gospel to gospel. These, and other problems, confront any seri¬

ous historian who would seek to give an explanation of the history
18

of the New Testament resurrection tradition. With this general

background in mind, then, an examination of Bultinann's specific treat¬

ment of the several Easter texts must now be undertaken.

A
II. Rudolf Bultmann's Critical Analysis of the

New Testament Resurrection Tradition

Bultmann discusses the precise history of the Easter texts in a

rather limited manner. However, he does maintain that on the basis

18. Cf. Hugh Anderson, Jesus and Christian Origins, pp. 187f.; Hugh
Anderson, "The Easter Witness of the Evangelists", The New Testament
In Historical and Contemporary Perspective, ed. by H. Anderson and W.
Barclay (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1965), pp. 35-40.
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of the general New Testament evidence we can know fundamentally that:

The decision which Jesus' disciples had once made to
affirm and accept his sending by 'following'him, had to be
made anew and radically in consequence of his crucifixion.
The cross, so to say, raised the question of decision once
more. Little as it could throw into question the content
of his message, all the more it could and did render ques¬
tionable his legitimation, his claim to be God's messenger
bringing the last, decisive word. The church had to sur- ^
mount the scandal of the cross and did it in Easter faith.

Nevertheless, as to exactly how that Easter faith arose within the

individual disciples, Bultmann believes, the historian cannot know

with final certainty. Bultmann maintains this because he believes

that the New Testament resurrection tradition is so heavily overlaid
20

with legend and mythology.

What does Bultmann mean by legend? In describing a pericope as

legend, Bultmann means that a given unit of the tradition has little

or no direct factual value for reconstructing the event or character

of the person it portrays. Rather, the critical historian should

understand a legend as serving a religious or edifying function.

Legends fall into two fundamental types: the biographical legend

which finds its focus in the life of a religious hero, and the cult

legend which finds its foundation in the beliefs of the worshipping

community. Legends often include a miraculous element (although

they need not necessarily do so). Bultmann does not actually de¬

scribe a formal structure which all legends possess, as he does with

miracle stories or apophthegmsta. It is the primary aim of form-

criticism here to understand the motive (or motives) which led to

19. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I., pp. 44-
45.

20. Rudolf Bultmann, Ibid., p. 45; Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and
Myth., pp. 38-43.
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the formulation of a given legend, rather than to classify the legend

precisely by formal characteristics, or recover the core of an histor¬

ical event (which may not exist in any case) behind the legendary peri-

cope. In dealing with the Easter legends specifically, Bultmann

contends that the object of criticism should be to grasp the history

of the formulation of the tradition from an understanding of the

cultic needs and beliefs of the early Christian communities from which
21

these legends arose. ' Consequently, Bultmann's chief critical

canons for dealing with the legendary Easter tradition are his "canon

of dissimilarity", his "canons of the forms" and his "canon of the

closed causal nexus," By his "canon of the closed causal nexus"

especially, he makes the fundamental judgment that whatever precise

history the individual New Testament texts may have, they all repre¬

sent an attempt to describe the Easter miracle in terms that science

today cannot literally understand or accept.

Beyond this basic judgment then, Bultmann unfolds the several

steps he thinks can be detected by historical criticism in the

formation of the Easter tradition. These steps are best spelled

out as the several texts of the resurrection tradition are each in

turn discussed.

The Appearance Tradition

I Corinthians 15:3-8

3 irctpgdwxct Y&P 'fytv wpfiiTois, o icat impfXoBov, on
Xptcrrbs &ir£0avcv \£xfep t&v <Cyapn&v ifpOv kot& tas
ypa^ds, ** oti cfri iylWepxai lfofpot
Tlj tpfrn kc*t& t&s ypa$&Bf 5 xal on os<£0ti ettaC L

21. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 245-
317; E. Basil Redlich, Form Criticism (Kemp Hall Ltd., Oxford, 1939),
pp. 180-197.
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tots 6<5Seica^ u eneita m$8n ^irdvu ireyxaicoofois i<SeX<J>ots
is ^jv o( irXefoyes ylvoocriv eu$ apxi, xiv£s St

iieoipfiSnoav 7 entire* &<fr6ri ^ IcncfiBw, eixa tots <tao-
ar6Xois irfiaiv* 8 ^axaTOV irfivxwv uSawepet x<3 eicxp<S-
yaxi a)^6n ic&yo(.

Bultmann holds that this text, which comes to us from Paul's writ¬

ings, surely represents the earliest stage of the New Testament

resurrection tradition. This is so not only because this passage

occurs in an epistle which by the general agreement of scholarship

must be dated earlier than any of the gospels, but because of the

use of the termini technic! irctpa<Si66vai and wapaXauBSvetv in verse— y

3. These terms of Old Testament origin, point to a significant

difference between Old Testament religion and the pagan religions

of the ancient world; for these terms were used for the passing

on of not simply a cultic-legal religious tradition, but a tradi¬

tion in which God Himself was conceived of as having acted in

the concrete history of His people. As Bultmann rightly sees, these

terms which especially recall God's activity in history are here

applied to the passing on of an Easter tradition which existed prior

to Paul's writing, and so also raise acutely the question within the

New Testament of the precise relationship of historical data to the

revelational tradition. Bultmann's conclusion is that the only valid

historical (historisch) tradition to be found here is in the fact

that Jesus was a truly human personality who was crucified in a

specific historical situation and thus was buried. That part of the

tradition which refers to Jesus' resurrection (here and elsewhere

in Paul's writings) actually represents various mythological traditions

(of the pagan mystery cults, the Gnostic redeemer mythology and less

frequently the Jewish apocalyptic mythology). Bultmann suggests that
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Paul often especially selected taotif3 from pre-Christian Gnosticism

and the mystery religions in order to exprhss the personal and present

22
meaning of the resurrection adequately to his Hellenistic readers.

However, it seems that Paul's specific problem in the Corinthian

church is that a group of Gnosticlslng Christians have so completely

understood the resurrection in these Gnostic mythological terras

normally used by Paul, that they have come to deny the psychosomatic

dimensions of the resurrection which are represented rather realisti¬

cally in Jewish apocalyptic mythology. Consequently, here Paul is

pressed to emphasise those psychosomatic (but not overly physical as

in the gospel tradition) apocalyptic aspects of Jesus* resurrection

(and as Paul's subsequent argument shows also of the resurrection

of believers) which he believes are also essential to a proper theo¬

logical understanding. However, in so doing, Bultmann believes that

Paul has made the fatal theological error (which he normally else¬

where avoids) of attempting to demonstrate the objective historicity

of Jesus' resurrection by the means of eyewitnesses. This unfortun¬

ate departure from Paul's normal treatment of the resurrection some¬

what obscures the fact that Paul otherwise thinks of the resurrection

in more 'spiritual' (or less physical) terms essentially as Jesus'

exaltation. Only an over-reaction of Paul here to these Gnosticis-

ing Corinthians causes him to become entrapped in starting the process

of presenting the resurrection via a historlcised myth of an apo¬

calyptic nature, and so appear to separate Jesus' resurrection and

exaltation. It should be noted also that among the eyewitnesses

22. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I., pp. 80,
109f., 121-152, 164-183, 188, 292, 313, 345ff.; Rudolf Bultmann,
Theology of the New Testament, Vol. II., pp. 119-127; Rudolf Bultmann,
Primitive Christianity, pp. 185-223, 231-246; Rudolf Bultmann,
Kerygma and Myth, p. 40f.
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cited by Paul, Peter holds the primary position. Finally, Paul does

not mention the empty tomb legend at all and thus apparently was un¬

aware of it (at least at the time of the writing of this correspondence

to the Corinthian church). Hence, the empty tomb tradition must not

have been a part of the earliest resurrection tradition according to
23

Bultmann.

In the above critical treatment, then, Bultmann employs his

fundamental "canon of the closed causal nexus" for an understanding

of all of Paul's presentations of Jesus* resurrection as mythologi¬

cal (whether Gnostic, from the mystery religions, or as above essen¬

tially from Jewish apocalyptic writings). He also applies his

"canon of the elimination of analogous materials" for a critical

understanding of the origin of materials, terminology and ideas ap¬

parently normally borrowed by Paul from Gnostic sources and/or the

mystery-cults, as he likewise uses his "canon of dissimilarity" for

understanding Paul's use here of Jewish apocalyptic mythology. The

"two canons of the forms" and especially the "canon of the forms and

the Sitz 1m Leben" are useful in determining the reasoning behind

Paul'8 specific use of apocalyptic mythology here. Finally, Bultmann

uses his "canon of the argument from silence" to argue that Paul knew

nothing of the empty tomb tradition and thus it must not have been a

part of the pre-Pauline tradition.

The Appearance Tradition
In The Gospels

As one moves from Paul to the gospel accounts of the resurrection,

23. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, p. 31,
36ff., 45, 82, 169, 295, 298, 305-306} Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth,
pp.39f., 112; Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity, p. 98ff.;
Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 290.
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later stages of development can be detected, Bultmann thinks. In

I Corinthians 15:3-8, eyewitnesses to the resurrection are simply named

and no descriptive narratives are yet presented. By the time of the

production of the synoptic gospels, however, new situations in the

life of the early Christian communities had given rise to a number of

specific legendary stories.

What was the earliest stage of this development? Bultmann says,

'It belongs to the very nature of things that the
Easter appearances or visions should have been told in
the first place of individuals and then of all the
apostles, and that obviously was the actual course of
events; and in the same way, it is natural that the
evangelists, as they collected and combined the tradi¬
tions, should put at the end a story of an appearance
to all the apostles. 24

Moreover, it is equally apparent to Bultmann that essentially "spiri¬

tual" (or less physical) descriptions must have pre-dated the more

physical descriptions, which later naturally arose to satisfy the

developing apologetic needs (especially contra Gnostic) within the
25

early church. Consequently, Bultmann notes that I Corinthians 15:5

names Peter as the first to have seen the risen Lord. Thus, it

would seem that those gospel accounts which simply mention such a

singular "spiritual" appearance to Peter must reflect the earliest

stage of the gospel development. In this regard, the allusions to

such an appearance in Mark 16:7 and Luke 24:34, and probably the core

of the tradition of Peter's confession in Mark 8:27-30 and the essence

of the transfiguration story in Mark 9:2-8 (which pericopae are both

probably misplaced Easter accounts which have been back-dated to the

24. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 288.

25. Ibid.
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earthly ministry of Jesus by the evangelist) reflect the earliest

stage of the gospel appearance tradition. This same report of an

initial appearance to Peter also finds an echo in the dominical say¬

ing of Luke 22:32, and in Luke 24:24, as well as in the lost ending

of Mark's gospel (which surely must have included an account of Peter's
26

encounter) says Bultmann.

Luke 24:13-35

*3 Ka\ \fiot> fido ic ctor&v iv aixfi tf) ifofpa ncrav
wopeudyevoi e\s taSjpny iffdxowav' crxafifous ^Sdicovxa
iirfe ^IepouaotXfiiJ, fi ovoyc* 'EyyaoOs, ^ icat a?>To\
dGyfXouv irpfes JtXXfiious wepl irdvxwv xflv ouyBeBnKdxwv
xodxwv. *5 ical <hr£vexo iv (£ytXetv aixobs teal oucntetv
ical aixbs ^IpcroOs iyyfaas auvetropedexo aixots, 16 o(
fife i<t>0aXyol aixffiv i(epaxoOvxo toO uf| ivxyvfiivai nixdv.
17 eixrev fife irpfes aixods, Tfves o{ Xdyoi o()xoi obs ivxx-
BdXXexe irp&s aXX^Xous ixepxwaxoOvxes; <a\ icrxdSriaav
oicuBpujirof. 18 iiroKptSels fife eis ivduaxi KXeowds e\irev
irpbs airdv, Eh ydvos xrospoxieets ^IepouoaXhy icotl oiic
feyvws t& yevdyeva iv aixj) iv xats ^yfpais xctdxctis;18 ical eirrev aixots, JTota: o( fife eCirav «?>tfij,TcS irepl
^IpooO toO NaCapnvoO, os eyfevexo ivfep irpo^xns fiova-
xfes iv epyw ical Xdyw ivavxfov toO 0eoO ical irctvxfes rod
XaoO, 20 orrws re vapiSuKav aixfev o( ipxxepets o{
apyovxes ifofiv e\s icpfya 0avdxoo ical ioxctdp&Kjev aixdv.
21 i(yets fife ixrfcouev oxi aixds iaxiv & ydXXwv XuxpoO-
O0ai xfev ^IcrpadX* aXXd ye leat irdotv xodxois xpxxnv
xadxnv falpav ayei ou xaOxa iyfvexo. 22 &XX& ko!
yuvottefs xxves ££ i(yfflv isdoxnaav nySs« yevdyevai ip¬
so ival (iir\ xfe yvpyetov 23 teal y?i exSpoOaai xfe ofiya
ooxoO pX0ov Xdyouoai <o,t iirxaafev iyydXajv ^cupaicdvai,
o\ Xdyouaxv eixfev Cf|v. 2I* teal inrflXOdv xives xffiv crdv
i(ytv ewl xfe yvnyetov, ical eupov ouxms »ea0&s teat ef.^
yuvotices eiwov, aixbv fife oite etfiov. 25 ical aixbs eitrev
irpfes oixods, ivdpxo^ ical Bpafieis xf) icapfifa xoO
fftorxedeiv ivl xr&aiv ois iXdXnaav o{ wpo^fixax* 28 oix^
xaOxa ira0etv xfev Xpxoxfev ical eloeX0etv e\s x?|v
fidCev aixoO; 27 Kat ipCdycvos Stirb M&riJadws Kal iirfe

26. Ibid., pp. 145f., 257-261, 267, 289; Thus, Bultmann holds that
Matthew 16:17-19 probably contains the original conclusion of Peter's
Easter confession and John 20:22f. and 21:15-19 are clear parallels.
Moreover, I Peter 1:17 is also a reflection of the fact that the
author of this epistle knew the transfiguration story as an Easter
story. Additionally, Bultmann thinks that Mark 9:9f. reads as if
the transfiguration was originally an Easter account.
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*dv*»vtfih> irpo<f>riTfflv diepyfWeuoev aixots lv irdcrais
Tat8 ypa^ats xb irept ^auxoO.
28 Kal ^rYY*crav els rfiv ic<Synv ou ewopetfovxo, ical
a&xbs irpoaeirotffoaxo iropp(5xepov wope<Jea0a\. 29 ical
irape(3i<Saavxo cnbxbv XgYovres, Metyov ye0^ ifoifiv, on
irobs &jrir€pav ioxlv Ka\ le^scXiicev ndn ^ ifygpa. xa\
etaflXQev roO yetvai ohv arrets. 30 icat ry^vexo xijJ
icaxaxXiOftvat aixbv ye^r a&xffiv XaBfiiv xbv (ipxov ei)Xd-
Ynoev icai ic^daas iiredfdou aixots. 31 aixfiv 6£ 6in-
vofx^naav ot i$0aXuol ical iirfYVwaav^aixdv* ical aixbs
cfyavxos iy^vexo &ir aiix&v. 32 iea\ e'lirav irpbs 3tXXtfXous,
0«x^ A icapdfa Ayfiv ica\oy£vn nv {iv Aytv} tfis ixdXei
i^ytv iv xf\ <fis difivoiyev ifoitv xcts YP<*^<Ss; 33 icai
Jiyaaxdvxes aix^ xf\ &pqt t£ir£axpetj>av e\s ^IepoooaXffy, <a\
ev)pov JiOpoicrylvous xo6s evdeiea icat xobs arbv aixots,3<t Xgyovxas oxi Pvxws ?ry£p®D & ieOp\os icat w<J>0n Efywvt.
35 seal atbxol icnXoOvxo xS iv xfl iS6> ical t6s €Yvd5a0ri
aixots iv xfi icXfioei xoO Spxou.'

Among the Easter appearance stories Bultmann further detects two

motifs which occur sometimes separately and sometimes combined. The

first motif is simply that of proving the resurrection of Jesus by

means of an appearance of the risen one. The second motif is the

giving of the missionary charge to the disciples by the risen Lord.

Bultmann believes that the motif of the express missionary charge is

a somewhat later theme which was simply implicit in the earliest ap¬

pearance stories. Galatians 2;7 shows that the primitive church knew

nothing of a universal mission command. Rather:

This missionary task could not be experienced as some¬
thing surprising, needing express authorization, but was self-
evidently given in the certainty that Jesus was risen from the
dead and that as the risen Lord, he was coming as Messiah. And
this and nothing else must have been the content of the oldest
stories of the Easter appearances, just as it was the content
of Paul's vision on the Damascus road." 27

Therefore the stories which contain an express mission command re¬

flect a later development in the tradition and were fashioned by

Hellenistic Christianity in all probability, Bultmann thinks. Only

27. Ibid., p. 289.
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the Etsmaus story still has the first motif as its dominant theme.

Hence, in the certainty of Jesus' resurrection, there is given also

the certainty ori a^tds ^attv & yfXAwv XutpoOa0ai t&v ^Iapa/|X (Luke

24:21), This story likewise lacks the more physical aspects that

appear in the later stories and it is the only narrative which carries

within it a reference to the primary appearance to Peter (Luke 24:34).

The Emmaus story also contains a reflection of the cultic experience

of the primitive church's encounter with the risen Lord in the Lord's

Supper (Luke 24-30). Finally, Bultmann notes that this pericope does

here and there reflect novelistic motifs and is certainly a true

legend, for its presentation of Christ as the unknown traveller (who

reveals his divine nature by unique characteristics and who disap¬

pears as soon as he is recognised) is quite analogous to both ancient

Hebrew and pagan stories of the manifestation of God or the gods.

Consequently, Bultmann believes this story originated in the Hellen-
28

istic Jewish-Christian church.

In the above analysis, then, Bultmann employs his "canon of the

argument from silence" to show that the early Pauline tradition did

not know of an express universal mission command and that consequently

this motif must be considered secondary. Likewise, Bultmann employs

his "two canons of the forms" to demonstrate the relatively early form

of this narrative and to understand what cultic experiences probably

stand behind its formation. Also the "canon of elimination of analo¬

gous materials" is employed here for understanding the legendary

models Luke used. Finally, the "canon of dissimilarity" and the

"canon of the closed causal nexus" serve Bultmann in understanding

28. Ibid., pp. 286, 288-291, 302ff.
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the pericope as a mythological expression of the church's Easter faith.

Luke 24;36-43

38 TaOxa aix&v XaXobvxwv aix&s £:<jtti iv plow
aix&v {xa\ Xiyex aixots, Elpflvn bytv). 37 irxon6£vxes

teal £p<j>oBoi YEv6pevoi i$6icouv irveOya 0ewpetv. 38 teal
eixcv aixots, Tf xexapaypfvot iorxl, xa\ 6i& xf fitaXo-
Yicryol Avagafvouaiv iv xfl icap5£a iSufiv; 33 idexe xSs
Xetpfis pou iccrt xoOs wcdas pou btt e\pi aiixds*
t|>yXad>fiaax£ pe icort idexe, oxt irveOpa ofipxa teal Jcxga
owe bxft xoeibs ipfe ©ewpetxe eyovra, {**° ieat xoOxoeix5>v bdeiSev ai>xots x5s xetp«s xobs ir56as.} *** exa

6^ ixioxoOvxuv aixfiv Ikirb xfts xap6s teat eauyatdvxwv
eiwev a^xots,7/Exex£ xi Spdkripov iv8S5e; >*2 ox 51
iirgduicav aix£ }xe<5os iwxoO pgpos 1,3 ieat Xa0<&v
iv#iuov aixfiv e<f>aYev.

Bultmann notes that these pericopae, like the Etraaaus story,

have the motif of proving the resurrection as their dominant theme.

However, it is clear that Luke 24:36-49 is already a combination of

this more primitive motif (vtf. 36-43) and the later motif of the

missionary command (vv. 44-49). Bultmann thinks that verses 36-43

represent an older legend which originally told of a Galilean appear¬

ance, (although here already an appearance to a group of disciples

rather than an appearance to an individual) while verses 44-49 are

surely a literary production of Luke, built upon the foundation of

the older legend. Both Luke 24:36-49 and John 20:24-29 emphasise

the physical aspects of the risen Lord's appearance and so do not

represent the earliest phase of the appearance tradition. Addition¬

ally, the allusions to the eucharistic meal in Luke 24:41-43 and

John 21:12f. surely reflect Hellenistic Christian cultic experiences.

Hence, these pericopae must be considered rather late apologetic

legends which were fashioned in their present form within the Hellen¬

istic church. Here Bultmann primarily uses his "two canons of the

forms" to ascertain the precise stage of development and the probable

church situation which gave rise to this stage of the tradition. Here
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also, of course, the "canon of the Isolated pericopae", the "canon of

dissimilarity" and the "canon of the closed causal nexus" are also

29
presupposed as fundamental norms.

Matthew 28:16-20

of <51 evfiei^a ya8rjxai ^tropedPpaav els xbv FaXiXafav
els xb opos ou lixdEaxe a&xots & ^IncroOs, 17 xa! Ifidvxes
aitbv irpoaeicOvnoav, of fife ififaxaaav. leaf wpoaeX8&v
& ^IpaoOs ixdXnaev aixots X€yuv, ^EfidSp yot irfito<£
Houafa iv oipav^ yfls. iropeu0£vxcs obv
yo8pTe<Jo«Te wdvTa xb e0vri, Bawxfcovxes aSxobs els xb
ovoya xoO iraxpbs xal xoO ufoO >eat rpO £y(ov irvedyaxos,20 fiifidaxovres aixoOs xnpefv wbvxa doa evexetXbypv
t5ytv xo\ Ifiob iyii> ve8^ iJyfiv elyt wdaas xbs ifo€pas ems
xfis auvxeXefas xoO a!fives.

John 20:19-23

19 Ouans ouv ii/;fas xfl i{y£pp^tcefyji xf| yi$ oagBbxwv,
xol xfiv ©upfflv iceicXeiaylvwy oirou naav of yaOpxat <StSt
xbv $60ov xfiv ^Ioufiafwv, fiX0ev f> ^InooOs icat eaxn els
xb yfeaov xal Xfeyei aixots, Elptfvn t£ytv. 20 xa\ xoOxo
elirfi>vA^fiei£ev xas xefpa® xhv irXeupbv a^ofs, j^xbpTi-
oov ouv of yaOpxat ifidvxes xbv xOoiov. 21 e'tirev oiiv
aixots wbXiv, Elpfivn t£yfv# iea0S)8 air£axaXic£v ye &
xaxtfp, x&yfi w€yxw \5ySs* 22 xal xoOxo elir&v ive-
<J>0anaev <a\ X£yei aoxots, Abgexe irveOya Syiov' 23 av
xivwv &<f>flxe xbs <5yapxfas 3td>liovxa\ a^xots, clfv xmv
xpaxfixe iceiepbxnvxat.

John 21;15-17

15 r/Oxe o$v lipfaxnaav X£yei x$ Efywvi I!£tpp I
^IncroOs, Ifywv ^Iudvvou, &yajr$s ye irl£ov xodxtov;
Xfeyei auxfi, NaC. x?>pie, ab oifias oxx <f>iXfi ere. X£yei
aixfi, Bdaiee xb spvfa you. 16 X£yei aix^S irdXiv 5e<5-
xepov, Efywv ^Itadvvou, iyaxds ye; Xfeyei aix^S, Naf,
icdpie, ab o^fias oxi $iXA ae. Xfeyex auxfi, Hofuatve xb
wpdSaxd you. ^7 X^yet al>x^ xb xpfTov, Sfytov 'Xatdvvou,
$\Xets ye; iXuirfiBn 6 Il£xpos o'xt etirev a^xfi tb xpfxov,
♦ iXefs ye; xat Xlyet aixfi, Kdpie, trdvTa pu oifias, ab
ywfiaxets oxi <j>iXft ae. X^yet a^xffl, Bdaxe xfil irpdBaxd
you.

Here Bultmann believes we are dealing with the latest stage of

the development of the appearance tradition because in ail of these

29. Ibid.
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pericopae the secondary motif of the missionary charge becomes the

main theme. However, there are some traces of older traditions under¬

lying all of these narratives as well. In Matthew 28:17 (of 61

isforaaov) and John 20:20 (e6ei£ev ths xetpns ieo\ rf^v wleup&v airots)
traces of the older motif of proving the reality of the resurrection

can be seen. Likewise, the Galilean setting of Matthew 28:16-20 is

in all probability a sign of a more primitive recollection. Like¬

wise, in spite of the presence of the seven disciples in John 21:15-

17, the real focus of the narrative is the encounter of Peter with

the risen Lord, and thus this perlcope probably represents a later

legendary development of the primitive memory of the Galilean appear¬

ance to Peter, in which the implicit missionary task presupposed in

the old tradition is here made the explicit point of the story. Fi¬

nally, Bultmann notes that Matthew 28:19, with its specific instruc¬

tion to baptise (wfivra rfc eflvn) is surely a further indication of the

Hellenistic Christian cultlc origin of Matthew's "commissioning of

the disciples."

Here one can see that Bultmann's analysis hinges on his use of

the "canon of the argument from silence" and its indication that the

express missionary charge was not a part of the most primitive stage

of the tradition (as reflected in Galatlans 2:7). Also of fundamental

Importance here are Bultmann's "two canons of the forms" which show

how and why this later stage of the appearance tradition arose. Like¬

wise, the "canons of the isolated pericop-ae,dissimilarity and the

closed causal nexus" are again employed throughout this analysis by

Bultmann.

30. Ibid., pp. 151, 157, 286, 288-289; Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus and the
Word., p. 153.
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The Empty Tomb Tradition

Mark 16:1-8

1 Kat 5iayevoy£vou xoO aaBSdxou Mapfa A Mayda-
Xnvh icot^Mapfo A ^Iaicdjgou ko.\ EaXfiyn Jiydpaaavipfiyara iva iXBoOaai^ iXeftpwotv aixdv. * icat Xfav irpkil i
tf| yid xfiJv aagSdxwv ^pxovxai iwt xb yvpyetov ivaxef-
Xavxos toO ifxfou, 3 icat eXeyov irpbs Gourds, Tfs iiroieu-
Xfaet ifytv xbv X£0ov 2k xfjs 0<Jpas xoO yvnyefouj \ical
&va8X£$aaai OeaipoOcxiv 6xi iiroieeictJXioxat 6 Xf0os, nv

y?j|p y*yas oAddpa. 5 «cot e\oeX0oOaai eis xb yvnyetov
eifiov vcovfaicov icaOlfyevov iv rots deEiots irepiBe8Xrty€vov
crxoXbv Xeuicffv, ical He0ay6fi0noav. 6 6 61 X€ye\ aoxafs,
Mh iic8ay8eto0e* ^InooOv cnxetxe i^bv NaCapnvbv Tbv/yiaxaupwy^vov* jta£p0n, oiie &mv <ade# I'de o xdiros otrou
&0rycav aixdv. ' ixxb \5wfiycxc e^waxe xots ya8r»xats
aixoO icel x^ JTffxpw axi Upo^yet tjyfis el® xbv raXiXafav*2xet aixbv o^eaSe, icaSfes ej^irev xJyfv. 8 icai l£eX0oOacu
£$uyov <Wb xoO yvnyefoo, eixsv ybp alxbs xpdyos icat
&coxams* teat oodevl oidbv etirav, ^oSoOvxo ydp.

Here Bultmann contends that the resurrection account set forth

in Mark 16:1-8 appears to be a separate formulation from the preced¬

ing sections of Mark. This contention is supported by the fact that

the women have already been mentioned in Mark 15:AO, 47 and yet are

named again in a detailed manner in Mark 16:1. Thus, Bultmann argues

that this factor indicates that Mark 16:1-8 ia a unit unto itself.

This is understandable on the grounds that in the preaching of the

earliest Christian communities, a continuous Passion narrative would

have been needed (as the individual stories of the arrest or mocking

would contain little interest apart from the central fact of the cru¬

cifixion). The resurrection, however, represents a different situa¬

tion. The various resurrection accounts were told to give assurance

of the fact that Jesus was truly risen and had appeared to his followers.

Hence, testimony of many individual witnesses was employed by preachers,

and various resurrection cycles become current in separate Christian

communities. The Markan resurrection account, as set forth in Mark

16:1-8, represents one of these many witnesses to the resurrection
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which circulated in the early church. The purpose of thi# account

must certainly have been to demonstrate the reality of the resurrec-

31
tion of Jesus by means of a witness to the empty tomb.

Bultmann also contends that this tradition of the empty tomb is

certainly a secondary formulation which was not part of the earliest

kerygma of the church. At first, Bultmann maintains there was no dis¬

tinction between Jesus' resurrection and exaltation (or ascension).

This distinction only arose later as a consequence of the Easter ap¬

pearance tradition (as in I Corinthians 15:3-8) and the specific

appearance stories (as in the gospels), which eventually caused a

special story of the ascension to be formulated as the terminus of

the risen Lord's earthly 3ojourn. Consequently, the account of the

empty tomb was also created as an intermediate stage in this develop¬

ment. Bultmann maintains by way of proof (as has been noted above)

that Paul knows nothing of this empty tomb tradition; nor do the

speeches in Acts reflect any knowledge of it. Therefore, Bultmann

concludes that the original kerygma must not have included the

empty tomb tradition, but that it was created as a middle stage in

the legendary development of the overall resurrection tradition of

Jesus. Moreover, Bultmann contends that the motive for this develop¬

ment can be seen quite clearly. In Mark, the angel certainly has the

apologetic purpose of proving the resurrection by means of the empty

tomb. Furthermore, the shattering impression in Mark 16:8 is meant

to explain apologetically why this story was not first heard as a

31. Rudolf Bultraann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 262-
285, 287; Cf. Vincent Taylor, The Gospel According to St. Mark (Lon¬
don: Macmillan, 1959),pp. 692-603^



part of the original kerygraa and as an apology for the fact that the

church could produce no actual witnesses for the resurrection-event

itself. Bultmann does remark that Mark's account is still quite re¬

served, due to the fact that neither the resurrection-event itself

is described nor any appearance account of the risen Lord is included.

In this regard Bulttaann especially mentions verse 3. His implication,

however, is that Mark's creative construction is more Impressive as

a well-told story than as history. Finally, Bultmann notes that

verse 7 is surely a later addition to the primary form of Mark's

empty tomb account. He believes that the lost ending of Mark must

have contained the Galilean appearance tradition. Therefore, verse

7 is an editorial addition to adjust this secondary story of the

women with the older Galilean appearance tradition. Likewise, Mark

14:28 can only be properly understood as an editorial addition to

prepare for the Galilean tradition. Also the addition of verse 7 by

Mark shows his presupposition that the disciples stayed in Jerusalem

following the crucifixion. Bultraann, however, maintains that the

earliest tradition must have told of the disciples' flight directly

to Galilee and of the appearances of the risen Lord there. Consequent

ly, verse 7 serves as an artificial means of sending the disciples to

Galilee. In this way Mark hopes to harmonise the discrepancies in
32

his two traditions.

In the foregoing analysis, Bultmann employs his "canon of the

isolated pericopae" to show that Mark 16:1-8 was originally a sepa¬

rate unit of the tradition from the Markan Passion account and in all

probability from the other New Testament Easter accounts. Next, it

can be seen that Bultmann uses his "canon of the argument from silence

32. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 284-
287, 290.
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to deduce that the empty tomb tradition was not a part of the original

kerygma and thus must represent a secondary but still intermediate

stage of the overall legendary New Testament resurrection tradition.

Bultmann further uses his "two canons of the forms" and especially

his "canon of the forms and Sitz im Leben" to explain the specific

apologetic needs of the early church which gave rise to the precise

form of the empty tomb tradition in Mark. Here it is significant to

note that although Bultmann believes that his "canons of the forms"

and his "canon of the argument from silence" do indicate that Mark

16:1-8 represents a secondary, intermediate stage of the overall

Easter tradition; that nevertheless the Markan account surely also

represents the most primitive form of that stage of the tradition

(as will be seen more perspicuously below in our examination of the

empty tomb tradition in Matthew, Luke and John). Additionally,

Bultmann uses his "canon of internal coherence" to deduce that in

verse 7, Mark is editorially adjusting his empty tomb tradition (with

its apparent assumption that the disciples had remained in Jerusalem

following the crucifixion) to fit with the older Galilean appearance

tradition which was also known to him. Finally, as we have seen

throughout this section, the "canon of the closed causal nexus" is

employed to understand the mythological dimensions of the narrative

as is the "canon of dissimilarity" to understand this account as aris¬

ing from the theological beliefs of the early church rather than from

an actual historical (historisch) event.

The Other Empty Tomb Stories
Matthew 28:1-10 (Matthew 28tll-lS)

Luke 24:1-11; John 20:1, 11-IS

Matthew

Bultmann maintains that Matthew 27:62-66 and 28:11-15 clearly
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represents a further apologetic legend, which is surely a later de¬

velopment built upon the foundation of the more primitive core of the

empty tomb tradition as seen in Mark 16:1-8. Moreover, Matthew's edit¬

ing and reshaping of Mark's tradition can be seen in the altering of

details (such as the dropping of the name of Salome and the elimination

of the problematic statement of the intention of the women to appoint

Jesus' body in verse 1) and in Matthew's obvious heightening of super¬

natural features (as in verses 2-4 where a beginning of a description

of how the resurrection-event occurred is given via the transformation

of Mark's "young man" into an angel who descends from heaven in the

midst of an earthquake and rolls away the stone from the entrance to

the tomb, and whose countenance is so heightened with supernatural

features that he clearly invokes fear from the guards) and in Matthew's

alteration of Mark's cryptic conclusion (wherein the fearful silence

of the women in Mark is transformed into a mixture of fear and joy

which overcomes the silence in proper accord with the angel's command).

In spite of Matthew's editorial development of the more primitive

Markan tradition, Bultmann comments that Matthew is still reserved

in his description when it is compared with the even later development

in the Gospel of Peter. Finally, Matthew's editorial hand also can

be seen in his addition of verses 9 and 10 (the appearance to the

women) as a literary bridge to his other basic appearance tradition
33

of the Galilean commissioning of the disciples.

Luke

Again Bultmann maintains that Luke simply develops the Markan

empty tomb tradition to serve his own purposes. Luke both abbre¬

viates and alters his Markan source. The major items of change in-

33. Ibid., pp. 286-287.
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cluda: the changing of Mark's "young man" into two men in dazzling

apparel in verse 4, the omission of the questioning of the women

concerning how they will move the stone, the alteration of the an¬

gelic message so that the prophecy of a Galilean appearance disappears

in verses 6 and 7 (in order to harmonise the angelic message with Luke's

Jerusalem appearance tradition), the substitution of the name Joanna

for the Markan Salome, and the alteration of Mark's conclusion so

that the women report their news to the disciples but the disciples

receive the report as only an "idle tale." (Bultoann also apparently

holds, with a number of other scholars, that verse 12 is a "western

non-interpolation" which has been Interpolated into Luke here on the

basis of John 20:3-10.J34
John

Bultmann believes that the Johannlne narrative of the empty

tomb is most certainly a late formulation. This can be seen in several

factors. First, John skillfully combines the empty tomb tradition

with his appearance stories. Second, John shows the later tendency

to individualise, and also to add previously unknown details, when he

Isolates Mary Magdalene from among the "women" of the earlier tradi¬

tion. This pattern is a definite mark of secondary development in

story-telling, says Bultmann. (This same pattern may account for the

"beloved disciple and Peter episode" in John 20:2-10 as well). Fi¬

nally, the angels appear as two in number in verse 12, whereas the

more primitive Markan account spoke of a single young man. No doubt

the folk motif of two angels is added for purposes of supernatural

heightening and literary symmetry, as the angels serve such little

purpose that Bultmann refers to them as "stage furniture". This

34. Ibid.
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feature actually Is due to John's artistic blending of the appearance

and empty tomb traditions, where Jesus himself in an appearance to

Mary Magdalene, takes up the role formerly played by the angels in the
3s

more primitive accounts.

In all of the above, Bultmann contends that the historical critic

must realise that in the final analysis the empty tomb tradition re-

36duces itself to its most primitive core in Mark 16:1-8. The several

other developments which have been analysed above in Matthew and Luke

and finally in John simply represent further embellishments upon the

original Markan account. The purpose of the empty tomb tradition as

a whole, then, was to "prove" that Jesus had conquered death in a

real (i.e. bodily) manner; for the angel in the story has only the

role of angelus interpres. In Bultmann's judgment the empty toiab

tradition probably arose to satisfy the needs of the Hellenistic

Jewish-Christians and was Itself developed as the intermediate stage

of the overall Easter tradition between the appearance accounts and
37

the final development of the ascension story.

Throughout the above analysis of the later development of the

empty tomb tradition, Bultmann employs several of his critical canons

repeatedly. He employs his "two canons of the forms" to show why and

how the empty tomb tradition developed from its original core to Its

later shapes. Likewise, throughout, the "canon of the argument from

silence" is used to argue for the mora primitive nature of the Markan

account and the secondary character of the several features added by

Matthew, Luke and John. Similarly, the "canon of the isolated peri-

copae" is employed repeatedly to demonstrate the Independent origins

35. Ibid., pp. 287, 309-310, 314-316.

36. Ibid., p. 287.
37. Ibid., pp. 284-295, 301-317; Rudolf Bultmann and Karl Kundsin,
Form Criticism, pp. 64-70.
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of the Passion tradition, the appearance tradition, the core of the

empty tomb tradition, the secondary features which were built upon

the core of the empty tomb tradition (such as the later embellishments,

the secondary apologetic legend represented in Matthew 27:62-66 and

28:11-15 and the editorial account of the appearance to the women in

Matthew 28:9-10), and finally the ascension story. Moreover, the

"canon of the closed causal nexus" and the "canon of dissimilarity"

are in constant use to explain the mythological nature of the pres¬

entation of the theological beliefs of the Hellenistic Jewish-Chris¬

tian coramunity here in the form of the empty tomb tradition.

The Ascension Tradition
Luke 24:25-53: Acts 1:9-11

Bultmann contends that the ascension tradition in Luke and Acts

represents the final stage of the New Testament Easter tradition.

Bultmann says, "Originally there was no difference between the Resur¬

rection of Jesus and his ascension; this distinction first arose as

a consequence of the Easter legends, which eventually necessitated

a special story of an ascension with heaven as an end of the risen
38

Lord's earthly sojourn." The ascension as we have it in Luke 24:

50-53 is a literary creation but represents the more primitive form of

the development within this final stage of the Easter tradition. Luke

24:50-53 may, in fact, be an account which Luke already had on hand

(but that cannot be known for sure). Clearly, however, the account

in Acts 1:9-11 is the latest stage of the ascension tradition (and

thus of the overall Easter tradition) within the New Testament; for

here the ascension is presented in a legendary narrative form not

38. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 290.
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yet present in the more primitive account in Luke 24:50-53. More¬

over, Buitmann notes that the ascension tradition was carried even

39
further in the post-canonical writings.

Here Buitmann chiefly uses his "two canons of the forms" to

further elucidate the development of the Easter tradition. Also as¬

sumed, however, are the use of his "canons of the isolated pericopae,

dissimilarity and the closed causal nexus," employed in a manner

similar to their use throughout this analysis of the entire Easter

tradition.

II. Interpretative Summary

In order to understand Buitmann's interpretation of the legend¬

ary resurrection tradition in the New Testament, one must have an

understanding of his programme of demythologislng. Thus, it will be

necessary to review this programme here briefly and show its rele¬

vance to the issue presently under discussion.

Buitmann vigorously contends that the New Testament has a unique

message to present. This message is the unparalleled eschatological

act of God, rfiich appeared in human history in the life, death and

resurrection of Jesus. He maintains, however, that the New Testa¬

ment often proclaims this eschatological act in the form of mythology.

These myths find their origins (as we have seen) in the Jewish apoca¬

lyptic hopes, the Hellenistic mystery cults and the Gnosticism of the

first century A.D. Therefore, the message of the New Testament is

badly obscurted for modern man by the obsolete mythological cosmology

of a three-storied universe (contained in the above mentioned myth¬

ologies). This cosmology presents men's lives as influenced and

39. Ibid., pp. 286-287.
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controlled by God from above (heaven) and the demons from below (hell).

So also, the very redemptive event Itself Is presented in the form

of these mythologies

The liberal biblical scholars of past generations rightly have

3hown the many mythological elements throughout the New Testament,

but they made a fundamental mistake in simply eliminating these myth¬

ological elements and retaining only broad principles of religion and

ethics. Bultmann maintains that the older liberal approach failed to

perceive properly that the heart of the New Testament message is

kerygma; that it is a proclamation of a definite and unique act of

God. Consequently, when the liberals freely eliminated what they

understood as myth, and rationalised away the resulting doctrinal im¬

plications, they failed to understand the New Testament message itself

correctly. A new method of interpreting the New Testament is needed,

Bultmann argues. This method must fully appreciate the positive work

of the liberals who were able to show the mythological form of the

New Testament message, but it must not do violence to the central

proclamation of God's eschatological act. Thus, what the New Testa¬

ment demands is a method of interpretation which is able to remove

the mj'thological framework and yet retain the essential message of
41

Cod's gift of a new quality of life through Jesus Christ.

The first step toward discovering this method of interpretation

is found in an examination of the nature of myth. Bultmann contends

that myths obviously should not be understood literally as objective

pictures of the world. Nor are myths simply ancient tales of folk¬

lore, which describe the divine in terras of human life. Rather myths

AO. Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth, pp. 1-16.

Al. Ibid., pp. 9-10, 12-15.
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actually represent and convey a particular understanding of man and

his place In the world (an Exlstenzverstandnis). Thus, "Myth should

be interpreted not cosmologically, but anthropologically, or better
A2

still, existentially." A myth conveys a definite point of view

with regard to human existence. Therefore, a proper method of inter¬

pretation must not just discard the myth, but should uncover the

challenge of its message for man's present existence. This pro¬

cedure of interpretation is found for the New Testament in what

Bultmann calls demythologising. The aim of demythologising is to

cut through the mythological stories of the New Testament, which are

presented all too often as objective history; and uncover the exis¬

tential challenge which these stories present to our existence today.

This method, Bultmann believes, will uncover precisely that challenge

of God's redemptive act for modern man.^
Bultmann further explains demythologising by spelling out just

what he understands the heart of the New Testament proclamation to

be. He maintains that the demythologised New Testament clearly con¬

trasts two opposite types of self-understanding. The first type is

that of life "apart from faith." Such words as sin, flesh and death

are really mythological terms, which convey descriptions of life

in bondage to this visible world; a bondage to the tangible decaying

things of life that enslave man and so drag him down to destruction.

This is a life of seeking security where no real security is to be

found. Hence, when one does entrust himself to the things of this

world, he is deceived and becomes enslaved in an inauthentic form of

42. Ibid., p. 10.

43. Ibid., pp. 10, 15-16.
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44
existence.

The second type of self-understanding is "the life of faith."

This life is one which does not seek to hold onto the tangible things

of life but rather rejects them. It is open to the grace of God

seen in His gift of Jesus Christ. The "life of faith" releases man

from the past and gives him an openness to the future. This authen¬

tic life is not given magically to a person hut must be renewed con-

45
stantly by new acts of decision and obedience.

Secular existentialist philosophy also speaks about inauthentic

and authentic existence. Among the secular philosophers it is as¬

sumed that man can achieve the transition from inauthentic to authen¬

tic existence by an act of the human will. Bultmann points out,

however, that the New Testament is far more realistic about man's

nature and speaks of man as radically fallen, or as sinner. These

terms mean that man is not capable of escaping from his plight by

his own effort. The only hope for man is help from outside the sphere

of his own existence. Consequently, the New Testament proclaims that

the way of transition to authentic existence has been provided for
46

man by an act of God.

Bultmann contends that the New Testament speaks perspicuously

of an act of God focused in the event of Jesus' life, death and

resurrection. To be sure, Jesus is described in mythological language

in the New Testament, and especially in such places as the legendary

resurrection tradition, but the language of myth here points beyond

itself. It emphasises that the New Testament is not really concerned
44. Ibid., pp. 17-19.

45. Ibid., pp. 19-22.

46. Ibid., pp. 22-23*
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with an objective account of a figure of past history. Rather this

mythology is meant to underscore Jesus' significance for human exis¬

tence and so to set forth his importance for faith as "the one" in

whom and through whom the saving act of Cod takes place. That God has

acted uniquely in Jesus cannot be further demythologised but rather
47

represents the central claim and scandal of Christianity.

Bultmann employs his method of demythologising precisely in order

to explain the act of God in the life, death and resurrection of

Jesus Christ. Bultmann shows that in the New Testament a number of

mythological descriptions are applied to Jesus. He is called the

pre-existent and sinless Son of God, for example. His death is said

to be a triumph over the demonic powers which enslave man. All of

these descriptions are surely mythological and need to be deraytholo-

gised. Therefore, Bultmann directs attention primarily to the death

of Jesus upon the cross. Here is the key to understanding the New

Testament's several mythological descriptions of Jesus' life; and

the event of the cross, then, is to be rightly understood as the ac¬

tual focus of the unique saving act of God. Bultmann explains that

in so interpreting the cross, the mythological elements within the

New Testament must be set aside and its true cosmic meaning brought

to light. The cross has cosmic meaning because it is not merely an

event of past history. It is, of course, an event of the past, for

that distinguishes Christianity from Gnosticism and the mystery re¬

ligions of Jesus' day. The true significance of the cross, however,

is misunderstood if it is approached as an "objective fact of salva¬

tion." If one approaches the cross as an objective historical fact

47. Ibid., pp. 34-45.
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to be examined, one actually sins, Bulttnann believes. For, "By

human norms, the cross cannot be recognized as the fact of salvation,

but remains a 'stumbling block' and 'folly*. Any evaluation of the

historical Jesus according to human categories would be kata Sarka

(flesh-wise) regarding of Christ and hence would mean seeing him as

48
a Kata Sarka Christ* . Here the essential meaning of sinfulness is

found in seeking Christ "according to the flesh". Bultmann points

out, "That conduct or attitude that directs itself according to the

'flesh', taking 'flesh' for its norm, is sinful - as the cited sen¬

tence, Rom. 8:5, clearly says: 'existence in the flesh' realizes

itself in 'setting the mind on the things of the flesh' (R.S.V.),
49

i.e. in the pursuit of the merely human, the earthly transitory."

Hence, the sin involved in approaching the crosB as a 'fact of his¬

tory' is one of perceiving Christ as merely a phenomenon of the world

and of seeking security in the tangible and transitory. This effort

is really an attempt to avoid the existential decision of faith; the

personal decision of being crucified with Christ to the tangible

things of this world. Only when one makes this decision of faith,

does he discover the true meaning of the cross as the act of God,

which frees a man from his past and from the present power of this

world to enslave. In this decision of faith, the cross of Jesus ceases

to be an objective event of the past, which God has somehow turned to

our advantage, but rather Jesus' cross becomes our own and we are per¬

sonally crucified with him. Here, Bultmann invokes Paul's support,

when the apostle stresses the need of Christians to identify them-

48. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, p. 294.

49. Ibid., p. 238.
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selves with the cricified Christ In partaking of the Sacraments (Rom.

6:3, 6; I Cor. 11:26, 10:16), and when Paul expresses a repeated de¬

sire that Christians should die to their sins (Gal. 5:24, 6:14, Phil,

3:10). In this demythologlaed way the cross Is properly understood

as a permanent reality which brings judgment and deliverance to the

sphere of each man's personal existence.^
Bultmann does not complete his theology nor cease to apply his

hermeneutical method once he has demythologised the cross as the

eschatological event, however, for he rightly realises that in the

New Testament proclamation the cross and resurrection of Jesus form

a single cosmic event. When Bultmann emphasises this, it is because

he does not hold that the resurrection, as it is described in the

legendary New Testament accounts (of appearances, the empty tomb

and the ascension) is actually a separate historical (historisch)

event in its own right. In its manner of description in the overall

New Testament Easter tradition, the resurrection simply looks like

the legendary resuscitation of a corpse, which Bultmann believes is

quite inconceivable to modern man and thus must be understood as

mythological. Moreover, the resurrection is also often presented

within the New Testament as a miraculous proof of the atoning signi¬

ficance of the cross. But thi9 attempt to prove one article of faith

with another is an impossible procedure. Bultmann believes that the

resurrection itself must remain an article of faith, for no amount

of witnesses could prove it to be an actual historical event (es¬

pecially when those witnesses were disciples of Jesus). No proof can

really convince the sceptic (who lives with a modern scientific world-

50. Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth, pp. 35-38; Rudolf Bultmann,
Theology of the New Testament, Vol. I, pp. 292, 294-295, 236-238.
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view) that the resurrection accounts of Je6us are historical. Fur¬

thermore, even if (for the sake of argument) the miracle of the resur¬

rection could somehow be established by historical-critical methods,

that demonstration would only remain quite barren and unable to tell

us anything about the eschatological reality of death's destruction

and the true saving significance of Jesus. No, the resurrection tra¬

dition is paralleled too closely in other ancient religious mythologies

to allow for its acceptance as anything but mythological in form.

However, if the resurrection in the New Testament is cast in the form

of mythology, then it points beyond its mythological form to a spe¬

cific understanding of human existence. Thus, when the resurrection

is demythologised, it can be seen clearly as the proclamation of the

saving significance of the cross. It is the confession that the one

who died upon the cross is actually Lord and Son of God. In this

manner, the resurrection is properly understood as containing the

eschatological significance which Paul ascribes to it. As one under¬

stands the word of the cross to mean a dying with Christ to this

world, so he will then know the present reality of the risen life

with Christ (Rom. 6:4f.), This risen life is one in which the Chris¬

tian knows freedom from his past, a freedom from the power that this

world holds over him, and a new freedom toward God*9 future. This

life of risen freedom is what is meant by the "power of the resurrec-

51
tion" (Phil. 3:10). Consequently, it would seem that the historian

qua historian can know little about the resurrection of Jesus, except

that the first Easter was that time when Jesus' disciples first dis¬

covered the true meaning of the cross. Bultmann can thus summarise

51. Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth, pp. 38-42.
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his position by saying,

Indeed faith in the resurrection is really the same
thing as faith in the saving efficacy of the cross, faith
in the cross of Christ. Hence you cannot first believe in
Christ and then believe in the cross of Christ. The saving
efficacy of the cross is not derived from the fact that it
is the cross of Christ? it is the cross of Christ because
it has saving efficacy. 52

How does the saving event seen in the cross, and realised for

the first time on Easter Day, become a saving event in the lives of

persons living today? The eschatologlcal event only really ceases

to be mythological when it is preached and received in faith. In

fact, the preaching and receiving of the cross and resurrection are

part of the eschatological event, whereby a person living today gains

his true historical (eschatologisch) authenticity (or authentic exist¬

ence). Since the church is the place where preaching and response

take place, the church (but not merely as a cultural or sociological

phenomenon) is a part of the total eschatological event of salvation.

So without preaching and personal response, the eschatological event

is still incomplete and mythological, for it remains external to the

personal existence of persons living today. But if the word of the

cross and resurrection is preached and received, men will receive a

new self-understanding (Existensverstandnia) and historical authenticity
53

(eschatologisch) as God's gift.

Once the task of demythologislng is fully realised and the word

of the cross and resurrection has been properly preached and responded

to, then the act of God is truly complete. However, some may raise

the objection that in speaking of an act of God at all, Bultmann is

52. Ibid., p. 41.

53. Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth, pp. 42-43; Rudolf Bultmann,
Theology of the Hew Testament, Vol. I, pp. 301-303.
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himself employing mythological language.Bultmann, to the contrary,

believes that it is not mythological to speak of this total event as

an act of God, for it is not an observable, objective, super-natural

event; but rather concrete history (past and present) which can be

examined and explained by the normal methods of critical history. Only

the eye of faith can see and understand that in the preaching of the

eschatological significance of the cross and resurrection of Jesus,

God is actually acting. To unbelief Jesus is only flesh and no act

of God can be seen. This is the true paradox of the Christian faith

which cannot be eliminated, and so constitutes the actual stumbling-

block of the Christian message. Demythologising has removed all the

false stumbling-blocks of the ancient mythological elements within

the New Testament precisely in order to present the real cicdvSaAov
55

of the claim of the hidden act of God in the cross and resurrection.

So Bultmann can say, "It is precisely its immunity from proof which

secures the Christian proclamation against the charge of being mytho¬

logical."^
Since Bultmann places the real meaning of the resurrection so

squarely in the kerygmatic proclamation of the cross and in the be¬

liever's response of faith, it is natural that some critical inter¬

preters of Bultmann should conclude that he thinks that the resurrec¬

tion of Jesus is finally no more than the legendary concretisation

of an idea. However, Bultmann resists such an interpretation of his

critical and hermeneutical work concerning the resurrection as quite

superficial and false; for he contends that he does not believe that

the New Testament resurrection tradition is simply the legendary

54. Cf. Ronald W. Hepburn, "Remythologizing and the Problem of Valid-
ity," New Essays in Philosophical Theology, ed. A. Flew and A.
Maclntyre (New York: Hacmillan, 1955), pp. 227-242.
55. Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth, pp. 43-44.
56. Ibid., p. 44.
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concretisation of a mere idea, but rather the legendary concretlsatlon

of the vital Easter faith of the first Christian community, faith that

God has indeed exalted as Lord this Jesus who was crucified, faith in

the present reality of the risen Lord. Additionally, this means for

Bultmann that death for the Christian believer does not hold the fear

of being swallowed up' in nothingness, but rather the same God who re¬

peatedly comes to the believer (by faith) in life will come to him

also in his death. Therefore, as a Christian believer concerned with

historical authenticity at its most profound level, (i.e. eschatolo-

giach historical authenticity) Bultmann strongly affirms the actual

reality of the resurrection of Jesus, but only as it is known and

reflected in the believer's faith. However, as a mere event of ob¬

jective history (Historie) Bultmann is quite sceptical of demonstrat¬

ing an objective, supernatural event in history of first century Pal¬

estine, or of exploring the meaning of an event in cultural history

(i.e. the continuing influence of Jesus as a great man); and thus

Bultmann is in the last analysis not really interested in what can

be known at the historisch level (except as it is necessary to deal

with the legendary development of the various New Testament accounts

as a scientific historian concerned with understanding Christian

origins) . ^

57. Rudolf Bultmann, "Is Jesus Risen as Goethe?" Per Spiegel on The
New Testament, ed. by Werner Harenberg, pp. 235-238; also this same
understanding of Bultroatm's views was related to me by Professor
Sunther Bornkamm in an interview in Heidelberg on 9 May, 1972.
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B

II, Gunther Borakamm's and Ernst Kasemann's Critical
Analysis of the New Testament Resurrection Tradition

Bornkamm and Kksemann do not supply as detailed a critical anal¬

ysis of the resurrection tradition in their writings as Bultmann does.

Therefore, it is not always possible to tell from their published

works precisely where they might differ from Bultoann concerning

specific aspects of the New Testament Easter texts. Nevertheless, it

is quite clear that both Bornkamm and Kasemann do agree with the

general form-critical analysis of the Easter texts which Bultmann

has set forth in his writings• That is, Bornkamm and Kasemann surely

agree that the resurrection tradition as a whole is heavily overlaid

with legendary mythology which was borrowed from the mythology of

Jewish apocalyptic sources, Gnostic sources and the mystery cults.

Likewise, they agree that the earliest stage of the tradition is to

be found in I Corinthians 15:3-8, the second stage in the gospel

appearance stories, the third stage in the empty tomb tradition

(with Hark 16:1-8 as the most primitive core of this stage) and the

final stage in the ascension tradition. Consequently, Bornkamm and

Kasemann here also employ all of the critical canons which have been
58

noted previously in Bultmann's critical analysis of the Easter texts.

II. Gunther Bomkamm's and Ernst Kasemann's
Interpretation of the New Testament

Resurrection Tradition

Here (as in several previous sections) it will be necessary to

rely more heavily on the writings of Bomkamm than on those of Kase¬

mann, for the latter scholar has written even less with regard to the

58. Gunther Bomkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 182-183, 213-214; Gunther
Bornkamm, The New Testament: A Guide to Its Writings, pp. 23-24, 47ff.;
Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 49-51.
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subject at hand. Nevertheless, again It would appear that these two

former students of Bultmann are in essential agreement in the manner

in which they both agree with Bultmann and yet move beyond him in

interpretative emphasis.

Both Bomkamm and Kasemann agree with Bultmann that the overall

Easter tradition in the New Testament presents Jesus' resurrection in

the form of mythology, wherein the act of God in raising Jesus from

the dead is presented in an objectified legendary manner in the ap¬

pearance, empty tomb and ascension stories (although it must be allowed

that this objectlfication of the act of God is quite reserved in that

it does not actually present the act of God itself but only its

aftermath). The historian qua historian, then, cannot accept nor

interpretatively present these mythological accounts to his twentieth

century readers in a literal way, because modern man cannot allow for

observable divine intrusions in the natural order. Yet, as with

Bultmann, there is a recognition on the part of these historical in¬

terpreters that at the most profound level these mythological Easter

narratives do speak of an actual eschatological act of God in Jesus'

resurrection, which cannot be eliminated without destroying the Chris¬

tian message itself. For in the Easter message underlying the several

legendary accounts is contained the central kerygmatic claim of the

New Testament, which says that God has acted here for the salvation
59

of mankind. Indeed, as Bornkamm says,

Without this faith not a single item in the Jesus
tradition would have come down to us. Thus, it is not a
question of a few highlights and colors being borrowed from

59. Gunther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 180-186; Ernst Kasemann,
Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 48-54; Ernst Kasemann, Perspectives
On Paul (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1971), pp. 47-50.
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this faith and superimposed upon the tradition. Rather,
the tradition in all its narratives and in all its vari¬
ations is a confession and proclamation of Christ. 60

Although Bultmann, Bornkamm and Kasemann all agree that the

reality of the resurrection of Jesus cannot be eliminated in histori¬

cal interpretation, Bornkamm especially differs from Bultraann with

regard to interpretative emphasis in presenting the reality of Jesus'

resurrection to his readers today. As has been shown, Bultmann be¬

lieving that the last historisch fact which can be reconstructed Is

the Easter faith of the first disciples, uses his geschichtlich

canons to convey the meaning of that faith to his present day readers

as a kerygmatic challenge which offers the possibility of (eschatolo-

gisch) historical authenticity (or authentic existence) to the one

who will believe today. This means that the interpretative emphasis

of Bultmann's treatment of the resurrection focuses upon Easter faith

(past and present) rather than upon the act of God which first gave

rise to that faith. Bornkamm, however, believes that the New Testa¬

ment Easter message does not place its focus upon Easter faith in

isolation from the act of God which gave rise to that faith. Still,

all three scholars do not attempt to separate the reality of Jesus'

resurrection from the believer's faith or wish to appear to make the

act of God a visible reality (as the legendary New Testament narra¬

tives do). However, (unlike Bultmann) Bornkamm desires to make it

quite clear that the New Testament Easter message consistently de¬

clares that it is God's hidden activity itself which gave rise to rhe

Easter faith of the first disciples, and, therefore, that that Easter

faith was not simply a "self-induced phenomenon with the disciples"

60. Gunther Bomkasaa, The New Testament: A Guide to Its Writings,
p. 24.
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inner lives.^ Hence, Bornkanm says,

From what has been said, it follows that we are to
understand the Easter stories too as testimonies of faith,
and not as records and chronicles, and that it is the
message of Easter we must seek in the Easter stories.
That is not to say by any means that the message of Jesus'
resurrection is only a product of the believing community.
Certainly the form in which it comes down to us is stamped
with this faith. But it is just as certain that the appear¬
ances of the risen Christ and the word of the witnesses
have in the first place given rise to this faith. What
became clear and grew to be a certainty for the church was
that God himself had intervened with his almighty hand in
the wicked and rebellious life of the world, had wrested
this Jesus of Nazareth from the power of sin and death
which had risen against him, and had set him up as Lord of
the world. Thus, according to the interpretation of the
early church, Easter is above all else God's acknowledg¬
ment of this Jesus, whom the world refused to acknowledge-
and to whom even his disciples were unfaithful. It is at
the same time the intervention of God's new world in this
old world branded with sin and death, the setting up and
beginning, of his reign. It is an event in this time and
this world, and yet at the same time an event which puts
an end and a limit to this time and this world. To be
sure only faith experiences this (Acts X. 40£f.), for it
cannot be observed and demonstrated like any other event
in time and space. Yet it concerns this world as an act
of salvation and judgment and must therefore be proclaimed
to the ends of the earth. 62

(a)
III.Overall Conclusions From Rudolf Bultmann's
^utither Bomkamm's and Ernst Kasemann's Analysis

of the Predictions of the Passion and the
Resurrection Tradition

Throughout this entire analysis Bultmann has again used those

primary critical canons which also were of chief importance to him in

evaluating the Kingdom of God texts and Jesus' ethical teaching found

in Matthew 5:21-48. That is, the "canon of dissimilarity" enables

Bultmann to discern here that the Easter accounts represent church

theology presented in the mythological, legendary form of Jewish

apocalyptic beliefs (and with Paul often Gnostic and mystery cult

62. Ibid., pp. 183-185.
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mythology); the "two canons of the forms" here again enable Bultmann

to discern why and how the church borrowed, created or developed

material to meet its own developing needs; and the "canon of the

isolated pericopae" is used repeatedly to explain the separate ori¬

gins of the several stages, and individual narratives, of the Easter

tradition. Also in frequent use throughout this analysis (but not

as significant as the above mentioned primary canons) is Bultmann's

"canon of internal coherence" which he employs to detect minor glosses

within narratives. Also Bultmann employs his "canon of the elimina¬

tion of analogous material" more frequently here than was seen in

the chapters dealing with the Kingdom of God and Jesus' ethical

teaching. This is because with the Easter tradition, certain of the

mythological elements (especially in Paul's writings) were borrowed

from Hellenistic sources (or Hellenistic Jewish sources) in order to

present the Easter faith in a meaningful way to the Hellenistic

Christian communities, Bultmann believes. Likewise, here the "canon

of the argument from silence" takes on a fundamental importance which

has not been noted in the previous chapters of this study; for here

Bultmann relies very heavily on this canon for explaining the various

stages of development within the Easter tradition. Using this canon

Bultmann especially argues that those elements which cannot be found

explicitly in I Corinthians 15:3-8 must be attributed to a later

stage of the tradition, and so likewise those elements which show

apparent additions to the earliest appearance narratives and the ac¬

count of the empty tomb in Mark 16:1-8 must be understood as later

developments within those respective stages of the Easter tradition.

Finally, the "canon of the closed causal nexus" also takes on a role
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of fundamental Importance for Bultmann here, in a manner which has not

been noted previously in this study. Here this canon also emerges as

one of equal significance with the "canon of dissimilarity", the "two

canons of the forms" and the "canon of the argument from silence",

because in this context the material being analysed is a series of

mythological miracle reports. Thus, Bultmann uses his "canon of the

closed causal nexus" to argue that Jesus actually could not have had

a detailed foreknowledge of the events of his passion and resurrection,

and to argue that the resurrection-event could not have produced such

visible after-effects as the appearance stories, empty tomb narratives

and ascension accounts of the New Testament suggest. Bultmann so

argues because he believes that science (and thus critical historical

science) can never detect God's activity as a clearly observable

cause behind an event in human history. Rather, science can deal

only with what it can understand as a human or natural cause in at¬

tempting to explain historical events. Therefore, if God was active

in the rise of Easter faith (as the early Christian church believed)

that activity of God must be understood as entirely hidden within

quite normal human or natural events which can be analysed by any

scientific historian.

Several critical observations must be offered at this point re¬

garding Bultmann's use of critical canons. First, it would seem that

Bultmann's fundamental use of the "canon of the argument from silence"

in dealing with the resurrection materials enables the matter of the

relative age of the several stages of the Easter tradition to be

settled rather too neatly. Much of Bultmann's reasoning in dating

63. Rudolf Bultmann, Existence and Faith, p. 345; Rudolf Bultmann,
Jesus Christ and Mythology, pp. 60-^g.
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the various stages of the tradition hinges on two factors which he has

noted in I Corinthians 15:3-8 (which essentially pre-Pauline tradition

he rightly argues must represent a quite primitive stage of the Easter

tradition). He notes that the kerygraatic tradition here (and in Acts)

does not explicitly mention the empty tomb and that this factor surely

demonstrates that Paul and the pre-Pauline tradition (and so presum¬

ably all the Christian communities of the earliest period) knew nothing

of the empty tomb. Thus, Bultmann thinks that Paul's silence here

demonstrates that the empty tomb tradition was clearly a later crea¬

tion of the church. The second pivotal factor for Bultmann is that

Paul merely lists Jesus' appearances (starting with a primary appear¬

ance to Peter) and does not attempt to relate any concrete resurrec¬

tion narratives. This indicates to Bultmann that the earliest church

must not have known such resurrection narratives as ate included in

the gospels but these narratives also arose only later. Consequently,

Bultmann believes that simple proclamation of Jesus' resurrection

as exaltation (implicitly in a "spiritual" manner) surely pre-dates

both the appearance narratives and the empty tomb stories (which

both explicitly depict the risen Jesus in some bodily form).

It is possible that Bultmann could be correct in drawing these

conclusions with the aid of his "canon of the argument from silence."

However, it must be asked at this point if Bultmann is more certain

of the probability of his conclusions here than his evidence really

warrants? That is, are the foundations of Bultraann's reasoning

sufficiently questionable, so that his conclusions should not be

considered as holding an extremely high degree of probability for

the cautious historian?

In support of the contention that Bultmann's understanding of
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the development of the Easter tradition rests on a somewhat shaky

foundation, several factors now should be set forth. First, F. Gerald

Downing points out (citing John Lange) that the "argument from silence"

can rarely be as valid as it is often implied to be (and as Bultmann

here so implies). As Downing says,

: The premise takes a form such as 'If there had been
an event such as Y, then a record of it would have come
down to me'; or, '...then record Y would have contained
a reference to it.' Lange allows that the argument can
have force, but only where the supposed happening (in¬
cluding absence of disturbance) has been suggested at
a place or time of which we have some record by a writer
whom we know to have been interested in such events, and
to have been consistent and thorough. Failing this, the
argument may have some validity, but on its own confers
only a very low degree of probability. 64

In this regard it is significant to note that competent New Testa¬

ment scholars (of various schools of thought) are by no means in agree¬

ment as to Paul's knowledge, or lack thereof, concerning an account

of the empty tomb. When Paul in I Corinthians 15:3-4 uses the. verbs

SurfBavev...ird^p...iy^YtOTfflt in this brief summary of the kerygmatic

preaching of the earliest church, it is not altogether obvious that

he knew nothing of an emoty tomb. If Jesus was indeed proclaimed

as dead, buried and raised up by God in the earliest church preach¬

ing, and if this quite early kerygmatic formulation first took shape

in a Palestinian Jewish (or even in a Hellenistic Jewish) milieu, an

empty tomb could very well be implied here. Stephen Neil has drawn

attention to this issue by stating his view in the following words:

The distinction between a physical and a .spiritual -
resurrection would have been unintelligible to the people
of that time - to fall to recognize this shows a serious
lack of that historical imagination of which we have been
speaking. The empty tomb could not prove the resurrection
of Jesus or create faith in it. But the contrary is not
true...they did not say simply that God had in some way

64. F. Gerald Downing, The Church and Jesus, p. 96; Cf. John Lange,
"The Argument from Silence", Higtorv* and Theory, Vol, 3, 1966, pp.
288 ff.
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mysteriously vindicated his servant Jesus; they affirmed
that the whole universe had become a different place,
that the new world-order was already here, because Jesus
had risen from the dead. 65

Likewise, R. H. Fuller has recently recognised that the specific

eschatologlcal reference of the language here most, probably points to

a Jewish apocalyptic understanding. In such an apocalyptic framework,

he argues that the resurrection hope was not conceived as,

A purely this-worldly materialistic hope of a resus¬
citation of corpses, but the hope of the raising of
the dead to a new, utterly transformed existence.
When the kerygmatic summary of I Corinthians 15:4b
asserted that Jesus 'was raised*, it therefore means,
not that his body was resuscitated, hut that his
whole self in his entire psychosomatic existence was
transformed and entered thereby into the eschatolo-
gical existence. 66

In such an apocalyptic understanding, the resurrection indeed

occurs at the "end of history" and so Jesus is to be understood as

raised to a sphere beyond history. Consequently, there can be no

human witnesses to the resurrection itself. Hence, Jesus can only

be proclaimed as risen. Nevertheless, Fuller argues, in such an

apocalyptic understanding a negative mark (or vacuum) would have

been thought to have been left in the sphere of history where Jesus'

earthly body had been burled and from which it had been transformed

by the unseen act of God. Therefore, Fuller can say, "The empty tomb

is neither narrated nor proclaimed in this kerygraa but a resurrection

from the grave is implied by the statement, 'God raised Jesus' since

the apocalyptic conception of resurrection is precisely resurrection

from the grave,"6''

65. Stephen Neil, The Interpretation of the New Testament 1861-1961
(London: Oxford University Press, 1964), p. 288.
66. R. H. Fuller, The Formation of The Resurrection Narratives (New
York: Macmillan, 1971), p. 18; Cf. Gerald O'Collins, The Resurrection
of Jesus Christ (Valley Forge, Pa.: Judson Press, 1973), pp. 43-44.
67. R. H. Fuller, The Formation of the Resurrection Narratives,
p. 48-49.
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Moreover, it would appear that Paul did in fact already so under¬

stand his (pre-Pauline) kerygmatic tradition as apocalyptic in nature,

for his subsequent argument in T Corinthians 15:12-59 (cf. especially
68

I Corinthians 15:13) indicates such. Therefore, the resurrection

and exaltation (or ascension) could originally have heen considered

as a single event in an apocalyptic understanding, and as such an im¬

plied empty tomb could still have been implicit within the most prirai-
69

tive church understanding of Jesus' resurrection as exaltation.

Additionally, it rust he remembered that the several New Testa¬

ment kerygmatic formulae are probably only summaries of the earliest

preaching and thus c!o not necessarily reflect all that might have

been said at the same period of time concerning the resurrection of

Jesus in more expanded forms of that early preaching (assuming that

the earliest preachers could no more consistently confine themselves

to sermons of a few minutes than their latter day counterparts!).

Moreover, if the concrete gospel narratives actually developed

sometime later from simple standard kerygmatic statements concerning

Jesus' appearances, it is especially difficult to understand why the

synoptic gospels preserved no elaborated stories of appearances to

such influential church leaders as Peter and James, since stories

concerning these leaders surely should have been developed from such

kerygmatic sources as Paul's list in I Corinthians 15:3-8, However,

Paul's list does not seem to have produced such obvious gospel narra¬

tives, and, therefore, it may be more probable to suppose that various

68. Ibid., p. 19.

69. Cf. Gerald 0'Collins, The Resurrection of Jesus Christ, pp. 50f.,
where 0'Collins argues that there is no valid evidence within the New
Testament that the concept of death-exaltation preceded the concept
of death-resurrection. In fact, if any pattern of evidence exists,
it would seem to Imply that death-resurrection is the older concept.
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appearance stories already were circulating in the several early

Christian communities, reflecting the separate apnearance accounts

made known to each of these churches by the individual apostles or

missionaries who preached and taught in different cities of the ancient
70

near eastern world. Likewise, when this early but more expanded

preaching (or teaching) required explication concerning the resurrec¬

tion, it would have been most natural for the appearances of Jesus

from beyond history to have been narrated in the first place; as the

empty tomb in apocalyptic thinking would still only represent the

negative side (or aftermath) of the resurrection within history, and

as such ordinarily would be only of secondary importance in proclama¬

tion. Thus, if the empty tomb tradition was already implicit within

the earliest kerygmatic formulae, it would only have been made expli¬

cit and been stressed after the appearance narratives in all probabil¬

ity, and especially when apologetic needs demanded that it be empha¬

sised, and when the more complete story of Easter was finally drawn

together in the gospels. Finally, it must be remembered also that

Paul does not normally show an interest in relating narratives con¬

cerning the earthly Jesus in his writings, and. so it should be no

surprise that he ^specially) would not do so with regard to the risen

Jesus. Paul's paucity of narrative information concerning Jesus,

however, does not conclusively demonstrate the precise state of the

apostles' actual knowledge, but rather his own theological interests

70. C. H. Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and Its development (New York:
Harper and Row, 1951), especially pp. 7-35; Oscar Cullman, Christ and
Time, trans, by F. V. Filson (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1950),
especially pp. 121-130; Cf. Rudolf Bulttnann, Theology of the New Tes¬
tament, Vol. I, pp. 42-53; H. C. Kee, F. W. Young and K. Froehlich,
Understanding The New Testament, pp. 57, 148f.; Ernst Kasemann, New
Testament Questions Today, p. 25f.; Gerald 0'Collins, The Resurrection
of Jesus Christ, pp. 27f.
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and manner of literary presentation.^*
If, then, there could be validity to the above argument that

1 Corinthians 15s3-8 may represent only a summary of early Christian

preaching (rather than a sure and certain guide to its more expanded

early forms); and if there is validity to the argument that Paul does

not normally include words or narratives of Jesus in his epistles

(either of the earthly or risen Jesus) because of his own theological

Interests; and if there could be validity to the contention that Jesus'

resurrection was probably understood in apocalyptic terms already by

the church at the time of the formation of one of its most primitive

kerygmatic formulae (I Corinthians 15:3-8), it can thus further be

argued that Paul's mere listing of the appearances (rather than the

relating of appearance narratives) really demonstrates nothing con¬

cerning Paul's actual familiarity (or lack thereof) of such narra¬

tives. Indeed, R. H. Fuller further argues that the verb w<J>8ri in

I Corinthians 15:5-7 probably does indicate revelatory disclosures
72

by God of the eschatologlcally risen Christ. Therefore, if this

be so, the language of eschatologlcal disclosure here surely does not

exclude the possibility of a quite early development of, and preach-

71. R. A. Spivey and D. M. Smith, Jr., Anatomy of the New Testament
(Toronto: Macmillan, 1969), p. 288f. In this regard, it should be
remembered that if I Corinthians had not come down to us in the
twentieth century, we would have had sparse information from Paul's
other writings as to his exact information concerning the Lord's
Supper. Problems in Corinth, it seems, were the occasion for our
precise knowledge concerning Paul's awareness of the eucharistlc
words. Cf. A. M. Hunter, Paul and His Predecessors (London: S.C.M.,
1961), pp. 10f., 18ff.; Gerald 0'Collins. The Resurrection of Jesus
Christ, pp. 43f. where O'Collins argues that Paul's silence with re¬
gard to the empty tomb may have been deliberate for several theo¬
logical and apologetic reasons, but he also acknowledges that Paul's
silence on this matter is related t© the larger tendency of Paul
to be silent concerning Jesus' ministry as a whole.

72. R. H. Fuller, The Formation of the Resurrection Narratives, pp.30ff.
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ing use of various concrete appearance narratives depicting the trans¬

formed and exalted Jesus from beyond history; but rather makes this

a very real probability for the Jewish (and/or Hellenistic Jewish)

churches.

Finally, it must be further noted by way of general considera¬

tion, that wherever the appearance, empty tomb and ascension narra¬

tives did actually originate and develop, they all finally did employ

Jewish apocalyptic categories of description (in spite of the vari¬

ations among the several gospel Easter perlcopae depicting the risen

Jesus sometimes in a more "spiritual" manner and sometimes in a

more physical manner, for these same variations of physical and

"spiritual" representation can be seen likewise in Jewish apocalyp¬

tic literature). Thus, it would seem rather improbable that the

earliest Palestinian church would have chosen to have formulated its

original beliefs concerning Jesus' resurrection-exaltation entirely

apart from the apparently prevailing apocalyptic manner of thinking

within Palestine and thus along the lines of a wholly "spiritual"

(and duallstic) conceptual » sation (as has been found chiefly among

certain Essene writings in Palestine and in Hellenistic and some

Hellenistic Jewish sources). Such reasoning as Bultmann presents,

would seem to imply that the concrete apocalyptic manner of the con¬

ceptualisation of the Easter tradition as seen in the gospels arose

only at a later time in churches outside of Palestine, where pre¬

sumably the more "spiritual" and dualistlc manner of thinking typical

of the Hellenistic world was the stronger influence. It would seem

rather, on the basis of general historical probability, that apocalyp¬

tic resurrection-exaltation models for understanding the resurrec¬

tion-exaltation of Jesus would have pre-dated wholly "spiritualistic"
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and duallstlc models of essentially Hellenistic origin. However,

considering the paucity of our present state of knowledge concerning

the early church in its several locations, and our paucity of knowledge

about the actual degree of interpenetration of Hellenistic and Jewish

manners of thinking within Palestine and the Diaspora; one should still

not attempt to be dogmatic in forming historical conclusions, but
73

rather argue in terms of degrees of probability.

The above critical questioning regarding Bultmann's historical

reasoning, based on his use of the "canon of the argument from silence','

is presented here in terms of relative degrees of probability (given

our present state of historical knowledge) rather than as a claim to

have disproved Bultmann's arguments. For the above criticisms of

Bultmann's methods do not decisively demonstrate that the empty tomb

tradition was implicit within the earliest kerygmatlc formulae or

that Paul (and other preachers of the earliest church) definitely

knew specific appearance narratives; but these criticisms do attempt

to show that a significant case can be made for such a probability.

Consequently, the above criticisms are meant to demonstrate only that

Bultmann's "argument from silence" simply is not a sufficiently strong

enough foundation upon which to build a sure understanding of the

history of the formation of the Easter tradition at the present time.

Secondly, an observation must be made concerning Bultmann's use

of the 'fcanon of the closed causal nexus." As has been shown, Bultmann

has set forth this canon in order to underscore the fact that the

scientific historian, whether he be a Christian believer or not, must

73. Cf. T. H. Gaster, "Resurrection", Interpreter's Dictionary of the
Bible, Vol. R-Z (New York: Abingdon Press, 1962), pp. 39-43; J. A. T.
Robinson, "Resurrection in the New Testament", Interpreter's Diction¬
ary of the Bible, Vol. R-Z, pp. 43-53; Willi Marxsen, The Resurrection
of Jesus of Nazareth (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1970), pp. 130-137.
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the best current thinking within the scientific community. Conse¬

quently, in dealing with such miracle reports as are Included In the

New Testament Easter tradition, Bultmann concludes that the critical

historian can thus only explain the overall New Testament Easter

tradition as ancient mythological legend. This is so because the

critical historian can perceive no visible act of God as the cause

behind the formation of this tradition. The "last fact" which can

be known to the historian must be something within the range of nor¬

mal human experience according to scientific understanding. Bult¬

mann finds this "last fact" in the Easter faith of the earliest church.

If the historian could discern anything more than Easter faith, Bult-

raann believes that would imply that the historian qua historian could

detect actual manifestations of God's activity.

There are several issues with regard to Bulttnann's use of the

"canon of the closed causal nexus" which require further examination.

First, Bultmann's use of this canon, on purely a priori grounds, seems

to exclude even the possibility of an event having happened beyond

the bounds of history, which nevertheless may have resulted in such

effects as an empty tomb and/or disclosure-experiences within his¬

tory in first century Palestine. This means that the historian is

really not permitted to examine the New Testament Easter tradition

for evidence of anything but mythology, which in turn only testifies

to the earliest church's Easter faith. However, the question must be

asked as to whether a scientific understanding of the world really

does exclude such a possibility on a priori grounds, as Bultmann sup-

pOS6Si

It must be noted that the philosophy of science today is aware
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of the uniqueness of events within the natural order. Thus, today

it is better understood that "laws" are formulated in the physical

sciences by taking an average of numerous experiments because each

experiment is strictly speaking an unrepeatable event. Furthermore,

the so-called "laws" of nature are really plastic and scientific

understanding of the possible is constantly in flux. This can be

seen in Einstein's theory of relativity which has shattered older

concepts in physics, and the smashing of the atom, which has forced

physics to reconstruct its ideas again. For now at the basic level,

order and closed causality are no longer to be found as they were

once more simplistically conceived. This has caused a number of con¬

temporary theologians to argue that the notion that God cannot act

as a cause behind unusual events in the world is thus a speculative

philosophic judgment, not a certainty of modem scientific under¬

standing. Consequently, the historian should not rule out the

possibility of the resurrection on a priori grounds prior to evalu¬

ating all possible historical evidence; for to say that an event

is "inconceivable" (as Bultmann does of the New Testament apocalyptic

presentation of the resurrection) merely means that a given event is

currently beyond the scope of man's understanding, and that may be so

because our understanding is largely dependent upon our present limited
74

knowledge (which is ever expanding).

The above argument establishes no more, however, than the possi¬

bility of the resurrection (as understood in apocalyptic categories).

74. Cf. Alan Richardson, History Sacred and Profane (London: S.C.M.,
1964), pp. 184-212; Richard R. Niebuhr, Resurrection and Historical
Reason: A Study of Theological Method (New York: Scribner's, 1957);
Jdrgen Moltmann, Theology of Hope (New York: Harper and Row, 1967),
pp. 139-229; Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth, p. 39; Cf. Herbert
Butterfield, Christianity and History (London: Collins, 1964), p.167.
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It surely does not demonstrate that a modern critical historian would

necessarily consider a resurrection a very probable event. Van Har¬

vey focuses on this matter clearly in the following words:

We should not say that miracles are impossible so much
as we should say either (1) that we do not think miracle is
a likely candidate for being an explanation for an event,
or (2) that we do not know what would constitute data, war¬
rants, or a conceivable rebuttal to the conclusion that one
had occurred. Consequently, we do not know how to qualify
our conclusions, whether weakly, moderately or strongly.
We simply do not know what would 'count for' an absolutely
unique event. 75

Thus, Harvey rightly indicates that the present debate should no longer

focus on the question of the possibility of the resurrection, but ra¬

ther on the issue of the probability of the resurrection.

Why is it, then, that some historian-theologians who have ex¬

amined the possible historical evidence for traces of the resurrec¬

tion have concluded that the evidence does indicate that an event

corresponding to the general apocalyptic nature of the resurrection

(as depicted in the gospels) actually did take place on the borderline

of history in first century Palestine?^ Why, on the other hand,

do other historians (and historian-theologians) find the same evi¬

dence quite insufficient to demonstrate that such an apocalyptic

event took place?^ It would appear that the available evidence is

interpreted in differing ways by these several scholars because of

their own philosophical and/or theological presuppositions concerning

75. Van Harvey, The Historian and the Believer, p. 229.

76. Cf. A. H. Ramsey, The Resurrection of Chri9t (London: Collins,
1962); Wolfhart Patmenberg, Jesus-God and Man, trans, by L. L. Wil-
kins and D. A. Priebe (London: S.C.M., 1968); Wolfhart Pannenberg,
"Bid JG8us Really Rise From The Bead?", Dialog, IV (Sept., 1965),
pp. 128-135; Gerald 0'Collins, The Resurrection of Jesus Christ.

77. Rudolf Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth, pp. 38—A2; Willi Marxsen, op.cit.
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the probability of whether or riot God can be thought of as a potential

cause behind events, which may have left evidence containing physical
78

traces of divine activity within the sphere of history. For example,

A. M. Ramsey states his presuppositions in direct contrast to Bult-

mann's "canon of the closed causal nexus". Ramsey says of his pre¬

suppositions:

The one is/the Biblical belief in the living God,
creator, redeemer, transcendent; is true. The other is
that the events oust be such as to account for the Gospel
which the apostles preached and by which the first Chris¬
tians lived. We would not use these presuppositions for
the pressing of historical conclusions; but we would so
bear them in mind as to avoid a 3ort of inhibition if the
converging lines of evidence seem to point to a super¬
natural event at the climax of the story of Christ. 79

For, a historian who thinks that there could be no evidence suf¬

ficient to demonstrate the probability of an utterly unique event

caused by God's activity (such as Jesus' resurrection) any evidence

which is unearthed will repeatedly find a more probable explanation

in natural causes. If no known natural causes can be cited to ex¬

plain the historical evidence adequately, it will still seem more

probable to that historian that there are indeed natural explanations

which simply are not presently known (but which future scientific

or historical research may some day produce). Moreover, if such

an historian is also a theologian who personally believes in God's

78. This contention holds true for Pannenberg, even though several
of his statements would appear to deny such, for Pannenberg's argu¬
ments have certainly not heen convincing for scholars who have held
that such an event as Jesus' resurrection is improbable on apriorl
philosophical and/or theological grounds. Cf. Wolfhart Pannenberg,
"The Revelation of God in Jesus", Theology or History, Vol. II
of New Foundations in Theology, ed. by J. M, Robinson and J. B.
Cobb (New York: Harper and Row, 1967), p. 128.

79. A. M. Ramsey, op. cit., p. 57.
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eschatological activity (as does Bultmann), that activity of God

then must be understood as completely hidden within such a natural

explanation for theological reasons, because no visible traces of

God's activity can be detected by the historian qua historian or else

faith would lose its meaning, Bultmann believes. Only a personal

faith can know of God's activity and such faith gains nothing from

historical research. However, for the historian-theologian who holds

presuppositions like those of A. H. Ramsey, the evidence will look

quite different; for in this view traces of God's activity may be

visible without the act of God itself being directly discernible to

the historian qua historian. Here faith must be combined with the

visible historical evidence in order to reconstruct events properly.

The critically recovered evidence by itself is still ambiguous; but

with the use of the spectacles of faith in the Lord of history, the

puzzling evidence comes into focus and takes on specific meaning.

On this viet? a particular kind of faith (i.e. faith in the God who

acts In history and so leaves tangible traces of His activity, can

enable the historian to drat? his evidence together in such a manner

that an apocalyptic resurrection-event seems highly probable, and

thus actually more capable of providing historical explanation than

any other "natural" explanation. According to this view the resur¬

rection is not wholly unlike other mighty acts of God (i.e. such as

the life of Jesus or his crucifixion) which Indeed do manifest visible

effects in the sphere history. Yet those visible effects in history

can always be understood in a number of ways apart from faith (i.e.

from a psychological, political or sociological perspective). The

visible effects within history by themselves do not prove the activity

of God. One still requires the spectacles of faith in order to in-
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terprefc the evidence for such an event as the crucifixion as point¬

ing to an act of God. Likewise, any evidence which would suggest

the probability that there was an empty tomb, or that there were in¬

deed some visionary disclosure-experiences among Jesus' followers

after his death, could still be interpreted in quite natural ways

(i.e. such as the body of Jesus was removed by some unknown party

and the visions were just psychologically self-induced phenomena).

Hence, these visible effects cannot be understood as caused by God,

unless one views the effects within history from the perspective of

a faith in the Lord of history.

The above discussion, then, is meant to show several things.

First, in spite of Bultmann's statement of the "canon of the closed

causal nexus", the resurrection (in apocalyptic form) cannot be con¬

sidered an impossible event on purely scientific grounds; for science

today understands that we do not possess a complete knowledge of na¬

ture. Therefore, science cannot say in advance what is impossible.

However, many possible happenings (which could be imagined by the

human mind) would seem extremely improbable to many historians, be¬

cause (at least as yet) man has no concrete experience with such re¬

alities, Indeed, purportedly unique events will generally appear

Improbable (at least Initially). The only way that a purportedly

unique event (such as the resurrection of Jesus) presently could be

accepted as a probable event, would be if extremely strong evidence

could be found and also interpreted via the spectacles of faith in

the God who is capable of acting in history in both usual and unusual

ways. Secondly, then, whether or not extremely unusual (or apparently

unique) events can be accepted as having occurred, will largely depend

on one's theological perspective in combination with sound historical
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uous. There are different kinds of "faith" which presuppose differing

theological understandings regarding the possible manner of God's activ¬

ity. That is, these varieties of "faith" differ with regard to the

theological question of whether or not tangible historical evidence

of God's activity can ever be unearthed in conjunction with extremely

unusual events as well as with quite natural events. One kind of

faith, (i.e. Bultmann's variety) is the more radical and is concerned

to free itself of dependence on the shifting tides of historical re¬

search. Thus, Bultmann's faith is indifferent to the question of

whether or not Jesus' body decayed in the grave, and to the question

as to precisely how the disciples encountered the reality of the

risen Lord. Whatever historians reconstruct from time to time con¬

cerning these matters will not affect such a faith. However, it must

be noted that even Bultmann's faith cannot be wholly indifferent to

the historian's work, insofar as historical research must demonstrate

that Easter faith arose in a concrete place and time among the fol¬

lowers of Jesus of Nazareth who actually lived and was crucified in

a specific historical situation. The other variety of faith (for

which A. M. Ramsey here serves as an example) cannot be as indiffer¬

ent to historical research. Indeed, this variety of faith presup¬

poses that it is possible for God to act in history in such a fashion

that His activitv is capable of producing visible, but ambiguous ef¬

fects. Hence, only faith can understand and interpret the unearthed

evidence adequately. Here critical historical spadework and a spe¬

cific kind of faith combine in order to understand the theological

implications of God's activity more fully. Here faith also precedes

historical knowledge, hut the historical knowledge unearthed is in
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turn used to revise and/or develop further theological understanding.

Thus, for example, if Jesus' body were discovered to have decayed in

a Palestinian grave (the visible historical effect), one theological

understanding of God's actual activity and purpose would be developed

by the theologian; but if an empty tomb and actual visionary disclo¬

sure-experiences could claim strong support from the historical evi¬

dence (the visible historical effect), quite another theological ex¬

plication would be required. Consequently, here also faith in the

essential eschatological reality of Jesus' resurrection precedes his¬

torical knowledge and does not depend on historical research for its

life, but here unearthed historical knowledge also will shape the

more precise nature of theological understanding (and so continu¬

ing historical research may continue to re-shape theological under¬

standing as historical research proceeds). Therefore, it appears

from this analysis that Bultmann's "canon of the closed causal nexus"

involves not only a particular understanding of science (which is

questionable today in the extreme form in which Bultmann presents

it), but a definite theological understanding of the possible manner

of God's activity, which is not shared by all historian-theologians.

Finally, it is interesting to note also that often the selection of

relevant critical evidence actually depends upon which kind of "faith"

a historian-theologian claims. For one cannot help but notice that

often Bultmann deals in great depth with important critical matters

omitted (or at least treated more lightly) by historian-theologians

of a different theological perspective (i.e. Bultmann deals quite

seriously with the possible mythological elements in the Easter tra¬

dition which are paralleled in Jewish or other ancient near eastern
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the relative age and history of the several resurrection accounts, with

the probable theological motives which helped to shape particular mo¬

tifs in the tradition etc.). On the other hand, historian-theologians

who believe that the acts of God are capable of affecting visible tracks

in the sands of history will focus on other matters as significant

(such as an adequate cause for the rise of the church, why women should

have been chosen as central figures in the empty tomb story if it was

created as convincing apology in an ancient near eastern setting, why

the early Jewish-Christians should have changed their day of worship,

an adequate cause for the dramatic "psychological and/or spiritual"

changes in the disciples [especially Peter and Paul] etc.).

A third observation must be made with regard to Bultmann's use

of the "canon of dissimilarity." It has been noted in the previous

chapters of this study that often Bultmann (and his pupils) employ

this canon in a rather too sweeping manner, so that aspects of the

tradition are eliminated as unauthentic which could indeed have 3ome

origin with Jesus. A further example of this should be noted here

in the case of the "predictions of the passion and resurrection".

Bultmann rightly notes that the language Jesus uses in the gospel tra¬

dition shows such precise knowledge of the concrete details of sub¬

sequent events, that it looks very much like a member of the post-

Easter church is here recalling the events of the mighty acts of God.

This factor leads Bultmann to treat these sayings as vaticinia ex

eventu. The question must be raised, however, as to whether this use

of the "canon of dissimilarity" is not too simplistic. For it would

seam quite probable on the basis of general historical consideration,

that Jesus could have had some forebodings of his future (especially
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upon coming to Jerusalem). Jesus knew the history of his people well

and their treatment of the prophets of old. He knew of the fate of

his own contemporary John the Baptiser, and presumably Jesus was wise

enough to realise that his ministry was stirring controversy and op¬

position from some members of the religious establishment. Indeed,

a parallel from twentieth century history demonstrates this kind of

awareness on the part of a modern charismatic religious leader who

also had angered some members of the establishment of his society.

On the night before his assassination (3 April, 1968), Dr. Martin

Luther King uttered these words:

And then I got into Memphis. And some began to say
the threats - or talk about the threats that were out. Or
what would happen to me from some of our sick white brothers.

Well, I don't know what will happen now. We've got
some difficult days ahead. But it really doesn't matter
with me now. Because I've been to the mountain top. I
won't mind.

Like anybody, I would like to live a long life. Longe¬
vity has its place. But I'm not concerned about that now.
I just want to do God's Will.

And He's allowed me to go up to the mountain. And I've
looked over, and I've seen the promised land.

I may not get there with you, but I want you to know
tonight that we as a people will get to the promised land.

So I'm happy tonight. I'm not worried about anything.
I'm not fearing any man. Mine eyes have seen the glory of
the coming of the Lord. 80

Dr. King here does not show a precise knowledge of the details of the

events of the next fateful day, but he does show an almost uncanny

awareness of the dangers near at hand (although he had faced many dan-

80. Martin Luther King, Jr., Why We Can't Wait (New York: The Ameri¬
can Library, 1968), rear cover of this paperback edition. These
words were also recorded on video-tape by the major American tele¬
vision networks.
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gerous situations before), their potential threat to his life, and

his strong faith nevertheless in God's ultimate vindication of his

life and mission. Why, one wonders, could Jesus not have made a simi¬

lar statement (or statements) in his situation; and that statement

(or those statements) later have been re-shaped by the Post-Raster

church, given its awareness of the precise details of his death and

resurrection and its especial faith in Jesus' resurrection-vindica¬

tion as God's Messiah? If it can be argued that this is a real prob¬

ability with regard to Jesus; then again it would appear that the

"canon of dissimilarity" in Bultmann's hands is too crude a Criter¬

ion to establish the authentic message of Jesus with accuracy. At

the very least such a probability should not be swept aside unexamined

by the historian, but weighed fairly together with considerations

concerning the influence of church theology.

Fourthly, several critical observations must now be made with

regard to Bultmann's use of the "canon of the forms and Sitz im Leben"

and the "canon of the forms and growth."

Bultmann frequently expresses a negative judgment with regard

to the historical authenticity of a pericope if it shows evidence of

having an apologetic Sitz im Leben in the early church. For example,

Bultraann specifically makes this judgment concerning Matthew 27:62-

66 and Matthew 28:11-15 (the episode of the guards at the empty tomb),

which in his view surely represents a further apologetic legend built

upon the more primitive core of the empty tomb tradition (as seen in

Mark 16:1-8; which itself is also an apologetic legend in Bultmann's

judgment). This unit of the tradition has been isolated for discus¬

sion, because it serves as a perspicuous example of Bultmann's method.
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Bultmann is not alone among scholars in considering this episode

an apologetic unit of the tradition, for even scholars who are less

sceptical in their criticism than Bultmann have maintained that this

episode has been incorporated by Matthew for apologetic purposes.

For example, A. H. McNeile notes that the mention of the Sabbath as

simply ^iratipiov in Matthew 27:62 demonstrates the definitely anti-

Jewish nature of this material. Furthermore, it seems most unlikely

that the Jewish chief priests and Pharisees would allow themselves

to come into contact with the pagan Pilate on the Sabbath of a high
83

festival. Moreover, while Matthew has the guards reporting to the

Jewish authorities, the later Gospel of Peter quite naturally corrects

Matthew and has them reporting to Pilate. This improbable situa¬

tion in Matthew would seem to indicate further that a fictional and

apologetic influence is present in this material. Therefore, the

account given by Matthew must represent an attempt to answer an ac¬

cusation of the Jews that Jesus' disciples had stolen his body (Mat-
8!?

thew 28:13). There would seem to be little question, then, that

here Matthew is freely adding to and editing the basic empty tomb

tradition for specific apologetic purposes. What requires further

attention, however, is that even if this account contains legendary

features, or is wholly legendary, added for apologetic purposes, that

81. A. H. McNeile, The Gospel According to St. Matthew (London: Mac-
millan, 1952), p. 428.

82, Although it roust be admitted that it is not entirely impossible
that the authorities might have placed a temporary guard at the tomb
during the festival, in order to avoid any further attempts by Jesus*
followers to create an added disturbance. If such a placing of a
temporary guard actually did occur, this may have served as the his¬
torical core Incident upon which legendary apology was built.



fact alone should not necessarily argue against the historical authen¬

ticity of the basic empty tomb tradition. As Krister Stendahl has

noted, if there was such a strong accusation raised within the Pales¬

tinian-Jewish community, which Matthew believed he was required to

answer, it would appear that the Jewish community was not able to oro-

duce the body of Jesus. Consequently, this piece of apology may it¬

self point toward the historical reality of an actual empty tomb (even
83if it does not show how the tomb came to be empty). However, it is

also quite possible that both the Jewish accusation concerning the

disciples' theft and the Christian apology arose outside of Pales¬

tine., at a time and place when and where empirical verification or

falsification were no longer possible. Titus, no precise conclusion

concerning historical authenticity can be rendered presently with

final certainty.

Hie reason this matter has bean isolated for special treatment

here, however, is because it is important to realise that even if a

certain block of material is found to be apologetic in nature, it

should not then be a foregone conclusion that such a detected apolo¬

getic need in the life of the early church "proves" that such material

is entirely without historical value. Historical authenticity will

have to be determined on still other grounds. Hence, in the case

cited above, it remains an open question as to whether or not the

narrative of the guards may have some factual core; and even if the

narrative is sheer fiction, whether or not that is indirect evidence

for the inability of the Palestinian Jewish community to produce the

83. Krister Stendahl, Peake's Commentary or. the Bible, ed. by Matthew
Black (New York: Nelson, 1963), p. 798.
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dead body o** Jesus of Nazareth.

T.rnat has been argued here with regard to a block of material

which appears to be most probably apologetic la nature car also be

argued with regard to the basic empty tomb tradition (as seen in Mark

16:1-8) and the several appearance narratives, for even if these units

of the tradition originally were included in the synoptic tradition

because of apologetic concerns, that consideration alone should not

determine what degree of historical authenticity must be ascribed to

those pericopae. Consequently, the identification of a possible (or

even of a probable) situation in the 1ife of the early church which

could serve to explain the reason for the inclusion of given material

in the tradition in itself should not determine matters of historical

authenticity. Rather, such discoveries should properly alert the cri¬

tical historian to the real possibility of legendary accretions and/

or creations, which he must yet test for with the use of additional

canons of critical histoiography.

A further but related matter must now be examined with regard to

the "canon of the forms and growth". It is true that Bultmann does

derive his understanding of pure forms (i.e. of parables, miracle

stories, apophthegmata, etc.) from a study of such forms in Hellen-
84

istic, Rabbinic and other literature. Thus, a given form which

exists in a pure state (as known from comparative study) is considered

relatively older than one which is not. Itercover, Bultmann sometimes

writes as if he. has also determined specific laws of growth (or de¬

velopment) from such comparative study, so that the laws of growth

which he applies to the New Testament tradition are generally Inown

84. Cf. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the ''''noptie Tradition, pp. 5,
45.
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laws of development for various oral traditions. However, E. P.

Sanders has show, recently that Pultmann really has determined the

laws of the growth of the tradition from a study of the written

Christian tradition itself and he has not ever done this in an ex¬

haustive. manner. Bultmann determines patterns of growth from exam¬

ples of the manner in which Matthew and Luke appear to use Mark and

0, and the manner in which the later Christian literature made use

ps „
of the canonical gospels. Sanders maintains that, In any case,

the form-critics did not derive the laws from or apply the laws to

the Gospels systematically, nor did they carry out a systematic in-
86

vestigation of changes in the post-canonical literature". Thus,

in his own investigation of the tendencies of the growth of the tra¬

dition, Sanders noted that very few generalisations concerning regu¬

lar patterns of growth actually can be verified. He notes that the
87

material did not necessarily grow in overall length, and it did
88

not regularly become less Semitic. Only two tendencies appear com¬

monly enough to suggest normal patterns of growth. There was a nor-
89

mal tendency for more detail to be added and a definite tendency for
90

indirect discourse to become direct discourse.

With these tendencies in mind, it would appear that the Markan

account of the empty tomb probably does show signs of being in a

85. E. P. Sanders, The Tendencies of the Synoptic Tradition (Cam¬
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969), pp. 15-26.
86. Ibid., p. 26.

87. IbId., pp. 68, 27A.
88. Ibid., pp. 230, 274.
89. Ibid., pp. 146, 274.
90. Ibid., pp. 259, 274.
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°1
rather primitive form.' It observes the unities of time and place.

It begins with the action of the women, which in turn issues into an

encounter with the young man and his command to them. It ends in a

brief description of the reaction of the v»*omen. This quite simple

form is probably an indication that this pericope is a relatively

old tradition that had been repeated for some time, prior to its in¬

clusion in Mark's gospel. Moreover, this pericope shows few signs

of supernatural embellishment, as Bultmann's analysis itself has
92

shown. Likewise, the other synoptic accounts do not vary greatly

from the basic Markan "form". Where details are added, they may re¬

present growth by means of features being incorporated from isolated

local traditions and/or editorial adjustments. There is a definite

heightening of supernatural detail in Matthew and Luke, but these

features are still relatively reserved and essentially represent

Jewish interpretative-supernatural description and/or apologetic con¬

cerns. John's account is apparently a separate tradition and seems

to be more like a floating "tale" which was perhaps less formed and

allowed more room for the taste and the dramatic ability of the nar¬

rator. This alone, however, is not a sure indication of precise age.

John certainly shows signs of literary blending and story-telling

skill (as the account of the finding of the grave clothes shows).

Interestingly, (in the light of Sander's findings) both Mark and

91. The empty tomb tradition is here chosen because one can at .least
trace some development from narrative to narrative within this ma¬
terial .

92. Cf. C. F. B. Crarfield, The Cospel According to St. Mark (Cam¬
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1959), p. 463.

93. C. R. Dodd, "The Appearances of the Risen Christ: An Essay in
Form Criticism of the Gospels", Studies In Cospels: Fssays in
Memory of 9. U, T ?g'-t'foet (Cxford: Flackwell , la55), p. 19 (see
footnote),
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OA
John show signs of Semitic influence. John's tendency to Indivl-

95
dualise also is not necessarily a sign of a later formulation. Fi¬

nally, it is questionable whether enough time actually lapsed between

the time of Jesus' crucifixion and the composition of Mark to account

for all of the stages of legendary development which Bultmann suggests.

This is especially so when one considers that Mark 16:1-8 appears to

represent a relatively old form and Bultmann considers the entire empty

tomb tradition to be a third stage in the development of the overall

Easter tradition (after the simple proclamation of the resurrection-

exaltation in the kerygmatic passages and the appearance narratives

which on Bultmann's view developed from such an appearance list as

seen in I Corinthians 15:3-8). It seems especially questionable that

such an elaborate development would have had time to have taken place

if Mark 16:1-8 represents a pericope that did exist in the oral tra¬

dition for some time prior to the production of the completed gospel

of Mark some thirty-five to forty years after the Easter-event (if

a date of 65 A.D. or 70 A.D. be accepted for Mark). Therefore, in

the light of the above it would seem that Bultmann'8 understanding

of the growth of the Easter tradition is far from certain. The

"canon of growth and the forms" does not appear to provide such a

sure and simple criterion for tracing the development of the tradi¬

tion as Bultmann supposes.

Finally, several critical observations must be made with regard

to Bultmann's use of the "canon of the elimination of analogous ma¬

terials". He suggests, with the aid of this canon, that Paul (and

94. C. E. B. Cranfleld, op.clt., pp. 464-465; C. K. Barrett, The
Gospel According to St. John (London: S.P.C.K., 1955), p. 467; C. H.
Dodd, Historical Tradition in the Fourth Gospel (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1963), pp. 423-426 especially.
95. C. H. Dodd, Historical Tradition in the Fourth Gospel, p. 141;
E. P. Sanders, op. eit., p. 274.
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others in the earliest church) borrowed motifs from Gnosticism and

the mystery religions in order to express the meaning of the resur¬

rection in the early stages of church history. When Bultmann makes

this assertion, several methodological problems arise. First, it is

doubtful that a historian should assume that a given belief which a

Christian author cites, actually existed in that same form in pre-

Christian times.' This is Bultmann's procedure, for as yet scholar¬

ship has no sure Indication from pre-Christian documents that there

was a Gnostic redeemer-myth prior to Jesus' day. Indeed, many schol¬

ars contend that the Gnostic redeemer was actually modelled after
97

Jesus. Secondly, as B. M. Metzger reminds us,

Another consideration, often overlooked by scholars
who are better acquainted with Hellenistic culture than
with Jewish, is necessarily involved in the circumstance
that the early Palestinian church was composed of Chris¬
tians from a Jewish background, whose strict monotheism and
traditional intolerance of syncretism must have militated
against wholesale borrowing from pagan cults. 98

This word of caution should certainly be weighed carefully, for Paul

was a student of Jewish theology who studied in Palestine before his

conversion to Christianity and other leaders of the earliest church

were also well grounded in the theological perspectives of late

Judaism. Thirdly, "Some of the supposed parallels are the result of

the modern scholar's amalgamation of quite heterogeneous elements

drawn from various sources.In other words, it is a weak method

96. B. M. Metzger, op.cit., pp. 1-20.

97. R. M. Grant, Gnosticism; A Source Book of Heretical Writings
From The Early Christian Period (New York: Harper & Row, 1961), p. 18;
Carsten Colpe, Die Rellglonsgeschlchtlicheschule, I (Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1961).

98. B. M. Metzger, op.cit., p. 7.

99. Ibid., p. 8.
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of historiography which selects given elements from various sources

in Gnosticism, and the mystery cults, and presents them as a homogen¬

eous unit which nicely parallels Pauline theology. As Stephen Neil

says, "We must ask, in the first place, where we encounter the Gnostic

myth in the neat and simple form in which it has been summarized for

us by Professor Bultmann? The surprising answer is: nowhere at all.

The myth is a synthetic product, pieced together from hints and shreds

in different sources, many of them of uncertain date."''00 The same

sort of question might be asked of Bultmann with regard to the mys¬

tery cults. Fourthly, even if the parallels that Bultmann finds

between Paul's interpretation of the resurrection, Gnosticism and the

mystery cults, is an actual one, certain further questions must be

raised about their relationship to each other. Bultmann has failed

to demonstrate that the relationship is not just one of analogy,

which could arise quite naturally. Before one can assume a borrow¬

ing, and not just a similarity between general ideas in two religious

systems, he must show that some historical bridge existed between the

two systems.'"0* Bultmann has not adequately demonstrated the exis¬

tence of such a bridge (especially considering Paul's prior rabbinic

training in Palestine). Fifthly, even if the bridge existed it oust

be shown which way the traffic flowed. Certainly it is equally possi¬

ble that Christian notions influenced the mysteries and Gnosticism,
102

as it is that they influenced Christianity. In the case of the

cult of Cybele, for example, it has been demonstrated that the effi¬

cacy of the rite of taurobolium was raised from twenty years to eter-

100. Stephen Nell, op. cit., p. 177.
101. B. M. Metzger, op. cit., pp. 9-10.
102. Ibid., pp. 10-11.
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103
nlty under the competitive influence of Christianity. Bultmann

has not adequately shown the direction of influence. Finally, the

very real differences between Gnosticism, the mystery cults and

Christianity have not been properly noted by Bultmann. For example,

in the mysteries the divinity dies by compulsion not by choice as

in Christianity; the death of the divinity is a triumph in Chris¬

tianity but in the cults it is a cause of mourning; and the resur¬

rection is regarded by Paul and the evangelists as a dated occur¬

rence in history whereas the mystery cults make no attempt to under-

gird their beliefs with historical dating as evidence. Moreover,

in the mystery cults the dying and rising divinity depends on a

vegetative cycle and reflects a circular philosophy of world history

which leads nowhere; while in Christianity the death and resurrection

of Jesus Christ are understood as a once and for all act of God which

104
reveals the ultimate purpose of God for creation. These several

weaknesses in Bultmann's work are singled out in order to demon¬

strate that Bultmann's conclusions should not be taken as settled

until it can be shown more adequately that the relationship which

he suggests does indeed exist by giving proper attention to the

above mentioned methodological considerations.

Since Bornkamra and Ka'semann do not offer an additional indepen¬

dent critical analysis to Bultmann's, but rather rely on his criti¬

cal work, the observations made above with regard to these several

canons of critical history presumably should apply to the critical-

historical understanding of Bornkaram and Kasemann as well (with the

103. Ibid., p. 11.

104* Ibid., pp. 12-19.
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exception of the "canon of dissimilarity" in Bornkamm's case).

(b)

Attention must now be focused on Bultmann's use of his hermeneu-

tical canons. Again it would seem that Bultmann'e specific interests

(his second hermeneutical canon) have so controlled his interpretation

of the New Testament resurrection tradition, that his existential pre-

understending (Vorverstandnis) has actually predetermined that he

must interpret this tradition only in terms of the self-understanding

(Existensverstandnis) given in Easter faith (his third and fourth

hermeneutical canons). Bultmann's hermeneutical procedure here ha3

enabled him to interpret the meaning of the resurrection in personal

and eschatological terms in a manner which few biblical interpreters

have equalled. In this regard Bultmann's canons of interpretation

are most valuable. Moreover, Bultmann has shown that his existen¬

tial interpretation is capable of expounding upon the reality of, and

the eschatological significance of, the resurrection even if the

critical historian's verdict concerning key historisch matters per¬

taining to this tradition are unsettled or suggest mythological ori¬

gins. In his own way, then, Bultmann has shown that Easter faith

(for the Christian believer) precedes critical historical study, and

the life of faith is sustained by God's grac$ not by human works.

Nevertheless, the question must be raised as to whether these her¬

meneutical canons do not also delimit an understanding of the full

meaning of the New Testament Easter tradition. Do the Easter texts

speak only of Easter faith, or do they speak primarily of the God

who acts in history and so graciously provides the opportunity of

and invitation to faith? Is this not why Paul (cf. I Corinthians
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15:14 especially), other early Christian preachers (cf. Acts 2:14-39;

3:13-26; 4:10-12; 5:30-32; 10:36-43; 13:17-41) and the evangelists

all emphasise the event character of not only the life and death, but

also of the resurrection of Jesus? In this regard it seems that

Karl Barth may have perceived something more basic in the Easter texts

than Bultmann has ■when he says, "Yet this event is the ground of our

faith and of the kerygma, and faith and kerygma are only secondary to

105
it and derivative from it." Hence, whatever the critical historian

may (or may not) be able to demonstrate is secondary to an eschato-

logical Interpretation of the Easter texts, as Bultmann rightly sees.

However, whatever the critical reconstruction should involve, the

Easter texts should be allowed to speak of their own deepest theo¬

logical meaning for, "The discipline of confronting primitive Chris¬

tianity, in those forms of statements which are least congenial to

the modern mind, compels us to re-think, not only the Gospel, but our

106
pres»j5posi+>o»»s •" Consequently, if everywhere the Easter texts

do speak of the activity of God as the cause of Easter faith, that

emphasis ought to receive proper interpretation; even if the details

of how God acted must repeatedly be debated and re-examined by cri¬

tical historians. In this quite important matter, then, Bomkamm

especially has moved beyond Bultmann hermeneutically (while yet ac¬

cepting Bultmann's essential critical findings). Thus, Bornkamm's

interpretation, being less influenced by existentialist emphases,

more adequately expounds the basic insight of the Easter texts;

that in the resurrection of Jesus as in his life, God's gracious

activity precedes faith and so creates the possibility of the response

105. Karl Barth, "Rudolf Bultmann—An Attempt to Understand Him,"
Kerygma and Myth, Vol. II, p. 111.

106. C. H. Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and Its Development, p. 77.
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of faith on the part of the believer.

<c)

Finally, if the critical remarks above concerning Bultmann's

use of the "canon of dissimilarity" have validity and Bornkamm's

analysis thus is the more accurate; it follows that it is probable

that Jesus' self-understanding (as critically understood in Bornkamm's

analysis of the "predictions of the passion and resurrection") could

indeed have included a belief on Jesus' part that through his own

approaching death, his mission of proclaiming the BaotXefa toO BeoO

actually would he vindicated by Cod. This, of course, does not

demonstrate that Jesus possessed the sort of Messianic consciousness

attributed to him by the early (and later) church, but it does give

further reason to believe that the earliest Christian community de¬

veloped its Messianic beliefs in response to concrete and suggestive

words and deeds of the earthly Jesus which were vindicated for his

followers by the Easter-event. This understanding also places a more

realistic amount of weight on the Easter-event and the faith it

produced than Bultmann's analysis does. On Bultmann's view, it ap¬

pears that Jesus was simply mankind's preacher concerning proper hu¬

man self-understanding before God, x*ho was crucified for his trouble,

leaving a shattered band of followers who then somehow overcame their

state of near despair following the crucifixion and broke through

first to the profound insight concerning Jesus' exaltation beyond

death and history and secondly the further insight that this same

crucified preacher was indeed Cod's Messiah. Bultmann's view, while

not impossible as an explanation of the historical cause for the rise
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of the Christian church, nevertheless appears not very highly prob¬

able. Bornkamm's explanation does hold a higher degree of probabil¬

ity, for it would seem that on Bornkamm's view less was created ex

nlhiljb by the post-Easter church.



SECTION III
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In the preceding two sections of this study, Professors Bult¬

mann's, Bornkamm's and Kasemann's most important critical and inter¬

pretative canons of historical authenticity have been set forth, then

applied to selected representative sections of the synoptic tradition

and preliminarily analysed with regard to their several values as

working criteria for ongoing New Testament scholarship. In this

process a number of observations and criticisms have been offered with

regard to the application of the several canons to various texts. It

will now be important to gather together the main threads of the

arguments which have emerged and weave them together into a summary

of the present writer's major findings. Furthermore, in this con¬

cluding section it will be necessary not only to gather up the

already existing threads but also it will be helpful to add several

new strands, and so finally to weave them all together into a fabric

that hopefully will have its own shape, texture and usefulness for

ongoing New Testament study. This end can best be served by first

offering a final evaluation of each of the several critical canons

of Bultmann, Bornkamm and Kasemann.

I. Concluding Evaluation of the
Critical Canons of

Rudolf Bultmann, Gunther Bornkamm and Ernst Kasemann

1. As we have seen throughout this study, the "canon of dissimilarity"

serves all three scholars as their canon of primary importance in

determining precisely what material in the synoptic tradition can

rightfully be deemed historically authentic, in the sense that it is

genuinely representative of the actual words and/or deeds of the

earthly figure Jesus of Nazareth. This can now be properly reaf¬

firmed, because in our entire investigation this canon has been

demonstrated to be of utmost significance both as their most fre-



quently employed canon (both with regard to material finally deemed

authentic and material finally deemed unauthentic) and as their most

decisive canon for either establishing authenticity or the lack

thereof.

In several evaluative observations offered throughout this study

it has been maintained (with the aid of specific Illustrations re¬

garding several synoptic texts) that this canon surely does have

genuine merit for unearthing certain features of Jesus' life which

are quite probably distinctive over against his Umwelt on the one

hand and the early Christian church on the other hand. However, it

should also be noted that this distinctiveness must clearly be

recognised as only probable but not "proven" in any final sense.

This is so because new research might, at any time, unearth dimen¬

sions of Judaism and/or the early church which presently are un¬

known. It is also possible that the manner in which these canons

have been employed by any given scholar might be critically evaluated

and thus what initially appeared to be distinctive with re.gard to

Jesus in that research might come to be seen as actually belonging

to an already known (but overlooked) dimension of Judaism and/or the

church.* Indeed, it has been shown in this study that Bultmann, Bom

kamrn and Kasemann each do apply this canon with differing degrees of

rigour at various times,and this in part explains some of their dif¬

ferences regarding their respective portraits of Jesus (in spite of

the fact that they are in close general agreement as to both the

value and broad definition of the canon). Moreover, the present

writer has also shown in his own evaluations of the use of this canon

1. Cf. R. S. Barbour, Traditio-Historical Criticism of The Gospels,
p. 17.
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(by all three scholars), that he sometimes is more prone to endorse

the critical manner in which Bultmann applies this canon, and some¬

times he believes the manner in which Bornkamm or Kasemann apply
2

the canon is the more critically accurate. By way of further concrete

illustration of this point, it should be noted here that Bultmann

especially operates with a questionable definition of late Judaism.

In his descriptive writings concerning late Judaism, it is clear

that Bultmann views it essentially as a phenomenon which could be
3

typified as an ossified religious legalism. If one starts with this

kind of a picture of late Judaism as a critical presupposition, then

certain aspects of Jesus' life and ministry may surely appear to be

strikingly unusual. However, other modem scholars have made a

strong case for understanding late Judaism as a much more diverse

and complex phenomenon, which contained within it aspects of more

4
residual vitality (even within Pharisaism). If there is truth to

this contention, then Bultmann's definition with regard to late

Judaism is inadequate, and thus is surely responsible for producing

a portrait of Jesus which in some respects wrongly underplays elements

in Jesus' life which he may have held in common with at least some

others from his own time and environment. One wonders whether Bult¬

mann's Lutheran theological spectacles, which are prone to see the

sharp dichotomy of law and grace readily present in all reality, have

not distorted his historical vision here somewhat in his earnest

desire to find something unusual (but not of kerygmatic uniqueness

2. See pp. 112-115, "151-159, 197-201, 224-247 and 321-323 of this
study especially.
3. Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity, pp. 69-119; Rudolf Bult¬
mann, Jesus and the Word, pp. 16-26.
4. W. D, Davies and D. Daube, eds., The Background of the Hew Testa¬
ment and Its Eschatology; W. D. Davies, Christian Origins and Judaism;
W. D. Davies, Introduction to Pharisaism; W. D. Davies, The Setting
of the Sermon on the Mount.
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or Importance) in the self-understanding (Bxistenzverstandnis) of the

historical Jesus. Likewise, we also have seen that Bultmann tends to

be more rlgourous in attributing kerygmatic church influence as a

causal factor in the formation of certain texts than either Kasemann

or Bornkamm; especially where it would seem to matter with regard to

the theological dimensions of the historian's reconstructed portrait

of Jesus. This is so, one suspects, not only for purely critical

reasons, but for theological reasons as well. That is, Bultmann

surely desires to find a "historical Jesus" who cannot perspicuously

be shown to be the necessary foundation for Christian faith; while

Bornkamm and Kasemann desire to find a "historical Jesus" who is

sufficiently unique that he can be shown to be at least in under¬

standable historical continuity with the theology of the early Chris¬

tian church.^ Therefore, one must maintain the real value of this

canon as a critical tool for unearthing features of the historical

figure Jesus. Nevertheless, both the possibility of new discoveries,

and the varying manner in which this canon is applied, require us

to clearly recognise that any results which it produces are only

probable in nature.

The present writer has also argued that this canon is of no

value, however, in judging materials wherein Jesus may have held

views in common with either Judaism or the early church. Moreover,

on the basis of general historical consideration, it would seem most

probable that Jesus did hold some views in common with late Judaism,

or he would hardly have been an actual human being affected by his

own peculiar historical environment. As obvious as this would seem

5. See pp. 40-45 and 65-75 of this study.
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to be in theoretical statement, it is almost entirely overlooked in

practice by these keen advocates of the'banon of dissimilarity".

Thus, Jesus is in very real danger of being cut off from his first

century "Jewishness" and transposed into a modern fantasy realm of
g

artificial "uniqueness". Likewise, Jesus most probably did hold

some things in common with the early (and later) church, since he

was its founder in some sense. Even Bultmann sometimes seems to

recognise this, and suggests as much when he maintains that at least

the eschatological consciousness of the early church surely derives

from Jesus himself rather than having been an ex nihllo creation of

the church.'' Therefore, the present writer would maintain that ma¬

terial which is not found to be probably distinctive (according to

present knowledge) should not be treated as perspicuously unauthen¬

tic in a straightforward manner either, as it sometimes is by these

three scholars. For a section of the tradition which does not show

Jesus to be unique could nevertheless still quite possibly belong to

the real life of the earthly figure Jesus of Nazareth. For example,

Kasemann is especially guilty of apparently deciding beforehand that

Jesus was wholly uninfluenced by the apocalyptic elements in his

Pmwelt (this much he shares with Bultmann and Bomkamm) but that the

early Palestinian church allowed itself to be totally influenced by

the apocalyptic when it interpreted Jesus. Thus, the question as to

whether or not certain apocalyptic elements attributed to Jesus in

the synoptic tradition could have actually been uttered by him, is

not seriously explored or tested by Kasemann via other critical

6. Henry J. Cadbury, The Peril of Modernising Jesus (New York: Mac-
taillan, 1937), especially pp. 49-85.

7. See pp. 92-93 of this study.
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canons. Hence, this definition of the critical "canon of dissimi¬

larity" is especially capable of producing a "historical Jesus" (i.e.

a critical historian's Jesus) who may be quite unlike the Jesus of

Nazareth who actually lived in Palestinian history, because of an

a priori presupposition (or pre-understanding) of the critical his¬

torian. It may be that the true earthly Jesus is one who was es¬

sentially as Kasemann supposes, but that result should not be guaran¬

teed by the definition of the critical canon. Rather, this canon

should be flexible enough that it could allow for Jesus to be dis¬

covered to be either essentially unique, or have much in common with

elements in late Judaism and/or the church, or even be a blend of

both in whatever degree emerges. Consequently, material found to

be non-distinctive by the "canon of dissimilarity" should properly

be placed in "a middle category of uncertainty" and then tested fur¬

ther by still other critical canons in order to determine whether or

not this material temporarily placed in the "middle category of un¬

certainty" can be demonstrated to be authentic or unauthentic. In¬

deed, some material may remain in the "middle category" indefinitely.

This manner of dealing with pericopae is surely more accurate and

honest than immediately relegating non-distinctive material to the

possibly undeserved category of the unauthentic.

Finally, it must be argued here that it is most regrettable that

these three scholars, who have played such an Influential role in the

establishment of critical methods in modern New Testament study, have

used as their primary canon a norm which in practice makes those ele-

8. Cf. Ernst Kasemann, New Testament Questions Today, pp. 31-107;
108-137; Cf. Walter Schmlthals, The Apocalyptic Movement, trans, by
J. E. Steely (New York: Abingdon Press, 1975), pp. 152-156.



ments which set Jesus apart from his own Jewish environment on the

one hand and the Christian church on the other, appear to be the "most

characteristic" dimensions of his life as well as the "most certainly

authentic". The very important question roust be raised as to whether

or not it is methodologically justifiable to start with this as an

a priori assumption. The present writer would maintain that such an

a priori assumption is surely not justified, because the very fashion

in which this canon is defined for use by these scholars (each in his

own way as we have seen), assures a result prior to the actual exami¬

nation of historical evidence. Therefore, this canon automatically

requires Jesus of Nazareth to appear to be quite different from his

Jewish contemporaries and his own followers, (in whatever degree is

desired by a preliminary definition of the church and/or late Judaism),

and thus also from the person he may actually have been, if, in fact,

he did share elements in common with Judaism and the church. As has

been previously pointed out, there is a hidden apologetic motive at

9
work here. Rather, by applying the canon as has been suggested above,

and so further testing uncertain material (by other criteria) not

found immediately authentic by the "canon of dissimilarity", it is

possible that a historical critic might find that the distinctive ele¬

ments in Jesus' life are not necessarily either the "most characteris¬

tic" or the "most authentic"."^ Moreover, the critical "canon of

dissimilarity" as now employed by Bultmann, Bornkamm and Kasemann

carries with it the theological danger of possibly unearthing a

"docetic Jesus"; in the sense that this required "uniqueness" makes

him appear rather different from, and also less than, the human person

9. R. S. Barbour, op.clt., pp. 16f., 21; Leander E. Keck, A Future
For The Historical Jesus (New York: Abingdon, 1971), pp. 33-35.

19. F. Gerald Downing, op.nit., p. 116.
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which he may have been in his true historical existence. Conse¬

quently, such a reconstructed historian's Jesus will not serve the

best interests of either historical science or theological science.

2. The canon of the "forms and Sits im Leben" has been much discussed

by scholars,1"1 and especially in the English speaking world it has

been contended that the error inherent within it is one of heuristic

circularity. That is, the critic uses the various forms found in

the synoptic tradition primarily as source material for knowledge of

the ostensible needs and practices of the early church and then at¬

tempts to salvage only portions of the tradition as authentic Jesus *

material which may yet have some material distinctiveness (by the

standards of the "canon of dissimilarity") and because a particular

form gives evidence of being in relatively pure or primitive form

(by the standards of the "canon of the forms and growth"). Thus, the

"canon of the forms and Sitz im Leben" is employed precisely when a

given form shows evidence of not being primitive, but rather of being

added to or wholly created because of some situational need that may

have existed in a certain part of the early church. But the question

is often raised as to the validity of using the forms of the tra¬

dition to conjecture supposed situational needs within the life of

the early church (often with no other supporting evidence for such

needs) and then using these hypothetical ecclesiastical needs to judge
12

the historical genuineness of the same texts.

11. Cf. E. V. Mcknight, What is Form Criticism? (Philadelphia; Fortress
Press, 1969), pp. 21-37; William Manson, Jesus The Messiah (London:
Hodder and Stoughton, 1956), pp. 20-32; V. Taylor, The Formation of
The Gospel Tradition (London; Macmillan, 1935), pp. 22-43.

12. Cf. T. W. Manson, "The Life of Jesus; Some Tendencies in Present-
Day Research", The Background of the New Testament and Its Eschatology.
ed. W. D. Davies and D. Daube, pp. 212-214 ; R. H. Fuller, A Critical
Introduction to the New Testament (London: Duckworth, 1971), pp. 85,
93-94, 96-98.



It must be admitted that this procedure does not supply the kind

of certainty one would like to possess with regard to the life of the

early church (or Jesus), for the gospels do not grant an unmediated
13

view of the church any more than they do of Jesus. Here also every¬

thing depends on the cogency of the inferences made, and their subse¬

quent testing by other historical scholars examining the same material.

However, it must be further noted that this is the dilemma that the

historian sometimes actually finds himself in, and in such a situa¬

tion he does not have any securely fixed point from which to begin

his reconstruction. In this situation, however, it is not customary

for historians (in any field of study) to quit the scene in despair.

Rather, the historian (like the detective) must make the best of a

less than ideal situation. The historian does this by forming a

hypothesis that will hopefully best help him to interpret the his¬

torical data before him. If this hypothesis enables him to interpret

as much of the relevant evidential data as seems possible and relate

it coherently to any other authentic evidence, (that is, other eviden¬

tial data deemed authentic because he has established it as such with

his several critical canons) then he can argue for the probable correct¬

ness of his position with some degree of validity. Bultmann, Bornkamm

and K&seraann are thus surely not alone in following such a method; for

numerous historians (and detectives) have grounded their reconstruc¬

tions upon such foundations when necessary. The only way that the

validity of such a procedure can be tested is by other historians

creating alternati^hypotheses to explain the same evidential data and

coherently coordinating it with all the agreed authentic evidence

13. R. S. Barbour, op.eit., p. 7.



(relative to the question or event at hand). Whichever hypothesis

more adequately manages to explain the specific data, and also can

coherently relate it to the other authentic evidence, is probably the

more nearly correct. Consequently, the much discussed heuristic

circularity inherent in this canon is neither unique to the problem

of reconstruction nor a sufficient reason to suggest the present

abandonment of the "canon of the forms and Sits lm Leben" in ongoing
14

New Testament criticism.

Nevertheless, an argument for the general validity and need for

this canon in ongoing New Testament study, is not thereby an endorse¬

ment for the specific manner in which it is regularly employed by

Bultmann or Bornkamm or Kasemann. The present writer would contend

from the foregoing analyses of the methods of all three scholars in

actual practice (as seen in section II of this study), that the great¬

est reservations must be reserved for Bultmann's manner of application

of this canon. This is so because Bultmann is most prone to suggest

that if a unit of the tradition has an ostensibly identifiable Sitz

Ira Leben in the concerns of the early church, then it must not have

had a Sltz lm Leben Jesu. At least with the parables, Bornkamm and

Kasemann have moved beyond Bultmann in this regard. Still the present

writer would contend that this is just the beginning of a procedure

which must be carried further in future study; for there may be units

of the tradition which belong both to Jesus and the church, and so

could be representative of a field of continuity which lies between

the founder of Christianity and the movement which he induced. If,

then, a Sitz lm Leben in the concerns of the early church can be con¬

jectured reasonably (as described above), the critic should still be

14. Cf. R. S. Barbour, op.cit., p. 79; F. Gerald Downing, op.clt.,
pp. 104-105.
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required to test his material for traces of a Sitz im Leben Jesu by

means of whatever valid criteria he may employ in the specific case.

The primary failing of Bultmann (and others who uncritically follow

his example) is that he merely stops too soon. One's discovery of

a Sitz im Leben in the concerns of the early church does not then

of necessity exclude further exploration for traces of Jesus' own

influence; but to the contrary, such discovery should spur the addi¬

tional historical questioning as to whether or not Jesus' influence

can also be found here. Perhaps many times no definitive answer will

be found. If that is so, then that ought to be stated clearly and the

issue of a Sitz im Leben Jesu in such a case should be declared a

present uncertainty. In other cases, if no Sitz im Leben Jesu can be

unearthed but the free creativity of the church (or an individual) is

strongly suspected, (as with legends, doubtful sayings or narratives

attributed to Jesus etc.) then the probability of the unauthentic

nature of that unit of the tradition, together with the supporting

warrants for such a judgment, should be stated clearly while also as¬

cribing the appropriate degree of probability. In this regard, it must

be noted further that even with unauthentic pericopae it is necessary

to ask the question as to why this material was created. For even myths

and unauthentic sayings or anecdotes may tell us something about the

person or event which they purport to represent. Even fiction is some¬

times a response to something real in the events of history, and it

is worth exploring whether or not there are any extant clues of such

reality. Finally, if a unit of the tradition is declared to possess

a Sitz im Leben in the early church, it is still important that such

a Sitz im Leben be made as specific as possible. Recently, this has
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been pointed out by R. S. Barbour in the following words:

Often no positive account of the genesis of
material deemed secondary is given at all; sometimes
what is given is very jejune. Further, if a positive
account is given, and appears convincing, with regard
to a single saying or series of sayings or other block
of material, it still has to be fitted into a satis¬
factory overall picture or made to conform with a
general hypothesis - the criterion of coherence is
relevant here as elsewhere, however difficult it may
be to apply. 15

By way of example, it will be helpful to recall Bultraann's treatment

of the resurrection tradition. In dealing with that block of ma¬

terial, Bultmann was content to speak generally of the legendary

nature of the several appearance and empty tomb stories and to attri¬

bute them to the rather vague apologetic situational needs of the

Hellenistic churches. In addition to the problems that can be raised

with even this general attribution, (some of which we have already

noted) there is the further issue of a lack of concrete precision, as

to where the several stages of this tradition actually arose and why

they arose specifically. Part of the apparent impact of Bultmann's

argument lies in the question he is able to raise in the mind of one

who might be otherwise prone to argue for the Palestinian and more

factual origin of (the whole or parts of) this tradition. However,

when one seeks this precision and further measure of clarity from

Bultmann with regard to the several pericopae, his general and vague

description of "apologetic needs" also seems less satisfactory and more

questionable than it did initially. So it seems that if one only makes

the rather general suggestion of some apologetic Sitz im Leben in the

Hellenistic churches, one raises doubt with regard to the Palestinian

and (at least somewhat more) factual origin of this tradition. But if one

15. R. S. Barbour, op.clt., p. 11.
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raises the further questions as to precisely where and why these nar¬

ratives arose to Bultraann's hypothesis, one also raises a significant

doubt concerning the validity of his explanation. It would appear,

then, that rather more exploration and further warrants are needed

in order to establish Buitaann's suggested hypothesis. The pressing

of this kind of questioning should more perspicuously bring to the

fore the degree of probability which can honestly be attached to any

given hypothesis and expose any hidden weak links in the chain of

argument for a suggested Sitz ia Leben. Perhaps in this way it will

be more regularly seen that the "canon of the forms and the Sitz im

Leben" can sometimes only be used to suggest a specific history for

a unit of the tradition in the life of the early church, and no

definitive judgment (either positive or negative) can be rendered

presently concerning a Sitz im Leben Jesu; rather than a negative

judgment regularly being assumed when a Sitz im Leben der alten

Kirche is unearthed. Likewise, this procedure ought to aid in as¬

signing a more appropriate and accurate degree of probability to any

suggested hypothesis concerning a specific need in the life of the

early church.

3. A third canon of primary importance for Bultraann, Bornkaram and

Kasemann is their "canon of the forms and growth". Since much of

the material examined in Section II of this study was judged authen¬

tic (and therefore relatively primitive) by these three scholars,

it was only in the final chapter of Section II that we were able to

gain the clearest insight into the whys and wherefores of judgments

rendered concerning materials believed to be clearly secondary in form.

Here it was seen also that Bultmann offered the fullest explanation

for judging the age of these legendary and secondary pericopae.
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Bultmann also provided the basic analysis of each phase of development

within each stage of tradition (I.e. within the simple proclamation

stage, the appearance narrative stage, the empty tomb stage and the

ascension stage). In this regard also Bornkamm and Kasemann funda¬

mentally appear to accept Bultmann's analysis, and only render comment

on points of difference.

In the concluding portion of the final chapter of Section II, it

was noted that a thoroughgoing recent study by E. P. Sanders has pro¬

vided some important cautions concerning Bultmann's "canon of the

forms and growth". First, Sanders shows that Bultmann essentially

derived his understanding of the growth of the forms from an analysis

of the tendencies of apparent developments within the written stages

16
of the Christian tradition. Bultmann cited other parallel oral

traditions only when they gave further support to a specific conten¬

tion of his, or where a clear example existed of a particular type of

primitive form (i.e. of a parable, miracle story or legend etc.).

Second, Sanders noted that very few generalisations about tendencies

of growth can actually be demonstrated. The only two general tenden¬

cies which he discovered were the adding of more concrete detail in

later developments and the transforming of indirect discourse into

direct discourse.*
In the light of these rather sparse findings, it would appear

that future use of this canon will require more specific arguments to

be made (with supporting warrants) in each individual case wherein an

expansion upon a more primitive form of that tradition is suspected.

Only as each argument is tested, is it likely that its validity or

uncertainty will appear. Moreover, it should be noted that even

16. E. P. Sanders, op.cit., pp. 15-26.
17. Ibid., pp. 259, 274.
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patterns of development which can be demonstrated for written tradi¬

tions, cannot necessarily be accepted for the oral period. In the

literary stage, certain definite theological and literary motives

governed redactors in their selection and use of Mark and Q, which

would not probably have occurred as consistently, or in the same way,

during the oral period. For example, it is not wholly clear that later

oral traditions would have added the same kind of detail which might

have been added by an editor who possessed a written copy of the more

primitive material. One suspects that some story-tellers have a

tendency to condense narratives while others have a tendency to ex¬

pand. Likewise, a consistent theological perspective cannot be iso¬

lated with an individual pericope, and thus, it is not as easy to tell

what theological views may have shaped a single pericope at a given

oral stage of development. Finally, clear recognition needs to be

given to the fact that we simply do not know accurately how long

various pericopae existed in the oral stage prior to being reduced to

writing (and thereafter being reshaped as literary pericopae). Once

again our paucity of information concerning the early church hampers

the critic from forming rigid "laws of the oral tradition" in the

fashion that might be possible if we knew more of the everyday experi¬

ences of the life of the early church in its several locations and
18

varieties. Hence, we do not know at what stage of oral development

the several pericopae were reduced to writing (for no scholar imag¬

ines that all pericopae were reduced to writing at the same time in

churches which were spread over such a large geographical area and

subject to such diverse heritages and influences). In any case, the

18. F. Gerald Downing, op.cit., p. 130; Etienne Trocra£, Jesua as
Seen by His Contemporaries (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1973),
pp. 24-25.
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oral period was very brief (perhaps twenty to forty years) by com¬

parison with other known oral traditions which might otherwise serve

as paradigms for understanding the patterns of development and change.

Consequently, each argument for growth in the tradition must be

presented and tested individually in the manner suggested with regard

to the "canon of the forms and Sits im Leben." That is, those hy¬

potheses which can finally best explain the evidential data and re¬

late it most coherently with the other relevant "authentic" evidence

will claim the highest degree of probability. One today must be less

optimistic about "ready-to-hand laws of growth" than Bultmann was and

even his second generation pupils have been able to be (i.e. such as

Bomkamm and Kasemann). This factor of reality does not make this

canon worthless,however. It only makes its use less definite and,

therefore, more difficult to apply than these three scholars have

generally believed.

4. Another major critical canon employed by all three scholars is

the "canon of the closed causal nexus". No critical canon has caused

as much debate in modern discussions of biblical Interpretation as

this canon; as this canon, together with Bultmann's existential inter¬

pretation of the New Testament, are the fundamental components in his

programme of demythologislng. By this canon Bultmann eliminates any

literal interpretation of the supernatural aspects of the New Testa¬

ment. As we have Seen, Bomkamm and Kasemann are in essential agree¬

ment with Bultmann's use of this critical canon (if not wholly with

his existential interpretation).

It is important here to recognise that in setting forth this

critical canon, Bultmann was essentially calling attention to the

fact that this criterion is constantly used by scientific historians

in all fields of historical study. In this regard, it Is surprising
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that this should have seemed so controversial to many theologian-his¬

torians. Nevertheless, as was pointed out in the last chapter of Sec¬

tion II, there is a positivistic ring to Bultmann's statement of this

canon; in that he suggests the apparent impossibility of activity on

the part of God as a cause for events within historical experience.

It would seem more accurate today not to suggest that science "knows"

that such acts of God are impossible; for today science understands

more fully than ever that we do not possess a complete knowledge of

nature and thus are not able to predict what is impossible. Never¬

theless, science does reckon with the normal regularities of nature

and functionally predicts on the basis of the known. Therefore, if

a historical document reports an event which purports to be wholly

unique due to God's activity, the scientist (as scientist) has no

categories by which to understand such a claim, and thus will normal¬

ly seek an explanation which will be consistent with the regularities

he does understand in normal physical and human experience. Conse¬

quently, Bultmann is right to say that the historian (who here func¬

tions with the reasoning categories supplied to him by the physical,

chemical and biological sciences) has no categories with which to

19
understand or reckon with "unique acts of God".

The problem arises, however, over whether or not this normal

manner of operation for historians should be followed with regard to

research in the life of Jesus of Nazareth; for by any measure, the

relevant evidential documents in this case repeatedly suggest the

unique activity of God as the cause for numerous aspects of Jesus' life.

Should the normal historical procedure thus be allowed to determine

19. Van A., Harvey, op.clt., pp. 225-230, 229 especially.
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on a priori grounds that the divine causal explanations suggested in

the New Testament are not correct, and some other "natural" explana¬

tion must be found. In brief, if it is even a logical possibility

that God was indeed uniquely active in the events of Jesus* life as

the New Testament suggests, then is it not foolish to apply a canon

to these texts which by its definition cannot recognise such divine

activity? This would seem rather like putting a blindfold on one's

eyes and then complaining that it is impossible to see under these

circumstances, one might contend!

The present writer finds himself both agreeing with Bultmann's

(and so in this case with Bornkamm's and Kasemann's) apparent inten¬

tion and yet also holding to the intent behind the essential criticism

just rendered concerning Bultmann's use of this canon. That is, it

would seem that the biblical historian should not attempt to deny

that historians in every field of historical study do operate with

the assumption that it is beyond the historian's ability to detect

divine activity within historical events. The historian as historian

simply has no categories for understanding or measuring purported

causes which transcend the normal causes which scientific understand¬

ing is equipped to deal with in the regularities of nature and human

experience. Therefore, historical science (as such) cannot offer

theological explanations, nor should it pretend to do so. Neverthe¬

less, it does not seem feasible that the biblical interpreter should

be required not to use the hypothesis of divine activity if such

should be suggested by his evidence, or if he holds such already by

virtue of his prior Christian faith and desires to test it; and if by

using such he is best able to understand and coherently explain the

several pieces of evidential data that are relevant to his recon-
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struction. To be required to find a "substitute explanation hy¬

pothesis" from some philosophical source, which yet offers something

less than the suspected divine activity, seems a futile exercise;

especially if it will not enable the evidential data to be explained

as fully or coherently. However, if such an hypothesis as the free

activity of the God of history is used as a causal explanation, it

must be clearly acknowledged that this presupposition does not arise

from normal historical science as such and that without this imported

theological interpretative presupposition the evidential data could

never be shown to contain more than human or natural meaning. Thus,

it would seem that any such theological canon must be properly seen

as an interpretative norm added to, but used to explain, the evi¬

dential data assembled by other critical canons. This would mean

that the historian should not be excluded from reconstructing any

evidential data that he is able to with the aid of his several crit¬

ical canons; but if that evidential data is to be explained (or in¬

terpreted) with the "God hypothesis", then that hypothesis must be

introduced on a clearly acknowledged philosophical or theological
20

basis and not on a critical-historical basis. For example, with

regard to the issue of the events of the life of the earthly Jesus

and the early Christian church, it will be necessary for any Christian

theologian who wishes to use the "Lord of History" hypothesis to ex¬

plain the events ,to acknowledge such as an interpretative norm which

does not arise from critical historical science as such. Hence, if,

for instance, such a scholar were to offer an explanation of the New

Testament resurrection tradition, he should subject the relevant evi-

20. John Hick, Faith and Knowledge (Ithaca, New York: Cornell Univer¬
sity, 1957); John Hick, Christianity at the Centre (London: S.C.M.,
1968), pp. 50-69.
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dence to the several critical canons acceptable to historical science

in order to discover as much as he can concerning what transpired to

give rise to this literature. That means that such questions as the

following are in principle open to the critical historian to explore:

Was Jesus' tomb actually discovered to he empty, or is this tradition

wholly mythological? Did the disciples have visionary experiences of

or encounters with the risen Jesus which they believed to be given

them by God, or are these accounts wholly mythological expressions

of self-understanding? Did the exaltation motif once exist entirely

apart from both the appearance narrative tradition and the empty tomb

tradition? Was the early proclamation of the resurrection (as seen

for example in I Corinthians 15:3-8) already apocalyptically under¬

stood? In what way was this tradition related to the other aspects

of the Easter tradition? Was there a uniform development of the Easter

tradition, or did separate elements freely arise in different parts

of the early church? Precisely, when and where did the several parts

of the Easter tradition arise? All these questions (and more) may

not find satisfactory answers; but they are surely not beyond the

critical historian's scope of exploration in principle, by means of

his critical canons. However, if an interpreter wishes to offer an

explanation of his critically established evidence which entails the

hypothesis of God's activity as a cause for the several pieces of

authentic evidence, he then moves beyond the realm of normal critical

historical science into the realm of theological explanation of his¬

torical evidence. If, for instance, it could be critically established

that the empty tomb tradition has some real factual basis, historical

science (as such) could offer no more than a natural explanation for

the tomb being found empty (such as theft by parties unknown). If



this evidence were to be interpreted as nod's raising of His Son,

however, then this would require a self-conscious theological inter¬

pretation. Conversely, if the empty tomb tradition were found to be

wholly mythological by the critical historian's methods, the cause

of the rise of that mythology could only be explained by some natural

explanation by the critical historian as historian (such as a "new

self-understanding" induced by the earthly life of Jesus but only

fully realised by his followers in days of reflection following his

death). However, the rise of the mythological origin of the empty

tomb tradition could also be explained on theological grounds (such as

it being an early church mythological expression of the faith of Jesus'

followers, which arose because of God's activity in raising Jesus [in

ways unknown or made known by other means such as in appearances, vis¬

ions or dreams]). Similar examples could be offered with regard to God's

activity in conjunction with Jesus' birth, baptism, certain events of

his life arid/or his crucifixion. Thus, this manner of dealing with the

question of God's activity frees the historian to do his work fully, as

a historian, and yet likewise frees the theologian who would seek to of¬

fer his interpretation of the authentic historical data to do so on

theological grounds. In this way, the confusion of roles should be mini¬

mised and the historian should not shy from discovering all that he

possibly can. Currently, one sometimes suspects that important pieces

of evidential data, which have strong claims to historical authenticity,

are simply ignored or buried by theological interpreters of historical

evidence on supposedly critical grounds, whereas actually the grounds cwvjt-

theological and apologetic. This is true for critics of all theological

persuasions,when they confuse their theological and critical roles. Of

course, it equally holds that if such a theological presupposition
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or pre-understending cannot explain the evidential data adequately,

it must (like any interpretative principle) admit its failure. Great¬

er clarity on this issue should, however, greatly enhance future re¬

search .

5. The "canon of the elimination of analogous material" has not been

isolated in this study as one of the major criteria used by Bultmann,

Bomkamm and Kasemann. This is due in part to the fact that much of

the material analysed in this study was deemed essentially authentic

by these scholars, and much of what was not so deemed, was eliminated

as either church theology or borrowed Jewish material. Had Bultmann's

analysis of the gospel miracle stories played a larger role in this
21

study, a more frequent use would have been noted. However, this

canon was encountered especially in Bultmann's analysis of Pauline

themes used to present the message of the resurrection to the Hellen¬

istic world. There Bultmann contended that Paul borrowed themes from

Gnosticism and the mystery cults in order to present the present and

personal dimensions of the reality of the resurrection. In that

context certain cautionary suggestions were offered concerning the

use of this canon. Those concerns should be briefly recapitulated

here.

Undoubtedly, the gospel tradition was influenced by sources from

the Hellenistic world via the Hellenistic Christian communities.

First, however, one must be careful to judge properly in each case

whether or not these various "analogies" are Indeed true analogies,

or only share some naturally common features which could have arisen

entirely independently of one another. For example, with miracle

stories it is not sufficient to call attention to the general analogy

21. Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, pp. 209-244.
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between the "form" of pagan miracle stories and the gospel miracle

stories and then suggest that this analogy proves borrowing or free

creativity by the church from an unknown Hellenistic model. An oral

or literary form is only a mode of expression, not a positive guide

to historicity. Fact and fiction may share a common form. Second,

if a true analogy can really be established, then a point of contact

needs to be demonstrated in order to show precisely where and how one

source influenced another. Finally, one should always be clear as to

22
which way the influence flowed.

6. It has not generally appeared throughout this study that the

"canon of the Isolated pericopae" is a canon of major importance for

Bultmann, Bornkamm and Kasemann because it is not used to judge the

basic historicity of the sayings or narratives of Jesus in the tra¬

dition, but only to judge the links between the pericopae as unauthen¬

tic (with the partial exception of the passion narratives). Never¬

theless, it is employed to indicate the self-contained status of each

unit of the tradition and thus it is a criterion of some real and

regular significance. Moreover, the present writer would maintain

that this canon is of much more fundamental significance than could

be realised from the pericope by pericope analyses which have been

undertaken. This is so precisely because the employment of this canon

has chiefly contributed to the final portraits which Bultmann, Born¬

kamm and Kasemann are able to produce from the several authentic but

isolated pericopae. When a chronological manner of treating the life

of Jesus is abandoned, what results is the grouping together of the

separate pericopae according to themes unearthed among the apparently

authentic sayings and narratives about Jesus. The practical effect

of this has been that Jesus is portrayed by all three scholars as

22. B. M. Metzger, op.cit.. Cf. Ernst Kasemann, Essays on New Testa¬
ment Themes, pp. 49-50.
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essentially an eschatologlcal preacher and a teacher concerning the

Will of God. A few of the act6 of Jesus are used to illumine Jesus'

words, but essentially it is the distinctive words of Jesus which

emerge as definitive and are interpreted so that they might speak to

modern man. Because of the "canon of the isolated pericopae" we know

next to nothing about the chronological course of Jesus' life (beyond

the fact of his baptism, that his ministry took place largely in

Galilee, and that he died in Jerusalem) or his "self-consciousness"

(beyond his general eschatological mission-consciousness). When one

combines this result with the fact that the "canon of dissimilarity"

(as used by these three scholars) gives us essentially only an in¬

sight into that which is apparently distinctive about Jesus, it then

becomes clear that the portraits of Jesus which this method is able

to render gives us something less than the Jesus of the total synop¬

tic tradition, and also Jesus as he might be able to be reconstructed

with valid critical methods today. R. S. Barbour has recently called

attention to this factor. In analysing the essential portrait pro¬

duced by Kasemann (but also methodologically Bultmann and to a

somewhat lesser degree Bornkamm), he says:

But it is noticeable that in this picture there is
nothing about Jesus' Impatience at the faithlessness of his
generation, his belief in demons, his miracles, or his
prophecies of woe and his proclamation of judgment; about
inability to work mighty deeds where there was no faith;
about suffering and the Son of Man; about the testing in
the wilderness; about Gethsemane and the cry on the cross;
about any change or development in the life of Jesus.
All that material is either not distinctive or suspect
on other grounds. And taken individually, logion by logion,
pericope by pericope, it may perhaps, much of it, plausibly
be held to be under some suspicion for one reason or another.
But taken together it constitutes a witness to the pain¬
ful course, of Jesus' obedience to the Father which on

general historical grounds it would be hard to reject
(strong as would be our theological or apologetic motives
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for wanting to retain it). If the Gospels are products
of the faith of the early church, as of course in many
respects they are, it is remarkable that the figure they
portray has so much of righteous indignation, of hesita¬
tion in the face of suffering, of kenosis about him.
Kasemann's and Bornkamtn's delineations of the mission
of Jesus do not have very much to say about that whole
side of the picture; but without it the balance is cer¬
tainly different from that of the Synoptic Gospels as
a whole; and, be it noted in the direction of a less un-
mistakeably historical figure. For without some refer¬
ence to possible change, and development, to action and
reaction between Jesus and the individuals and groups
whom he encounters, it is doubtful whether a modern
secular historian would recognize a properly historical
figure at all - by which I mean not a figure who existed
in history but a figure of whose existence and signifi¬
cance some historical account can be given.

I have dared to speak of the course of Jesus' human
obedience to the Father-less daringly of course than the
writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews, who says that he
learned obedience by the things which he suffered, and
in saying so does not appear to be referring solely to
the trial and crucifixion. Here again we see a feature
of the portrait of Jesus which is characteristic of those
who use the avenue of approach we have been discussing;
it is essentially the message, or more widely the words,
of Jesus which fill in the picture....The Jesus who is
brought before us by these methods proclaims, and indeed
embodies, if only proleptically, the Kingdom of God;
but it is not essential to the picture that he passes through
that testing which enables him in the deepest human sense
to be described as man, that wrestling with and taking
the measure of the depth of evil in human affairs which
is surely not Just a theological assumption but an in¬
eradicable historical element in the whole story as the
Gospels tell it. 23

Professor Barbour has brought to light a most important truth

here; for it cannot be denied that if one uses the "canon of dis¬

similarity" as these three scholars do, and thus eliminates as

"unauthentic" aspects of the gospel picture of Jesus which are not

unique; dimensions of his true humanity may well be wrongly lost

because of the inadequacy of the critical criterion. It should be

further noted that in this procedure only the most distinctive acts

23. R. S. Barbour, op.alt., pp. 21-22.
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of Jesus are likely to survive the critical historian's scrutiny, for

much of his activity would look too Jewish and ordinarily human to

pass muster. Then if the gospel picture of Jesus is further subdi¬

vided by the "canon of the isolated pericopae" into "little islands

of distinctiveness", the impact which should shine through the much

repeated gospel vision of his very human struggles and his human emo¬

tions of response to situations of uncertainty, hostility or suffering,

will all the more readily evaporate into the atmosphere of ordinari¬

ness. This is so because the stories are no longer linked to one

another, and so the multiple Impression disappears which should allow

for an awareness of his true humanity, on what Barbour has called

"general historical grounds". Hence, profound dimensions of Jesus*

real humanity may well be falsely buried (in shallow graves to be sure)

on each of the isolated pericope islands. There can, of course, be

no going back to the "old days" prior to the work of W. Wrede and

K. L. Schmidt, however. Essentially, we must recognise that the

precise chronology of the ministry of Jesus probably can never be

known (short of some new archeological discovery?), although perhaps

something more of an outline can be demonstrated in future than these

three scholars suppose. Rather, what must be further developed now

are better criteria which will enable us to recover the impact of

the real but non-distinctive dimensions of Jesus' life, which were

more readily seen when the Markan chronology caused the story to ap¬

pear to cohere (but as we now know in an artificial way) and so re¬

peatedly brought to the fore those human characteristics of Jesus'

life witnessed to in numerous places in the synoptic tradition. This

might be aided by a more precise use of the "canon of dissimilarity"

(along the lines already suggested) and by carrying further the use
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of the "canon of multiple attestation" (which we will discuss shortly)

and the development of still other canons not employed by these schol¬

ars (one of which will be discussed shortly as a possibility).

With this background, it is now easier to see why (from a criti¬

cal methodological perspective at least) Bultraann, Bornkamm and Kase-

raann concentrate so heavily on the distinctive words of Jesus to the

exclusion of his acts, and especially those acts which might be a

guide to his genuine humanity. For it must be argued, as Hugh Ander¬

son rightly has, that the "being" or "person" of the true earthly
24

figure of Jesus cannot be known apart from his acts. Again in this

regard, it must be underscored that it will be as Important to know

as much as can be known of both the words and the deeds of Jesus, so

that both his "distinctiveness" and his "non-distinctiveness" will

appear in balance and present Jesus to us today in the fullness of

the person that he was in the days of his flesh. Here the words of

Professor Anderson are most helpful.

And in all events, in all philosophical naivete,
it may be asked whether in fact, so long as we continue
to operate within the realm of normal psychology, if a
man's words are the only or even the surest key to the
secret of his being. The sin of hypocrisy is a peren¬
nial human failing, and it is not at all inconceivable
that a man's deeds may belie his words, and his words
may belle his deeds. 25

If any illustrative example were wanted for this truth, none could

be more vivid than the recent case of Richard M. Nixon, whose public

words (at least) were at variance with some of his private words,

deeds, and ostensibly, therefore, basic dimensions of his "person".

So with Jesus it will be important also for the historian to know

as much as can be known of both word and deed.

24. Hugh Anderson, Jesus and Christian Origins, pp. 176ff.; Leander E.
Keck, A Future For The Historical Jesus, pp. 30-32, 130-131.

25. Hugh Anderson, op.clt.. pp. 177.
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an important, if not major, canon for Bultmann, Bornkamm and Kasemann

It is frequently used to suggest that items not mentioned, especially

in an ostensibly primitive pericope or strand of the tradition must

not then have been known at that time, or must not have been a char¬

acteristic of Jesus. Two chief examples of the use of this canon in

the writings of these three scholars which have been noted, and which

will have far-reaching implications if one accepts them, are Bultmann

arguments about the shape of the earliest Easter tradition, from what

is not explicitly mentioned in I Corinthians 15:3-8 (i.e. the empty

tomb and descriptions of the risen Jesus' bodily appearance) and the

argument that Jesus was not really apocalyptic in his outlook, from

the fact that Jesus does not seem to have been preoccupied with time

schedules or elaborate descriptions of the end time in the authentic

gospel pericopae in the way that many apoealyptists of late Judaism

were. The problem with this canon, as we have seen, is that it as¬

sumes that the text has not been altered, and that the author of the

text should have been interested in those things which the critic is

looking for, and that the author of the text must have been wholly
26

consistent in the fashion presupposed by the historical critic.

Thus, as F. Gerald Downing suggests, "Silence is a golden opportunity
27

for invention." Moreover, as he shows by a striking example, it

can often be made to cut whichever way the critic wishes. He offers

the following example, "compare 'If Jesus had been married, we would

26. F. Gerald Downing, op.cit., p. 96.

27. Ibid.
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know that, and his wife's name', with 'If Jesus had not been married,

28
it would have been remarked upon'". In this regard, it is interest¬

ing to note that another of Bultmann's former pupils has recently

argued in the opposite direction from these three scholars concern¬

ing whether or not Jesus was apocalyptlgtin some sense. Walter

Schmithals has recently argued,

fo be sure, in view of the Palestinian setting
of his proclamation, the fact that in his proclamation
universalistic utterances appear to be lacking says
nothing. Moreover, the apocalyptic character of Jesus'
preaching is not contradicted by the fact that there
is no tradition of an outline of history from his lips
whereby his own present time is identified as the end-
time; for such surveys are by no means indispensable
to apocalyptic, and besides, they make sense only in
pseudonymous writings. 29

Consequently, it would seem that this canon is highly questionable,

because by locating a gap of silence in a text a critic may then go

on to read into that situation a number of things which may or may

not have been so. Hence, only a very low degree of probability can

be established by its use. The present writer would insist, then,

that this canon can only have any real validity where the argument

it is used to support can find additional solid warrant from correct

use of one or more of the other valid critical canons. This canon

used alone can provide only a very weak warrant for historical re¬

construction.

8. As has been shown the "canon of consistency", although recognised

by Bultmann is applied much more regularly by Bornkamm and Kaisemann

in establishing their portraits of the earthly Jesus. Indeed, in

Bomkamm's hands especially this canon, combined with the "canon of

multiple attestation", has become productive enough that it has largely

28. Ibid.

29. Walter Schmithals, The Apocalyptic Movement (New York: Abingdon
Press, 1975), p, 154.
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contributed to Bornkaram's recovery of the call and response of the

disciples, the miracle, and the ministry to outcasts traditions.

Moreover, in the same way it has contributed to Borakamm's especially

vivid picture of Jesus' icoocrfa. Likewise, even Bultmann now appre¬

ciates the value of the additional use of this canon by his pupils,
30for he has endorsed the result they have achieved with it. Conse¬

quently, the value of this canon is real and it must be used more

frequently in future New Testament study in order to produce further

fruitful results. However, it should be noted that the worth of

this canon is greatly increased when it is employed in conjunction

with other canons (i.e. such as Bornkamm and Kasemann do with the

"canon of multiple attestation").

In spite of the real value inherent within this canon, a very

real weakness must be noted also, especially in the manner in which

it has thus far been employed by Bultmann's pupils. That is, this

canon is perspicuously dependent upon the "canon of dissimilarity"

in the hands of these scholars, for only that which can be found to

be distinctive by their use of the "canon of dissimilarity" can be

used as a touchstone here. That means that the several weaknesses

already noted with regard to the "canon of dissimilarity" apply

here also. If the manner in which that canon is used can be improved,

further benefits can be accrued via the use of the "canon of consist¬

ency" as well. Likewise, if any further canons can be developed

or known canons can be fundamentally improved so that a more sub¬

stantial block of reliable material can be established, then propor¬

tionally the "canon of consistency" will become an even more produc-

30. Rudolf Bultmann, The Historical Jesus and the Kerygmatic Christ,
pp. 22-23.
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tive tool. Finally, R. S. Barbour has noted another difficulty resid¬

ing with this canon which makes it rather problematic in application.

He says,

We may agree that some use of a criterion of this
kind is inevitable and right. But again difficulties
immediately occur. By what standard are we to judge
coherence? What seems coherent to the modern scholar
or historian or theologian may not have seemed coherent
to the first-century Jew or Christian; and what now ^
seems incoherent may not have seemed incoherent then.

This warning would seem to be especially important and applicable to

Bultmann; for (as has been shown) his existential manner of interpret¬

ing Jesus is often highly questionable and if he is wrong in under¬

standing Jesus, his Umwelt or the church; any items in the synoptic

tradition which are not consistent with his existential understanding

will further delimit the valid use of the "canon of consistency". Of

course, what is here said with regard to Bultmann has its application

for all historical critics.

9. The "canon of internal coherence" is used to a limited degree by

all three scholars and does have significance (both for these scholars

and future New Testament study) but it cannot thus be deemed a canon

of major importance. Interestingly, one of the possible weaknesses

residing in this canon is similar to that just mentioned with regard

to the "canon of consistency", for what may appear to be incoherent to

any particular modern scholar, may not have seemed incoherent to Jesus

or the author of the New Testament text. Thus, a similar caution

must be employed with the "canon of internal coherence" as was noted

above with regard to the "canon of consistency."

10. As we have seen, the "canon of multiple attestation" is also

more useful to Bomkamm and Kaieemann than it was to Bultmann. It was

31. R. S. Barbour, op.clt., p. 9.
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employed by Bornkamm especially in conjunction with the "canon of con¬

sistency" In order to establish several aspects of the tradition as

reliable which Bultmann had not established in his earlier reconstruc¬

tion of Jesus (although he now allows that the result produced by

this canon is indeed valid). The worth of this canon also increases

32when it is used both in a formal and a material sense and/or when

it is employed in conjunction with other critical criteria. Hence,

this canon too should be further applied and tested in future New
33

Testament study. However, this canon is likewise not without its

difficulties and if it is to be employed in the future most fruitfully,

those difficulties should be recognised. It can be argued that a

general impression is no stronger than its component parts and thus

when the "canon of multiple attestation" is applied alone it carries
34

that inherent weakness with it. As F. Gerald Downing has noted,

"If there is no confidence in even one example of a class of evi¬

dence, the 'general impression' generated is evidence only for later
35

opinion." Consequently, a somewhat better form of the use of this

canon emerges when the general impression is measured preliminarily,

and then the separate perlcopae are evaluated individually in order

that what emerges in this criticism is properly allowed to modify
36

any weakness in the overall impression.

32. R. S. Barbour, op.cit., p. 4.

33. Cf. Hugh Anderson, op.cit., pp. 99-100; Norman Perrin, Redis¬
covering the Teaching of Jesus, pp. 44-49, 65.

34. Cf. T. A. Roberts, History and Christian Apologetics (London:
S.P.C.K., 1960), p. 103; Van A. Harvey, The Historian and the Believer,
p. Ill. —

35. F. Gerald Downing, op.cit., p. 103.

36. Cf. Ibid.; M. D. Hooker, The Son of Man in Mark t A Study of the
Background of the "Son of Han" and Its Use in St. Mark s Gospel
(London: S. P. C. K., 1967), p. 79.
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11. In our previous discussion of the "canon of the isolated peri-

copae", it was suggested that still further criteria might be de¬

veloped in future New Testament study, which either share elements

in common with the canons which have been here analysed in the writ¬

ings of Bultmann, Bomkamm and Kasemann or have been brought to the

fore by an awareness of the weaknesses implicit within these canons.

One such possibility has been mentioned in recent literature which

would seem to hold some promise. Some years ago Marc Bloch suggested

that historians commonly find evidence most fruitful for genuine

reconstruction if it inadvertently mentions a characteristic of a

person, or an aspect of an event, which it would not seem to be in the
*'

37
best interest of author to have mentioned. This canon might well

be deemed the "canon of unintentional information". Indeed, it has

actually been used by New Testament scholars for some time, but is
38

not often set forth explicitly as a canon for regular use. It has

struck the present writer that there might be real value in a con¬

scious resurrection of this canon and its testing in future study

with some of that material which Bultmann, Bomkamm and Kasemann

have omitted in their studies, because of the limitations involved

in the employment of their canons. Such testing might be especially

useful with that material which attests to the temptations of Jesus,

his anger, his ostensible fears, or other dimensions of what might

be aspects of his genuine humanity. Whatever weaknesses might be

involved with such a canon could best be uncovered by its conscious

37. Marc Block, op.cit., pp. 62-63.
38. The author can remember first being impressed with the untapped
potential of this canon, when as a first-year theological student he
heard Professor B. M. Metzger use it to argue for certain elements
in the synoptic tradition Which were unflattering to certain apostles;
Cf. R. S. Barbour, op.cit., p. 26-27, where he mentions T. A. Roberts'
largely neglected suggestion in this direction in his work, History
and Christian Apologetics.
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use, so that by its testing, refinements with regard to its better

use might emerge. It does not seem too bold to suggest its applica¬

tion and testing here, however, both because it would seem to have

potential for dealing with certain pericopae which have not received

much attention via the canons we have analysed, and because it would

seem to have certain elements in common with the primary "canon of
39

dissimilarity" which is so heavily employed today. Like so many

of the canons which we havs analysed in this study, it would no

doubt increase in value if it could be employed jointly with other
40

valuable critical criteria.

On the overview then, it can now be properly maintained that

Bultmann, Bornkamm and Kasemann are all essentially consistent in the

employment of their critical canons. That is, all three scholars do

apply their several critical canons in a manner consistent with the

definitions they have each given (or accepted) for their specific
41

canons with an extremely high degree of regularity. This feature

of the work of all three scholars should be appreciated fully, for

the care and rigour with which they each apply their historical methods

could well serve as a model to be emulated by any serious student of

history. The consistency of employment of one's critical canons pro¬

duces a quite useful reconstruction of a historical person or event,

which thus can be most adequately judged by other historians as to its

39. R. S. Barbour, op.cit., p. 27.

40. For example, it would seem probable that it might be used ini¬
tially with the "canon of multiple attestation" and the "canon of
dissimilarity" as evaluated above to analyse those units of the
tradition which suggest possible dimensions of Jesus' ministry.

41. This does not mean that Bultmann, Bornkamm and Kasemann do not
each occasionally deviate in practice from the definitions of their
several critical canons (for all scholars do at some points), but
rather that they are exceptionally careful in this regard. In those
few cases where some deviation has been suspected, it has been noted
in the text of this study.
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overall validity, precisely because there Is a genuine coherence In

the final picture produced.

Before moving beyond the matter of the critical canons of Bult-

mann, Bornkamm and Kasemann, however, one further matter must be dis¬

cussed which is of real significance for understanding what actually

happens in the employment of their critical canons, and critical can-
\

ons generally. It is sometimes supposed that in the employment of

critical canons, the historian Is simply reconstructing a picture of

a past event In perspicuous correspondence with the "real historical

event". Hence, if the critical canons of objective historical science

are employed consistently and correctly, then "true facts" will emerge

which can thus be arranged via historian s> varying Interpretative (or

hermeneutical) canons into several different "Interpretations" or

"interpretative pictures" of the past event. On this view, whatever

set of interpretative canons Is most adequate will thus allow that

historian to best arrange his "objective facts" so as to produce the

most coherent representation of that past event, which in turn will

correspond most closely to the real nature of that which actually
42

happened. Additionally, it will be remembered that on the view of

these three scholars, the proper Interpretative canons also will

allow the Innermost meaning of that past event to challenge the self-

understanding of persons living today, and thus the practice of his¬

tory produces a dialogue with the past concerning authentic meaning

in personal human life (or "authentic historicity" in a profound

sense)

42. Cf. Van A. Harvey, op.clt., pp. 204-242; T. A. Roberts, op.cit.,
pp. 145ff.

43. See pp. 24-51 and 62-75 of this study.
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The analysis undertaken in this study, however, would indicate

that it is too simplistic an explanation of the historian's method

to suggest that all historians can or will use precisely the same

critical canons in exactly the same fashion. Hence, even at the

critical level of historical work, "interpretation" enters into

the picture. This has appeared most perspicuously in the above anal¬

yses of the "canon of dissimilarity", the "canon of the forms and

Sltz im Leben", the "canon of the closed causal nexus", and the

"canon of the argument from silence"; but it surely plays a part in

the definition and employment of all critical canons. The present

writer does believe that such analysis as has been undertaken in this

study can serve to uncover certain Inadequate definitions and employ¬

ment procedures for critical canons. Hence, as the criticisms offered

here are further weighed by others and themselves tested and criti¬

cised, it is likely that somewhat more agreement can develop with

regard to the use of critical canons, and consequently also more con¬

sensus should emerge with regard to certain aspects of historical

reconstruction. However, it is doubtful if the development of, and

the use of, certain critical canons will ever be wholly uniform in

practice; for all historians do (and must) bring their own conscious

and unconscious pre-understandings with them, which they use in a

4
controlling fashion in conjunction with their specific critical canons.

This was seen perhaps most clearly with regard to the "canon of the

closed causal nexus". Therefore, it would seem that the most helpful

procedure here would be that of making one's a priori pre-understend¬

ings as clear as possible in the definition of and subsequent employ-

44. W. H. Walsh, An Introduction to Philosophy of History (London?
Hutchinson University Library, 1967), pp. 103-106, 110-116.
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ment of one's critical canons. In this way, some further fruitful

debate can be undertaken as to precisely which definition of a par¬

ticular canon, including the issue of which pre-understanding, best

enables historians to explain (or interpret) the greatest amount of

available evidential data most coherently. Only as such a priori pre¬

suppositions are openly acknowledged (or at least unearthed by later

analyses), will it be possible to make any real progress in debate

and consensus. All of this means, however, that it is more accurate

to admit that even at the critical level, a significant degree of

"interpretation" does take place; and that only by analysis, criti¬

cism and cross-criticism concerning the validity of particular pre-

understandings and the reconstructions they are capable of producing

in actual practice, can emerging agreement among scholars begin to

take shape. Consequently, this is not to suggest in a wholly rela¬

tive fashion that one critical canon is simply as good as another,

or that one interpretative definition and use of a particular criti¬

cal canon is as good as another; but rather that only by the slow

and difficult task of testing all critical canons and their under¬

lying interpretative pre-understandings, will historical science be

able to make progress. Moreover, the very need for analysis of and

testing of critical canons Itself indicates that even at the critical

level of historical work, "interpretation" is surely a fundamental
45

element in the constructing of what are called "facts". This means,

however, that "interpretation" and pre-understanding function not only

at the geschichtlich level of history, but are already operative at

45. Cf. Geoffery Turner, "Pre-Dnderatanding and New Testament Inter¬
pretation", The Scottish Journal of Theology, Vol. 28, No. 3, pp. 227-
242. """"" "
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the histortsch level as well. In this regard, the present writer

would maintain that statements of Bultmann, Borakamm and Kasemann

concerning the historisch level of history as being a "factual" level

established by the standard canons of "objective historical science"

are somewhat misleading, for the Implication of this language is that

the "facts" produced at this level are rather more certain and solid

than they actually are, if the analysis of this study is at all ac¬

curate. For the analysis undertaken here has indicated a number of

subjectively held pre-understandings which play a quite significant

role in the historical reconstructions of "facts" by these three

scholars at the historisch level. Greater clarity concerning this

issue in future should serve the cause of establishing even greater

uniformity of actual critical method, as unnecessarily delimiting

pre-understandlngs are increasingly isolated and rejected by an

emerging consensus of the coimnunity of historians, and in areas

where uniformity does not seem probable (as in the case of the "God

hypothesis" as a causal explanation for facets of historical events)

at least the real issue of standard historical procedures versus

exceptional philosophical and/or theological pre-understandings which

are employed by some scholars in given contexts will be better recog¬

nised in their true colours, and so hopefully can more honestly be

evaluated as to their usefulness (or lack thereof) in any given at¬

tempted historical explanation.

II, Concluding Remarks Concerning
Hermeneutical Canons

Throughout this study an evaluative analysis of the hermeneutical

canons of Bultmann, Bornkamm and Kasemann has also been undertaken.
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Now in summary of that which has been noted, first it will be impor¬

tant to recall the central thrust of the several comments offered

with regard to Bultmann's work. It has been maintained that Bultmann

is surely correct to recognise: (1) the need to interpret the whole

of a historical text from its parts and the parts from the whole

(2) that the specific Interests of a historian will control his

questioning of the historical text (3) and that a historian must have

a life-relationship to, and pre-understandlng of, the subject matter

of a historical text. However, problems here have arisen in conjunc¬

tion with Bultmann's fourth and chief hermeneutlcal canon, because

he also contends for: (4) the key significance of the historian's

"existential openness" to "existential encounter" with the inherent

self-understandings, or understanding of human existence (Existenzver-

standnis) contained in his historical documents, as the proper pre-

understandlng for all historical interpretation, and especially for
46

biblieal interpretation.

The problem that has been noted repeatedly in this study is not

that Bultmann uses the categories of existentialist philosophy

(especially Heidegger's) to provide for a pre-understanding of'those

aspects of his historical texts which deal with the understanding of

human existence contained in the texts, for all interpreters do use

some philosophical categories for pre-understanding (whether they are

used consciously or not). Moreover, it must be appreciatively granted

that much of the biblical material surely does deal with understandings

of human existence, and in this regard these existential categories

serve excellently. Indeed, the purpose of pre-understanding is not

46. See pp. 30-51, 115-121, 201-205, 333-335 of this study.
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to pre-judge what the text should say by substituting the categories

of an alien philosophy for the message of the text; and in this regard,

Bultmann's use of existentialism is most valuable because it supplies

no abstract philosophical system as such. It has been noted repeatedly

in this study also that this use of existential categories has enabled

Bultmann to recover dimensions of the biblical texts which few other

interpreters have been able to unearth with their pre-understandings.

Nevertheless, a problem does arise with Bultmann's use of his fourth

canon which sometimes unfortunately overshadows his quite positive

contributions. In practice, Bultmann's use of his fourth heraeneutical

canon is problematic because the self-understanding of human existence

finally becomes the sole norm of biblical interpretation, and thus

Bultmann consistently interprets the biblical texts entirely from this

perspective, even if that mean3 twisting meanings, ignoring facets of

the text or critically re-shaping aspects of the text so that they

will yield to his interpretative norm. This means, for example, that

any dimension of the biblical text which apparently has the activity

or knowledge of God, or the purpose of God in community or world his¬

tory (rather than simply in personal history) as its main concern,

must either be put aside or wholly translated into concerns about

personal self-understanding. In this way, Bultmann does actually pre¬

judge what the text is allowed to say by his own existential pre-

understanding, even though he denies that a proper hermeneutical pro¬

cedure ought to pre-judge the content of the text in this way. Hence,

Bultmann'8 practical failing is not that his interpretative canons are

of no value, but rather that they are capable of rendering only a

partial exegetical reconstruction and understanding of certain biblical

texts. Consequently, the present writer would contend that the basic
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weakness of Bultmann's heriaeneutical procedure is that it is not

capable of fully interpreting given sections of the New Testament,

and Bultmann consistently refuses to acknowledge this failing.

Norman Young has cogently drawn attention to this weakness in the

following illustrative words:

It was once thought that all swans were white; in
fact, this assertion was used in logic text-books as an
example of a universally true propostiion. Then black
birds in every other detail the same as swans were dis¬
covered in Australia. It was concluded not that these
birds were "essentially unswanlike", nor that they rep¬
resented an aberration whose existence could be acknowledged
but then ignored, but that there was something wrong with
the method of classification that could not adequately
deal with them. 47

It must be acknowledged that Bultmann's failing in this regard is not

unique, however, for no such exclusive hermeneutlcal approach will

allow all the diverse elements of the New Testament to speak equally.

However, the best hermeneutlcal method ought genuinely to strive for

pre-understandlngs which are flexible enough to respond to the sev¬

eral dimensions of the text in all its inherent richness, and also

be capable of change if the dialogue between the parts and whole of

the text call into question any Inadequate initial pre-understanding.

This means that no single philosophical system (or philosophical

approach) is likely to be sufficient, however valuable it might be

for dealing with given texts (or aspects thereof). Therefore, it is

not that philosophical tools should be excluded from the practice of

interpretation (how could that be possible?), but rather that (in

eclectic fashion) several such tools might be required for proper bib¬

lical interpretation. Above all, genuine efforts must be made to

listen to the whole message of the text, even in all of its strange-

47. Norman J. Young, History and Existential Theology, pp. 54-55.
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ness; and if a preliminary philosophical aid to understanding does

not suffice, then a modification, or a different aid, should be

readily tried. Hence, pre-understanding is not wrong; but the job

of pre-understanding may be more complex than even Bultmann has real-

ised.

The present writer does believe, however, that this study has

indicated that Bornkamm's and Kasemann's use of their several hermeneu-

tical canons generally represent something of an Improvement upon

Bultmann's use thereof. This is so because the pre-understandings

involved in their exegetlcal work are not so strictly limited to

existential self-understanding (Bxistenzverstandnis) as is the case

with Bultmann. For Bornkamm and Kasemann the fourth interpretative

canon specifically involves the pre-understanding that Jesus* self-

understanding could (and their subsequent investigations suggest, did)

include his awareness of his own role as the historical agent of the

eschatological crisis for mankind. Hence, in their interpretations

Jesus is presented as the proclaimer not only of a new message of

eschatological self-understanding, but is presented as personally

aware that his own activity actually marked the inbreaking of the

BaatXefa roO 0eoO and that his authoritative words also interpreted

the pure Will of God in this eschatological crisis. In this aware¬

ness, and because of it, Jesus can be understood historically as the

cause of his own significant death and the rise of the eschatological

community which came to be called the Christian church. In this way,

Bornkamm and Kasemann both present a portrait of Jesus (whether Jesus'

awareness was justified or not) which gives a more coherent explana-

48. Ibid., pp. 39-55.
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tion for more of the probable authentic historical evidence which can

be unearthed with the critical canons, and so supplies a more his¬

torically feasible explanation for the rise of the unique phenomenon

of the Christian church. Moreover, in doing this neither Bomkamm

nor Kasemann presents a portrait of Jesus which is clearly self-

authenticating; but like the several kerygmata of the early church,

their portraits do require persons to make their own personal decision

as to whether or not Jesus' understanding of himself is justified.

Thus, they (like Bultmann but in a different way) recognise the limits

of the historical method; for they do not attempt to use their inter¬

pretative canons to try to "prove" that God was uniquely present in

the life of Jesus. Historical interpretation can show only that

Jesus' life and self-awareness most probably raised the question, but

did not supply the answer as to whether or not God was uniquely pres¬

ent in his existence. Only a personal decision for belief or unbe¬

lief on the part of one attempting to understand Jesus can answer that

question, not the historian's methods. Specifically, the issue comes

into clear focus with regard to the several miracle reports of the

gospels. Bomkamm especially affirms that Jesus' activity probably

did include healings and exorcisms, wrtiich Jesus understood to have

been caused by God. Whether these were, in fact, caused by God's

activity or not, however, the historian cannot decide; but he can

present the miracles as Jesus most probably understood them. When

Bornkamm, as historian, deals with the gospel data concerning the

resurrection, his pre-understending deals similarly with the early

church's belief about the resurrection. The historian cannot show

that God was actually active in the Easter event, but he can interpret

the church's faith so as to make that belief a perspicuous challenge
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to belief in its theological as well as its anthropological aspects.

Furthermore, this interpretative treatment Involves reconstructing

certain of Jesus' Intentions and inner thoughts (concerning the mean¬

ing of his own life) and in that way does represent a psychological

presentation of Jesus. However, a distinction must be made between

this variety of psychological reconstruction and that found in the

work of certain other historical interpreters, who claim to offer a

reconstruction of the development of Jesus' self-awareness in its

49
several stages, and/or erven a description of his personal faith.

Bornkamm and Kasemann stop short of that kind of psychological re¬

construction. They do this because they believe that they can only

interpret the psychological dimensions of the evidential data which

have a highly probable claim to critical authenticity, and the

"canon of dissimilarity" and the "canon of the Isolated pericopae"

make a developmental presentation of Jesus' faith or mission-con¬

sciousness seemingly impossible to reconstruct. Consequently, they

interpretatively present only those aspects of Jesus' personal con¬

sciousness irtilch have a high claim to critical authenticity. Thus,

the present writer would maintain that these pupils of Bultmann have

not exceeded the justifiable limits of the historical method, for any

interpretation which joins together quite solid units of the authen¬

tic evidence coherently falls within the scope of a proper methodology.

What is not valid, is the kind of fictional conjecture as to the

course of the development of Jesus' mission-consciousness and/or HLs

personal faith which is based on very little (or no) pieces of solid,

49. Cf. William Manson, Jesus The Messiah; T. W. Manson, The Servant
Messiah (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1961); Gerhard
The Nature of Faith (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1961); Ernst Fuchs,
Studies of The Historical Jesus (Naperville, 111.: Allenson, 1964).
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authentic, evidential data. Consequently, in the judgment of the

present writer, a psychological presentation of Jesus' life can only

properly claim a degree of validity in direct proportion to the amount

50
of authentic evidential data it can coordinate consistently.

In spite of this more positive evaluation of Bomkamm's and Kase-

raann's use of their interpretative canons, however, it is also neces¬

sary to suggest certain improvements which should be achieved in

future New Testament study. First, if the several critical canons

can be applied more effectively in future, it is quite possible that

rather more can be reconstructed concerning aspects of Jesus' inner

life. Specifically, it will be necessary to explore whether or not

authentic evidential data concerning such matters as the Jewishness,

anger, fears and temptations of Jesus can be incorporated in our

historical portraits. If so, these dimensions of his humanity still

would have to be explained coherently in relation to his icouofa as

seen in the portraits of Bornkamra and Kasemann (and as noted pre¬

viously that understanding of Jesus* isouofa will need some modifica¬

tion by means of a better use of the several critical canons). It

is quite important to reconstruct not only isolated pieces of authen¬

tic evidential data, then, but also to understand precisely how that
51

data can be properly related. In the judgment of the present writer

further work must be undertaken with regard to this issue lest our

historical reconstructions be in real danger of becoming too selective

concerning Jesus' self-understanding for questionable apologetic

50. Cf. Marc Bloch, The Historian's Craft, pp. 81f., 194ff. wherein
the difficulties of making psychological judgments is discussed.
51. W. H. Walsh, op.cit., pp. 72-92; G. Downing, op.cit., p. 76; R. S.
Barbour, op.cit., pp. 29ff.
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52
reasons. Second, a similar concern must be expressed with regard

to the deeds of Jesus for as it has already been noted, it is possible

that the several critical canons could be used more effectively in

future to recover rather more of Jesus' activity, and that data too

must then be coherently coordinated with what is now known so as to

53
present a more wholistic understanding of Jesus' person. Finally,

it must be asked whether a Christian historian's belief in the activ¬

ity of God in history for man's salvation, which is so central to

a proper understanding of the authentic evidential data for Jesus'

life, in the Christian historian's view and in the view of the gospel

editors, must be treated so ambiguously as a pre-understanding when

offering reconstructions of Jesus' life. As noted previously, the

several critical canons can be applied more freely, honestly and

understandably if their application is not controlled and confounded

by the false pre-understanding that the activity of God can be some¬

how concretely demonstrated by the historian's critical work as such.

The belief in God's ability to act in history is indeed an interpre¬

tative pre-understanding which may be accepted or rejected. Moreover,

since the concept of God's ability to act in history is understood

somewhat differently by different philosophers and theologians, pre¬

cisely how it is understood by any given scholar should be defined
54with clarity. It could be that one's pre-understanding in this

regard might change significantly in the process of historical labour,

if the authentic evidential data cannot be explained most fully and

52. Geoffery Turner, op.cit., pp. 240£.
53. Leander E. Keck, A Future For The Historical Jesus, pp. 30-32,
130-131; John Hick, Faith and Knowledge, pp. 204ff.
54. T. A. Roberts, op.cit., pp. 144-174.
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coherently by means of one's initial pre-understanding. Indeed, the

nature of pre-understandings is such that they must not be allowed

to control the authentic evidential data in an arbitrary fashion.

Rather, the discoveries which emerge in one's ongoing historical

labour should also be allowed to call into question, and re-shape if

necessary, one's pre-understanding; or it simply will become a rigid

bias. Bultmann especially gets into difficulty with regard to this

pre-understanding, for on the critical and hermeneutical levels he

manifests a rigid understanding of the "closed causal nexus" in

analysing the gospel materials (as a historian) but at the eschatolog-

ical level he attempts to reverse his pre-understanding in order to

affirm (somehow) the real activity of God (as a Christian believer

and theologian). The problem arises as to how he can manage this

and yet retain any measure of integrity in the estimation of other

scholars; especially if they are not Christian believers. To one

who does not share his neat division of the historical into the his-

torisch, geschichtllch and the eschatologlsch, Bultmann's procedure

looks like double-talk; for it seems impossible to affirm the "closed

causal nexus" so regularly and vigourously when analysing Jesus' life

historically, and then turn round and affirm the activity of God so

certainly when expounding upon the meaning of the church's kerygmatic
55

understanding of that life. To a lesser degree, this same problem¬

atic ambiguity still resides in Bornkamm's and Kasemann's work in

that they tend to deny the pre-understanding of God's activity any

real place in conjunction with their analyses of individual pericopae

at the critical level (and especially with the several gospel miracle

55. Cf. Ronald Hepburn, Christianity and Paradox (London: Watts,
1958), pp. 91-127.
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reports) but nevertheless Introduce It at the level of a hermeneu-

tlcal treatment of the meaning of Jesus' life (especially as seen as

56
a whole). It is difficult to see how one can function with the

pre-understanding of a "closed causal nexus" in criticism on a peri-

cope by pericope. basis, and then expect to Interpret the several

authentic pericopaein a coherent historical manner precisely by means

of the concept of the activity of God, without causing some confu¬

sion and the suspicion by other historical critics of an illegitimate
57

use of sleight-of-hand. It would seem a better procedure to ac¬

knowledge openly one's pre-understandlng of either a "closed causal

nexus" or one's pre-understanding of the possibility of activity of

God in history in clear terns, and then function with that pre-

understanding at all levels of historical labour. In this way, it

should be clearer as to what is ascertained by common critical pro¬

cedures and what is grounded upon the especial pre-understending of

God'8 activity in history (which pre-understanding cannot be shared
58

by all historians). Moreover, if concrete historical labour calls

into question either the precise definition of that pre-understandlng

or its workability; then, of course, the historian ought to be will¬

ing to modify his pre-understanding. In this way, however, it

should be more consistently perspicuous as to precisely what pre-

understanding is actually being employed, and whether or not it is

most effectively able to explain the greatest amount of authentic

56. Ernst Kaseoann, Essays on New Testament Themes, pp. 48-54; Gunther
Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 180-186.

57. R. S. Barbour, Theologians of Our Time, pp. 166-168; Van A. Har-
vey, op.cit., pp. 139-146, 158-159.

58. Cf. T. A. Roberts, op.cit., pp. 144-174; John Hick, Faith and
Knowledge, pp. 200-216.
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59evidential data. Indeed, the further but related important issue

needs to be raised at this point as to whether a Christian historian

can really avoid the use of the pre-understanding of God's revelatory

activity in history (in some definition), for the New Testament docu¬

ments themselves know of no cold, empirical, evidential data apart

from the interpretative pre-understanding of God's revelatory activ¬

ity in the history of Jesus. In this regard, the words of Professor

John Hclntyre are most instructive.

The other view is to say, with Professor N. Kemp
Smith, that fact is not something from which but to
which interpretation proceeds; fact is reached at the
end of a process of interpretation of data. To develop
this view, part at least of what we mean by the "given-
ness of Revelation" is that in regard to Revelation believ¬
ers are not only observers of empirical data (which are
at the same time open to unbelievers) but are also pro¬
vided with the interpretation, which enables them to
apprehend, and to be apprehended of, certain facts.
Revelation is not therefore, reached by means of proo-
cesses of inference from, and private interpretations
of, certain objective uninterpreted data; it is a
situation in which the data, as defined above, are
presented to him in interpreted form as fact. What the
unbeliever observes, what could be called the hlstorlsch
in Bultmann's language is an abstract from what is for
the Christian a living situation; it is analytically
posterior to it and not prior. Bultmann looks on
Revelation as a body of data to be manipulated to suit
a philosophy, whereas indeed it is a set of facts, an
ultimate reality, with which all philosophy and philos¬
ophers must come to terms, and by which they will be
finally judged. 60

Therefore, it would seem that the Christian historian should recog¬

nise that his historical canons (critical and hermeneutical) can

never really be used apart from the pre-understanding of God's

unique salvific and revelatory activity in the concrete history f

Jesus, but rather the Christian historian should openly acknowledge

59. Geoffrey Turner, op.dt., pp. 227-242; especially 235 and 241.

60. John Mclntyre, "Demythologisation and Dogmatics", The Canadian
Journal of Theology, Vol. II, No. 2, pp. 90-91; see also D. W. D.
Shaw, Who Is God? (London: S. C. M., 1968), p. 29.
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that his reconstruction is accomplished only with this pre-understand-

ing which is "given" in the gospels themselves.^ In so doing, how¬

ever, he only raises afresh the question of faith or unbelief for his

readers, for his historical treatment of Jesus can never "prove" that

"God was in Christ", but only by means of historical methods presents

the challenge of faith to personal decision.

III. Concluding Remarks Concerning the Value
of Historical Research Into The Life of Jesus

What then is the purpose and value of the historian's ongoing

quest of the historical Jesus, especially as it has emerged in the

understanding of the present writer in the process of this present

study?

First, it would appear that the quest for historical knowledge

concerning Jesus of Nazareth cannot be silenced in an age in which

the Christian message must be presented to persons who have been

educated with some understanding of, and a fundamental respect for,

the historical method; for the Christian proclamation of God's sal-

viflc revelation in and through the history of Jesus of Nazareth will

fail to speak meaningfully to many modern persons, if the endeavours

of historical criticism and interpretation are not also undertaken in

order to understand historically who Jesus really was in the days

61. This is so unless, of course, one takes the view that the New
Testament documents do not actually speak of God's specific and unique
activity in the history of Jesus; but that Jesus is only a paradigm
of God's general graciousness, which can be ascertained in all history.
But this involves a different theological pre-understanding, and so
a different "interpretation" of the basic meaning of God's activity
in history than-. Bultmatm's, Bornkamm's, Kasemann's and most Christian
historian-theologian's, other than some theological liberals have
held. Cf. Van A. Harvey, Ibid., pp. 246-289, especially for a defense
of this alternate position which is grounded in the idealistic philo¬
sophical tradition.
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of his flesh. If Christian historian-theologians, with their several

pre-understandings and critical and hermeneutical canons fail to under¬

take the task; non-Christian historians, with their secular and vary¬

ing philosophical pre-understandings and critical and hermeneutical

canons, will not fail to do so. Hence, if scholars from within the

Christian community should refuse to engage in such historical re¬

search for whatever reasons, (historical, theological, apologetic

etc.) the Christian church today would be left in the uneasy position

of appearing to advocate an unreasonably "blind faith" in a "Jesus"

who possibly could have been simply a mythological figure, or a per-

62
son of quite different character from the one presented by the church.

An essential aspect of the problem is that the general populous (in

the modern industrial nations at least and increasingly this applies

to more and more of the world's population) are sufficiently conscious

of the value of historical science in a general way, but few are

specifically enough aware of the details of historical methodology

to understand the inherent complexities involved in forming historical
63

reconstructions of Jesus' life. Therefore, any work which purports

to give a truthful historical insight into the life and character of

Jesus of Nazareth rarely is capable of being evaluated fairly, even

64
by most educated modern persons. Consequently, it would seem impera¬

tive that Christian scholarship not simply abandon its responsibility

62. Leander E. Keck, op.clt., pp. 35-39, 54; Hugh Anderson, op.cit.,
p. 316.
63. Etienne Trocme, op.cit., p. IX.
64. The present writer was made keenly aware of this while teaching
undergraduate students for a year in a University in Washington, D.C.
During the course of that experience he was asked to engage in a
local radio discussion with Hugh Schonfield concerning his book
The Passover Plot. In the process of later discussing that radio con¬
versation with several students and faculty members, the present writ¬
er can recall being alarmed at how little understood sound methods of
historiography actually are, even among otherwise educated persons.
Few possessed the criteria to begin to evaluate such a book as Schon¬
field 's The Passover Plot (New York: Geis, 1965).
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to communicate effectively with modern persons, showing wherein Chris¬

tian historical scholarship both agrees and differs from non-Christian

scholarship, and wherein Christian historians differ from each other

in their historical endeavours. Only in such a context can modern

Christianity speak meaningfully of its claim to a unique historical

revelation, and thus distinguish such claims from mere superstition
65

or propaganda.

The question must be answered, however, as to precisely what

function such historical knowledge has. The foregoing study has

convinced the present writer that one function of such historical re¬

search is that of enabling an inquiring non-believer to gain some

genuinely probable insights concerning Jesus from Christian as well

as non-Christian historical scholars; established by their several

critical canons, interpretative canons and pre-understandings. The

reconstructions of Christian scholarship can thus better be weighed

against each other and against non-Christian reconstructions in order

to compare and contrast how, and how coherently, each is able to ex¬

plain the available evidential data. In this process some inquirers

will surely have certain misconceptions removed and the challenge of

the recurring question as to precisely who this man Jesus is will be

set vividly before those moderns who are concerned to understand

Jesus with the aid of modern historical methods. For even the vari¬

ous Christian historical reconstructions of Jesus will not be able to

coerce faith or prove that "God was in Christ". That is quite beyond

the province of the historical method as such, as has been shown

throughout this study (in conjunction with the analyses of the several

65. Leander E, Keck, op.cit., p. 58,
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scholars' work which has been here considered). However, the removal

of misconceptions, the raising of personal questions about the person

of Jesus, and the understanding of human existence and divine purpose

which Jesus apparently sets forth as challenge In word and deed, sure¬

ly is of genuine value to an increasing number of persons seeking
66

meaning In human existence in a modern world, if a significant part

of the coming to faith is a wrestling with meaning in human existence
67

as Bultmann himself contends. Indeed, it seems entirely probable

to the present writer that one could read such a historical account

of Jesus' life as Bornkamm's Jesus of Nazareth and hear therein the

call to faith in a way not wholly unlike the experience of those who

encountered the provocative and enigmatic Jesus of Nazareth in the

days of his flesh; for in such an account Christian interpretation

and pre-understandings have been combined with the use of critical

canons to present the challenge of Jesus to modern man. In any such

historical work, kerygmatic interpretative understanding is inter¬

twined with critically reconstructed data and thus, as in the gospels

themselves, kerygma and history interpenetrate one another. So also

in the sermon on a synoptic text which calls for Christian faith to¬

day, the insights gained from the employment of critical canons is

combined with Christian interpretation (which may indeed employ a

variety of philosophical aids) and pre-understandings to produce the

66. Cf. Leander Keck, op.clt., p. 55; Viktor E. Frankl, Man's Search
For Meaning (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1971); Viktor E. Frankl, The
Doctor and The Soul (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1971); Viktor E. Frankl,
The Will To Meaning (New York: Signet, 1969); Robert C. Leslie, Jesus
and Logotherapy (New York: Abingdon, 1965).

67. Rudolf Bultmann, Essays, pp. 256-258.
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invitation to faith in the preached Word. Thus, the work of the

Christian historian may help to elucidate the significant grounds

for faith in Jesus without being able to prove or compel faith. Al¬

ways the human freedom of any individual must be used to evaluate and

decide for or against Jesus; whether Jesus is presented, for example,

as he was in the days of his flesh, or in a Pauline kerygmatic formula

(which could be simply read, interpreted by a scholar or proclaimed in

the preached Word), or in a historically informed kerygmatic sermon

about Jesus, or in a book wherein critical historical scholarship, theo¬

logical pre-understending and interpretation are intertwined. Whether

Jesus in any of these presentations is trustworthy or not, must be

decided upon by personal faith or unbelief. Even Christian inter¬

pretation or proclamation cannot compel faith; it can only make the

challenge to personal decision more explicit. However, as in a com¬

mitment of friendship or love, even if there are apparent evidential

grounds in the words or deeds of a potential friend or lover to chal¬

lenge one to believe that the other is indeed trustworthy and so to

invite one to entrust one's life to that other, those apparent grounds

cannot be objectively "proved", but must be personally verified or

falsified in the act of commitment or trust in the one who "appears"

to be trustworthy.®®
Secondly, the various attempts at historical reconstructions of

Jesus are often spoken of in a disparaging manner because the process

of historical reconstruction is always only probable and never final;

due to constantly changing and (hopefully) improving methods, the

68. John Hick, Christianity at the Centre, pp. 57-69.
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changing perspectives of changing times, and the potential discovery

of new evidential data etc. Thus, it has been said (at least from

Leasing on to the present), that the shifting sands of historical

research can never produce a sufficiently solid enough foundation

upon which to & rect the necessary certainty for faith. This kind of

statement, however, seems to the present writer to distort the real

situation unduly and misunderstand the positive functions of his¬

torical research (which have never really abated in the modem Chris¬

tian community). On the one hand, it is impossible for the Christian

church ever completely to avoid the risk involved in the proclama¬

tion of a historical revelation. Even Bultmann (although his efforts

are representative of one of the most thoroughgoing attempts in mod¬

em scholarship to minimise the destructive potential of historical

research into Christian origins) was not able to make Christian faith

wholly immune from the destructive potential of historical criticism,

for he has consistently insisted upon the necessity of the Pass of

Jesus' real historical existence for Christian faith, which the his¬

torian might disprove (in principle at least) or call into question

if he could ever demonstrate that Jesus of Nazareth (in all probabil¬

ity) never existed as a real historical person. Hence, even Bultmann

has not finally removed Christian faith from the risk involved in
69

historical research. However, in the ongoing process of two cen¬

turies of such historical research, the actual result has been to

demonstrate Jesus' real historical existence, and a great deal about

69. In such a case as this, of course, if Jesus were demonstrated to
be a myth (in all probability), Christians would still have the option
of either abandoning their faith or reformulating a theological under¬
standing along the lines Van A. Harvey has suggested in The Historian
and the Believer.
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the nature of his life, even if the production of a historical biog¬

raphy is (in a strong degreei of probability) an impossibility today.

Finally, it should be noted that theologians (especially the

dialectical theologians) who have offered quite critical remarks con¬

cerning the ever changing historical reconstructions of Jesus,^
rarely are as critical of their own theological work which they also

usually recognise as in constant flux (both within a given theologian's

own work and in theological science generally, which is constantly

changing from age to age, due to changing methods, perspectives and

insights etc.).^* Hence, using the analogy of the work of systematic

theology, it is illuminating and instructive to take note of the dif¬

ference between the basic experiential data of the Christian faith

which constitutes the basis of Christianity (dogma) and the secondary

and derivative Implications drawn from this basic data (doctrinal or

theological formulations) which attempt to relate theological in¬

sights to one another and to other fields of human knowledge. These

secondary theological formulations are not considered to be unchange¬

able or essential to Christian faith, but rather quite fallible human

attempts to understand the basic data of faith; and thus they are con¬

stantly changing, developing, being criticised by the theological com¬

munity and being ever reformulated. A dogma thus has a quite different

70. See Van A. Harvey, op.cit.. pp. 127-163.
71. The present writer can recall hearing Karl Barth questioned by a
student in Princeton (in April, 1962) concerning an ostensible contra¬
diction between a statement in one of Berth's earlier writings and one
in a later writing. When Barth was questioned as to how he could have
written both things, he replied: "One time I liedIV Professor Barth
then went on to explain that frequently he has changed his understand¬
ing and formulations in theological matters, as indeed theological
science does generally in its development from age to age. For a fur¬
ther helpful insight into this truth within Barth's work, see James D.
Smart, The Divided Mind of Modern Theology (Philadelphia: Westminster
Press, 1967), wherein he traces something of the development in Barth's
thinking. Interestingly, this same book shows how little Bultmann's
methods and theological insights have changed during his career.
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epistemological status from a derivative theological formulation.

The basic data (dogmas) actually define Christianity, whereas the de¬

rivative theological formulations do not and must properly change with

the changing Sltz im Leben of the church. Given individuals within

the community of faith, however, sometimes have been prone to confuse

a particular doctrinal formulation with a fundamental dogma and so

elevate a doctrinal formulation to a level of sanctity and permanence

it does not rightly deserve. Nevertheless, each new doctrinal formu¬

lation, and the methods of theological science employed to construct

the formulation, must properly change and develop with the ever chang¬

ing needs of the church. Of course, each theological formulation and

the corresponding methods of its construction enjoy varying degrees

of validity and usefulness, both with regard to its own Sltz lm Leben

and the ongoing work of theology generally. The better insights and

methods are incorporated into the ongoing work of theological science
72

and the valueless insights and methods are soon Jettisoned. Analo¬

gously there is a fundamental difference between the kerygmata of the

New Testament, and this includes the kerygmata which interpenetrate^

the narratives and words of Jesus in the gospels, and the various
€_

portraits of Jesus which have been derivatively constructed from th$s

New Testament data by the several critical canons, hermeneutical canons

and pre-understandings of historians. The historical reconstructions

of Jesus, like the several derivative theological formulations, will

change with changing times; and thus the better insights and methods

of historians will be incorporated in the ongoing process of scholar¬

ship, while the valueless insights and methods will be jettisoned.

72. John Hick, Philosophy of Religion (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, t*>63), p. 77; John Hick, Faith and Knowledge, pp. 198-200.
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However, these changing historical Insights and methods should not

be confused with the basic New Testament data concerning Jesus (or

the original events and faith from which the New Testament data have

arisen and the faith to which it has given rise down through the

ages of history). As R. S. Barbour has recently cogently stated:

Traditlo-hlstorical criticism has the task, among
others, of showing us what manner of man Jesus was; and
it has that task, not simply in order to prove that Jesus'
character and mission are sufficient ground for our ex¬
planations of the growth of the Christian faith, but in
order to bring us face to face with the fact that if God
truly entrusted himself to the changes and chances of
the historical process (and most Christians do not really
believe that he did) we can do the same. If we do, and
only if we do, are we likely to encounter him afresh. 73

Consequently, if this distinction is kept in view, it can be seen that

ongoing historical reconstructions and developing historical methods

in New Testament scholarship can serve the church by providing ever

new perspectives concerning both the real humanity of Jesus, and so

the meaning of true humanity, and the divine presence in Jesus' exis¬

tence, and so the nature of God Himself, just as changing theological
74

formulations also serve the church in each new situation. This means

therefore, that the historian's work is of some real value to the

church in order that faith might understand itself ever more profoundly.

However, this does not make Christian faith dependent for its life on

the historian's historically conditioned labour any more than faith is

dependent for its life on the historically conditioned labour of sys¬

tematic theologians who serve the church from age to age.

73. R. S. Barbour, Traditlo-Hiatorical Criticism of the Gospels,
p. 97.

74. Cf. Leander E. Keck, op.clt., pp. 208-259, especially for insights
into how the historian's work can aid our understanding of God's
character; see also D. M. Bailie, God Was In Christ (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1948), pp. 48-54.
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